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FUNDING YOUTH VIOLENCE PROGRAMS:
SHOULD THE STRINGS BE CUT?

TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 1996

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON YOUTH VIOLENCE,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:02 a.m., in room
SD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Fred Thompson
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Hatch, Simpson, Grass ley (ex officio),
Biden, and Kohl.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRED THOMPSON, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF TENNESSEE

Senator THOMPSON. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. The
Subcommittee on Youth Violence today holds another in a series of
hearings on reauthorizing the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act. We will consider the four primary mandates of the
act, some of which date from 1974: No. 1, the deinstitutionalization
of status offendersstatus offenses are acts that are criminal if
committed by a child, but not if committed by an adult; No. 2, the
sight and sound separation of incarceration of youth and adults;
No. 3, removal of youths from adult jails and lockups; and, No. 4,
reducing the overrepresenation of minorities in secure juvenile fa-
cilities.

Many of these mandates date back to a time when youth violence
was not so prevalent or serious. The question arises as to whether
or not they are with us today with the same relevancy as they were
in the past, especially in light of the fact that 75 percent of the for-
mula grants are required to be spent on specific things that have
really nothing to do with incarceration and relatively little to do
with prevention.

It is time to take a new look at these mandates. Our witnesses
today will provide a variety of views on the worth of the mandates.
We will hear from Senator Grass ley about the effect of the status
offender mandate on his State. We will also hear from State and
local officials concerning the advisability of some of these mandates
and whether a one-size-fits-all approach is sensible in rural areas,
for instance, and we will hear from defenders of the mandates in
their present form.

A large and expensive set of strings come with the mandates.
Wyoming has already concluded that it is simply not worth the
burdens to accept juvenile justice funding and has opted out the

(1)
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act. Wyoming's localities can still receive funds, but only if they
comply with mandates. Other States are considering whether the
interests of their citizens are better served by opting out of the
mandates by not accepting the money. So we look forward to hear-
ing from our witnesses.

Senator Grass ley, I believe, will be with us just a little bit later,
so we will ask our second panel to comeI am sorry. I am re-
minded I have overlooked my colleague.

Do you have an opening statement?
STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH R. BIDEN, JR., A U.S. SENATOR

FROM THE STATE OF DELAWARE
Senator BIDEN. I do and don't feel badly. I am accustomed to

being overlooked in these days of minority status, but I appreciate
your consideration. [Laughter.]

This, as the chairman has pointed out, is the second in what
hopefully is going to be a series of hearings on this subject. Once
again, the subcommittee has, in my view, in a positive fashion, pro-
ceeded in a bipartisan manner, and I want to acknowledge that
chairman Thompson has accommodated our concerns as well.

We are seeing ever more violent crimes being committed by ever
younger offenders. As I and others have been pointing out for the
past year, demographic trends foretell a dramatic increase in the
number of teens in the next several decades. These two factors
the rise in the level of violence and the rising number of teens
mean that, I think, at least, we are on the edge of a huge problem.

These facts have understandably led to concerns that the existing
juvenile justice system is inadequate for the job. The quick re-
sponse by some policymakers has been to call for moving juveniles
wholesale into the adult correctional system. The concern about
youth violence, they point out, and I would agree, is well-founded,
but I am not sure the quick response that we are hearing about
is well-founded.

The juvenile justice system, I believe, is a necessary institution
because most juveniles should not be treated in the same manner
as adults. Most juveniles should not be treated, in my view, in the
same as adults. They are just not as rational as adults, so some
threats of punishment which work as deterrents for adults don't
seem to work very well for teens.

As we have heard over and over at the subcommittee's last hear-
ing, preventing juvenile crime is possible and the key to regaining
control, but despite the fact that we know prevention is best, it
won't happenI won't say it won't happen. It has not happened
very often without some Federal support, and my concern is if the
Federal Government doesn't support this notion, I am wondering
who will and where will it come from.

Still, the juvenile justice system, at least in my view, does need
reform. it was not designed to handle the volume, nor the type of
violent teen that we now see. We must recognize that punishing
chronic, violent offenders has never, and should never be the pur-
pose of the juvenile justice system. Rather, the juvenile justice sys-
tem should be aimed at providing effective prevention and inter-
vention programs for at-risk youth and nonviolent juvenile offend-
ers.
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The purpose of today's hearing is to examine four mandates in
the Juvenile Justice Act, four substantive mandates, as they are
often called. These are requirements that States must meet in
order to qualify for Federal juvenile justice funds. Three of the
mandates we are addressing today were created in recognition of
the special role juvenile courts play in our overall judicial system,
both at a State and at a Federal level, and particularly the State
levelmandates which require the separation of juveniles from
adults in prison; second, the separation of adult and juvenile jails;
and, third, a requirement that juveniles not be incarcerated for sta-
tus offenses.

The key importance of these mandates is that they seek to pre-
serve the prevention, intervention, and treatment roles of the juve-
nile justice system. They protect juveniles from dangerous and cor-
rupting exposure to hardened adult criminals, they ensure the pro-
vision of appropriate services for incarcerated juveniles, and they
protect noncriminal children from being unjustly incarcerated.

My support for the key principles which underline the mandates
does not, of course, indicate that I would reject efforts to fix certain
provisions that make it easier for States to comply with the goals
of the mandates without being unduly burdened.

There is another requirement which States must meet in order
to receive funds under the act which I would like to briefly address
as well, the requirement that 75 percent of the Federal dollars that
States receive must be spent on prevention programs and sanctions
other than detention in secure facilities. This is usually not consid-
ered as one of the mandates because it deals with how Federal dol-
lars are used, not how the States must spend their own money in
order to qualify for Federal funds.

I believe this requirement gets to the heart of what the juvenile
justice system should be about. It recognizes both the need to focus
our resources on preventing kids from becoming criminals and the
political pressures which States and local officials can face to fund
tough punishment rather than prevention. We all know which is
harder to convince a legislature to do.

This is not to knock State and local officials. I realize the pres-
sure they face in having to justify spending decisions they make.
I was a local official prior to this job. Particularly at a State and
local level, it is difficult to justify the need to spend significant
funds on programs which, if they work, would seem to have been
a waste of resources, for too many people falsely believe that the
good kid we see at the Boys and Girls Club would never have be-
come the bad kid we see on the nightly news being brought into
a police station charged with a horrible crime.

I think it is critical that the Federal Government continue to ad-
dress the growing national juvenile crime problem through such re-
quirements, in effect, guaranteeing that we will continue to have
States and localities developing programs which work in their com-
munities to prevent and address juvenile crime before kids are lost
to crime and drugs.

The fact is that we also have a number of programs that deal
with incarceration, a number of programs that deal with violent
youth, that we have addressed in the overall crime bill and crime
legislation. So I will be anxious to hear what the witnesses have
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to say, and my plea is that we not forget that there are a lot of
juveniles who are not violent, but who are on the edge.

Thank you.
Senator THOMPSON. Senator Kohl.

STATEMENT OF HON. HERBERT KOHL, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Senator KOHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is good
to be here today as we talk about the Juvenile Justice Act and ask
ourselves whether the mandates in that act work for juveniles, for
law enforcement, and as importantly for public safety. In my opin-
ion, they generally do, though more flexibility is clearly warranted.

It is also a pleasure today to welcome a Wisconsin witness, Mr.
Ray Luick, from the Office of Justice Assistance. Mr. Luick brings
with him the kind of day-to-day experience with the act that is es-
sential to our reauthorization efforts. Also with us today are two
other key people involved in the juvenile justice system in Wiscon-
sin, Steven Sell and Kathy Arthur, and we welcome them.

As we begin a reexamination of the mandates, it is important to
recall how far we have come. In 1974, America put 160,000 chil-
dren in adult jails and lockups, placed another 85,000 juveniles in
jail with adults, and incarcerated over 170,000 status offenders.
Twenty years later, this situation has dramatically improved. The
total number of minors institutionalized under these circumstances
is less than 12,000 a year. But it is the mandates and the Juvenile
Justice Act that have given local communities the guidance, the
backbone, and the money to do a better job.

In the words of Mr. Luick, "Federal involvement in juvenile jus-
tice has had a significant impact on this system, how juveniles are
treated within that system, and perhaps in the lives and futures
of the youth who have been served." He generally supports the
mandates, as do I.

Despite these successes, however, the changing nature of youth
violence clearly requires a fresh approach. We must eliminate the
redtape of the Juvenile Justice Act. Take, for example, the regula-
tions requiring the total separation of juveniles from adults. It is
a goal that we all share, of course, but taken to an extreme, it often
results in fewer services for juveniles and less safety for the public.

To address this problem, today I am introducing legislation that
loosens the act's collocation requirement. It is my hope that this
measure, which offers greater flexibility while continuing to ensure
that juveniles are separated from adults, will set us on the right
path.

Under current law, a juvenile picked up for criminal activity can
only be held in a separate portion of an adult facility for up to 24
hours. After that, the juvenile must be transported, often across
hundreds of miles, to a separate juvenile detention facility, often-
times to be returned to the very same jail 2 or 3 days later for a
court date. This system often requires rural police to crisscross a
State with a single juvenile and results in massive costs for law en-
forcement with little benefit for the minor.

Such a process does not serve anyone's interests, so the bill that
I have introduced today would change this misguided approach by
extending from 24 to 72 hours the time during which rural law en-
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forcement may collocate juvenile offenders in an adult facility and
by relaxing the separate staff requirements for those brief periods
of collocation.

Hopefully, this will be just one example of the direction that we
should all be moving this yeartoward a realistic assessment of
what works and what doesn't work. That does not mean turning
the Federal Government into an automated teller machine with no
strings attached, but it does mean abandoning some needlessly
rigid rules. So, in my opinion, the answer to the question whether
the strings should be cut entirely is no, but they must be reexam-
ined and loosened where they are not working.

This hearing challenges the orthodox view of the mandates, and
challenging convention is usually a good beginning, but it is only
a beginning and not an end in itself.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMPSON. Thank you very much, Senator Kohl. Would

our second panel take your seats, pleaseMr. Carson, Mr.
Oedekoven, Mr. Luick, and Mr. Woodward.

Mr. Carson, welcome, from one of my favorite little towns in Ten-
nessee. It is a pleasure to have you with us, and we will just start
at that end and you may give your opening statement. Steve Car-
son, chief of police, LaFollette, TN.

PANEL CONSISTING OF STEVE A. CARSON, CHIEF OF POLICE,
LaFOLLETTE, TN; BYRON OEDEKOVEN, SHERIFF, CAMPBELL
COUNTY, WY; RAY LUICK, ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, WIS-
CONSIN OFFICE OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, MADISON, WI;
AND WILLIAM R. WOODWARD, DIRECTOR, COLORADO DWI-
SION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC SAFETY, DENVER, CO

STATEMENT OF STEVE A. CARSON
Mr. CARSON. Ladies and gentlemen, I represent a small rural Ap-

palachian community in the State of Tennessee of approximately
38,000. It contains four cities, of which I am the chief of police of
the largest, LaFollette.

My force consists of 18 sworn officers, providing 24-hour full law
enforcement services. Any one of them could be here today telling
you problems concerning juvenile crime and violence. A constant
theme that would run through these stories is the restrictions they
face in dealing with the juvenile offender.

Though much fanfare and media attention goes to the problems
of our metropolitan areas and their juvenile problems, rural Amer-
ica feels as if they are forgotten as to their concerns or their needs.
In rural America, we are never very far from our juvenile problems
every day in a way many do not realize. My children, my officers'
children, children of family, friends, neighborswe live, go to
school, shop, and recreate in the middle of our juvenile dilemma
every day. We do not live in another neighborhood or have an op-
portunity to send our kids to safer schools, movie theaters, swim-
ming pools, or shopping centers. So, please, we ask you not to un-
derestimate our ability to understand the juvenile problems we face
today.
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In the past 12 months, at a local school our department an-
swered callsand these are three examplesof a student with a
gun, threatening assault on a teacher, and possession of drugs.
Given our sad recent history, you would probably not be surprised
at this problem in a high school today. The problem is, these inci-
dents occurred in our junior high with sixth, seventh, and eighth
graders, and this from a school that 5 years ago reported only tru-
ancy and an occasional suspicious vehicle in the parking lot. The
problem has come to rural America and it is growing.

Our battle to allow us to deal with our juvenile violence and
crime problems is fought on two fronts. First is the struggle to
meet requirements placed on us by the Government. Although un-
intentional at times, these requirements place a heavy and impos-
sible burden on us to comply. Second is our ability to obtain fund-
ing to meet requirements already in place or those that may come.
With 33 percent of our population living below the poverty level
and no stable industrial tax base, we are pressed to our limits just
to provide basic service.

As poverty is a breeding ground for juvenile violence and crime,
and with a depressed tax base that struggles to provide basic gov-
ernment service, we need two things from our Governmentreview
of the current regulations that are in place governing our response
to the juvenile problems, and including us in any studies and dis-
cussions before carefully enacting new ones. Next, assist us with
funding to meet these goals at least until a time that we are able
to assume the entire burden ourselves. By allowing us to establish
target-specific programs for our communities, I feel all those in-
volved will get the most for their efforts.

In conclusion, let me say that I am under no illusion that my
condition is unique. My conditions exist in communities all across
the Nation and the time is rapidly approaching when, if we choose
not to deal with it, circumstances will overtake us. These events
then will force decisions on us whether we are agreeable or not.

On behalf of my city, county, and State, I would like to thank
the subcommittee for allowing us to express our views.

Thank you.
Senator THOMPSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Carson.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Carson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEVE A. CARSON

I would first like to describe the area I represent. I am the Chief of Police of the
largest of four cities in a county of 38,000 in rural eastern Tennessee. The charts
that follow will give you a picture of our socioeconomic conditions when we applied
for a federal grant in 1994. There has been periods of improvement but we are in
the same general circumstances.

Local funding for law enforcement in our community has always been difficult for
our community for several reasons. First, our community has not had a tax increase
in eight years. Second is the lack of stable industrial base. Third, our largest em-
ployer left in 1991; that, at its peak, employed 1200 persons. Fourth, our community
suffers from double digit unemployment that is 14.7 at present. Fifth, the last cen-
sus showed a loss of 1,006 in population. Sixth, we have increased dramatically in
the area of retail business. However, replacing lower wage retail jobs has not made
up for the loss of industrial wage employment. Our average wage earners make
$17,239.00, while the state average is $29,546.00 and the federal is $55,225.00. Sev-
enth is the sluggish coal mining industry that has never recovered from the decline
in the 1970's and 1980's.

11
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Sales taxes are the city's primary source of revenue accounting for 44.55 percent
of the 1992 revenues. This has realized three consecutive years of declining general
fund balance.

Our socioeconomic factors are below average. Resident wealth indicators, as meas-
ured by income and housing values. Additionally a considerable number of city resi-
dents have incomes below the poverty levels. Long term deterioration exacerbated
by the sluggish coal mining industry and the loss of our largest employer, Health-
Tex, has contributed to our trend of double digit unemployment. These factors have
placed 33.1 percent of our families living below the poverty level. (See attached
chart of funding for detailed breakdown of indicators.)

Chart of Funding

I. ECONOMIC FACTORS

Year Popu-
lation

Area
mi.) Density

Percent Change

City State
United
States

Population-LaFollette City:

1980 8,198 4 2,050 18.8 16.9 11.4
1990 7,192 4 1,716 -12.3 6.2 9.8

1990 State 1990
United
States
1990

Population and Housing Characteristics-La Follette City:

Population:

Median age 36.2 33.6 32.9
Percent school age 16.6 18.1 18.2

Percent working age 55.8 62.4 61.7
Percent over 65 years 20.0 12.7 12.6
No. persons/household 2.4 2.6 2.6

Income:

Median family income $17,239 $29,546 $35,225
Percent below poverty level 33.1 15.7 13.1
Per capita income $7,694 $12,255 $14,420

Housing:

Percent owner occupied 56.8 68.0 64.2
Percent built before 1939 15.4 10.2 18.4

Percent built since last census 9.7 24.2 20.7
Owner occupied median value $33,000 $58,400 $79,100
Median gross rent $253 $357 $447
Occupied housing units 2,927

II. TAX DATA

Largest tax payers Business

Fiscal
year 1993

A.V.

($000)

Woodson's Cash Stores, Inc. Shopping mall $2,825
Paine-Webber (Wal-Mart) Shopping mall 2,430
Industrial Development Board Manufacturing 2,051
Telescripps Cable television 1,006
R.L. Ayers & Co Real estate 947
Appalachian Development Co Retail 799
First National Bank Banking 612
Hack Ayers Realty Real estate 531
K-Mart Corporation Retail 492
Peoples National Bank Banking 366

BEST COPY AVALABLE
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III. LARGEST EMPLOYER

Employer
Employ-

ees 1993

Camel Manufacturing 230

American Metals 112

Conti nenti a I Campers 95

Belmont Industries 65

Ironstone England 50

Key Limestone 25

Barco Industries 23

Loby Block 21

Quality Machining 12

Dixie Concrete 6

IV. LABOR MARKET CHARACTERISTIC: CAMPBELL COUNTY

Year
Labor
force

Total em-
ployment

County State
United
States

1988 12,265 10,917 11.0 5.8 5.5

1989 12,193 10,988 9.9 5.1 5.3

1990 12,168 10,852 10.8 5.2 5.5

1991 12,287 10,111 17.7 6.6 6.7

1992 1 13,323 11,366 14.7 6.4 7.4

6/92 2 13,733 11,721 14.7 7.0 7.8

6/932 12,984 11,181 13.9 6.6 7.1

Base year of current benchmark, data for preceding years may not be consistent.
2Monthly data not seasonally adjusted.

Based on the 1990 United States Census, the population of the City of LaFollette
is 7,192. This reflects a decrease of 12.3 percent.

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

Unemployment rate for Campbell County compares with State and United States rates

Campbell
County

State of
Tennessee

United
States

1988 11.0 5.8 5.5

1989 9.9 5.1 5.3

1990 10.8 5.2 5.5

1991 17.7 6.6 6.7

1992 14.7 6.4 7.4

The erosion of our ability to deal with juvenile violence and crime has slowly hap-
pened over approximately twenty years. This began two years after our city had just
opened a new detention facility for adult males, females and juvenile offenders. Our
structure had a separate juvenile wing that would hold six offenders. Our procedure
at that time was to bring the offender to the detention facility, do a standard record
keeping process, place the offender in secured detention, then contact the parents
or guardian. Once they arrived, the offender would be released to parents or guard-
ian with a court date for a juvenile court appearance for them both, if the facts war-
ranted. If the offense was of a very serious nature, the juvenile judge would be con-
tacted and if he so ordered the offender could be held until they could appear before
the juvenile judge. We felt this to be a very successful system for us; the reason
being it brought together law enforcement, the judicial system and parents together
immediately. This early intervention by these three groups gave us our greatest
chance of success in correcting the behavior.

But, as the years passed, requirements began to change as more strings were at-
tached to the way we would handle the juvenile offender. We had to receive permis-
sion from the juvenile judge before we could place the juvenile in secured detention.
In our community with only one juvenile judge, who is also the sessions court judge,
much time was beginning to be spent on waiting or finding the judge. During this
time many other smaller requirements were also enacted. Then came the require-
ment of sight and sound. This immediately rendered our facility obsolete. It also

1.3
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raised staffing requirements to a level we could not meet. We had a good, clean,
secure facility that today goes unused except as a storage area.

From this time forward we began to see a change, not only in the amount of time
it took to deal with juvenile problems, but the attitude of the juveniles we dealt
with. A change also began to come over the law enforcement officers in the way they
dealt with juvenile offenders. Officers became frustrated when it seemed that any
effort on their part to deal with juvenile problems were fruitless. They became re-
quired to stay in the presence of the juvenile until the matter was resolved and in
many instances drive them home. With a police force that struggles everyday to put
three police officers on the street, if two to four hours has to be spend holding a
juvenile; it became apparent to them that this was affecting not only juvenile law
enforcement, but law enforcement services provided to the entire community. At this
point you begin to find officers ignoring juvenile crime, as often as they can, until
it becomes a most serious matter. This has now changed a system that once worked
together at the early point to a series of uncoordinated responses at a point when
the chances of correcting the deviant behavior are much more difficult. By eliminat-
ing even short-term secure detention, you have to remove the early intervention cat-
alyst that brought together the forces that could provide earlier identification and
assistance.

At the same time this is happening, look at what changes are taking place in the
American society. We are struggling with redefining the family and what acceptable
family norms are. We have the most intelligent generation that has ever existed
with access to more information than ever thought possible. In the midst of all this
we send the message there are no boundaries and no accountability for your actions.
These are some of the people we expect to take hold of the future for all of us?

So why are we surprised that the amount of juvenile violence and crime are on
the rise? In fact we need to realize that because of the messages we have sent by
our actions and non-actions, the number of offenders is even higher than are re-
ported. By widening the cracks in the system we will never know how many would
have been helped, if we had only done our jobs better. Now, because our juvenile
justice system is in disarray, our immediate goals should be to stop trying to place
blamethere is enough for all to share in. We should be focusing first on making
our citizens, schools and communities safenothing good can come until this hap-
pens.

In my small rural city, in the past 12 months, we have responded to calls at a
local school, of a student with a gun, threatening assault on a teacher, and posses-
sion of drugs. Most people today would think this is a terrible thing but not highly
unusual in an American high school of today. The problem is all these incidents oc-
curred in our junior high-6th, 7th, and 8th graders. This is from a school that five
years ago only called about an occasional truant or suspicious vehicle in the area.
What happened in these cases is not unusual. In all these cases the offenders were
released to their parents, suffering only school suspension and probation. Another
testament to the intelligence of today's youth is in many cases when responding to
a call involving juvenile, the offender will quote to the officer exactly what the offi-
cer can and cannot do, along with saying "You can't lock me up" and "All I'll get
is probation". Without boundaries and early intervention we can expect the situation
to continue to grow. When the juvenile justice system provides a weak, slow re-
sponse to the problem, we enhance what many think is a growing weakness in the
American family structure.

For the past 100 years we have shifted through changing philosophies on how to
deal with the juvenile offender. That ride has left us with a juvenile justice system
that is a mix of programs and goals that are unsteady and unreliable. Before we
can even attempt to revise this system, we must establish some old but very basic
goals. First, we must provide a safe environment for everyone in the community.
Without a safe environment, youth offenders do not have a chance for rehabilitation,
nor will the quality of life in your community be what the citizens deserve. Second,
there must be an accountability for all: parents, adults, children, schools and gov-
ernment. Our nation was founded on the principal of the importance of the rights
of the individual and this is a very precious heritage. However, we must have the
ability to confront and deal with those that, by their actions, seek to rob others of
that right. We should not be required to sell our birthright to accomplish these
goals. Ours is a nation of laws whose purpose is to guarantee all life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness; these things do not come without a price. The time has
come for use to pay the priceto do what is necessary to confront juvenile crime
and violencebefore we rob our future generations of their chance at the dream.

In my small rural community the federal government can do several things to
work with us on the problem of juvenile violence and crime. First, give the same
focus and attention that you do the metropolitan areas of our country. Please re-

BEST COPY AVAll ABLE
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memberwe live and work in the middle of our problem in our community. We do
not go home to another part of town, our children do not go to another safer school,
we do not shop, recreate or go anywhere in our community to avoid this problem.
We don't have that luxury. We ask that you would carefully take our economic con-
ditions into consideration before any more requirements are implemented that ad-
versely effect our own ability to deal with the problem. Help us financially to meet
the standards you have already set forth. Support us until such a time will come
that we can assume the full burden.

By reviewing the information that has been included describing our socioeconomic
conditions, I hope it will give you a better understanding of our condition. I also
hope I have been clear in my explanation of our thoughts on this matter. I wish,
on behalf of my city and county, to thank you for this opportunity to participate in
the hearing. Thank You.

Senator THOMPSON. Mr. Oedekoven.

STATEMENT OF BYRON OEDEKOVEN
Mr. OEDEKOVEN. Thank you. I am Byron Oedekoven, the duly

elected sheriff of Campbell County, WY. Campbell County is lo-
cated in the northeast corner of the State. It is 60 miles to the west
of the Black Hills of South Dakota and 60 miles to the east of the
Big Horn Mountains of Wyoming. Our country is arid high plains
and considered rural. Roughly 33,000 people live in our county's
5,000 square miles. Agriculture, coal mining activity, and gas ex-
ploration are the basis for our economy. We are considered by
many to be the energy capital of the Nation.

I have served as sheriff for 10 years. Prior to my election, I spent
12 years with the Gillette Police Department working in all areas
of the department. I am a graduate of Northwestern University
School of Staff and Command and the FBI National Academy, as
well as being selected one of Wyoming's representatives to the
Rural States Crime Conference. Though I represent a rural sher-
iff's office located in Wyoming, the problems and issues being dis-
cussed today are not unique to my State. They are affecting depart-
ments throughout rural America.

The Campbell County Detention Center is primarily an adult jus-
tice facility composed of two blocks. Each block is broken down into
pods. Within each pod are individual housing units. Please see the
diagram. A central guard station is located in the center of both
blocks. Direct visual supervision by staff into the day room of each
pod occurs from the guard station. Floor-walkers provide additional
monitoring of pods and individual housing units.

Adult male housing is clustered in one pod, while male juveniles
and female inmates are housed in a separate pod. Internal move-
ment of inmatesi.e., from housing units, intake, visiting, medical
examsoccurs through central access corridors easily seen and
monitored by staff. Intake for all inmates occurs at one end of the
building completely removed from the housing units. The facility is
clean and not in disrepair. As was reported by Community Re-
search Associates staff during their 1991 review of the facility,
quote, "The Detention Center is meticulously well maintained.
There is effectively no signs of wear and tear and the spaces we
visited were extremely clean."

Today, I am here to discuss with you the problems created for
rural law enforcement by the rules and regulations of the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP), as author-
ized by the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Act (JJDPA),
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and how the strings attached to the rules and regulations forced
the State of Wyoming to withdraw from participation in the
JJDPA.

Wyoming's history with the JJDPA is short. In 1990, Governor
Sullivan signed an agreement to accept Federal funds to develop
alternative juvenile programs to divert juveniles from incarceration
in adult facilities. The process to comply with the rules and regula-
tions of the OJJDP were started. A statewide task force was cre-
ated. Regional meetings throughout the State were conducted and
after careful review of the issues involved, the bureaucratic redtape
that existed in the program, and the limited allocation of Federal
funding designated for the State of Wyoming, it became readily ap-
parent that Wyoming would not be able to comply with the Federal
regulations established to enforce the act.

We are a very rural State. Approximately 480,000 people living
in our 97,000 square miles make up the population of our State.
More importantly, however, it became apparent that the problem
of juvenile incarceration in secured and/or adult facilities was not
a serious problem in Wyoming. Long distances exist between our
towns. Our winters are long and harsh. Weather is unpredictable.
Strong winds are commonplace and travel is often dangerous.

In our last reporting year, 1993, there were 2,069 juveniles held
in adult lockups for the entire State. Of those, 647 juveniles were
18 years old. At that time, the age of majority in Wyoming was 19.
That has since been changed to 18. If you subtract the 18-year-olds,
the total number of juveniles held in adult facilities on any given
day in Wyoming's 23 counties was 4. Even though the 1,422 incar-
cerated juveniles may have been held safely, securely, and without
incident, each incarceration was a violation of the rules and regula-
tions of the OJJDP, jeopardizing the State's OJJDP funding and
exposing every sheriff in the State to civil litigation. In Campbell
County, in 1993, I held 319 of those juveniles safely and securely,
however, certainly in violation.

Upon review of the statistics, it became apparent that Wyoming
could not afford the mandates set forth by the OJJDP. Separate se-
cured and nonsecured facilities and staff, emergency shelters, hold-
over facilities, runaway programs, group homes and regional trans-
portation programs were but a few of the alternatives needed to
comply with the Federal rules and regulations. With an allocation
of between $300,000 and $400,000, it became obvious that the pro-
gram was an underfunded mandate and the best course of action
was to withdraw from participation.

It also became apparent that it would be difficult for Wyoming
to pursue entirely separate facilities because of our very low num-
ber of kids. I do not disagree with the basic premise that kids
should not be held in adult facilities. However, in rural areas, the
cost of attaining that objective, while meeting our responsibility to
the public, is nearly impossible.

The reasons that it is not possible are numerous and varied. The
rules and regulations of the JJDPA are absolute and too restrictive.
Runaway-status offenders and juvenile delinquents, no matter how
out of control they might be, cannot be placed in a secure jail or
lockup. Separate staff must be provided when juveniles and adults

18
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are housed in the same facility and total sight and sound separa-
tion must exist. Haphazard contacts are not allowed.

The degree to which these rules and regulations impact jail oper-
ations may not be obvious. For example, an officer stationed in a
guard tower cannot flip a switch to open the cell door for an adult
inmate during the same shift in which he opens a door for a juve-
nile. A juvenile being escorted by 5 officers cannot see or hear an
adult, even if the only activity the adult inmate was engaged in is
studying for his GED final exam.

The JJDPA fails to recognize the issues that a street officer must
deal with on a daily basis. Rural areas have limited resources and
are being adversely impacted by the JJDPA. When an officer picks
up a kid on the street, he typically will become a babysitter. Kids
are frequently out of control, drunk, or on the run when the officer
first contacts them.

Since parents are often not home to take custody of their child,
the officer ends up watching the child for the remainder of their
shift. In rural communities, when shifts many times are made up
of two officers, the ability of that department to meet the needs of
the community is severely diminished. The irony that is created is
that while Congress is promoting more cops on the street, bureau-
cratic regulations are removing those officers from the street to
provide child care services.

Finally, the JJDPA is negatively impacting the judicial system.
Kids now know they can't go to jail for their fifth minor under-the-
influence offense. Courts are running out of options to effectively
deal with these children. Home detention, work programs, fines,
counseling and transportation to facilities over 100 miles away are
no longer sufficient. With the removal of jail as an option, I, as well
as our local courts, would argue that the effectiveness of diversion-
ary programs is severely diminished. Incarceration is a valuable
and necessary tool for the court. Use of local facilities should be en-
couraged, not discouraged, by the JJDPA.

I am not here asking for more money. I am merely asking for
freedom from extreme Government oversight and regulation. Allow
local communities the ability to address juvenile delinquency with
all of the options, and jail must be one option. I believe that Con-
gress should reexamine the role of the OJJDP and rein in their
rulemaking authority. Exemptions for rural communities need to
be established.

Chief Pfau stated in his letter that the most troubling areas of
the rules and regulations are those that relate to strict sight and
sound and staffing requirements, and I agree. Congress needs to
create an exemption for rural areas that would allow them to ad-
dress at the local level how best to deal with juveniles in their com-
munity.

Finally, it is important to note that the problems created by the
OJJDP are not limited to rural areas in Wyoming. In preparation
for this meeting, Maj. Robert Bankes of the Ward County Sheriff's
Department in Minot, ND, provided his comments. As you will
note, they too are struggling with the mandates of the JJDPA.

To sum up, I would like to quote a paragraph from correspond-
ence sent to me by Nancy Roberts, our juvenile probation office di-
rector. Quote, "The matter of incarcerating juveniles in local facili-

17
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ties is, as you well know, but another important piece for success
in changing adolescent criminal behavior. The advantage rural
States and their communities have over large metropolitan areas
is that incarceration can be incorporated in the complete treatment
design, not just the only choice. We still know our children, their
parents, teachers, therapists, coaches, friends, etc. To remove de-
tention would deter from the total concept and principles set forth
in our philosophy which in essence says, 'Children, we love you, but
we will not tolerate your illegal and dangerous behavior."

We do care about our kids and hate to see our young people in-
carcerated, and recognize that kids do not belong in jail. I ask for
freedom from oversight and regulation because jail still needs to be
an option.

Thank you.
Senator THOMPSON. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Oedekoven follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BYRON OEDEKOVEN

I am Byron Oedekoven, the duly elected Sheriff of Campbell County, Wyoming.
Campbell County is located in the northeast corner of the State, sixty miles to the
west of the Black Hills in South Dakota and sixty miles to the east of the Big Horn
Mountains of Wyoming. Our county is aired high plains and considered rural.
Roughly 33,000 people live in our county's 5,000 square miles. Agriculture, coal min-
ing, oil activity and gas exploration is the basis of our economy. We are considered
by many to be the energy capital of the nation.

I have served as Sheriff for ten years. Prior to my election, I spent 12 years with
the Gillette Police Department working in all areas of the Department. I am a grad-
uate of the Northwestern University School of Staff & Command and the FBI Na-
tional Academy, as well as being selected as one of Wyoming's representatives at
the National Rural States Crime Conference. Though I represent a rural Sheriffs
Office located in Wyoming, the problems and issues being discussed today are not
unique to my State. They are affecting departments throughout rural America.

The Campbell County Detention Center is primarily an adult justice facility com-
posed of two blocks. Each block is broken down into pods. Within each pod are indi-
vidual housing units. (See Exhibit A.) A central guard station is located in the cen-
ter of both blocks. Direct visual supervision by staff into the day room of each pod
occurs from the guard station. Floor walkers provide additional monitoring of the
pods and individual housing units.

Adult male housing is clustered in one pod, while male juveniles and female in-
mates are housed in a separate pod. Internal movement of inmates, i.e., from hous-
ing units, intake visiting, medical exams, occur through central access corridors eas-
ily seen and monitored by staff Intake for all inmates occurs at one end of the
building completely removed from the housing units. The facility is clean and not
in disrepair. As was reported by the Community Research Associates staff during
their 1991 review of the facility: "The Detention Center is meticulously well main-
tained. There is effectively no signs of wear and tear and the spaces we visited were
extremely clean." (See Exhibit B.)

Today, I am here to discuss with you the problems created for rural law enforce-
ment by the rules and regulations of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention (OJJDP) as authorized by the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention
Act (JJDPA) and how the strings attached to the rules and regulations forced the
State of Wyoming to withdraw from participation in the JJDPA.

Wyoming's history with the JJDPA is short. In 1990, Governor Sullivan signed
an agreement to accept federal funds to develop alternative juvenile programs to di-
vert juveniles from incarceration in adult facilities. The process to comply with the
rules and regulations of the OJJDP was started, a statewide task force was created,
and regional meetings throughout the state were conducted. After careful review of
the issues involved, the bureaucratic red tape that existed in the program, and the
limited allocation of federal funding designated for the State of Wyoming, it became
readily apparent that Wyoming would not be able to comply with the federal regula-
tions established to enforce the act. We are a very rural state. Approximately
480,000 people, living throughout a 97,000 square mile area, make up the popu-
lation of our state.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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More importantly, however, it became apparent that the problem, juvenile incar-
ceration in secured and/or adult facilities, was not a serious problem in Wyoming.
Long distances exist between our towns. Our winters are long and harsh. Weather
is unpredictable, strong winds are commonplace and travel is often dangerous.

In our last reporting year (1993), there were 2,069 juveniles held in adult jails
or lock ups for the entire state. Of those, 647 of the juveniles held were 18 year
olds. (At the time, the age of majority in Wyoming was 19. That has been changed
to 18.) If you subtract out the 18 year olds, the total number of juveniles held in
adult facilities on any given day in Wyoming's 23 counties was four. Even though
the 1,422 incarcerated juveniles may have been held safely, securely and without
incident, each incarceration was a violation of the rules and regulations of the
OJJDP, jeopardized the State's OJJDP funding, and exposed every Sheriff in the
state to civil litigation. In Campbell County (1993), I held 319 of those juveniles
safely and securely, however certainly in violation.

Upon review of the statistics, it became apparent that Wyoming could not afford
the mandates set forth by the OJJDP. Separate secured and non-secured facilities
and staff, emergency shelters, holdover facilities, runaway programs, group homes,
and regional transportation programs, were but a few of the many alternatives
needed to comply with the federal rules and regulations. With an allocation of be-
tween $300,000 and $400,000, it became obvious that the program was an under-
funded mandate and the best course of action to take was to withdraw from partici-
pation.

It also became apparent that it would be difficult for Wyoming to pursue entirely
separate facilities because of our very low numbers of kids. I do not disagree with
the basic premise that kids should not be held in adult facilities. However, in rural
areas, the cost of attaining that objective while meeting our responsibilities to the
public is nearly impossible.

The reasons this is not possible are numerous and varied. The rules and regula-
tions of the JJDPA are absolute and too restrictive. Runaways, status offenders, and
juvenile delinquents, no matter how out of control they might be, cannot be placed
in a secured jail lock up; separate staff must be provided when juveniles and adults
are housed in the same facility, and total sight and sound separation must exist.
Haphazard contacts are not allowed. The degree to which these rules and regula-
tions impact jail operations may not be obvious. For example, an officer stationed
in a guard tower cannot flip a switch to open a cell block door for an adult inmate
during the same shift in which he opened a door for a juvenile. A juvenile being
escorted by five officers cannot see or hear an adult even if the only activity the
adult inmate was engaged in was studying for his GED final exam.

The JJDPA fails to recognize the issues that a street officer must deal with on
a daily basis. Rural areas have limited resources and are being adversely impacted
by the JJDPA. (See Exhibit C: letter from Chief Pfau.) When an officer picks up
a kid on the street, he typically will become a babysitter. Kids are frequently out
of control, drunk, or on the run when officers first contact them.

Since parents are often not home to take custody of their child, the officer ends
up watching the child for the remainder of the shift. In rural communities, where
shifts many times are made up of two officers, the ability of that department to
meet the needs of its community is severely diminished. The irony this creates is
that while Congress is promoting more cops on the street, bureaucratic regulations
are removing those officers from the streets to provide child care services.

Finally, the JJDPA is negatively impacting the judicial system. Kids now know
that they can't go to jail for their fifth minor under the influence offense. Courts
are running out of options for effectively dealing with these children. Home deten-
tion, work programs, fines, counseling and transport to facilities over 100 miles
away, are no longer sufficient. With the removal of jail time as an option, I, as well
as our local courts, would argue that the effectiveness of diversionary programs are
severely diminished (see exhibits D and E). Incarceration is a valuable and nec-
essary tool for the courts. Use of local facilities should be encouraged, not discour-
aged by the JJPDA.

I am not here asking for money. I am merely asking for freedom from extreme
government oversight and regulation. Allow local communities the ability to address
the problems of juvenile delinquency with all the options and jail must be one op-
tion.

I believe that Congress should re-examine the role of OJJDP and rein in their
rulemaking authority. Exemptions for rural communities need to be established.
Chief Pfau stated in his letter that the most troubling area of the rules and regula-
tions are those that relate to the strict sight and sound and staffing requirements.
I agree. Congress needs to create an exemption for rural areas that would allow
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them to address at the local level how best to deal with the juveniles in their com-
munity.

Finally, it is important to note that the problems created by the OJJDP are not
limited to the rural areas of Wyoming. In preparation for this meeting, Major Robert
Bankes of the Ward County Sheriffs Department in Minot, North Dakota, provided
his comments. (See Exhibit F.) As you will note, they too are struggling with the
mandates of the JJDPA.

To sum up, I would like to quote a paragraph from correspondence sent to me
by Nancy Roberts, our Juvenile Probation Office Director: "The matter of incarcerat-
ing juveniles in local facilities is, as you well know, but another important piece for
success in changing adolescent criminal behavior. The advantage rural states and
their communities have over large metropolitan areas, is that incarceration can be
incorporated in the complete treatment design, not just the only choice. We still
know our children, their parents, teachers, therapist, coaches, friends, etc. To re-
move detention would deter from the total concepts and principles set forth in our
philosophy which in essence says, "Children, we love you, but we will not tolerate
your illegal and dangerous behavior." (See Exhibit G.)

We do care about kids and hate to see our young people incarcerated and recog-
nize the kids do not belong in the jail. I am asking for freedom from oversight and
regulation because jail still needs to be an option.

2,0
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[EXHIBIT B]

COMMUNITY RESEARCH ASSOCIATES,
Champaign, Illinois, November 1, 1991.

Subject: Juvenile Holding at the Campbell County Detention Center.
Lt. ROBERT MELVIN,
Campbell County Sheriffs Department,
Gillette, WY.

DEAR LT. MELVIN: The following information on the use of designated cellblocks
at the Campbell County Detention Center for the custody of juveniles has been pre-
pared in response to your request for technical assistance. At issue is the possibility
that juvenile holding at the facility may constitute a violation of Federal compliance
regulations. In addition,. other matters such as the provision of services to juveniles
may be of concern. These and other issues are discussed in the following text.

OBSERVATIONS

The Campbell County Detention Center (CCDC), primarily an adult justice facil-
ity, is composed of individual housing units (or pods) of various sizes. These units
are grouped around central guard stations which permit direct visual supervision
by staff into the dayroom areas of each housing unit. Adult male housing is clus-
tered around one station, with male and female juveniles, adult female and work
release arranged around a second station. Internal circulation, i.e., from the housing
units to intake, visiting, etc., occurs through a central access corridor easily seen
from the staff station and the housing units. The housing units themselves have
glazed walls separating dayroom space from the access corridor to facilitate super-
vision.

Intake for all inmates occurs at one end of the building in an area completely sep-
arated from the housing units. Circulation from the intake area to all housing areas
occurs through a central corridor; inmates need not pass directly through or adja-
cent to individual housing units. Holding cells in the intake (or booking) area have
glass panels to permit observation of detainees.

The detention center is meticulously well maintained. There is effectively no sign
of wear and tear, and the spaces we visited were extremely clean. The facility de-
sign incorporates large dayroom areas and skylighting so that the units feel spa-
cious. Each housing unit has direct access to an outside recreation area. The juve-
nile units are located immediately adjacent to an indoor recreation/exercise room.
Separate program areas such as classrooms, craft areas, etc., are not available.

COMPLIANCE ISSUES

Federal regulations require that juveniles detained in adult jails be separated by
sight and sound from adult inmates at all times, i.e., during booking, while lodged,
during any daily activities wherever these occur, and while circulating within the
facility. Although inadvertent sound transmission of loud noises from an adult area
to a juvenile area is not considered problematic, regular transmission of noises and
any possible form of communication between juveniles and adults is expressly pro-
hibited. Visual contact is considered to be a serious problem, and juveniles should
have no such contact with adult inmates, including trustees.

Specific problems, then, at the CCDC include the fact that all juveniles and adults
are booked through the same area. Policy and .procedure may prevent juveniles and
adults from passing through the booking space at the same time, but either juve-
niles or adults may be temporarily detained in the holding cells and seen by other
offenders being processed through the booking area. This is not acceptable for pur-
poses of compliance. Visual contact is also possible if juveniles and adults are moved
through the central corridor at the same time. This problem, however, can be pre-
vented procedurally by forbidding juvenile and adult use of the corridor simulta-
neously.

The fact that adult females and adults in work release occupy housing units in
the same housing pod as juveniles is more problematic. Access through the internal
corridors in the housing pod can be readily detected by residents of the various
housing units, and visual communication between the units themselves is possible.
To eliminate these problems, unit assignments may have to be changed (with male
and female juveniles sharing the same duplex units and with adult females/work
release more detached from the juvenile spaces. Spatial dividers to prevent visual
contact might also be useful in this regard, i.e., to prevent visual contact between
units or to the corridors.
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If a separate entry could be arranged (and the plan suggests several possible al-
ternate entrees), juveniles might not have to move through the building at all (ex-
cept for visiting and interviews), and a more complete separation thus obtained.
With minimal spatial dividers, male and female juvenile units could be better sepa-
rated from adult units and from the internal pod corridor.

Although the aforementioned problems can conceivably be resolved through proce-
dural and physical means, other problems remain. I am specifically referring to the
fact that status offenders are detained and to the fact that many juveniles are de-
tained for more than six hours. Both are prohibited by the Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention Act and by compliance regulations issued pursuant to the Act.
Section 223(12)(A) of the Act provides that: "* * * juveniles who are charged with
or who have committed offenses that would not be criminal if committed by an adult
or offenses which do not constitute violations of valid court orders * * * shall not
be placed in secure detention or secure correctional facilities."

OJJDP policy stipulates that even the most momentary holding or processing of
status offenders in a secure adult facility is a violation of compliance mandates. Sta-
tus offenders may, however, be held up to 24 hours in a separate but secure juvenile
facility.

With regard to the secure custody of delinquent or criminal-type offenders, policy
number 89-1401 (Jail Removal Exceptions) issued by OJJDP grants a six hour
grace period for holding juveniles in an adult facility. Although such custody is not
encouraged, delinquent juveniles held in an adult jail for up to six hours need not
be reported as a compliance violation provided all conditions of sight and sound sep-
aration are maintained.

If the county wishes to avoid a significant number of compliance violations in the
future, few options are available. At a minimum, a prohibition against detaining
status offenders in the CCDC would have to be implemented. At the same time, a
policy requiring stays of no more than six hours should be instituted, along with
procedural safeguards which would prevent contact between juveniles and adults
during booking and while moving juveniles within the building. I understand that,
while these things are possible to do, they would create certain other problems.
Many, if not most, juveniles admitted to the CCDC stay several days, and process-
ing and release of juveniles within six hours is considered impractical or even inap-
propriate. There are no other secure residential facilities available, and access to
programs for status offenders is equally difficult.

Local authorities have indicated that it is desirable to continue providing full-
service juvenile detention at the CCDC since it is the only option available to Camp-
bell and nearby counties. Continued use of the facility for this purpose is possible,
of course, but will result in compliance violations unless the county, in concert with
the state, declares the juvenile component a separate juvenile facility and has it ap-
proved as such by Federal authorities. The regulations governing this approach to
juvenile custody have recently been clarified and are discussed below.

FEDERAL REGULATORY ISSUES

Federal regulations issued pursuant to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act specify that juveniles may only be detained in a facility which houses
adults if: (1) adult and juvenile areas are totally separated, i.e., no sight or sound
communication between adults and juveniles is possible, (2) juvenile and adult pro-
grams are completely independent, with no sharing of spaces at the same time, (3)
staff responsible for direct care and supervision of juveniles are not simultaneously
responsible for adult inmates, and (4) the portion of the facility housing juveniles
is licensed as a secure juvenile detention facility in accordance with all applicable
state detention standards.

Regarding the first item, sight and sound separation, this report has already dis-
cussed the means by which total separation can be achieved at the CCDC. This de-
gree of physical and visual separation is essential before further consideration is
warranted.

The second item, which requires independent juvenile and adult programs and no
simultaneous sharing of spaces, can be accomplished at the CCDC. Many juvenile
programs can be conducted in the housing areas, and sufficient outdoor and indoor
recreation space is easily accessible. Indoor exercise space and visiting rooms can
be time-shared with adults to avoid inappropriate contact. This is not to say that
the juvenile areas of the CCDC should be considered exemplary; good jail space is
not necessarily appropriate as an environment for juveniles. It is, rather, to suggest
that the present spaces are workable and can reasonably be used for expanded serv-
ices and activities.
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Skipping item three momentarily, the fourth and final requirement is that the fa-
cility be licensed as a juvenile facility in accordance with state standards. Since
there are no existing state standards for county juvenile detention facilities, the
CCDC would be in compliance with this requirement by default. Federal regulations
require no conformance with any other standard or licensing criteria.

Which brings us back to item number three, the requirement for separate direct
care staff. This regulation requires separate direct care and supervision staff for ju-
venile residents. Although cooks, medical personnel, and possibly even program staff
(education, counseling, etc.) may provide services to both juveniles and adults so
long as they occur without contact between the separate groups, regulations do not
permit adult corrections officers to supervise juveniles and adults at the same time
or at alternating times during the same shift. Since supervision from the guard sta-
tion in Pod B covers both juvenile and adult housing units, this would not be consid-
ered acceptable for purposes of receiving designation as a separate juvenile facility.
Similarly, the fact that corrections officers who do room checks cover both juvenile
and adult housing would be seen as inappropriate.

If the county wishes to pursue designation of the juvenile component as a sepa-
rate facility, it will probably be necessary to develop entirely separate supervision
staff or to direct adult corrections officers (who are trained to provide juvenile serv-
ices) to this purpose. Had juveniles only been lodged occasionally, this second option
would have been a cost effective solution, with adult corrections officers diverted as
needed. However, juveniles are housed at most times, and independent staffing con-
stitutes the most practicable, albeit somewhat costly, solution.

OTHER ISSUES: CONDITIONS OF CONFINEMENT

As has been mentioned already, environmental quality in the juvenile units at the
CCDC is very good. Lighting, space available, access to both indoor and outdoor ex-
ercise, and sleeping/sanitary accommodations are all well conceived. Attention has
been paid to typical standards requirements. Although the units are, perhaps, more
security-oriented than is necessary for juvenile detention purposes, in general, the
existing arrangements are quite satisfactory.

These attributes, however, are not in themselves sufficient to delineate a good ju-
venile detention program. An ever increasing number of court cases point toward
the range of services to which juveniles are entitled. Among these services are in-
cluded education, recreation and counseling. In addition, access to privacy, social
services, counseling, mental and physical health services, and other items associated
with maintaining personal well-being are time and again identified by the courts as
essential elements of satisfactory juvenile detention programs. Even food services
are the object of much attention since nutritional requirements for young people are
substantially different from those for adults.

In any case, should local authorities wish to implement a juvenile detention pro-
gram at the CCDC which is recognized as separate from the adult operation for pur-
poses of compliance, some thought should be given to developing a more complete
range of services designed to be responsive to specific juvenile needs. Special atten-
tion should be given to educational programs and directed leisure time activities.
Though Federal regulations do not require such specificity, experience suggests that
long-term operational quality depends greatly on such daily programming. Local/
school boards are frequently willing to provide specialized educational services
based on demonstrated need, and school officials should be consulted regarding the
possibility of developing a responsive program. In addition to more typical edu-
cational activities, learning and social skills assessments might also be considered.
Special classes on life skills (job interviewing, social interaction, personal savings
and money issues, etc.) might also be provided along with seminars on issues of con-
cern (drug use, sexual responsibility, etc.). A full range of such programming and
expanded daily operational activities may justify the presence of a full-time coordi-
nator or program director depending on the scope of services envisioned.

SUMMARY

The continued use of the CCDC as a secure juvenile detention facility will require
an expanded commitment by the county. To comply with Federal regulations, all
status offender jailings must be eliminated and length of stay for delinquents re-
duced to six hours or less. Alternatively, the juvenile areas could be designated as
a separate juvenile facility in which case separate staffing will be necessary. This
will represent a new cost to the county. Formula grant funds allocated to the State
of Wyoming may be used to pay for all or part of such staffing at the discretion of
the State Advisory Group. If the juvenile component is designated a separate facil-
ity, expanded services may be appropriate.
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I hope this information will be useful in evaluating the most appropriate course
of action to be taken with regard to juvenile detention at the CCDC. I appreciate
the time you spent with me, Joe Thome and John Moses in explaining daily oper-
ations and the use of the juvenile component. Please feel free to give me a call if
further clarification is needed or if you'd like to discuss various developmental op-
tions.

Sincerely,
MICHAEL J. MCMILLEN.

[EXHIBIT C]

CITY OF GILLETTE POLICE DEPARTMENT,
Gillette, WY, March 7, 1996.

Re: Rural States Exemption to Juvenile Justice Act.

BYRON F. OEDEKOVEN,
Sheriff,
Campbell County Sheriffs Office,
Gillette, WY.

DEAR SHERIFF: As you know, for a number of years the State of Wyoming was
exempt from portions of the Juvenile Justice Act, specifically detention facility
standards due to it's rural makeup, relatively low crime rates and recognition by
Congress that the Federal rules promulgated did not reflect the needs of rural
states. Several years ago the exemption expired and was not renewed. In July of
1996, as I understand the situation, no juvenile offender may be placed in a deten-
tion facility unless they are charged as an adult offender. This is causing serious
problems in the State both at the local and State level and unless it is reinstated,
Wyoming and other rural areas will continue to struggle needlessly with growing
problems in dealing with juvenile offenders. Specifically:

There are no short term holding facilities in the State for pre-trial and post trial
juvenile detainee's. The State has one long term holding facility which is crowded
to the point that they release one inmate to accept another and stays are very sel-
dom longer than 45 days (which in my opinion places it in the category of a short
term facility).

Nearly every one of Wyoming's 23 county jails is capable of holding a juvenile in
a clean, safe and well maintained facility (many of which had juvenile facilities built
but cannot be used because they cannot meet Federal rules that require juvenile fa-
cilities to be sight, sound and staffed with personnel who do not also have contact
with adult offenders. It is as if the belief exists under Federal rules that a juvenile
will catch some kind of crime virus from seeing or hearing an adult offender or suf-
fer some kind of psychological. breach because the jailer serving the adults dinner
also served the juveniles their dinner.

No County in the State of Wyoming is capable in anyway of paying for the
exhorbinant cost of constructing detention facilities to deal with the relatively small
number of offenders. Regional facilities are not viable due to the distance that sepa-
rates Wyoming communities. Nor does the State of Wyoming not have funds to con-
struct these facilities.

Here is what I see occurring throughout Wyoming and in many other parts of the
Country in dealing with juveniles who are committing a disturbingly high number
of property and violent crimes:

1. As a juvenile can no longer be placed in detention centers for so called status
offenses: Runaways are picked up and when transportation cannot be obtained and
they are placed in "Crisis Homes" which they run from. Cut it anyway you please,
a 14 or 15 year old is always better off in a detention center than living off the
street.

Minors consuming alcoholA huge problem in Wyoming and nationwide with the
"less intoxicated" being cited and released and the drunker ones sent to the parents
if they can be located or placed in a Crisis Home if they are not disruptive (they
usually are) and so for lack of any better alternative they are released to some kind
of responsible party. Often, juveniles under the influence commit other crimes and
their situation is worsened.

2. Juveniles cannot be held in a detention center unless they are charged as an
adult. They are very much aware of this and aware of the lack of facilities to deal
with them. The ability of the justice system to affect their behavior has seriously
eroded and I believe has played a role in the escalation of juvenile crime in the
State and Country. We have created cracks in the system and kids are falling
through them at an alarming rate.
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3. Judges in Wyoming have very limited options for holding pre-trial detainee's
and less for sentencing juveniles convicted of a crime. It is quite common to see a
youth sentenced to probation, violated probation, re-sentenced to probation, violate,
then sent to Boys School or Girls School (Wyoming's 2 detention facilities for boys
and girls) for 30 days or so and then the cycle starts again.

Whatever else may be true in this world, maturing is the process of realizing the
consequences for ones actions. Juveniles presently are not experiencing this because
very little can be done with them or to themthey see no consequence and we have
made it so.

The intent of the Juvenile Justice Act was to protect juveniles from jail environ-
ments that were dangerous or detrimental to their interest considering their young
age. It is my understanding that the Juvenile Justice Act was spawned from trav-
esties that were occurring to youths in jail in which juveniles were being detained
along with serious adult offenders, preyed upon by inmates and untrained staff.
Certainly no law enforcement officer would support or condone this type of treat-
ment for any kid.

However, Wyoming did not have these kind of occurrences. While I have many
problems with the Juvenile Justice Act, the sight, sound and staff requirements is
government at it's worst. There are facilities that are more than adequate to house
juveniles, but cannot be used due to rules that were instituted to deal with problems
Wyoming did not have.

I think that I speak for all law enforcement in this State in saying that Wyoming
should have an exemption to the sight, sound, and staffing requirements under the
Juvenile Justice Act. It makes good use of existing facilities and more importantly,
I am certain that it will be in Wyoming youth's best interests.

Sincerely,
JEFFREY M. PFAU,

President, Wyoming Association of Sheriffs and Police Chiefs.

[EXHIBIT D]

COUNTY COURT OF CAMPBELL COUNTY,
Gillette, WY, March 5, 1996.

Re: Testimony on Juvenile Justice Act.

BYRON OEDEKOVEN,
Campbell County Sheriff,
Gillette, WY.

DEAR SHERIFF OEDEKOVEN: This is sent pursuant to your request for written com-
ments to be presented with your testimony in support of a rural exemption to the
juvenile detention requirements of the Juvenile Justice Act. We thank you and the
members of the judiciary subcommittee for the chance to submit this letter.

Our position is simple. We must have a rural exemption to the detention require-
ments of the Juvenile Justice Act. There are two secure juvenile facilities in Wyo-
ming and those two facilities strain to serve a population of more than 460,000. Our
state is struggling with money and construction of correctional facilities is not a po-
litical or financial priority with our legislature. As you are aware, the legislature
has considered building a new prison for the past five years and the matter is still
stuck in debate. If we refuse to build prisons we will undoubtedly refuse to build
juvenile facilities required under the provisions of the Juvenile Justice Act.

We agree that money and politics should not dictate the result in these situations
and we agree that detention of juveniles should be kept to a minimum. However,
there are times when detention is in the best interests of society and in the best
interests of the juvenile. Local authorities should have the flexibility to handle these
matters in their areas as the situations dictate. There should not be a "one size fits
all approach" in regard to juvenile detention and we support a rural exemption to
the Juvenile Justice Act.

Respectfully submitted,
TERRILL R. THARP.
WILLIAM S. EDWARDS.
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[ExHIBIT E]

Re: OJJDP.
BYRON OEDEKOVEN,
Campbell County Sheriff
Gillette, WY

THE STATE OF WYOMING,
SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT,

Gillette, WY, March 7, 1996.

DEAR SHERIFF OEDEKOVEN: I am responding to your request for input secure fa-
cilities to house delinquent juveniles. Fifteen years on the district bench dealing
with delinquents has taught me several things, at least two of which are now indeli-
bly etched into my consciousness.

First, the option of a punitive sanction, available in the community (not 100 miles
away), is absolutely necessary if the system is to have credibility. Often a few days
in jail is an effective wake up call for wayward youth, one which gets their attention
and causes them to focus on their circumstances. Once reality dawns they become
much more attentive and compliant. Many of the rather sophisticated young crimi-
nals we see are impressed with nothing less. During the year when jail was not an
available option the juveniles quickly realized that the juvenile court was a paper
tiger. As you know males were the biggest problem. Since it was the only available
punitive sanction the Boys' School was quickly overburdened with placements and,
consequently, unable to accomplish much with those committed there. We were
forced to live with that dubious legacy for too long. Since the legislature restored
jail as an option (in spite of the wailing of the shrill voices at OJJDP) the court
has regained the respect of juveniles and enjoys restored confidence in the commu-
nity.

Since, a secure facility is sometimes necessary for those awaiting trail or disposi-
tion. As much as we might hope otherwise, juveniles cannot always be sent home
after they have come into contact with the police, particularly if the allegations are
serious or the juveniles are recidivists. Likewise, a minimally restrictive environ-
ment does not always meet the community's legitimate need for safety.

While it may not meet all the requirements promulgated by the OJJDP, the
Champbell County Detention Facility provides a secure and safe place for adju-
dicated juveniles and those waiting trail or disposition. Juveniles are less suscep-
tible to physical or sexual abuse or corrupting influences in the CCDC (even if they
were to have incidental contact with adult prisoners) than those committed to juve-
nile hall in any number of American cities. No matter how well intentioned, the
"one size fits all" mentality that has driven the process and dictated the "standards"
for juvenile facilities is obviously uninformed as it relates to rural areas such as
ours. As with so many regulatory efforts the legitimate goals of insuring safety for
the juveniles and security for the community is subsumed by the regulators need
to dictate and control, in exquisite detail, the results as well as all of the particulars
of the process. Reasonableness has been sacrificed on the zealot's altar. I hope the
congress can muster the political courage and apply the common sense necessary
to curtail this regulatory excess and restore sanity to the juvenile system. Quite
frankly, I resent the implication that federal bureaucrats, with their advisors and
confederates, are morally superior to the rest of us or have a monopoly on concern
for juveniles or the communities in which they reside. I cannot accept the notion
that Washington D.C. is the fountainhead of informed discourse with respect to the
nettlesome issues of juvenile crime.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I wish I could be more optimistic
about the prospects of injecting reason into this debate.

Best personal regards.
TERRENCE L. O'BRIEN.

[ExHIBIT F]

WARD COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT,
Minot, ND, March 6, 1996.

Sheriff BYRON OEDEKOVEN,
Champbell County Sheriffs Department,
Gillette, WY.

DEAR SHERIFF OEDEKOVEN: I am writing in response to your teletype dated March
1, 1996. It is my understanding that you will be attending a Senate Hearing con-
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cerning the Juvenile Justice Act and the regulations that have been passed since
1974.

Beginning in 1994, this department has been interested in establishing a Juvenile
Detention Center. Our current remedy is to transport juveniles to a state operated
Youth Correctional Center located 120 miles away. We are a county of 56,000 people
with the majority residing in the City of Minot. Our jail was built in 1984 and has
the capacity to house approximately 86 inmates. The jail is a "pod" design with a
lobby entrance, a sally port, and staff only entrances/exits on both the North and
South sides.

When we first envisioned a Juvenile Detention Center, our proposal was to co-
locate the juvenile facility inside the adult facility. The original plan was to dedicate
a "pod" located on the second floor of our three story facility to juveniles. This would
have allowed a separate entrance to the floor, through the sherriff's departments ad-
ministrative offices. We agreed, in accordance with OJJDP regulations, to supply
separate policy and procedures, a separate staff and to invest money to refurbish
the cell block. This refurbishing would include furniture, carpeting and acoustical
tiles.

We made contract with the North Dakota Division of Juvenile Services and pre-
sented our idea. They endorsed the plan but told us that the OJJDP frowned on
co-location. They recommended that a representative from OJJDP visit our facility.
In May of 1994, Mr. Jeff Allison from OJJDP visited our facility. Mr. Allison was
presented with our proposal and reviewed our data from January to December 1993.
During that time period, our facility housed 20 juveniles. Eight of those were
deemed in violation of the JJDP Act. Because of the rural exception, the violations
consisted of juveniles who were held more than 24 hours.

Mr. Allison would only agree to a co-located facility if spatial separation was
achieved by either dedicating an entire floor to juveniles or by building a wall be-
tween the adult cell block and the proposed juvenile cell block. However, when Mr.
Allison was shown the cell block currently used to house juvenile offenders on an
emergency basis he wrote, "The cell block itself was clearly sight and sound sepa-
rated from the adult cell blocks." The block or pod that Mr. Allison refers to in his
statement is on the first floor of our facility. That pod is surrounded by three other
cell blocks. In contrast, the pod we proposed as a juvenile detention center has only
one other cell block on the same floor and the two are separated by a master control
room.

To date, our county has no Juvenile Detention Center. We were willing to provide
all the necessary components outlined in the JJDP Act if allowed to co-locate in the
adult facility. our current average jail population is 40 percent, leaving adequate
space for a pod dedicated to juvenile detention. We have even agreed to make a sep-
arate entrance into a first floor cellblock to accomplish this goal, but have been met
with resistance.

There is no doubt that the policies set forth in the OJJDP Act are intended to
reduce adult/juvenile contact and collaboration. No doubt these stringent policies as
necessary in larger, metropolitan areas. However, in rural America, we do not carry
the same number of juvenile offenders. The needs for juvenile detention are still
very real but these same policies, developed for urban areas, are extremely restric-
tive to rural areas. The OJJDP policies prohibit rural areas from developing and im-
plementing appropriate detention alternatives to the juvenile problem.

In summary, like many other rural areas, we have a definite need for juvenile
detention centers. Similar jurisdictions have no resources available to house juvenile
offenders outside of already established adult facilities. The OJJDP, while acting in
good faith, has established policies which we believe restrict rural communities in
achieving their goals. Those goals are to function in both an enforcement and pre-
vention capacity, emphasizing neither role at the expense of the other. With com-
prehensive administrative policies that would provide guidance to individual officers
coupled with sight and sound segregation between juvenile and adult offenders, we
can find no reason why OJJDP policies could not be relaxed to accommodate rural
needs.

Best of luck at the Senate Hearings on March 12, 1996. It is a large burden to
shoulder, trying to convince the Federal Government that their well-intended poli-
cies are actually hindering a large portion of America. If I can be of any assistance
in the future, please do not hesitate to call upon me.

Sincerely,
ROBERT BANICES,

Major, Chief Deputy Sheriff
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[EXHIBIT G]

CAMPBELL COUNTY JUVENILE PROBATION,
Gillette, WY, March 7, 1996.

BYRON OEDEKOVEN,
Campbell County Sheriff,
Campbell County Detention Center,
Gillette, Wyoming.

DEAR SHERIFF OEDEKOVEN: Your up and coming presentation to the Senate Sub
Committee in Washington, D.C. on "Youth Violence" has given me pause to consider
the advantages we have here in Campbell County and Wyoming regarding our juve-
nile offenders and the successful system we have in place. Given that our juvenile
offenders' recidivism is low, I thought perhaps you would appreciate some refresher
information that might assist you when you meet with those who have such a lim-
ited point of reference when discussing rural states and the local communities of
which they are comprised.

As in any successful system, we have established working principles among the
adults which speak to the needs of juvenile offenders. We have found that the fol-
lowing principles echo the values and ideals of Wyoming and Campbell County.
They are:

1. Accountability of the juvenile and their families for unlawful behavior and re-
sponsibility for that behavior.

2. Competency development of emotional maturity and skill building so that the
juvenile and his/her family may be restored as functioning members of society.

3. Community protection so that no citizen is placed at risk due to the policies
and procedures associated with principles 1 and 2.

4. Coordinated planning and programming collaborated among all peoples with
the intention of retaining juveniles at the most local level of intervention.

5. And most significantly, a commitment by the adult community to remain fo-
cused upon the juveniles' unlawful behavior and needs, opposed to focusing upon in-
dividual territories and/or personal agendas.

In keeping with the above principles the centralization of all juvenile matters to
one programming location have proved most effective. In Campbell County, the
county owned juvenile probation office is so designated and it is from this hub all
other programming revolves. This established hub does not preclude the critical im-
portance of other programming and agencies, but rather enhances the areas of spe-
cialization that those specific programs offer i.e. mental health (Campbell County
Memorial Hospital), counseling (Wyoming Regional Counseling Center et al), child
protection (Department of Family Services), schools/education (Campbell County
School District), crisis placement (YES House), parenting classes, drug and alcohol
evaluation/treatment, and detention to name a few. Localizing juvenile probation
assures accountability in keeping with the state statutes but eliminates cumbersome
bureaucratic time assuming mandates of the state and keeps the separation of "chil-
dren in need of protection" services and "protection from juvenile offender" services
separate. Although a juvenile may have protection concerns, their unlawful behavior
must be addressed first.

By utilizing a central program (Campbell County Juvenile Probation) as the hub,
it can further serve as an information gathering source which acts as a catalyst for
seeking specialized services from the surrounding agencies using the team approach
in making those decisions pertinent to each individual juvenile and his/her family.

The advantage to the courts are many, in that one report in the form of the social
summary presents as a detailed presentation of all issues relevant to the child and
family. This enables the court to separate the wheat from the chaff and gives them
a clear vision of the behaviors, and options available for the juvenile an individual-
ized basis. Matters of strict probationary concern i.e. supervision, community serv-
ice, and restitution are monitored at the probationary hub, allowing the specialized
skills of the supporting agencies time to focus upon the issues i.e. chemical depend-
ency, molestation, education, anger management, etc. In many communities the tail
wags the dog resulting in parents and juveniles who are skilled at jumping from
one agency to the next, splitting professionals and programs, and in essence con-
tinuing the same dysfunctional behavior that have destroyed their family units in
the past and continue to do so.

The matter of incarcerating juveniles in local facilities is, as you well know, but
another important piece for success in changing adolescent criminal behavior. The
advantage rural states and their communities have over large metropolitan areas,
is that incarceration can be incorporated in the complete treatment design, not just
the only choice. We still know our children, their parents, teachers, therapist, coach-
es, friends, etc. To remove detention would deter from the total concepts and prin-
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ciples set forth in our philosophy which in essence says, "Children, we love you, but
we will not tolerate your illegal and dangerous behavior."

For those more violent and behaviorally out-of-control juveniles, how can we reach
them if they are allowed to continuously run loose endangering themselves and oth-
ers? In essence when a child's behavior is out-of-control we may not be able to
change their behavior immediately, but we can change their environment so that
their safety is assured until we can implement change and assistance.

In summary, with localized programming relevant to juvenile offenders built
around a hub of centralized programming which constitute identification, evaluation
and planning within the confines of a teach approach, courts, parents, agencies, and
the community at large benefit from an overall awareness and understanding which
eliminate confusion and promote cooperation and success.

I wish you well with your endeavors in Washington and wish I could join you.
A word of advice, don't let them know where we are. They will want to move here
too.

Best of luck.
Sincerely,

NANCY Q. ROBERTS,
Director, Campbell County Juvenile Probation Office.

Senator THOMPSON. Mr. Ray Luick, administrative officer, Wis-
consin Office of Justice Assistance.

STATEMENT OF RAY LUICK
Mr. LUICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee. Thank you for the opportunity to address the topic of
the Federal mandates, or as they are now called, the core require-
ments of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

My name is Ray Luick and, as you indicated, I am the adminis-
trative officer for the Wisconsin Office of Justice Assistance, the
State agency charged with the responsibility of administering the
JJDPA, as well as the Edward Byrne Law Enforcement Assistance
Program and now the Violence Against Women Act. We are also
the statistical analysis center for the criminal justice-related data
for the State.

We in Wisconsin feel uniquely qualified to address the issue of
program mandates, since we are currently in compliance with the
requirements of the act, in part, through the efforts of this sub-
committee, Senator Kohl, Representative Petri, and the entire Wis-
consin delegation. Your efforts have permitted an exemption to the
requirement that the staff of a secure detention facility be com-
pletely separate from the staff that supervises adult inmates. This
issue is closely related to the topic of collocation of juvenile deten-
tion facilities within the same building as an adult trail and the
sight and sound separation restrictions that are also a JJDPA core
requirement.

There are four specific areas that I would like to address today.
The first is the need for flexibility. The second is the importance
of continued Federal support for juvenile justice projects and pro-
gram activities. Third is support for Senator Kohl's Juvenile Jail
Improvement Act, and the fourth is the importance of provisions
relating to collocation, shared staffing, and sight and sound separa-
tion.

Without flexibility in implementing the jail removal mandate,
Wisconsin would not, and perhaps could not be in compliance with
the act. Only the action described earlier created circumstances
that have allowed us back into the act.
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We have conducted a study of the 15 secure detention facilities
that are in operation within the State of Wisconsin today under the
exemption that has been permitted to the State of Wisconsin, and
we have concluded that there is no significant difference in terms
of the operational methods of outcomes between the five collocated,
shared staff facilities, the other five collocated facilities that employ
a separate staff, and the five facilities which are considered stand-
alone and employ separate staff.

We have confirmed from our review that at least one critical goal
of the Federal act can be addressed without requiring absolute ad-
herence to the mandate for complete physical separation of jails
from juvenile detention facilities or by requiring a specific employee
type. Without the flexibility to demonstrate the effectiveness of
these alternative methods, we would not be in compliance with the
program requirements, we would not be in the act, and Wisconsin
residents would not have access to the tax revenue that they pro-
vided to help demonstrate effective juvenile justice projects.

Mandates, program requirements, core requirements, or what-
ever you call them, are important in establishing the overall goals
and the objectives that you in this committee and that the Senate
and House agree with that we should undertake to improve certain
circumstances under which you are going to provide the funds to
work with the States and work in the development of making sig-
nificant changes. Yet, it makes sense to have local flexibility be-
cause not all of us operate the same way.

It makes sense to separate juveniles from adults and to provide
for sight and sound separation. Physical separation, however, can
be achieved through a variety of methods and need not be solely
defined by building location. The real goals go beyond these phys-
ical standards and State progress should be measured in light of
the broader goal, not only the most visible criteria. Mandates,
whether they are imposed on the States by the Federal Govern-
ment or by the States on unit of local government, always carry
with them negative connotations. Mandates should reflect program
goals and not be used to require specific methods, procedures, or
statutory language.

Federal involvement in juvenile justice has a significant impact
on how the juveniles are treated within that system and perhaps
in the lives and futures of the youth who have been served. Al-
though it has only been 3 years since Wisconsin has been able to
use these grant funds for more than jail removal, the funds made
available have been significant in moving in juvenile justice system
forward and into very positive actions. We encourage you not to
support efforts to mandate a specific percentage of these funds for
private nonprofit agencies or to go to any one particular area in
order to preserve that flexibility.

Senator Kohl, through introduction of the Juvenile Jail Improve-
ment Act, seeks to address another concern, which is that rural
areas are hampered to an extreme extent by the current 24-hour
exemption that allows them to use the jail facility for that 24-hour
period. The act, which has the support of both major sheriffs asso-
ciations in Wisconsin, is intended to recognize that the current 24-
hour exemption could easily mean a 72-hour period of time when
you take into account the weekend and holiday exemption. It is ex-
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pected that this provision could reduce the number of long-distance
transports to secure detention centers for extremely short-term
holds.

The final issue that I would like to address today is that of the
impact of potential interpretations concerning the requirements for
sight and sound separation, collocation, and shared staffing.

First, sight and sound separation has been established by the act
as the standard for the detention of juveniles. This standard can
be met through a variety of procedural and structural methods that
do not require the development of separate buildings. These alter-
native methods include time-phasing and should be recognized as
appropriate under the act.

Second, collocated facilities have been shown to be as effective as
separate facilities in serving the needs of juveniles in secure deten-
tion and should be permitted under the act. Collocated facilities
also permit the shared use of educational and recreational facilities
that otherwise would not be available to juveniles. Third, and fi-
nally, shared staffing has been shown to be an effective staffing
method and should be recognized as appropriate under the act.

Thank you again for this opportunity and I would be pleased to
respond to questions. Thank you.

Senator THOMPSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Luick.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Luick follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAY LUICK

Good Morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. Thank you for
the opportunity to address the topic of the federal mandates, or as they are now
called, "core requirements," of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
(JJDPA). My name is Ray Luick and I am the Administrative Officer of the Wiscon-
sin Office of Justice Assistance, the state agency charged with the responsibility of
administering the JJDPA as well as the Edward Byrne Law Enforcement Assistance
Program and now the Violence Against Women Act. We also are the Statistical
Analysis Center for criminal justice related data for the state. The Executive Direc-
tor of the Office is Mr. Steven Sell who is an appointee of Governor Thompson. I
report directly to Mr. Sell. Together the federal programs we administer provide $11
million to support much needed criminal justice and juvenile justice programs of
which approximately $1.5 million are related to the JJDPA. Without these funds,
states would not be able to support development of the new and innovative projects
that are necessary to bring critically needed development and innovation into the
system.

My experience in this field reaches back to 1973 when I was a Criminal Justice
Planner under the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. When the JJDPA
was first amended to include the "jail removal mandate" I can recall quite clearly
arguing the point that surely the federal government could not interpret that as
meaning that juveniles and adults could not be held in the same building. As I was
leaving the criminal justice field in 1984, I had been part of an effort to develop
a proposal that would have created an exemption to that requirement based on a
variety of conditions of confinement. As I entered a new position, the Executive Di-
rector of that Association and I met with officials of OJJDP to present this alter-
native, which was rejected and I lost touch with the program. It was really, there-
fore, quite amazing that when I returned to this field in 1992 that not only was
this issue still alive but that the concept behind the alternative that I worked on
in 1984 was the basis for our participation in the program.

We in Wisconsin feel uniquely qualified to address the issue of program mandates
since we are currently in compliance with the requirements of the Act, in part,
through the efforts of this Subcommittee, Senator Kohl, Representative Petri and
the entire Wisconsin Delegation. Your efforts have permitted an exemption to the
requirement that the staff of a secure juvenile detention facility be completely sepa-
rate from the staff that supervise adult inmates. This exemption allows the sharing
of jail/detention line staff between the adult and juvenile facilities under condition
that the staff members receive specialized juvenile detention training and where
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they not work with juveniles and adults during the same shift. This issue is closely
related to the topic of the "collocation" of juvenile detention facilities within the
same building as an adult jail and the "sight and sound separation" restrictions that
are also a JJDPA core requirement.

There are four specific areas that I would like to address today:
The need for flexibility in implementing the federal mandates or recognition that

the federal legislation establishes the goals for a program and that the states can
identify in their plans how they will measure success towards meeting those goals,

The importance of continued federal support for juvenile justice and criminal jus-
tice programs and the need to keep that funding free from mandated expenditure
levels to any specific type of applicant,

Support for Senator Kohl's "Juvenile Jail Improvement Act," and,
The importance of provisions relating to "collocation, shared staffing and sight

and sound. separation.

FLEXIBILITY

Without flexibility in implementing the jail removal mandate, Wisconsin would
not and perhaps could not be in compliance with the Act. Only the action described
earlier created circumstances that have allowed us back into the Act.

I am pleased to report that, consistent with a condition on this exemption, which
required OJJDP to submit a report to Congress (specifically, the Chairs of the
House Committee on Education and Labor and the Senate Judiciary Committee) at
the end of 1995, our agency conducted a review of these projects last summer. That
study of 15 secure detention facilities (provided to OJJDP last fall) concludes that
there is no significant difference in terms of operational methods or outcomes be-
tween the five collocated "shared staff' facilities, the other five collocated facilities
that employ separate staff, and the five facilities which are considered "stand alone"
and employ separate staff. We have confirmed from our review that at least one crit-
ical goal of the Federal Act can be addressed without requiring absolute adherence
to the mandate for complete physical separation or jails from juvenile detention fa-
cilities or by requiring a specific employee type.

The consequences of strict adherence to the removal mandate in our case would
have been the withdrawal of Wisconsin from participation in the Act or the expendi-
ture of funds to support a mandate that did not necessarily advance the ultimate
goal of the Act. Our interpretation of that goal is that juveniles who require secure
detention should be held in a safe, clean and healthy environment and in an atmos-
phere where there are opportunities for positive influences on the youthnot to re-
move juveniles from buildings that house adults. Without the flexibility to dem-
onstrate the effectiveness of these alternative methods, we would not be in compli-
ance with the program requirements, we would not be in the Act and Wisconsin
residents would not have access to the tax revenue that they provided to help dem-
onstrate effective juvenile justice projects.

It makes sense to separate juveniles from adults and provide for sight and sound
separation. Physical separation, however, can be achieved through a variety of
methods and need not be solely defined by building location. The real goals go be-
yond these physical standards and state progress should be measured in light of the
broader goal not only the most visible criteria. Mandates, whether they are imposed
on states by the federal government or by states on units of local government, al-
ways carry with them negative connotations. Mandates should reflect program goals
and not be used to require specific methods, procedures, or statutory language.

CONTINUED FEDERAL FUNDING

Federal involvement in juvenile justice has had a significant impact on the sys-
tem, how juveniles are treated within that system and perhaps in the lives and fu-
ture of the youth who have been served. Although it has only been three years since
Wisconsin has been able to use grant funds for more than jail removal, the period
before enforcement of the jail removal mandate and the period since the state was
found to be in compliance have provided funding for a variety of program activities
that have had a noticeable impact on the system as a whole. The funds available
through the JJDPA provide the only flexible funds that are available to local com-
munities. They have been put to good use and we hope that they will continue.

Since 1988, over 80% of the funds allocated to Wisconsin through the Act have
gone to local projects rather than to state agencies. A significant percentage of these
funds are awarded to private non-profit agencies either directly or indirectly
through contracts from local units of government. It is critically important for Wis-
consin that the current flexibility be maintained to recognize and preserve the role
of local government in the process and not support individual projects that may not
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have backing or support from the local unit of government. We encourage you not
to support efforts to mandate a specific percentage of these funds for private non
profit agencies.

JUVENILE JAIL IMPROVEMENT ACT

Senator Kohl has authored the Juvenile Jail Improvement Act in order to address
an operational problem facing counties in Wisconsin and I am sure many other
rural states. This Act, which we support, permits rural law enforcement agencies
to use a juvenile portion of a jail to hold juveniles for up to 72 hours under certain
conditions. This Act which has the support of both major Sheriffs Associations in
Wisconsin, is intended to recognize that the current 24 hour exemption for rural
areas excludes weekends and holidayswhich could easily mean a 72 hour period
of time. It is expected that this provision could reduce the number of long distance
transports to secure detention centers for extremely short term holds.

COLLOCATION, SIGHT AND SOUND SEPARATION AND SHARED STAFFING

The final issue that I would like to address today is that of the impact of potential
interpretations concerning the requirements for "sight and sound separation, col-
location, and shared staffing."

First, sight and sound separation has been established by the Act as the standard
for detention of juveniles. This standard can be met through a variety of procedural
and structural methods that do not require the development of separate buildings.
These alternative methods such as "time phasing" and should be recognized as ap-
propriate under the Act.

Second, collocated facilities have been shown to be as effective as separate facili-
ties in serving the needs of juveniles in secure detention and should be permitted
under the Act. Collocated facilities also permit the shared use of educational and
recreational facilities that otherwise would not be available to juveniles.

Third, shared staffing has been shown to be an effective staffing method and
should be recognized as appropriate under the Act.

Thank you again for this opportunity and I would be pleased to respond to your
questions.

Senator THOMPSON. Mr. William Woodward, Division of Criminal
Justice, Colorado Department of Public Safety.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. WOODWARD
Mr. WOODWARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to intro-

duce in the audience the vice chair of our State advisory group, Mr.
Pence, who is the former special agent in charge of the Denver FBI
office and, as I say, vice chair of our local advisory group, and also
Mr. Joe Tomey, who is a member of my staff managing this pro-
gram in Colorado.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I really wanted to
talk to you about this because I was asking myself this morning
why am I here. What am I doing here coming to this and actu-
ally

Senator BIDEN. We ask that question very often. [Laughter.]
Mr. WOODWARD. I am sure you do. I appreciate that.
Senator BIDEN. But not nearly as much as our constituents ask

it.
Mr. WOODWARD. This is $800,000 out of my $35 million budget

that I manage in my office. This is a very small part of my office,
so I was asking myself why did I bother coming here, and I really
think it has to do with my family. I mean, my daughter at one time
was arrested on a failure to appear warrant because she was a
babysitter and signed for somebody's lost dog with a cop and didn't
realize that when she signed that as a babysitter that she was
going to end up having a failure to appear citation 6 months later,
and when she ran a stop sign she got arrested and thrown in jail
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for 12 hours. Because I knew this act was in place at that time,
I knew that she was going be safe because they would not hold her,
and when she was going to be held, she would have to be held with
sight and sound separation.

So I am really here not to talk about the violent offenders in
many cases who will be direct-filed and placed in a jailand this
act doesn't apply to those violent offenders who direct-filebut I
am here to talk about people like myself and families like myself
across this country who will have kids held in jails. If these core
requirements don't stay in place, they will have kids held in jail,
and if those core requirements aren't there, there is a damn good
chance those kids could be brutalized in those jails. So, that is why
I am here. I finally figured it out.

I worked as a police officer for 12 years. I have been in riots, I
have been in bombings. I have seen people blown up by bombs, and
I know juveniles were involved in a lot of that. So I am not here
to talk about being soft on crime or something. I think it is hor-
rible. I have seen the victims of these crimes.

I previously owned my own business and basically the Federal
Government put me out of business, and they put me out of busi-
ness because of mandates, so I am not a great lover of mandates
or core requirements. This is not why I am here. I was trained in
the military as a police officer, so I want to be really clear that the
reasons I am here are three things.

First, we have got to maintain these core requirements. The core
requirements are the most important part of this. I think there
ought to be a good-faith exception to them because I agree with
some of the things that were said earlier. There are problems with
enforcement. There should be a good-faith exception to some of
them, but they have got to remain. They are almost like a vaccina-
tion. You know how you got your vaccination 20 years ago or 15
years ago; you don't have to think about it anymore.

What is happening now is that there is a tendency, because we
haven't had enough kids who have committed suicide in jails or
been brutalized in jails, to sort of forget about these core require-
ments. That is, I believe, the major reason you have not had those
suicides. We have had one in Colorado in 15 years. That is the rea-
son we haven't had a hell of a lot more, but because it has been
so effective, everybody has forgotten about it, and so too with vac-
cinations. Because vaccinations were effective, people forgot about
them.

So I just want to talk about three thingsmaintaining the core
requirements, ensuring that the act allows for us to work on vio-
lence reduction, and ensuring that the act allows us to work on
prevention of violence. In Colorado, we had 6,000 kids held in jails
in 1981; last year, 68-6,000, down to 68. I think that is really im-
portant.

Now, with my yellow light, I will talk much faster. I see how that
works now. I am sorry. I didn't quite understand that.

Senator THOMPSON. Nobody pays much attention to that any-
more. [Laughter.]

Mr. WOODWARD. All right, good. Thanks.
It has been postulated that the States can sort of do this on our

own, and we had a law in effect on sight and sound separation and
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still have that law in effect right now, but we had an overcrowding
crisis show up about years ago. What was the first thing that peo-
ple went into the State legislature for to get rid of? Well, let's get
rid of sight and sound because that is hurting us in terms of over-
crowding. Well, if the act hadn't been in place, we would have got-
ten rid of sight and sound, and more kids, like maybe my daughter
or somebody else's daughter or son might have been hurt in one of
those jails.

Some people say it is cost, prohibitive. I spend like $100,000 out
of $800,000 a year to maintain those core requirements. I mean,
this is not cost prohibitive, in my opinion. I have heard others say
that we should just get it as sort of a block program, sort of a
freebie. I guess that is what that is. I think it would be nice to get
something for nothing. Gee, I would probably take it, I guess, if you
wanted to give it to me, but I want to make the point that I think
it is the right thing to do. If you don't have those core requirements
in place, as I said earlier, then I think we are going to lose the op-
portunity to maintain something that has been very important to
us and had really kept us from going backwards.

I also believe that there should be good-faith exceptions to some
of these requirements. I would be willing to talk about that with
anyone on staff or other members of any of these panels because
I do believe that there should be ways for the administrator of this
act of say there was good-faith effort to maintain these and these
problems happened and there should be a good-faith exception.

The good things that have happened that have come out of this
actI can't believe it. This act helped pay for some pilot restitution
programs where some violent kids were involved in these restitu-
tion programs and other kids were involved. It was a pilot pro-
gram, and what happened? The State legislature turned around
and put another $1 million into it. After we paid a couple hundred
thousand to sort of get it going, the State legislature said, boy, this
is great, and turned around and put $1 million into these restitu-
tion programs.

So what I am saying to you is the core requirements should stay,
and the county sheriffs of Coloradofor example, in my testimony
you will see a position statement of the county sheriffs of Colorado
on sight and sound separation and on jail removal. The county
sheriffs of Colorado support this. The National Association of Coun-
ties supports these core requirements, I was told this morning.

In summary, I believe a balanced approach that includes the core
requirements, focusing on juvenile violence, trying to stop violence,
and focusing on prevention, which is another major program we got
started out of this money, is absolutely essential.

Thank you.
Senator THOMPSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Woodward.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Woodward follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. WOODWARD

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. Thank you for the opportunity to ad-
dress you concerning the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act. I believe that I am able to present you with a unique perspective
on the Act and its' implementation. For the past 10 years, I have been the director
of Colorado's Division of Criminal Justice in the Department of Public Safety, a 35
person agency responsible for working with communities to develop crime preven-
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tion and public safety programs. I worked as a police officer for 12 years. My experi-
ence included work as a street officer, detective, lieutenant and captain. During that
time I saw numerous bombings of buildings. I was in riot situations. I saw four
deaths by bombs. In most of these situations juveniles were a big part of the action.
Previously I owned my own business in the late 1960's and lost my business because
of federal government regulations and mandates. I was trained in the armed forces
military police. So I am not here to tell you to be nice to juveniles. I am not here
to tell you how much I love federal mandates. I am not here to whine.

Violent crime is a major problem for this society and especially for it's victims.
My office sees the victims of juvenile violence. We are the state agency responsible
for investigating complaints alleging violation of our state's constitutional amend-
ment protecting victims. We also fund many programs which treat victims of vio-
lence perpetrated by juvenile offenders. We see the results of crimes caused by juve-
niles.

We also fund many police, sheriffs, and district attorneys law enforcement efforts
through our Edward Byrne Memorial Drug Control and System Improvement grant
program.

I only tell you about these programs in order to put my testimony into context.
I believe the Juvenile and Delinquency Prevention Act can co-exist and flourish with
other programs which emphasize holding juveniles accountable. In fact, I see the
Act as a major partner in getting control of the juvenile violence problem without
doing violence to juveniles. And this is the special purview of the Act. I think we
have a special responsibility to juveniles to avoid doing additional violence to them
as we hold them accountable for their actions. In fact I must say that the act has
done such a good job, that some even say that we don't need it anymore.

As President of the National Criminal Justice Association, the current official po-
sition of the Association is to continue the act as it is currently in law. If this
changes, we will advise you. The rest of my comments are based on our own state's
experience.

In general, we like the act. While it may be hard to implement and we may have
problems from time to time, I must say I believe that it has done its job. We have
gone from 6000 juveniles held in adult jails in 1981 to 68 last year. In fact, the act
has done such a good job that I am greatly afraid that many take it for granted.
There is a sense in the following comments which I have heard that it is no longer
needed. We already take too many things for granted. We take for granted that our
water will be uncontaminated, that our children will be protected from major ill-
nesses, that the air will not kill us. But there are major systems in place to insure
that these things will not happen. They include health services, air monitoring sta-
tions and water treatment plants. Without these systems in place many would suf-
fer. So it is with this act. The act's work has become infrastructure that some think
we can ignore. I will review these "ignore the act" comments below. I worry that
our juvenile justice infrastructure will suffer if we allow this act to go "down the
tubes".

Let me tell you what I have heard others say about the act and my response to
those allegations:

1. It has been postulated that state laws can handle the requirements of the act.
Response: In my state we have a law which parallels the sight and sound separa-

tion requirement of the act. Two years ago, in a time of an overcrowding crisis,
many wanted to do away with the sight and sound separation requirement of the
Colorado law.

If the federal statues and guidelines concerning sight and sound separation had
not been in force, that law would be gone today. And I believe many children would
have suffered. You must maintain the requirement for sight and sound separation.
I believe that having adults in proximity to juveniles only increases the risk of vio-
lence being done to the juvenile, increases the risk that the juvenile will commit sui-
cide, and exposes public safety and law enforcement officials to substantial liability.

2. It has been claimed that it is difficult to meet the requirements of the act and
compliance is cost-prohibitive.

Response. Our state has met the requirements of the act at minimum cost. I will
not say that this is easy, nor will I say that once met, it is easy to continue meeting
the requirements of the act. It is not always simple. We must be aware of changes
in personnel, policy and performance in every jail and lockup in the state most of
the time. This is a cost to us. But what is the benefit? As a former businessman,
I always look at the cost/benefit ratio. The benefit is that we have had very few ju-
veniles injured in Colorado in the past 10 years while in a jail or lockup. We have
had no juvenile suicides in jurisdictions which comport with state and Federal law
and have had only one suicide statewide since our participation in the act began
in 1978. In my opinion the suicide rate in Colorado would have been substantially
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worse if the Act and it's core requirements did not exist. LaiN enforcefheht officials
and jail administrators in Colorado overwhelmingly denounce the placement of juve-
niles in their facilities, and look to the Federal Act as part of the rationale needed
to sway local policy makers on this issue. The Colorado Sheriffs Association just de-
veloped a policy statement supporting the Act's provisions on juvenile offenders in
adult facilities.

Also, the cost for the State to maintain a compliance and technical assistance
problem at less than $100,000 year is substantially cheaper than would be required
to settle one class action lawsuit in a community where a juvenile was injured by
an adult in the same facility.

Other benefits Colorado has seen include:
Enhanced training of line staff and supervisors regarding juvenile processing;
Responding to the separation and removal requirements of the Act was often

many communities' first foray into community-based planning and system-wide
plan development;

My agency is seen as a technical assistance resource by communities, rather
than merely a regulatory enforcement agency, because of our interest in using
the core requirements as a mechanism for outreach; and

Responding to the core requirements, communities have developed many re-
lated improvements as a natural consequence of creating a graduated series of
sanctions for juvenile offenders and developing a cadre of alternative placement
options.

3. I have heard others say that it should be simply a block grant program.
Response. It would be nice to get something for nothing. So I must say that we

would take your block grant program if you made it into one. It would be nice not
to have to think about keeping juveniles safe from predators. It would be nice not
to have keep them separate. It would be easier to collocate them with adults. But
it wouldn't be the right thing to do. There should be a quid pro quo for federal dol-
lars when the public good outweighs state's rights. In this case the public good of
keeping juveniles safe when they are in our custody outweighs the need of the state
to have freedom to spend money however it sees fit. We must remember that most
kids will violate the law before they reach age 21. In fact, based on data from the
Center for the Study and Prevention of Violence, at the University of Colorado, Dr.
Del Elliott states that 30% of all males will commit at least one violent crime before
the age of 21. With almost one-third of our male children committing violent crimes,
there is an excellent chance that many of them will end up in a jail or lockup. With-
out the act, many of these may well be brutalized and hurt. This public interest to
keep our kids protected while in custody, outweighs the need for the state to exer-cise it's rights.

In essence, the JJDP Act Formula Grants program has become a block grant in
Colorado, but one which requires some standards of integrity attached to ensure the
original intent of the program continues to be pursued. After a decade of hard work,
State and local officials have collaborated on a series of trainings, standards, state
laws, policy statements, and programs which ensure that localities have access to
a wider range of interventions for juveniles than merely adult jails. With compliance
in place, the state has made itself responsible to ensure that problems do not arise,
and localities are able to use the formula grant dollars to pursue a wider variety
of juvenile justice and delinquency prevention programsmuch like a block grant.

4. It has been hypothesized that states will continue to pursue the act's vision if
the requirements are eliminated.

Response. I do not believe this. If there were not so much pressure within states
to do otherwise, then maybe. But people have forgotten how kids got brutalized in
jails. The act has been so successful that people think there is no problem today.
It is like vaccinations. Many thought for a long time that there was no need to vac-
cinate our children anymore because no one was getting sick from diphtheria or tet-
anus or measles or polio. Now as the childhood diseases begin to reappear, most
schools now require shot records for children. The same applies here. People have
forgotten what happens to children in jails and lockups. The problem is that if we
make a mistake with a shot, perhaps a child gets sick. If we make a mistake with
sight and sound separation, children can be killed.

In any event, a state need not now take the money for the act and can avoid the
key requirements if they see fit. But if they wish to have the money, perhaps for
new and innovative purposes, then I believe they must live with the infrastructure
of the JJ System and protect these children from violence. I think the federal gov-
ernment serves as a valuable partner to the states when it can keep states from
making bad decisions in time of crisis and hurting children as a result.

Further, Federal litigation on behalf of youths whose rights were violated while
detained in an adult facility consistently sides with the plaintiffs class. However, the
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jurisdiction of these lawsuits is confined to the District in which the case was heard.
As such, there is no national/Federal case law precedence yet confirming the validity
of these requirements. The Act stands alone as the standard which we use in Colo-
rado to impress that there is a continuing National, state, and local interest in pur-
suing these requirements.

5. Many wish to redirect the money to violence intervention and prevention only.
Response. As I mentioned earlier, I have seen a lot of violence in my career. So

I understand this comment. And I agree that violence intervention and prevention
should be a new improved focus for the act. But I do not agree that in order to work
on violence intervention and prevention for offenders, that we should allow violence
to be visited upon these same offenders. Remember most of these offenders will not
be violent. Most will have committed a minor offense. So without the core require-
ments, we may well relegate them to being hurt or killed simply because we were
too busy looking for violent offenders to arrest or incarcerate. This is not the correct
way to operate the criminal justice system.

6. A myth exists that the focus of the Act is too narrowthat its design requires
focusing solely on the core requirements.

Response. In Colorado, compliance with the core requirements has allowed the
state planning agency and state to move into areas of public safety and offender ac-
countability. For example, from 1989 to 1992, the SAG and Division of Criminal
Justice developed four pilot restitution programs with outcome and process evalua-
tion. The legislature was impressed with the program design and appropriated one
million dollars to bring the initiative statewide. As a result, more than a half million
dollars in victim restitution and 67,000 hours of unpaid community service work
was provided with a 7 percent recidivism rate.

Colorado has also piloted other successful programs, such as school based delin-
quency prevention, intake screening units, and more. In 1991, the legislature passed
SB94Juvenile Service Bill, which was built in part on the foundation of the intake
screening initiative funding through the JJDP Act program.

In summary, we pursue a balanced approach to policy and program development
in all parts of the justice system in Colorado. We are moving to balance prevention,
intervention, and treatment in programming, and ensure that programming itself
balance offender accountability, treatment, and victim restitution. The JJDP Act has
served as a philosophical mode in that regard. We believe that the act as written
has many valuable and important requirements. All should be preserved in a form
which balances the needs of the state to go after violent offenders and prevent vio-
lent crime while at the same time insuring that we do not allow additional violence
in our system. Thank you.

Senator THOMPSON. Chairman Hatch has joined us. Do you have
any comment or statement to make, Mr. Chairman?

Senator HATCH. I am just glad to be here. I can't stay very long,
so I want to apologize for that, but I want to compliment you, Mr.
Chairman, and your ranking member for the work that you are
doing in this area. This is one of the most important areas in our
country right now and in the Congress, and I just want to encour-
age you to keep it up and keep doing the good job you are doing.

Senator THOMPSON. Thank you.
Senator HATCH. Could I submit my formal remarks for the

record?
Senator THOMPSON. They will be made a part of the record.
Senator HATCH. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Hatch follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. ORRIN G. HATCH, CHAIRMAN OF THE SENATE
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF UTAH

FUNDING YOUTH VIOLENCE PROGRAMS: SHOULD THE STRINGS BE CUT?

Mr. Chairman, I would like to join you in welcoming this outstanding slate of wit-
nesses assembled here today. It is a privilege to discuss juvenile justice issues with
people who are devoting their time and talents to working with our nation's trou-
bled youth.

Today's hearing is going to examine the problems related to the so-called man-
dates placed on the States in order to qualify for formula funding under the Juve-
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nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. These mandates were developed as aresult of a well-intended, but somewhat misguided philosophy that preaches that
children should be rehabilitated, not punished.

I agree, as I'm sure most of you do, that children should be rehabilitated when-
ever possible. But compassion is not synonymous with leniency. Our juvenile system
must be compassionate, but it must also dispense both justice and learning. And,
part of any serious rehabilitative effort is fair punishment.

Juveniles who commit violent acts must be held responsible for those acts. We do
our youths a disservice, in my opinion, if we give them no more than a slap on the
wrist when they commit a violent offense. In my view, this is false compassion.
What is the lesson learned?

To demonstrate the severity of the crisis we are facing, let me cite several disturb-
ing statistics provided by the FBI's most recent report of "Crime in the United
States" [November, 1995]: Over the past decade, the rate of homicide committed by
teenagers, ages 14-17, has more than doubled, increasing 172% from 1985 to 1994;
35% of all violent crime is committed by offenders younger than 20 years of age.

These statistics are deeply troubling to me. It is my firm belief, and these statis-
tics bear it out, that juvenile crime is of a very different type than what we knew
previously.

Today's juvenile criminal, for example, is far more likely to be a murderer than
was his counterpart 20 years ago. Drug use among teens, a significant factor in vio-lent crime, is on the rise again, after nearly a decade of steady decreases. And gang
offenses, the scourge of many communities, have dramatically increased.

In my hometown of Salt Lake City, Utah, for example, gang activity has become
more and more prevalent. In just one case, a 17-year old youth was tried and con-
victed of the gang-related beating and shooting death of another teenager. His vic-
tim's supposed offense? He happened to be wearing red, the color of a rival gang.
Before committing this brutal murder, the killer had racked up a record of five felo-
nies and 15 misdemeanors in juvenile court. [Salt Lake Tribune, 12/12/95.]

Our laws and programs have not kept pace with the changes in juvenile crime.
For instances, the Juvenile Justice Act requires that states look to alternatives to
incarceration, without regard to the offense committee by the juvenile.

I believe that we must also focus on the safety of those children who do not break
the law. We must not forget that our failure to adequately punish violent juveniles
leaves them free to prey upon other children.

After all, this is not just a juvenile justice problem we are facingit is a violent
crime problem. Juveniles should be held responsible to society and to their victims
by the criminal justice system. Allowing violent offenders to be released simply be-
cause of their age is just not responsible.

In Utah, in response to the increase in youth and gang violence, we have changed
our youth corrections mission statement to specify that public safety must comefirst. We are in desperate need of building new secure facilities to house violent of-
fenders. One of Utah's secure facilities is Deker Lake. It is currently 40 percent over
capacity and is double bunking juvenile offenders.

Restrictions in the Juvenile Justice Act, however, restrict the number of beds al-
lowed in one facility, so expansion is not an option. An entirely new facility has to
be built and staffed to meet the requirements of the Act.

We must also do a better job separating the violent offenders from those juveniles
whom we can help. While the Juvenile Justice Act claims that its solution to the
problem of juvenile crime is prevention, intervention and treatment programs, 75
percent of the funding must be used for compliance with mandates, leaving very
limited funds available for prevention programs.

Although Utah has been in compliance for 10 years and is therefore better able
to use its money for prevention programs, many States are not so fortunate. [Note:
Utah FY 95 received $603,000 for compliance, $80,000 for State Challenge Activi-
ties, and $124,000 for Title V programs]

There are four major mandates, and countless regulations attached to the formula
and incentive grant money. As Utahn Camille Anthony can testify, this money has
more strings than a symphony orchestra. Federal requirements dictate everythingfrom who must sit on the State Advisory Committee, like youth currently under the
supervision of the juvenile system, down to allowing juveniles in secure facilities to
"exercise reasonable freedom of choice as to personal matters such as hair length
and selection of friends." These requirements create numerous burdensome hoops
that States must jump through in order to receive the limited funds available underthe Act.

Many localities, and at least one StateWyominghave opted out of federal
funding and have instead chosen to rely on state, local and private contributions to
develop local solutions for non-violent youth offenders.
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Indeed, at the last Youth Violence hearing we heard from witnesses who had es-
tablished effective youth programs from state, local and private funding sources, in-
cluding the PAL program in Delaware. A very successful work camp in Utah called
Genesis receives no federal funding except for a small vocational grant that will be
started this year. The center is for juveniles who have been found delinquent, but
non-violent, by the courts. The juveniles are required to perform community service
activities during their stay. This allows them to learn a practical skill while being
held in a detention center.

The government is not the sole font of wisdom for confronting this crisis. Indeed,
we must look beyond the government to rescue this generation from crime and vio-
lence. By removing the mandates from the formula and incentive grants and distrib-
uting money by block grants to the states, the federal government encourages local
solutions to local problems.

If states need money to increase bed space for secure facilities, like Utah does,
then they should be able to use the money for that purpose. If states want the
money to develop more services for delinquent, but non-violent offenders, then they
should be free of tile requirements imposed by the Juvenile Justice Act.

We must also look to our communities and our civic and religious organizations.
I am intrigued, for instance, by a recent report by the Heritage Foundation on the
impact of religion on social stability. In its research, Heritage found studies showing
a high degree of correlation between religious involvement during adolescence and
avoidance of criminal behavior. I think this comes as no surprise to those of us who
have raised children.

Government, rather than hindering the ability of its citizens to create an environ-
ment in which parents can share religious values with their children, should stay
out of the way.

I know that our witnesses will be addressing these issues. I want to say, Mr.
Chairman, that convening this hearing is just another indication of your extraor-
dinary work in the Senate and on the Judiciary Committee. I know we will take
back important information and perspectives on this issue. I look forward to the tes-
timony of the witnesses.

Senator THOMPSON. I would venture to guess that most of these
so-called mandates or requirements, in principle, are agreed to by
most people: the concept generally to deinstitutionalize status of-
fenders, the concept of sight and sound separation, the concept of
removal of juveniles from adult facilities.

I would be interested to have your response briefly as to whether
or not you think, if those specific black-letter law requirements
were lifted, whether or not States, in general, or your States spe-
cifically would not adhere to those concepts.

Mr. Oedekoven.
Mr. OEDEKOVEN. If I may, as you term it, the separation in the

mandatesWyoming would still comply in general terms. It is the
interpretation of those requirements that presents the problem.
Most of the jails in the State of Wyoming are fairly new. Most of
the jails at the time they were built had a separate area for juve-
niles. The problem is that in the strict interpretation, that separate
areaif you walk down the hallway to get to that and you in any
way happen to be viewed by an adult inmate, you are no longer
sight- and sound-separate.

As I alluded to in my remarks, if we have a person in a separate
area that opens the door and they open the door for the adult, they
cannot then in the same shift open the door for the juvenile. It is
the strict interpretation of those requirements, not the basic philos-
ophy of the requirements, that we have a problem with.

Senator THOMPSON. Mr. Carson.
Mr. CARSON. I would say you would see our State do everything

they could to comply with that, but by the black letter of the law,
the same thing that the sheriff alluded to would happen to us. As
far as us holding status offenders, we would never want to do that.
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It is a problem now. Tennessee, as you know, has just come out
from under Federal regulations on the jails. We cite and release all
the adult offenders we can. There is no way we are trying to hold
status offenders, but we do need a place to put those offenders to
get them started in the system.

I think what we lose is the time of the act to the time that help
arrives, and I think what you have seen in police officers in the
last yearI don't think you have the real numbers of what you are
dealing with because police officers will ignore juvenile crime until
it is so serious that they have to deal with it because they do not
want to become the babysitter. They have become so frustrated and
they feel their efforts are fruitless, they do not want to drive them
home and they do not want to hold them and try to find the par-
ents. I don't think you have a very good number.

Most of the things, I think, we look at todayit is easy in the
news and the media. A good kid goes bad and commits a grave act,
but I think with 98 percent of the children, you see a series of acts
before he gets to the serious crime. If intervention comes early, we
stand a better chance, I think anyone would tell you, of correcting
the behavior, other than to ignore it until it gets to that point. I
think Tennessee would comply all they could, but they do need re-
lief from some of the sight and sound specifics to at least allow us
to get back in the business. We are essentially out of the business.

Senator THOMPSON. Mr. Luick.
Mr. LUICK. I think in Wisconsin we have codified the jail removal

mandates in administrative rules based on the exemption that we
currently have that has allowed us to remain within the act. I don't
see any short-term success in efforts to roll that back to the point
of using adult jails for housing juveniles, but it is because we have
had the exemption, we have had the practice put in place, and we
have had the ability to design the facilities and the programming,
the conditions of confinement, that have been so important within
the 15 detention centers that we have. I think what we really have
looked at as a State is saying that it is the conditions of confine-
ment that we need to put in place that we have enacted adminis-
trative rules governing and that we feel an obligation to maintain
those.

Senator THOMPSON. Before I get to Mr. Woodward, could I ask
you a little bit about that exemption? As I understand it, you got
an exemption which allowed you to have a facility that was within
an adult facility and tb use the same staff if that staff were prop-
erly trained to handle juveniles.

Mr. LuicK. Yes.
Senator THOMPSON. What exactly was that exemption? Have I

stated it correctly? That was the exemption you got?
Mr. LUICK. Yes.
Senator THOMPSON. And what did it take to get that exemption?
Mr. LUICK. What we needed to do was to design a curriculum for

providing additional training for correctional officers who would
work serving both juvenile and adult residents within a facility. It
was under the condition that an individual who was properly
trained not supervise adults and juveniles during the same shift.
So if you started out your day supervising adults, you could not be
moved in the juvenile section.
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Senator THOMPSON. Did you otherwise still have total sight and
sound separation?

Mr. LUICK. We maintain sight and sound separation through pro-
cedural means. We will black out windows that lead into a gym-
nasium facility, for example. We will have corridors that will not
intersect and we will clear corridors when juveniles are going to be
moved from one portion of the building to the next.

Senator THOMPSON. Without the exemption, could you use the
same corridor even if physically the adults and juveniles never
were there at the same time?

Mr. LUICK. The circumstances get so specific to a given facility
that I don't want to give a real specific answer to that. The real
issue that we were trying to deal with over the years that led to
this exemption was the definition between what is a stand-alone fa-
cility, what is a separate facility, what is a collocated facility.

There was a point in time that the discussion went to that a sep-
arate facility was one that you could draw a line through, draw a
saw through, and it was separate. We didn't think that that was
necessary. We didn't think that was appropriate. We said we can
accomplish the same thing with the staff training, with policy de-
velopment, and the proper supervision of it.

Senator THOMPSON. How long did it take you to get that exemp-
tion?

Mr. LUICK. Well, from the time
Senator THOMPSON. Of course, without Senator Kohl, I under-

stand it probably never would have happened.
Mr. LUICK. And we certainly do appreciate that. It took approxi-

mately 4 years, I believe. There was a period of time when I was
involved in the early 1970's in criminal justice planning just as the
mandates were coming about. In the early 1980's, I got out of the
business for 12 years, got back into it, and we were still discussing
these same issues.

Senator THOMPSON. All right, thank you_very much. Mr. Wood-
ward, back to my original question, or that one, or whatever else
you would like to comment on.

Mr. WOODWARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We also have a collo-
cated facility with the same kind of problem. We needed an exemp-
tion from the OJJDP. We ended up getting that exemption in about
2 months and we had the same kinds of problems, but I would say
that they were very fast in providing that exemption to us once we
were able to show that kids could be held separate, could use dif-
ferent corridors. Literally, we had to show them how each corridor
would work.

I think that is very important because what we later discovered
was that the reason for that is not so much that a juvenile can't
see an adult, you know, a block away outside the building. It is,
rather, than when that juvenile is in close proximity to an adult
where an adult could yell at them, you know, well, you look like
you would be good jail bait or meat, or whatever, or yell at them,
you know, what kind of a puke are you, or yell at them other kinds
of things, it is very demeaning to a kid in that kind of a situation.

So the reasons for keeping them separate, I think, are really
good reasons. Just a single comment like thatyou can end up
with a kid committing suicide even when you have a suicide watch
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going every 15 minutes. It only takes a minute or two to commit
suicide, and you can look at that person every 10 minutes or 15
minutes on a shift and still get a suicide. So I believe that there
should be good-faith exceptions and it shouldn't take 4 years to get
a waiver, but I also believe that that can be done.

Senator THOMPSON. What does the police officer in Wyoming do
late at night and he picks up a juvenile, either one who has been
a chronic runaway and troublemaker but has not violated any
crime yet, or one who maybe has violated the law? Regardless of
the nature of that individual or the nature of his activity or how
long it has been going on, there is no good-faith exception that he
can rely on there. He might take a chance and hope later on that
somebody might approve of it, but he is looking at a serious lawsuit
in his own mind, probably.

Everybody kind of agrees on the principles and everybody kind
of agrees that there ought to be exceptions and leeway and all of
that, but as a practical matter, how do you really do both?

Mr. WOODWARD. Are you addressing that to me?
Senator THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. WOODWARD. OK, thank you. I will give you an example. We

are a pretty rural State ourselves, Colorado is, and we have several
programs where we have sent out our juvenile justice person to
that program and they have basically worked with other programs
in the community to take that to that kid for a short period of time
so that the sheriff will not have to deal with them. A social service
agency might take them or we might have a private nonprofit safe
house or we might have a private nonprofit victims program that
might take them that could hold them staff-secure. I think there
are ways to work those problems out, but it requires us sending a
staff person into that community to find those kinds of options and
then to maybe help pay for them.

Senator THOMPSON. Private options, in other words.
Mr. WOODWARD. Very possibly, yes, sir.
Senator THOMPSON. My time is up, but I will allow Mr.

Oedekoven to comment.
Mr. OEDEKOVEN. If I may, you asked what is the option or what

lies for us. Our approach is fairly simple, and that is that the
courts, the judge, has some of that authority and ability and say-
so. We rely on his opinion and expertise. Sometimes, we call them
in the middle of the night and say, your honor, what would you like
to have us do with this child or this young person that you have
issued a warrant for and what do you want us to do now? A lot
of times, they will say release to the parent.

We have several communities that have youth crisis centers, or
nonprofit or publicly funded facilities. So we rely on the courts.
That is one of them. That is who has, according to the act, a lot
of jurisdiction over the juvenile. Certainly, the judge can look in his
community and say what are my options; I know this person; I
have dealt with him several and many times; it is now time that
they spent Friday night in their room quietly without TV. And they
deem their room to be my jail.

As we talk about liability, part of the dilemma is, of course, the
judges are immune. The sheriff is not. That bothers me tremen-
dously, since I am one. When I house a juvenile within my facil-

t, to
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ityand we talk about good faith. Good faith is only limited by the
means and ability of someone else to decide you violated it, and
thus you should be sued, not whether it was right or wrong, but
whether or not you will get sued.

So I would offer that the courts certainly can provide some over-
sight in each and every community as they deal with the problems,
so can the county prosecutor. In our case, we don't just willy-nilly
throw kids in jail. The county prosecutor is involved in each and
every instance and can decide, as well as the courts. So I would
offer those are at least two very viable options for all of rural com-
munities and gets the officers, first and foremost, back on the
street where they need to be.

Senator THOMPSON. Mr. Luick.
Mr. LUICK. We have a sheriff in Wisconsin who was besieged

with problems of staffing when he needed to transport a juvenile.
In his case, it was approximately 85 miles one way to an approved
detention facility. With the COPS funding that he received last fall
or last summer, he was able to put on an additional deputy and
create a home detention program that cut the number of secure de-
tentions from his county from approximately eight or nine down to
one or two within the last 6 or 8 months. So there is a creative way
that they have used other Federal funding to try to accomplish
these same goals.

Senator BIDEN. Thank you very much. [Laughter.]
The chairman looked at me when you were speaking and said

"set up."
For the record, will you acknowledge we have never met?
Mr. LuicK. We have never met before this day, Senator Biden,

never.
Senator BIDEN. Let me begin by saying all four of youI am im-

pressed by your testimony. You stated the real problems; they are
serious. Mr. Woodward, it might not surprise you to hear me say
that I think you have said the most important thing here today,
and that is that I have been here long enough to remember when
we held hearings about the number of rapes, the number of vio-
lated young men, seldom women because there were not that
many, who were totally, totally innocent by anybody's standards of
anything other than a childish prank.

In my view, it is like I said in my opening statement, no one ever
believes that the kid who is playing pool or basketball at the boys
club and not in trouble might have been in trouble had there been
no boys club. So it is a hard thing, but what we are seeing here
is a frustration that is real.

I don't have any closer relationship than I have with the sheriffs
and the cops, as I suspect both of you know, both of you who are
in law enforcement. Once again, I think your problem is real. I
think it is real, I think it is genuine, and I don't know a whole lot
of cops who want to throw some kid who they know is not a real
problem in jails that they would not want any part of being in,
whether they were known to be cops or not. So you all come with
good faith.

One of the things I want to clarify, or I would like to clarify a
little bit anywayyou represent four different States here, and if
you can give me a yes or no, it would be helpful. If you need to
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elaborate, please do, but in each of your States can you tell me
whether or not your State legislatureand you may not know; I
suspect you mightin the recent past, the last 6 months to 3 or
4 years, has toughened the law relative to juveniles as it relates
to under what circumstance a juvenile can be treated as an adult?

We all know that what we are talking about does not apply to
a circumstance where the legislature has concludedin my State,
we call them competency hearings, where a juvenile, whether they
are 17 or 14, under State law is treated as an adult, and that is
for purposes of the State statute.

We will start with you, Mr. Carson. Has your State of late
changed the law relative to what constitutes being able to be tried
in an adult court?

Mr. CARSON. I think it has changed the age limit and it is speci-
fied on some of the more serious crimes, such as murder, rape, rob-
bery.

Senator BIDEN. How about you, sir, in Wyoming?
Mr. OEDEKOVEN. Yes, it has.
Mr. LUICK. Yes, it has.
Mr. WOODWARD. Yes.
Senator BIDEN. I don't think you are an exception, any four of

the States. Almost every State in the Nation hasand I am not
criticizing, I am not commentingtaken an awful lot of those juve-
niles we are most worried about out of the mix in terms of what
we are talking about here, and that was your point, I thought, Mr.
Woodward, in the beginning. So we are primarily talking about ju-
veniles now in each of our States who, I think, in most cir-
cumstancesthere are exceptions to every rulein most cir-
cumstances, are the nonviolent juveniles, or at least juveniles not
accused of serious violent crimes. There are exceptions, but in
many of our Stateslet me put it this way. The trend in all the
States is toward taking them out of this mix and putting them in
the adult stream for purposes of treatment.

The second question I have for you all is, is there any disagree-
ment among you as to whether or not the principle of separation
of adults and juveniles is a good one? I am not questioning those
who might disagree at this point. Do any of you believe that this
is a misplaced liberal anachronism that is just hanging on there
and is no longer needed, that it didn't make sense in the beginning,
or if it did, it doesn't make sense now, the principle of separating
juveniles from adults in terms of sight and sound, not how we draw
the line about sight and sound, but the principle? Is there anybody
who disagrees that this is a needed provision in the law, whether
it is generated by the State, the county, or the Federal Govern-
ment?

Mr. CARSON. No, I wouldn't disagree with that.
Mr. OEDEKOVEN. I would not either and would add that it is very

appropriate. It is even as appropriate as we deal with all other in-
mates as we separate our other classes of inmates from each other,
the violent from the non-violent. We certainly should separate juve-
niles from adults.

Mr. LUICK. I agree with that.
Mr. WOODWARD. I agree.
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Senator BIDEN. Now, again, I didn't doubt you all agreed, but I
think it is real important to state the record here because what
happens is in ourand I am not suggesting anyone on this panel
shares the view, but I know, for example, when I go home and I
sit in a town meeting, the frustration and anger of the people is
so real. They are so frightened; they are so justifiably, in my view,
concerned about the nature of the violence and those committing
the violence being younger and younger that there is a real call of
the question.

We will have some among us in the legislative branch who will
argue that the principle itself is just some soft-headed liberal kind
of notion that separating themthat doesn't really happen to kids
when they get put in. I can hear people now, Mr. Woodward, on
your comment aboutI mean, I promise you, at least as it relates
to my State, if anybody was watching this when you said it could
be damaging to a kid if some 6 foot 2, 200-pound guy walking by
said, hey, baby, looking at another man, a 16-year-old boyhey,
baby, you would be great, that that could affect them. They say,
these guys are all the same; that is not going to affect anybody;
what does a comment mean. So I am sure that there are some in
my State who have already labeled you a little soft.

But all kidding asideand I am very serious about it and I
would like to hear what you have to say, sirI think it is impor-
tant that we at least state for the record not that there shouldn't
be change, but the principle still holds and that it is important and
it makes a difference.

Yes, sir, you wanted to say something?
Mr. OEDEKOVEN. I agree, and would also add that it is the bu-

reaucratic interpretation of what is separate in sight and sound
that is viewed. In Wyoming, we recently passed a statute that says
juveniles will, statutorily, be kept separate. When the Attorney
General reviewed that in terms of can we comply with the OJJDP
interpretation of sight- and sound-separate, clearly we will not, but
we will clearly have our juveniles separate.

Senator BIDEN. That was the third general proposition I wanted
to get to. Is there any disagreement among you that at least in
some instances, there has been bureaucratic overload here? Wheth-
er it takes 4 years or 2 months, there should be a much more
streamlined method by which people acting in good faith are able
to accommodate on a reasonable timeframe and a reasonable inter-
pretation that they are complying, even if it means something as
simple as erecting a curtain along a hallway.

I mean, from my standpoint, I don't thinkand I was here when
we wrote this. From my standpoint, I don't think any of us ever
thought that the idea that you would have to construct an entire
new facility at a different place and that you would have to walk
out a door and out through a parking lot and around to get there
was what we meant. We did mean, though, at the time what you
are talking about, Mr. Woodward. We didn't want your daughter
walking down a hallway and 2 or 3 women inmates going by and
patting her on the rear end/and or saying, hey, honey, I will be
around, or whatever. That is what we didn't want. But if you put
a curtain down a hallway, that in and of itself can go a long way.
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So it seems to me that as we try to quote, "fix the problem," we
don't over-fix it in our effort to fix a real problem.

My last question is, sheriff, you and your colleagues around the
countrywhere I come from, it matters whether somebody is a
sheriff, and I mean that sincerely. In my community, they have sig-
nificant political, in the best sense of that wordnot partisan, but
political impact because they are the ones out there. They are the
folks out in the street and they do not act, as they may in your
jurisdiction, as sheriffs in the sense that they are State troopers or
they are county police. They have law enforcement functions, but
they are more ministerial than they are actually going out making
arrests.

I hear your concern that you may very wellnotwithstanding a
judge telling you to take him or her to such-and-such a cell, that
you may be held liable. Could you all give me some sense, and you,
Mr. Carson, as well, as to how often, in reality, that dilemma
strikes an individual officer? How often are you really in the cir-
cumstance where you have a kid who is not accused of a violent
crime that would classify them as being able to be treated as an
adult offender in your State, and you are riding along, or one of
your employees is riding along with that kid sitting in the back
seat of the patrol car and thinking, oh, my God, I don't know what
to do with this kid? How often does that really happen, for real?

Mr. OEDEKOVEN. I would offer virtually every night in our com-
munity, because one of the diversionary tactics that we have taken
in the course of all of this is cite and release. So we have a juvenile
who is 15 years of age who is in a car with other kids who are
drinking, who is not stumbling down drunk, and we cite and re-
lease them, and their parents may or may not ever find out. There
are steps in the process to ensure

Senator BIDEN. Now, why would their parents not find out?
Mr. OEDEKOVEN. There are steps that ensure that the citation is

somehow told to them, but as with anything, you can get around
it or circumvent it.

Senator BIDEN. Do you mind my asking how old you are?
Mr. OEDEKOVEN. I am sorry?
Senator BIDEN. Do you mind my asking how old you are?
Mr. OEDEKOVEN. Forty-one.
Senator BIDEN. Forty-one. When you were a kidI am sure it

never happened, but when you were a kid, you might have known
somebody who, after a ball game, or whatever, might have been
cited and released. What is the difference now from then?

Mr. OEDEKOVEN. Then, we used to take them home to the parent
and turn them over to the parent. That was virtually our only op-
tion. Now, with the cite and release, we do not take them home to
their parent. The officers are too busy. They are dealing with a lot
of other circumstances, so we issue a regular citation, sign the
promise to appear, issue, and release.

Senator BIDEN. I know I am over my time, Mr. Chairman. I will
end with this comment. It seems to me that one of the practical
problems hereand I mean this sincerelyis you are overworked.
One of the practical problems is there are not enough cops on the
street, flat out, and it is not that the nature or the citation creates
a dilemma that you didn't have 25 years ago or 5 years ago or 5
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minutes ago. It is the fact that you have got to take an officer off
the street to drive the kid home. By the way, that is legitimate.
That is real, and it is one of the things I think the public most
longs for, and that is the ability of the cop to show up at the door
with their kid in tow, especially in rural communities.

Mr. LUICK. If I might, Mr. Chairman, just in response, we were
rather astounded a few months ago when we looked at the arrest
statistics for Wisconsin and realized that we have by far the high-
est arrest rate for juveniles in the country. We are interested in
looking at why that is, and we believe that it is because the law
enforcement community in our State is still maintaining that
proactive approach to dealing with juveniles. They are taking youth
back home. They are counseling within the structure that you were
alluding to earlier.

We want to take a serious look at what those law enforcement
practices are, and especially when you compare our high juvenile
arrest rate with the rather low crime rate. Why is it that this is
taking place? Is there a parallel here? Should we be encouraging
more of that kind of activity? We are looking at these kinds of pro-
grams and program dollars to accomplish that.

Senator BIDEN. Thank you, gentleman. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

Senator THOMPSON. Thank you very much.
Senator Kohl.
Senator KOHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am interested in getting your comments, gentlemen, on the leg-

islation that I have introduced which, as you know, would allow an
increase from 24 to 72 hours on collocation between juvenile and
adult offenders, and also allow some shared staffing during that
time. This is a specific piece of legislation which is written to try
and ease the problem that I think we have been talking about this
morning.

Do you all agree with it or do you disagree? Do you have any
suggestions or comments to make on it? Mr. Carson.

Mr. CARSON. I think it would help us in our community, espe-
cially. We only have one sessions court judge who doubles as the
juvenile judge, so that 72 hours in an emergency situation espe-
cially would allow us time to have him presented before the judge
over a weekend or during a holiday period. I think it would also
help the restrictions with the county jail which we nowsince I
closed my facility several years ago, it will allow the country facil-
ity to train their officers to be able maybe to handle the juveniles,
at least the number we have, temporarily. It at least gets us back
in the ball game. I think then you would find the police officers
willing to make the arrest, make the citation, and get the system
started for the juvenile now before it gets too serious.

Senator KOHL. Any downside?
Mr. CARSON. For us, I don't think so just becauseand our situa-

tion may be a little unique, but we just are put completely out of
the business. I mean, it is to the point that you are going to commit
a felony, and probably a serious felony, before anything is going to
seriously happen to you at all.

Senator KOHL. Mr. Oedekoven.
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Mr. OEDEKOVEN. I appreciate hearing that that is the direction
that you are taking. I would offer a degree of caution as you pro-
pose and deliberate and converse on this to not allow someone to
add to it that we now must go for x number of hours of training
or x number of staff, or deal with all of those issues because some-
where somebody doesn't train. The expectation is that you should
have trained personnel dealing with the different facets within a
facility and allow those folks that choose not to do that to suffer
the consequences for not doing it in the first place, not adding addi-
tional burdens to those of us who take it very serious, who do a
very professional job, by adding an additional burden to it.

Senator KOHL. Do you see any downside to this legislation?
Mr. OEDEKOVEN. No, sir.
Senator KOHL. None?
Mr. OEDEKOVEN. No.
Senator KOHL. Mr. Luick.
Mr. LUICK. As I indicated during my earlier comments, we cer-

tainly support this act. We believe that it would provide a tool that
law enforcement agencies and counties can use throughout the
State when they are dealing with juveniles under the cir-
cumstances where they would have to otherwise transport long dis-
tances when they expect that this would be a short-term hold.

We have in Wisconsin a set of requirements that a county jail
must meet in order for it to be certified to have a juvenile portion
of the county jail, and that juvenile portion of the county jail has
to maintain a level of sight and sound separation and it has to look
at the overall period of time that the juvenile will be held within
that particular facility. We think that it is a positive effort. We
think that it can be and would be applied appropriately throughout
the State.

Senator KOHL. I thank you. Mr. Woodward.
Mr. WOODWARD. Does this still require the sight and sound sepa-

ration? Would your law still require complete sight and sound sepa-
ration?

Senator Korn,. Yes, to the extent that no regular contact would
be permitted.

Mr. WOODWARD. I think that if it is an emergency that that
should be authorized and allowed, and if there are some standards
for that. I would hate to see it just sort of happen routinely all the
time, and so I would want to caution you just a bit about exactly
how that is worded.

Senator KOHL. Any other comments, gentlemen? Yes, Mr.
Oedekoven.

Mr. OEDEKOVEN. I would offer, if you stick to the very strict na-
ture of the interpretation of sight and sound separation, as the reg-
ulations have proposed or do, we would find it a very difficult time
in many of our rural jails complying with that, as opposed to the
basic concept of keeping juveniles separate, which many of our jails
do comply with or would comply with.

Senator KOHL. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMPSON. Thank you very much, Senator Kohl.
Senator Grass ley.
Senator GRASSLEY. I wasn't going to ask any questions. I just

would like to make my statement that I was going to make.

BEST COPY AVAll LAKE
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Senator THOMPSON. All right. We will go ahead and conclude this
panel, then, and then you can give your statement or testimony.

Gentlemen, thank you very much. I will just make one parting
comment here that part of the difficulty we have got here in deal-
ing with this or dealing with the welfare issue or so many issues
here is that we are trying to deal with so many different kinds of
things. We are dealing with the high school girl who really
shouldn't be picked up at all and we are dealing with some pretty
hardened criminals in their early teens, and in the middle we are
dealing with some habitual truants. Another witness will tell us
later on that 85 percent of those will later be arrested for some-
thing more serious than a status offense.

We are trying to come up with a system, a plan, that will cover
all of those, that will do justice to the one and do what is necessary
to the other. It seems to me that that is the real difficulty. What
you really didn't get a chance to get into, Mr. Carson, especially,
and what your statements reveal to me that shows me the most
concern is what seems to be the new, prevailing attitude among
very young people who are not in serious trouble yet, but are habit-
ual troublemakers, habitual truants. We have heard testimony be-
fore that truancy is the best indicator of future trouble.

They tell you what you can do to them; they know their rights
better than some of your own officers do. You take them back to
a home that is not really a home anymore and they have no super-
vision. You don't arrest them. You don't deal with them if you don't
have to because you know they are just trouble; no place to put
them most of the time, a revolving door situation.

So, yes, we are protecting the rights of these young people, but
we are also doing them a disservice by not letting them know that
there are consequences to their behavior. But we have so many
more serious crimes to deal with that we can't really focus in on
them anyway. I guess part of the solution, perhaps, is identifying
the problem, but it certainly is a complex one, it seems to me.

Nobody here is wanting to do anything to clamp down and go
back on the progress that we have made as far as treating juvenile
offenders or juvenile delinquents, and so forth. But I think as we
examine this act here and hear the testimony we have heard from
other panels and some from you in your written statements, it is
quite apparent that we are dealing with a much, much different
problem than we were dealing with in 1974.

Thank you very much.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you, gentlemen.
Senator THOMPSON. Senator Grassley, we had asked you to tes-

tify as a witness, if that is all right with you, in this proceeding.
Senator GRASSLEY. Will just stay here, if that is OK.
Senator THOMPSON. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF IOWA

Senator GRASSLEY. I thank you, Mr. Chairman. By the way, I
was late because I just returned from a press conference with Sen-
ator Feinstein where we announced the introduction of a bill crack-
ing down on the chemical supply houses that sell chemicals for
methamphetamine production laboratories. I hope that that issue
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is of some relevance to this hearing because meth is a major prob-lem for America's youth right now, and Senator Feinstein pointedout how it is usually associated a lot as a contributing factor in
youth crime.

Now, beyond that, my purpose for being here, Mr. Chairman, is
that this is a very timely hearing because of some things that weregoing on in my State legislature that I would like to relate to you.Juvenile crime rates are skyrocketing and there has been a lotof interest here in the Congress on removing some of the stringsthat the Federal Government has attached to funds paid out underJJDPA. So I want to commend you for having this hearing and onassembling such a fine panel of witnessesin fact, two such pan-els.

Mr. Chairman, last fall I wrote you a letter about a problem inCedar Rapids, IA, concerning runaways. During the past few years,there has been a marked increase in runaways, I suppose, all over,but the purpose of my letter was because of the attention that wasbrought to it through the Cedar Rapids Gazette articles in the cityof Cedar Rapids.
That community was very concerned about this, and I don't knowwhether the article brought about the attention or there was obvi-ously a problem that the Cedar Rapids Gazette was reportingabout, but it ran a series of articles on the problems of youth crimeand runaways. The issue of teen crime sparked so much additional

commentary from the citizens of Cedar Rapids that the Gazette re-printed its series, and then also reprinted the series with just anextraordinary comments through letters from the readers.
I would like to, if I could, put that in the record, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMPSON. It will be made a part of the record.
[The information referred to follows:]

52 ki
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Judy Nish bight and her daughter. Kim. 16. talk at their Marion home in late May. Kim was back living or home after having run away several times. Both
believed their relationship had improved. Twelve days later. Kim ran away again, this time to live with a friend and her mother. Nish is pushing fora change
in Iowa law that would make running away a crime. Her story is on page 9.

fly Dale Power
Gantha Os" now

Abattle is brewing inside Stacey
Parker. a confrontation between

Manger and love She sits at the
dining room table. pondering a year al
bittersweet images.

Anger riles up as she remembers the
many times her daughter, Jessica, ran
away from home. rebelled, talked
gangsta talk, walked gangsta walk and
simply wouldn't take no fur an answer

Then love recalls the gond times. the
tender times. Parker remembers last
Thanksgiving and Christmas, important
family times. when Jessica was absent
She aches for the day when Jessica Can
come back to their southwest Cedar
Rapids home

parents, married and single, poor and
rich. white and black. are struggling for
aiwwers in a fast-lane. fastchanging
society that presents more challenges to
joung people than ever before.

Iowa's first family has not escaped
problems Eric Branstad, son of Gov.
Terry and Chris Branstad, has been in
and out of jams for three years. He has
just finished his freshman year of
college. and faced new charges In Des
Mottles shortly after coming home for
the summer.

America is pressed for answers.
Parents are held liable for the actions of
their children'in many cities and states.
including Iowa. But exasperated parents
say they can't control their children.

Jessica. 14. lives 210 miles away. in a
group foster Mne, with other girls In Virginia. a mother was fined 6100

judged to be out of control. and given a 10-day jail sentence after
" her 16-year-old son was arrested for a

Parker looks away, as if to avoid her ...;f1fth curfew violation. She has appealed
words about her own daughter. Tears parents are liable for children
run down her cheek and splash on the under 16. with tines likely after third
tattle where Jessica once ate meals with,v
the family

violationSof curfew.

"When we'd find her, it was awful to Caring for young people with
look at her. She'd say. 'Don't look far 1r behavior problems has become a major
me Let me be.' But we have a 2-'!undertaking. A growing number of
responsibility to her. We can't walk elargencles In the Cedar Rapids area
assay from her." .proylde services to youth. Alternative

Stacey Parker and her husband. Bret;i:"Services alone has 10 offices in Eastern
chased after Jessica dozens of times :i..,130V.ra:It has grown from 30 to 225

Eventually, with their backs to the a employees In two years.
wall, they turned Jessica's IA over toPt Youth Services International. which
Juvenile Court.

The Parkers say that seeking help
Jessica has cost upward of $70,000, p
by the state, health Insurance and
themselves.

They are not alone. More and more

operates two facilities in Iowa, is a
year-old company that serves 1,000

ounttnen4nd women at 10 locations
tmaittry:It Issues market

B Turn to 2: Kids

This reprint of "Kids. Out of Control" was mad
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Upset and concerned, Stacey
Parker of Cedar Rapids had
to talk to someone.

It was after last year's
election for governor.
Juvenile crime had been a
major issue.
"There hos been all this tall.
about major erime by
juveniles. but the newspaper
ought to look into what is
happening to young people
long before that stage."
She described a growing
"rebellious" teen-age
population. She told of her
own family's problems and
the feeling of helplessness.

Ten days later Lawrence
Eberly of Cedar Rapids
called. His 14year-old
daughter had run away
from home and was living
with a young man. "We
want to do something, but
police say we can't do
anything.

Other parents called. Many
said their kids paid no
attention to household rules.
Some acid they were being
abused by their children.
All said they were out of
answers.

Over a period of several
months, The Gazette
investigated the issue,
interviewing parents, young
people, law enforcement
officials, and state and local
family service professionals.
The result was an eight-part
series, "Kids Out of
Control."
We could not have imagined
the reaction the series would
generate. It was as if the lid
had been removed from a
simmering pot. The turmoil
in our families had boiled
over.

A CITYI.INE phone bank
seeking reader response wax
filled with calls every day of
the series. Unable to record
their comments there,
dozens called the newsroom
direct. Others wrote letters.
Mothers, fathers and
teen-agers, too, poured out
their stories about families
cunning apart and desperate
searehes for answers.

IthAunding from Mercy Behavioral Services

BE T COPY MAI LAF.; LE
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Teen's
Happy girl turned
'volatile, ending up
in group home

By Dale Itueter
Game* use weer

hen Jessica was 12 years old.
she was "super responsible,"
says her Mom. She received

costly A's and B's in school. She
)agbpsat for friends. She took a course
*the hospital to improve her skills in
)':gulling children She was happy.
Cfrhen Jessica changed. drnmattcally.
Yeld so did Ufe for the brolly of Stacey

Beet Parker. Instead of pleasant
Pan themithtRII, their daughter turned
relash and volatile.. Now 14. she is In a

home far troubled teens insae
:.2'Were living the nightmare." solo
Stacey Parker from the family's needy

ted home in southwest Cedar
pas. Jessica will turn 15 in August

is scheduled to return home then.
mother Is not sure what will

4appen. Neither Is Jessica
;.1 want her to come home. but I'd be

Aids: Exasperated parents are desperate for answers

"Parents are powerless in dealing with children. We have no control
over our kids. (Jessica) has told me that we have no control over her."

Stacey Parker

parents 'living the nightmare'
scared," Parker says. "She tore our
lives apart. I was a wreck. We couldn't
sleep We hid knives. I'll be excited
when she comes home, but scared of
what might happen.-

The Porkers are typical middle class.
Bret works at the Sixth Street IES
power phew Stacey babyalts in her
home. They have one other daughter.
who Is 12.

-This in paInfig," Stacey Parker says
about telling her story.

"I don't want the world to know my
private business, but we have to start
speaking oat. Tbb mull stop. Please,
parents, please, look at your kid's life."

Jessica's change
in 1992 the family moved from

northeast to southwest Cedar Rapids.
Then Jesalca's grandfather, to whom
she was close, died. The grandmother
moved out of state. Jessica didn't seem
to fit In at Wilson Middle School.

-In a matter of months." sari
Parker. Jessica "was running with the
wrong crowd. I fought back hard.
Nothing worked."

Jessica's parents talked W school
I...Metals. police officers, psychiatrists,

representatives of family service
agencies. and professionals at St.
Luke's Adolescent Center and the
Department of Human Services

"Jessica has run away from just
about every plate. Once she was gone
for several days. When the parka found
her. I went to the station. She told us,
don't want to go home.' The officer.
apologetically, said, lee Parker. I
can't make km', What do we do?

"We changed Wheals. That didn't
help. Her language turned from
articulate to hiphop. She dressed like
the daughter on Rename' - dark
clothes. big clothes. She mfarred to
herself as 'bitch' and 'whore' Once ahe
was picked up and claimed she was fed
drugs and raped by three blocks. Tests
showed neither claim to be true.

"Parents are powerless in dealing
with chlltten. We have no control over
our kids. She has told me that we have
no control over her. . . .

"I'm afraid for my 12yetrold, and
wha( will happen when she gets to
middle school. She says she won't be
like Jessica, but how do we know?"

For a while, Parker posted a locator
map - with pins - trying to keep tale

on her daughter. Other parents would
report where they had seen her. She
would run with boys le. 19 and older.

Then Jessica ran with ahoy, 16, who
"had a great influents on her. He was
systeewLse. She get the power of the
street. She told me she felt
empowered."

Flirting with gangs
Jessica -came close to being a gang

moll," her mother says. She wore her
jeans low over the hip. underwear
showing. Her flannel shirt was
unlocked. "She developed a new walk
. . .

She got tapes of "Snoop Doggy
Dom" and began talking that way. The
gangue rapper's lyrics are heavy on
degrading women and promoting
marijuana.

"We threw out the tapes. She
informed as we were no longer her
family. I know she was being sucked In
deep. I talked to school officials. I
mentioned some names of boys. They
couldn't believe II. 'Why he comes (earn
a good family.' they mid about one

"I'm telling parents that they have to
monitor what their children are doing.

You don't realize what kids are
running Into. The last thing parent,
want Is to be where I'm at. .

No family Is Immune
"U I could turn back time. I'd try

keep her busy, work on sellasteem."
Parker says. "When girls reach u, they
Mt sellesteeM problems.-

parker urges parent to watch fbr
signs of change, like grunge clothing.
graffiti on books. different talk and
mannerisms

"I'm note Republican. But I have
one thing in common with (Gov.) Terry
Brats:ad." Parker says. "I believe In
the concept of boot camp. . hoot
camps teach young people to be
responsible.

"We all must be responsible for our
choices. We've become a society when
everyone blames the tither And money
IS no substitute for Inve and good
parenting."

Stacey Parker begins in cry.
-Two and a half year. ago I thought I

was In the catbird seal. Ilut what
happened to as an happen to you Thu.
has no economic borders.

From page IA

trends and an Investment prospectus.
In the 6th Judicial District (Benton. Iowa.

Johnson, Jones. Linn and Tama counties).
delinquency referrers to Juvenile Court
have increased 24
percent since 1991.
Fennel charges
against Alveoli= are
up 34 percent in that
time.

How many others
end up in court
custody. out of
control but not
Charged yet with a
crime, is not known.

Statewide, the
number of formel
Juvenile Court
hearings has
Increased from 13.819
In 1999 to 22.961 in We have
1993. mare childrenLast rear Cedar .

Rapids pollee With ievere
received more than "meow, oroi
1.003 reports of kids
running away from cn3sses socio-
home. economic lines,

It's not against the mini.* in the
law.

last two leers.
A rougher There are more
world kids from two-

Young people have parent families,
been rebellious
throughout the ages. frame good
But teenagers of envirenmeeu,
other generations who get t
faced fewer
temptations. Mobility trouble.'1
was more restricted.
The family unit, Pat Grady(
including extended Juvenile Court
family, was stronger judge
and had less
competition.

"As kids we didn't have to face crack
cocaine. AIDS and the violence level we
have today." says Virgil Gooding. a family
therapist at Foundation II.

"When we were growing up our parents'
Main concern if we ran away was: 'What
will neighbors say?' . . . Today we have to

be concerned about the kids getting hurt or
killed."

The vast majority of young people still
manage to control their behavior and step
around society's numerous potholes.

But some young people, Says Gooding, are
searching outside the famUy for security
and acceptance. A lbw are vulnerable to
"hunters" young men who seek out
troubled teens for sex and drug dealing.
Some end up in a gang or wannabgang
relationships.

-There is no question our caseload Is up,-
says Juvenile Court Judge Pat Grady. "We
have more children with revere problems,
and It crosses sockeeconemb litres,
especially in the last two years There are
more kids from tereParent families- from a
good environment, who get In trouble.

More girls than ever before are
becoming involved In delinquent acts, and
we are seeing younger kids."

"Why? We'd elflike to know the
eanven." the ludIta sontliniaS "It's tor
Perspective that among some children and
parents there is leek of family loyalty. Kids
don't seem to be attached to parents and
parents to kids.

"Divorce has had an impact, but It's not
the whole story. There are excellent single
parents. But there are many parents with
conflict In' their own lives. If you don't have
stability and loyalty to each other, that has
a detrimental Impact on children."

Frustrated parents
Lawrence Eberly of Cedar Rapids says

teens are running away and selling up
housekeeping on their own. "I drug my
daughter out elan apartment kicking and
screaming. She says she loves this guy.
She's only H!

"Our laws are written to protect minors.
They can leave home and you can't do
anything about It. As a parent our hands
are tied."

Stacey Parker agrees. "If you physically
try to stop them. it's child abuse." she says.
"The kids know this. . . Parents don't have
any rights."

Judy Nish of Marion Is hoping for
juvenile law reform Mot again makes
running away a crime. Patents, she says.
need that kind of leverage, "name means to

get them Into JuvenUe Court where there
are consequences."

Many factors
Why are more Ms out of control?

Despite all the Oxus an the problem by
various soups, what's going on? What are
the causes? Can we turn things around?

"I don't know what
the causes are; they
are multiple." says
Jacob Sines.
professor of
psychology at the
University of lowa.
"What we most
frequently find is it's
not good to be
hungry, poor or
aliStstated. But
global
generaltrattone don't
help muds"

To be sure,
America's society
and culture are
different today.
Values have
changed. The impact
of faith and religion
has tilminished.
Great emphasis Is
placed on personal
independence.

There Is little
respect for authority
figures. says
Gooding. That
Includes parents,
teachers and clergy.

killed. 1.9 "There is less
respect for elders.
but kids feel
disrespected. too."
says school
psychologist Harlan
St lenties of Cedar

Rapids. "Parents aren't paying attention to
them "

The economy has slowed wage increases
while expenses continue to rise, forcing
both parents to work in many cases. Some
say today's younger generation is the first
that will not be better off economically than

(t When toe
were growing
up our parents'
main concern if
sore ran wvay
was What will
neighbors say?
lbday we have
to be concerned
about the kids
getting hurt or

Virgil Gooding,
Foundation 11

their parents.
Twenty patent of behavior problems

Involve genetic factors, experts say.
Alcoholism and hyperactivity. for example,
have hereditary links.

Add to the list of muses increased
materialism, a general decline in civility,
and perhaps the No 1 problem .- poor
parenting

"Parents got In trouble when people came
in and said a family is a democracy," Says
Donell LloYO, casework supervisor of
Family Preservation Services at Tanager
Place In Cedar Rapids.

Divorce and shigloparent families have
been significant factors. Seventy percent of
juveniles In state reform institutions grew
up in single. or nparent situations,
according to Bureau of Justice Statistics.

Reaching for answers.
There appears to be at !east one common

thread in discussions of what can be done.
Them Is Vesting support to direct
resources at prevention rather than
treatment.

Chuck Abel, who heads the Family
Resource Canter Development Association
in Cedar Rapids, says the shrinking
availability of government money will force
family service agencies to reform.

He expects a shill from treatment which
he says now consumes 90 percent of
budgets. to prevention and education.

Charles Palmer. director of the Iowa
Department of Human Services (DHS). says
the whole approach "needs to be revisited."

-There is o lot of Interest In how we can
rectal:tree and strengthen families." he
says.

State and local agencies are looking at
more services that focus on prevention.

.10 Sheeley, manager of group care for the
1)115, believes the Issues of parenting and
kids out of control have reached crisis
proportions.

"Somehow we need a national campaign
to emphasize the importance of family." she
says.

"Call It propaganda if we must. We made
war popular during World War II. Why not
make parenting and families popular?

"We must help kids understand there is
another side.-

Youth solution lies in self-sacrifice
THIS NEWSPAPER'S EXAMINATION of incorrigible
youth - stories that will run on two Sundays and
every day in between - started with a reader's

phone call. Stacey Parker described a growing
"rebellious" teenage population. a problem she labeled
"kids out of control."

The stories may upset you.

You'll meet young women like Jen, who is 16 and living
. in a group faster home after being charged with assault,

A GAZETTE EDITORIAL.
robbery, fourth. and 11111.4egree theft and auto theft.
"Until two years ago I was not defiant with my parents. If
they said to be home by 10. I would be.
Then gradually I wouldn't.... I would ask myself, 'Who
do I want to be tonight, had girl Jen or mom's sweetest

You'll meet fathers like Larry: "I drug my daughter out
of an apartment kicking and screaming. She says she

loves this guy. She's only IC"
You'll be reminded that kids in trouble come from all

kinds of families and all kinds of homes - even Terrace
Hill. An interview with Eric Breasted, the governor's
elder son, runs today on page 11A.

Later in the week, you'll have a chance to take a
"Home Sillmtions Seitest" and to hear from people who
have Ideas on what to do and what to avoid.

DoneU Lloyd Ls a case work supervisor at Family
Preservation Services at Tanner Place in Cedar Rapid.
"Parents got in trouble when people came in and said a
family Is a democracy. I work with a mom who couldn't
make her gyearold take a nap. She says, 'Oh Well, she
doesn't need a nap' But that's not the point. If you can't
get her to take a nap. next you can't get her to go to
school, than can't get her to stay off drugs. .. ."

Kevin Connor. therapist at Four Oaks in Cedar Rapids.
says a Ibmily at some point may have to treat a troubled
adolescent like an alcoholic. "You can't help the child. So
the rest of the estnily must get same help."

Sen. Mary Lundby. R.Marion. hopes to schedule public

hearings on legislation that would once again make it e
delinquent act for a juvenile to frequently run away
except to escape physical or sexual abuse. neglect or
criminal activity.

You will also be reminded that society's problems.
and the solutions to them, often are cyclical and that not
all young people today are in trouble.

But again. you may be upset by what you sec. The
stories are disturbing. A way of life Is al slake. If you
have children. you may find yourself stopping and
thinking about your relationship with them -- and your
relationship with the other person who helped bring
those children into being.

That's the nub of It. Family values is more than a
political catcphrase. In the end, there must be a wider
recognition that rearing children is not to be entered into
casually, and that, man or woman, parenting today more
often requires putting personal needs and desires - even
career goals - on hold.

Without such recognition comes more pain.

READERS' VOICES: WHAT YOU SAY ABOUT KIDS OUT OF CONTROL
We had a child who was out of control
for years. The DHS (Department of

Human Services) would tell him he could do
what he wanted and we would have to be
responsible.

North Liberty woman

n have a daughter who is totally, totally
U out of control. She has been in an
adolescent center for behavioral problems.

I've had to have the police here. She has
net awey again now. We know where she
is. They went with me to get her net
refined to make her come home

I just feel totally helpless. The cops cool
help me. No one says they can help me. I
have other people Interfering who are
threatening to take me to court and take
her away from me....

I need help.
Cedar Rapids weapon

555hatever happened to holding young
1711 people accountable for their behavior?
We're contributing too society of victims
instead of a society of empowered
Individuals

Cedar Rapids man

c am a 16.year-old teenager. Last year in
my freshman year I was really out of

central. My parents couldn't handle It. I was
doing drags and drinking alcohol seven
days a week and skipping school constantly.

I finally found a friend who was able to
help. She got me back an my bet again. She
was the best thing that could have

=to me. I've been drufrtree and
ree for almost els months now.

I just think a lot of teenagers need to find
the right group of people or find a friend
who can help them like I was.

Cedar Rapids teen

54-

MY personal aphgan . . . Is that part of
it comes from a decay In morals.

People don't take marriage seriously
anymore.

They marry and divorce at the drop of a
hat and the kids ore len to pick up pieces.

I think we need to start teaching family
issues In school, how to have relationships.
what's Involved In having children, and
how to raise them properly.

Obviously it in not being learned in the
home.

Cedar Rapids woman
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"A lot of people think I'm a jerk, an . . . But anybody who wants to be my friend,
I will be their friend. A lot of people have preconceived notions about who I am."

Eric Branstad

Struggle to [vk-4.-W-7-'
start over

Eric Branstad, 19,
fights bitterness
and expectations

Editor's nose: This interview was con-
ducted In January on the Rockhurst
College campus. Eric Branstad has re-
turned to Des Moines for the SUMMIT
and works far a car dealer. He plans to
return to college In the fall. On May Tg.
he was arrested by Des Moines police on
alcohol possession charges and nos
fined US. The governor sold he thought
his son's trouble was -behind us Sc
did Eric.

By Mike Ellen
Gaza* sue vow

KANSAS CITY Eric Branstad's
dormitory room consists of two
unmade beds, a stereo with

eight speakers. posters of Bob Marley
and oily hard'body women, assorted
socks lying on the floor and a 12.pack
of Natural Light beer.

The typical college freshmen habitat
His roommate has just rolled out of

bed in has underwear when Eric enters
and slings down his backpack
containing material from his 9 a.m
class at Rockhurst College

Eric wears a T-shirt "Friends
Don't Let Friends Vote Democrat"
jeans. hiking boots and a baseball cap
pulled over his moppy. collar.length
hair.

He is roughly 5-footh. 140 pounds.
with thin sideburns and a crooked.
scarred chin from a car accident that
changed his life.

He is a troubled kid and nearly
everyone in Iowa knows It.

He's the governor's son. He's 19. He's
in a constant struggle to scan over.

No apologies.
no pretending

Eric is the son of Chris and Terry
Branstad, governor of Iowa for the past
12 years. Despite that. he does very
link pretending on this winter day.

He could have hidden the beer cans
and said he's given op the drinking; he
could have said he's a reformed.
straight arrow who did his parents
wrong.

He could have humbly shouldered all
the blame for events that led to alcohol
treatment and a military school.

Instead. Eric talks with an edgy
earnestness. He Insists his story is like
so many others. He lust got caught.

"A lot of people think I'm a jerk, an
asshole." Eric says.

"But anybody who wants to be my
friend. I will be their friend. A lot of
people have preconceived notions about
who I am."

Eric Is a bright kid. his parents say
Ile didn't get in much trouble as a
small child. And moms from a farm
in northern Iowa to the governor's
mansion at age 6 "was nut a had
change." Eric admits.

How many kids have a yard big
enough to sled on?

When he got older, security guards
on dirty at the mansion made his
friends sign in to be admitted to the
home. "It wasn't so much fun
anymore," Eric says.

His dad was always working. Sure.
they'd take nice trips now and again
but he wasn't around much

"You're the governor's son: you're a
brat." kids would tease

Eric responded shortly' "Let's go
buddy

"I've been beat up my share of times
I wouldn't back down. I stood up for
him," Eric says.

There were plenty of "big guns" at
Dowling High School to Des Moines.
says his longtime friend Steve
alesqueda. 18, today a Kirkwood
Community College student. So Eric
was just another kid. He drank beer
like everyone else.

But during Ws sophomore year in
high school, weeks after Eric got his
driver's Itcense and a new lob. his life
came unraveled.

His parents, brother Marcus and
sister Allison went to Seattle for the
weekend. Eric stayed with a friend
whose family owned at farm near
Granger He was driving to the farm
when his vehicle collided with an
oncoming car while attempting m Pass
another vehicle The passengers le the
car. Charles McCullough, 18, and his
wife. Jean. 61, were killed.

Eric suffered a head injury. His
mouth and chin were mangled and
required extensive repair. He
remembers nothing of his eight days in
he hospital

Police found no traces of alcohol in
his blood Ile was ticketed for an
improper pass Ills father held a press
onference.

"After the car accident everything
went downhill for nie That's when I
started to get into trouble." Eric says

The emotional trauma of the Des
Moines couple's deaths stays with him.
his infants say. But when asked

whether he thinks about the
MeCulloughs. he says: "Not really. I
don't really have any feeling."

Then he is silent for a time. his eyes
cast downward.

"Really?" he is asked.
"I don't really want to talk about it"

An angry young man
"I told my mom I didn't want to see

any more doctors." Eric says of the
year after the accident. "I stoned
drinking a lot more, doing stuff that
was crazy. We'd go out and drink and
get in a fight."

He was bitter, too, for the suspension
of his driver's license, first by his
Ether. then by authorities.

One September day of his junior
year, he sat In the Dowling parking lot
with a carload of teens. They had been
drinking. Police came. Eric huddled in
the back seat. Police asked for his
name.

"Scott Frost." Eric lied.
They ran the name through the

computer. No.
"You were the kid in the acctdent." a

police officer said.
"(Eric) immediately new off the

handle." says Terry Branstad. "He
indicated they had something against
him."

"You guys are a joke!" Eric yelled at
pollee later from his prison cell.

He was charged with intoxication.
For punishment. his father made hint
ride for a day with West Des Moines
police officers.

Public outcry followed. as did
newspaper headlines. Immediately. his
new drinking charge was connected
with last year's accident.

-Thal really hurt me. They still say
that." Eric says.

He had a new enemy the press
for picking on him when other kids
were doing the some thing.

Ills dad took him to Minneapolis for
a Davis Cup tennis match, a father -son
outing Eric says he will always
cherish. "We hadn't spent much time
together. It was a good time to talk
about what happened."

Eric. a letterman In tennis at
Dowling. Weed the sport. It was his
dream to meet his Idol. John McEnroe.

Eric stops his story, gels up from his
bed wheephe Is slouched, and takes
down the picture from his desk. It's a
photo of him. McEnroe and Andre
Agassi at the Deets Cup.

No pictures of his dad. though.

Strained relationship
Just five months later, Eric was in

trouble again. His friend's older
brother was 5.0. NO pounds -- "ale" -
says Eric, who laser-copied the license.
pasted all but the photo over his
license and laminated it. A fake I.D. to
buy beer.

The convenience store clerk was not
fooled.

On Jan. 16. 1993. he was charged
with using an altered driver's license.
The governor voluntarily turned over
his son's license. suspending him from
driving.

The next day Terry Branstad broke
two bones in his face in n sledding
accident. And there were romnrs of
marriage trouble. Iowans watched as it
appeared the family was coming
unraveled.

Terry Branstad would later say that
sledding, ironically, was part of his
initial attempts to get back in touch
with his family life alter working so
hard since he became governor in 1982.
as encouraged by a Christian men's
support group.

The governor. through wired jaw.
played the heavy again. He wouldn't let
Erie's friends visit, enforced a strict
curfew and provided abundant lectures.
"Like so many parents," Terry
nranstad says. "we did not know this
was going on. I took the touglove
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Gazette Oxen On Dab P.m,
Eric Branstad talks Jan. 25 about some of the troubles he had as o teenager growing up in the public eye as
Iowa Gov. Terry Bronstad's son. Eric talks in his dorm room at Rockhurst College in Kansas City. Mo.

approach. I'd beard the excuses before.
that friends were doing It. But I said.
'It's wrong. It's illegal and we're going
to hold you accountable.' "

Eric says his father. raised In rural
Iowa decades ago. could never
understand an urban SO, kid. Worse,
he never listened. 'That's when the
relationship started to die," Eric says.

Eric would use any excuse to get out
of the house.

He often waited until his parents
were sleeping and sneaked from the
mansion's thireltoor living area to his
mother's secant:1110er calm. which
contained the only door that didn't trip
an alarm. He jumped over the
alarm-sensitive mat outside the door.
He outran the surveillance camera.
tripped an alarm beam near the front
of the house. which sent the guards
scurrying to the &mit. then bolted to
the other side oLthethouse and
freedom. At-. a.

''lot as hard Ai scainds,.. says Eric,
chewing one bargee ate restaurant
near the wisest,' college's campus,

"I didn't ever yell at Mom," he
continues. "But I did yell at Mad. Ile
Just wouldn't ever listen."

Looking back. Chris Branstad says,
"Maybe we weren't communicating at
all. We were doing all the talking and
we erne doing all the Ignoring. Or
maybe we didn't see things that we
should have been seeing. Maybe we
should have got some kind of help."

Accepting no blame
One day In June. the summer before

his senior year. Eric joined a Malt
heading to a friend's house to sit in the
hot tub.

His friends had money. And there
was beer to drink.

"Frankly." says Terry Branstad. "he
knows a lot of rich kids that got by
with a lot of things. Those kids are
going to have problems all their

Eric was drinking to he let a
15yearold girl drive his father's Jeep
Cherokee out to the hot tub party She
tried to tail their friend's racing
Corvette but couldn't make a turn and
hit the pole.

Eric scrambled out of the vehicle.
"We need to get out of here!"

"But pollee were already on their
way," Eric says. Another cat was
following them. full of intoxicated kids.
Eric says, but "they never got in
trouble."

Erie pleaded guilty to two counts of
illegal alcohol poxaesslon and was
placed on one year of probation.

He had nowhere to turn. He blamed
the man he passed for the first
accident. the police for unfair
treatment In his alcohol incidents. the
press for his emotional turmoil and his
father tar not understanding.

Now he was headed to Meyer Hall, a
juvenile detention facility.

Eric's best friend In high school
quickly pat on the phone with bins

"I told him I would pick him up and
we would head north." says Masqueda.

Canada sounded good, far away from
all the troubles, all the press,
everything. Eric started to get his tent
and sleeping bag together when his
mom came into the room.

She was crying but firm: -Take it
like a man." she told him.

At Meyer Hall, he was surrounded by
kids he thought were much worse than
he.

"What 'ya in far ?" he asked a kid.
"Attempted murder. How 'bout you?"
"Alcohol possession."
Eric says. "I really thought I was

getting screwed."
But his father says. "The public has

a perception he was treated better. He
has n perception he was treated worSe.
I think he got what he deserved."

The Branstads worked out an
agreement with a juvenile probation
°Meer: treatment for on alcohol
problem at a Des Moines hospital.

"(Hospital counselors) wouldn't
believe me that I lust drank on the
weekends." Eric says. "I'd never done
drugs. I didn't shake."

Eric began to realize, however, that
"I was doing it too often. I was making
my life uncontrollable."

In treatment. "they break you and
build you back up. They mess with
your feelings." Eric says. "Their goal
was to make me cry. It worked.

"Out a really good counselor there
helped me. He said. 'You really need to
slow down, see where your life Is
headed.'

His punishment wasn't over.
"I think what we did was save his

Iffe." Terry Branstad says.
They sent him to Wentworth

Military Academy 50 miles east of
Kansas City.

Eric pleaded, begged, to be spared his
senior year of high school.

"I didn't like the idea of sending my
son away. I thought I had one year left
with him," says Chris Breasted. "It
was probably the hardest thing I've
done."

this mom wrote him letters every
day. So did friends. He clung to every
word of home.

Eric says. "I took everything for
granted" family. friends, freedom -
"and then they are gone"

Toughing it out
Reveille was at 6 a.m. sharp. A brisk

run started the day, followed be
breakfast. classes from 0 am. to 3 p.m..
sports from 3 to 5 p.m.. dinner from 6
to 7 p.m., supervised homework from 7
to 9 p.m., free time from 9 to 10 p.m.
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Eric Branstad
attended
Rockhurst
College last
school year.
He is working
this summer in
Des Moines
and plans to
return to
collage in the
fall.

and lights out.
Beds had to be made military tight.

shoes shined and hair cut. Rack talk
meant punishment from student
leaders.

"They came into your room at night.
They had sacks stuffed with soap bars
and they'd beat the crap out of you."
Eric says. "You can't tell the school.
because you can't rat them nut. So we
took broomsticks to them. They nevi.r
came back again.

"I told myself every night that I was
going to run away It probably kept toy
spirits high," he laughs.

Through Eric's tough exterior. a dry
sense of humor creeps into his
conversation, mixed with feistiness.

He Is quick to express an opinion,
usually articulately He dud this often
at a school where "yes sir" was
expected. not "yes but."

One of his teachers at the military
school, Robert Lewis. saw Erie's
struggle from the front of the
classremn..

"I looked at him and I could see that
he was In the dump.- says Lewis.
"When Erie has a problem you see it
on his face. He's never going to mobs..
money playing cards."

Lewis invited Eric to come home .
with Min one weekend, to get away
from the school, out of his uniform. ."
watch television and eat homecooked
meals.

Eric pondered his life in military
school. missing prom, football games.
even his siblings.

"I lust wanted to go. But when you
run away you can't go back.

"I debated this for a long time. I
decided it doesn't look goad on the
manuscript. I thought. 'I'm a man. I
can tough it out one year. !can please-
my Parents. I can get into a good
school.'

"Bull did this for myself. If I don't
do that. I knew I wasn't going
anywhere. I knew that."

He finished second in his class at
Wentworth. which earned him a trip to
Washington. D.C.. where he decided he
would like to be a lobbyist someday.

"If you see success in one
environment find not in another, pet
yourself In that environment,- levels
told Eric- So he look him to Rockhurst:
a small Jesuit college in Kansas City.
where Lewis now teaches an ethics
course.

"What separates Eric from other
youngsters." Lewis says. "is when he
started to be successful. he understood
why."

'It's my fault'
Today. strolling the Rockhurst

campus. Eric offers the experience of a.
young man who has gone through
much. but no advice.

lie learned respect and discipline
from military school but he still drinks
socially, he says.

He has learned hr controls his own
destiny but still carves his bad luck.
Hie saved money for a mountain hike
but crashed it on a jump and had 2.1
stitches in his scalp. his bike was Imr
stolen. Nest. he says. he'll gm in an
accident walking.)

He mixes acceptance and
regret and bitterness

-What I did. I did.- Ent. says "Iro
my fault.

"But. .." he continues with weary .
eyes, life in the spotlight has Wirt
made him mad.

The cur accident deaths. from& say,
still sadden hint

An inner voice was kind. however.
born of a privileged background or
military school swim) or his awn
despair. he &emit know

"Is drinking taking me where I want
to 6.0? Is it going out having fun
drinking with my friends or is it going
to college?"

As students pass on the campus
sidewalk, he says. "I had a choice."
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What went
wrong?

For the Eberly family, the answers
are agonizing and interconnected

By Mike Mien
Clomp net voter

ESTHERVILLE - Amber Eberly
was 12 when she sat on the
kitchen floor and sobbed. She

had Just been told her parents would
divorce.

"Who would you Ike to live with?"
asked her dad, Larry Eberly.

."I don't want to live with one of
your Amber screamed. "I want to live
with both of your'

Three years later. hanker recounts
her downfall that began that day in
Cedar Rapids. She sits on a single bed
in a small room with a small window
that looks out on a lake near this
northwest Iowa community.

The soars ore locked. The girls she
lives with at Forest Ridge Youth
Services residential treatment facility
ore sent here to get control back In
their lives, to find the cause of all the
hurt and badness within them and turn
ii to good.

The key is finding the muse.
Amber, 15. Is the daughter of

middle-class religious parents. She
wears braces on her teeth and picks a
blemish on her face. She looks like the
baby sitter next door. Yet she talks in a
monotone of dropping out of school. of
naming the streets of Cedar Rapids
with older men - men who lobed her
in burglarizing a home, stealing a van.
smoking marijuana. having sex

Like parents of thousands of other
troubled teens, Amber's parents and
counselors looked hard for answers to
what wens wrong

The causes of antisocial behavior are
nearly as numerous as juvenile
delinquents, experts say. Among them.
(ho breakdown of the family, two-Job
families with no time for the children.
a sex and violencedrencherl swirly
economic struggles of the working
poor, an attitude of disrespect In
children. poor parenting skills, a
lenient attitude toward antisocial
bhavIne genetic disorders and many
others.

-They are not just had kids doing
had things." says Suzanne Kittelson.
They are kids In had situations
making poor choices"

As director of the Foundation II
youth shelter In Cedar Rapids.
Entelson hears from both parents and
kids whose sad tales usually can be
traced in three causes, often

"Parents got in
trouble when
people came in
and said a
family is a
democracy."

Donell Lloyd
Tanager Place

interconnected: the family, the society
and the individual.

The family
"Compared to children In Intact

families. children Whale parents have
divorced are much more likely to drop
out of sdtool, to engage In premarital
sex, and to become pregnant themselves
outside of marriage. - Journal of
Family Issues.

"Her and I were always close: we are
so alike." says father Lain Eberly.
who owns a home remodeling business
In Cedar Rapids. "We always spent a
lot of time together. We went to malls,
we laughed and Joked."

Eberly, a former youth leader for
River of Life Ministries and founder of
Heaven's Attic, a Christian youth
center In Cedar Rapids. and Amber
also spent a lot of time together In
church activities.

Yet mother Sherry Fuchs of Cedar
Rapids says Amber was always a
"strongwilled child."

The divorce Initiated a startling
turnaround In Amber, both parents
say. looking back. Amber says she was
confused.

She continually switched from living
with her mom, to her dad, to an aunt
and back again. When she encountered
rubs she didn't She In one home, she
moved back to the other parent.

"II was almost like she couldn't find
peace anywhere," says thichs.

Amber started hanging out with a
group she calls "Gib," a gang called
Gangster Disciples. Shortly thereafter.
she was assaulted by a group of men on
the street.

Her behavior worsened. School
officials notified Isar falser that she
was skipping elghttegrodestlesses.

Men 18 and older were Melina to the
school to pleb her up. Amber soya It
started with getting a ride home otter
school, then progressed to lunch hour
meetings and finally to skipping the
entire day.

"There wasn't much I mold do. I had
completely lost control of her," says
Fuchs.

lied to my parents." Amber says.
"I would manipulate them, go from one
parent to another."

She began having sex with one of the
young men.

"I wanted to show my parents 1 had
more power than they did. I wanted to

make myself look better In front of my
friends. That I was older.

"I just wanted to prove I could be
somebody."

Amber was eventually expelled from
the eighth grade. Larry Eberly took her
to the Cedar Rapids Police Department
the placement in the Linn County
Youth Shelter.

"Saddest day of my lith." Eberly
says. "I watched her little head in the
back seat of the police Car being driven
away. I sat in the parking Int and
cried."

Amber was 14 -. a girl who always
thought her parent's divorce was
somehow her fault. even though
everyone told her it won't.

The society
"Witte always had dyslimetional

familia. But ten had extended famines
or neighborhoods (to help), We had
churches whits taught the Ten
Commandments. We don't have that en
snow extent. Everyone is anonymous
And there is no sense of right or
wrong.- - Mad? Lloyd, Tanager Mare
nue work supervisor.

Amber Eberly became everyone's
problem.

Throughout the summer and Into fall
of 1994, she thumbed her nose et any
and all authority. She ran away from
the shelter, and when she was returned
to her dad's home, she ran away from
11

-I became my own authority."
Amber nays "I did what t wontod to .s

Ono afternoon. She and friends broke
into a homes

They stayed In the house for more
than a half hour, drinking wine
eoalrrs. rifting
and searching for money. "I didn't care
if I got caught." Amber says.

Police came, Amber was placed on
probation and sent back to the youth
shelter. Rut she didn't stay there loop
She ran away and went back home.

No one would help. Eberly says.
There is no law against mining away,
no stopping her from skipping nearly
every day of her freshman year. And
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caseworkers at the Department of
Human Services and probation officers
were buried In other cases and rarely
saw her, he says.

The system Is a joke. Amber told her
dad.

Amber's friends taught her it was all
about having fun. Join the crowd. Be
somebody.

Then, in October. Amber tan away
from home and didn't return.

Eberly spent afternoons driving
around town bombing on doors.

He was finally tipped off to her
whereabouts. the apartment of one of
the young men who picked her up at
school,

-They took soy daughter away," he
says of thr young man and his mother
who let Amber move in with them.
"They had tom everything apart. I was
missing work. I couldn't sleep. I was at
the end of my rope."

Eberly put his shoulder down and
knocked the door down.

The young man rim. Eberly found
his daughter lying on a bed. "I didn't
even recapture her. she looked so had.
They hod been partying. staying up all
night dung Cod knows what

Amber yelled et him. Ile told her In
not move She did Father slapped
daughter amiss the face hard enough
that her braces cut her lip

Blond trailed down the stairs and out
on the step as he carried her tn the car

Eberly left and turned hunself in to
the police. He was charged with
criminal trespass and reported Mr

'''child abuse. His name will anear
the diffident, teasers, for 10 years

Amber walked away and summed to
her crowd, weeks later Joining a
joyride in a stolen van.

Amber says it was all just to have a
"new experience. It was Nat something
to do," She didn't care what her
parents thought. either. She didn't can
if she hurt them.

The individual
"I hear the kids' side. They feel

powerlessnas and helplessness. They
look at their place in the world. with
AIDS and violence . , . and it makes

Amber Eberly'a
life took a
turbulent tom
after her
Parente
divorced.
Amber. 15,
rib:lemmas hoe
troubled poet
from her room
at the Forest
Ridge Youth
Services
residential
treatment
facility.

them fal hopeless." - Suzanne
Madsen, Foundation youth shelter.

Amber stood In Juvenile court last
December and ranted at her parents
sitting before her. Officials handcuffed
her.

"Nn matter where you put me." she
yelled, "I'm going to run."

Whether Amber was demined to this
existence, helped there by a broken
family or urged thorn by had friends
and a violent society, no one knows for
sure.

At n young child. Amber's older
sister. now 17, was quiet. Shy and
followed rules, while Amber was loud
and challenged authority. She liked to
he ihe center of attention and would
Inn:sten to run away from home, says
Eberly.

She had the disposition far trouble
But the divorce and assault brought It
all forward.

Eberly and a child welfare counselor
urged the judge to plan. Amber in the
Estherville facility, n fournnur drive
away

She sits in Ibis room at Forest Ridge
and talks In the precise therepy.speall
of "male dependency" and "negative
peers" and the hope she found here
since January

Amber eventually realised II was her
task to change. "It was time for me to
do what I needed to do."

"Mainly. what I'm working through
right now Is bang able to know I have

a. an deal with rorprojelseagaw,
, -rvo ranaway Onto M room or ilia,: I

can't ram away anymore..
She wrote her nattier o letter, 'I want

you to forgive me."
"There is nothing to forgive," he

wrote back. "Ire part of a parent's job."
He keeps all her letters Ina box to

read main.
Amber has no illusions of o happy

ending yet. There are five more months
of therapy here. And she is frightened
of returning to Cedar Rapids where had
Influences will tempt her.

"I'm scared." Amber says. "a lot of
the time."

Losing control: There are many reasons
By Mike Elton

Emire careers are consumed by captor
log what causes kids to spin out of
control. Easy answers don't exist.

"I don't know what the causes are: they
are multiple," says Jacob Sines. professor of
psychology at the University of Iowa. "What
we most frequently find Is it's not good to
be hungry. poor or mistreated. But global
generalizations don't help much,"

Other child welfare experts say a
combination of family problems, social
Influences or mental or genetic disorders
can lead to kids out of control:

Unstable and sIngleparent families:
Family experts say the breakdown of the
family has tell many children with lasting
effects. One study shows children of
divorced parents are more likely to drop out
of school, become pregnant or engage in
premarital sex than children of intact
families.

In 1993, 27 percent of American children
younger than to lived with one parent, uo
from is percent in 1970. Most of those
children have divorced parents, while an
Increasing number are products of
unmarried teen mothers. Seventy percent of
juveniles In state reform institutions grew
up in single or nonarent situations,
according to the Bureau of Justice
Statistics

Single parents are more likely to be in
poverty, says alike Crawford of the Child
and Family Poliry Center in Des Moines.
setting oft a -chain of events."

Children of poor single parents are more
likely to suffer from poor nutrition and lack

of physical and mental structure, which
leads to falling behind in school and the
increased likelihood of failing or dropping

Economic struggles: They also hamper
two-parent families. Crawford says the ant
of living has outpaced wages in the past 20
years. musing family stress.

It also may require two lobs. And more
two-Job families than past generations have
resulted In less time for bids, says school
psychologist Harlan Stlentjes of Cedar
Rapids. "There is less respect for elders, but
kids feel disrespected. too. Parents aren't
paying attention to them".

Stressed families also have fewer
backstops today, such as extended family or
strong neighborhoods to lean on for help,
says Lionel! Lloyd, case work supervisor of
Family Preservation Services at Tanager
Place. an agency serving troubled families
in Cedar Rapids. .

Cultural shifts: 'There seems to be a
real materialism." says Suzanne Kittelson.
director of the Foundation II youth shelter
in Cedar Rapids 'To be successful, you
need to smell card, look good.. But
there doesn't seem to he the same work
ethic to go with it. We want immediate
gratification.**

/Slack of civility and respect, glorified by
the media. also contributes to delinquent
behaviors. says Stientjrv. "To have a 'toile

an attitude problem - is the 'in' thing."
he says.

Weapons and violence are more prevalent
today. too. says lJnyd "I've been in this
field IS years, but only in the last couple of

years have I felt fear (on a counseling visit
to a homes All the way there. I was afraid I
would be shot."

Fewer parents today require a spiritual
education of their children. who then lack
"moral fiber" to make proper decisions
about sen or drugs, says Clark Vincent,
youth pastor at Westminster Presbyterian
Church in Cedar Rapids.

"To have the strength and conviction to
resist temptatIonS.- says Vincent, kids need
more than secular value instruction; they
need a "auperoatural" guidance, which
religion supplies.

Genetic factors: Such factors are a
consideration In at least 20 percent of
children with behavioral problems, says
Samuel Kupennan, associate professor of
child psychiatry at the University of Iowa.
Alcoholism and Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder, for example, have
hereditary links.

Temperament and Intelligence are
hereditary. as W1111, which can be factors
influencing the likelihood of crime.

In a study of adopted ICAwa children in the
early Ing0s, it was found alcoholic nr
antisocial problems In biological parents
were the chief predictors of antisocial
behavior in adolescents. Combined with a
poor environment in the adopted home, the
likelihnod of cnnduct disorders showed the
most increase

In short. says R.J. Cadoret, author of the
study and U of I professor of psychiatry, a
combination of biology and environment
produce a troubled child.

Conduct disorders aren't always

understood. Wheelchairs are visible,
behavioral disorders are not. says Kalil
Malone. program developer at Four Oaks, a
nonprofit agency in Cedar Rapids serving
troubled remittal.

The problem chUd may be aggressive and
abusive, behaviors that don't inspire others
to say "poor child." Instead, she says.
people "get mad at them, which perpetuates
the whole cycle."

Poor parenting: "A lot of people Just
don't have the basics. They can't provide
clean clothes and clean housing." says Mike
Hines, case work supervisor of FamUy
Centered Services at Tanager Platy, "So a
lot of time is spent teaching parents the
basics: how to clean the house; how to
communicate with children."

Other parents are simply too concerned
about becoming friends with their children,
instead of parents.

"Parents got In trouble when people tame
In and said a family Is a democracy." Uoyd
says. "I work with a mom who couldn't
make her 2.yearold take o nap. She says.
'Oh well, she doesn't need a nap.'

"But that's ant the point. If you can't get
her to take a nap. next you can't get her to
go to school, then can't get her to stay oft

Numerous other problems, such as
physical and sexual abuse, contribute to the
problems of youth. In none lies thy
all.encompassIng answer.

"There is a misrepresentation that all
kids need is love.- says Malone "They need
a lot of work."

READERS' irOiCESIVIHAVACKI SAY ABOUT KIDS OUT 'OF CONTROL_:
els awl children's care most begin in
lE infancy with attention, care and
love yen give your hahy

It then should emceed through the
toddler years. childhood and
idnlescence by spending as much time
is possible with your youngster Even
it She expense of your own bison

11111,

Give freely of your love. Take meals
with your children. Talk to him. Play
with her. Counsel with them. And give
freely of your love.

Discipline fairly, not harshly, but
innly Never hit your child Its

available whenever he or she wants to
talk to you. Never say. "Nat now Can't
yen we I'm busy

Whoever said parenting is easy. ifs
nut Btu it's the most Important Joh
you'll ever have.

Cedar Rapids doctor

talle recently had to admit our
idycarold daughter to a shelter

We struggled for two years with her
behavioral problems. Finally at the end
of our ropes, we did what we thought
we would never do.

I would like In send a message to the

ri-ZP.Zr (mow AVM! A1121

friends, family members, neighbors and
even co-workers of parents who have
been forced into this situation.

Ile supportive Don't be npinInnated.
Unless you've been there, you just don't
know what we've been through. Be
there for us. We're trying to save our
children's lives.

Newhall woman

Rape have adaughter currently at
UV Four Oaks that two away twice on
us. She did also get Into the GD
(Gangster Disciples) gang. Most of the
stuff we've read so far in your articles

are exactly what she has done ..
Our daughter has experienced

premarital sex. And she's done bad in
withal actually even ran away from
school a couple of times.

Cedar Rapids man

m IS and I live in Cedar Rapids. At
U the end of my freshman year. I was
Martine to get'net of control.

I was involved in an abusive
relationship with a guy. I started to
drink that summer. I started to smoke
that summer. But, I guess It W. the
realiratInn that I wasn't ening in have

much of a future that way that really
turned me around,

don't think that day care has
anything to do with It. I know people
who have hem in day tare all their
lives and they're perfect kids, they
don't do anything.

In my case, divorce had nothing to du
with it. I actually wanted my parents to
get divorced.

I have good friends, my parents were
trusting of me and I think that's what
turned me around.

Cedar Rapid. girl



`Hunters' prey on
vulnerable children

By Date Rueter
05000 San mar

T"rre
known as "hunt.

ers." males, usually over
to, who scout the malls,

high school football games.
anywhere young people
congregate.

They are hunting for teenage
girls - even preteens - who
are vulnerable, perhaps because
of problems at home or school.
What the hunters want is
money, sex and sometimes
transportation - in can not
traceable to them - for dealing
drugs.

"We're not Just talking about
poor people and minorities."
says Mary Wilcynski principal
at Metro High School in Cedar
Rapids. "This kind of shopping
involves girls from Marion and
Bowman Woods, too."

"Something shakes a girl's
security system at home." adds
Virgil Gooding, a family
therapist with Foundation II.
"They go looking for an
allegiance system. and then
things begin to spiral."

Hunters and the hunted, the
idea that people seek teen
victims, is a fairly new
phenomenon in Iowa, says
Gooding. "Five years ago a teen
didn't run into these same risks
at malts and parking lots."

"I've been doing counseling
in this town for II years. In the
past two there has been a big
Increase in the number of
parents whose problems stem
with a daughter's contact with
an individual or individuals
who have gumlike attitudes
and values."

One young Cedar Rapids
male, though only Ill, "has
already hurt a lot of Byes," says
Gooding. He's now In Jail.
"There are a number of other,
whose names come up
frequently when we talk to
young women with problems."

The upshot. say Wileynski
and Gooding, is that while most
kids will survive, many may be
wounded by sexually
transmitted diseases. .

"I'm afraid." says Gooding.
"of what happens in seven to
nine years. I think we're In for
an AIDS shock because of the
willingness of young people to
share intimate partners. There
Is no reason to think it won't
happen.

"We've become so much Of an
open society. So when those
Dom other places come into our
community and become
Intimate Player), then you can
expect these kinds of
problems."

ONCE TEENS are lured by
an older male or males and a
new ring of companions.
Gooding says, new attitudes and
values take over. "Authority
figures - parents, teacher,.
spiritual leaders and police -
are rejected. The only value
figures you have left are those
in the ntedia and peers."

The process, he says, is called
"mac'n." It Is when a "male is
doing a remake on a female,"
explains Gooding. "a sort of
brainwashing. breaking her
into doing things that are
against the mores and value
systems she was raised under.
Including violence as a
legitimate pan of the
relationship."

Devaluing females is a
constant In the process, he
adds. "Another Is the
replacement of your family with
some other faintly, maybe the
gang family. There Is a feeling
that violence Is the preferred
problem solver."

"It seems." says Jim Ernst.
executive director of Four Oaks
In Cedar Rapids. -that girls
tend to put themselves in
danger, take some
seledestructive action." Boys
out of contra he adds, "move
quicker to criminal activities."

"There Is a feeling,
particularly in suburbia. that
kids are safe from these sorts of
things." says Wileynski. "I
would caution them. Safety is a
Beetle thine."

How to compete
with hunters

By flab Koster
parents. says Virgil Gooding of Fours
dation II. are "beyond doubt" naive
about "hunters."

"We've been trying to tell them for a
long lime what to leek for - a drop In
grades. changing friends, loss of interest in
extracurricular activities: These are
absolute signs," he says.

Gooding says parents mast act like
involved parents. They must "frequent the
places that their children go. That tends to
put a real damper on hunter activities."

He bas a "mall plan" for parents of
young teens:

Don't drop kids at the mall. Go with
them. You can move around as they do,
but our malls are not so big that you won't
bump into them. If you find your kids
with someone you don't know, introduce
yourself and try to get their name.

Specify a time and place to
periodically meet, and when to go home.

Leave together.
"what clearly happens to many kids

dropped off at the mall Is they don't stay
there," he says.

"They get into care and go other places.
The mall lust happens to be the meeting
place, As soon as a youngster leaves the
mall and gets into a private residence.
their risk position goes up a million
Percent."

Even though later hours may be
appropriate for older teens. Gooding
believes It's still important for parents to
know who their children are with and
when they will be back.

In the past
two years there
has been a big
increase in the
number of
parents whose
problems stem
with a
daughter's
contact with an
individual or
individuals who
have ganglihe
attitudes and
values.'1

Virgil Gooding
Foundation II
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"It just makes my stomach turn. This is my loving daughter.
In a month's time she turned into a person I don't know."

Rita Brady

Jr iligegrm.tea

Poo. be Jobe Perchuredk Comae Mum

Cindy Brady
16, sibs with
her parents,
Rita and Don
Brady. in the
living room of
their southwest
Coder Rapids
home. Cindy
quickly went
from being e
model child
and student to
skipping
classes and
running away
from home.

Every parent's dream,
then out of control
Model teen quit talking,
lied, finally ran away

By Tom Freehling
Comm sue wow

Cindy Brady was once, not no long ago, every
parent's dream
"Sweet." Rita Brady says of her 16.yearld

daughter, "She's cute. Very loving and kind. She
was always making me things....

A poster. for Instance, that's framed an the wall
in the living room of the family's modest rental
home at 19) 10th St. SW. "Mom." reads the
inscription above a picture of a rase "this flower
will live forever. and so will my love for you."

Cindy was a good student. too. In the first
semester of her sophomore year at Jefferson High
School, she easily made the honor roll. Her report
card shows A.plusto In Spanish, geometry and
astronomy. B's in language arts and history and a
C in physical eduratitm

But almost overnight -, or so it seems to Rita
and Don Brady - Cindy turned into every
parents. nigbtmare.

It was shortly ear' the Deer nfthe years

She quit talking, for one thing, or she'd Ile.
She'd leave home. and they wouldn't know where
she was. She'd stay out late.

Her school work suffered. And the smart student
who earlier in the year was given high marks for
"demonstrating conscientious work habits" started
skipping classes.

O
nce she ran away from home. For two weeks.

Cindy's parents didn't know where she was.
although they feared the worst. Over their
objections, she had been hanging around with a
woman several years older. The woman had a car
and an apartment.

The police told them they could do nothing.
since it's not a crime to be a runaway.

But, called to break up a disturbance at the
woman's northeast.side apartment. officers called
the girl's parents and told them they could come
and take her home -' If she'd agree. Cindy came
back. says Rita Brady. But she refused to say
much. "She resents talking about it."

Girls victimized
From police, however, the couple pieced

together some of what went on In the apartment.
Sex. drugs, alcohol. Lots of men coming and going.
Crimes committed to buy drugs. Young girls being
used and abused.

"The pollee said these people look for girls who
are bright, naive and cute." says Rita. "It's just
evil what they do to girls. It's almost like a cult.
And girls like Cindy. I guess, think it's all kind of
exciting."

The two weeks away changed Cindy. say her
parents, and they're scared.

"It lust makes my stomach turn." says Rita.
"This is my loving renighter. In a month's time
she turned into a person I don't know. I just didn't
know what was going on. There were no
indleattons."

The girl has stayed at home, but the relationship
with her parents has been an uneasy one. "I'm not

sure we can trust her anymore," says her father
"We're never sure she's where she says she's
going to be."

Her mother can't sleep. "I'm always afraid she's
going to run away again. rm on eggshells all the
time. She keeps pushing the limits."

For her part, Cindy says she feels like she's in
prison and wants her freedom.

She tried to sneak out once by climbing out of
her secondstory bedroom window onto the pooch
roof. She fell off, breaking her pelvis and leaving
her parents with a 1400 medical bill for which they
have no insurance and can't afford to pal.

Don Brady, SO. Is unemployed and is taking
vocational rehabilitation classes at Kirkwood
Community College. Rita supports the family.
Including 10-yearold son Donald, on a M.Y5 an
hour Job at a dry cleaners.

"I'm our sole support such as it is." says Rita.
It.

The son, who attends Metro High Schotil, has a
Job at a cafeteria to earn spending money. "lies
not a problem," says his Mother.

Cindy finished the school year at Metro. saying
she didn't fit In at Jefferson. And she took a
pan.time Job as n waitress in order to earn enough
to take drivers education classes this summer and
get her license.

There hove been a few glimmers of hope that
she is indeed the some loving child she once was

"She made me a card for Mother's Day." Rita
notes. "I was really touched by it."

"Mommy." the card said, -you are sweet and
very speciaTto me." Says Rita. "Every day. I think
maybe tomorrow everything will be all right

The ratline has undergone counseling at
Foundation II, but Rita says Cindy's behavior has
improved little,

Just a couple of weeks ago. when Cindy was
supposed to be at her grandmother's house. Rita
received an earlymorning all from a stranger
saying her daughter was drunk on a park bench in
Czech Village.

"I never know when she's going to take n notion
to act up." says her mother, "Because the law's the
way It is, we know she can run away whenever
she feels like It. There's nothing we can do about
It, They say kids hove rights. But what about our
right to raise our daughter and make sure she
doesn't get hurt?"

They think it's wrong that intervention from
authorities comes only after there's evidence of
abuse or If the child breaks a law. "Do we have to
turn kids into criminals before the system will
handle them." asks Don Brady. "Maybe a lot of
problems could be prevented if the police were
able to pick up luvenfies."

Meanwhile, the worried parents can only hope
their daughter can get back on track.

Rita says. "I love my daughter and only want
the best for her. She's so Intelligent she could go to
college and not be stuck like I am at the
laundry. .

"I had such high hopes for Cindy I'd do
anything to give Cindy enthusiasm and a vision
for the Inture. But it doesn't work that way."

READERS' VOICES: WHAT YOU SAY ABOUT KIDS OUT OF CONTROL
I,Itlehat about parent abuse?
BO We as parents have no rights. Kids
can do as they please without
consequences. I know. I was there This
same thing was happening to my
daughter.

Ste heart breaks for these parents No
one to help them. Not knowing who,
where or what the child is doing

A parent's responsibility in raising
them child Is to instill good values.
provide a comfortable home. education.
set a good example -. my list goes on

But you tell me where the fine line is
in haw much abuse we parents have to
take

It's going to get worse If we don't do
Noinething now

Cedar Rapids woman

U'n1 reading a lot of letters directing the
U source of these problems to the school
systems. Asa teacher of many years,
what my fellow educators and I are
seeing now as the the rule Is what used
to be the exception - children being
raised by parents with little or no

parenting skills.
We as teachers can't, and shouldn't. be

expected to do it all. This has to be a
cooperative effort somehow

Many of these students are Irving to
live tip to our expectations by day and a
completely different net of values or lack
of values 31 home in ninny rases No
wonder they're ronfused

It begins way before they get m middle
nr high sellout.

Cedar Rapids woman

don't believe Ws as much a matter of
Id kids oat of control as it is palmier Lail
of control. I think when paneos grow up
and start acting like parents and parent
the child. there won't be near the
problems there are now.

Woman

flthink one of the big problems Is
people want too much these days.

Everebody expects to be 1W percent
happy 100 percent of the time. And kids
look around and see that people aren't
'getting what they want. people aren't

happy - and they want to rebel against
that.

If you want everything and you don't
get it. you're not happy. Kids see that
everyone is unhappy and they want to
get away from that. They think. "I don't
want to be like that.- and they get away
front it the only way they know how

Can Yon allY home them t. 'h
for that'

Cedar Rapids man

g 113 years old and I'm scared to have
U children I taw how my mother
salient when I went through a
rebellious stage. psi as the teens yon
have featured did.

My mother was a wonderful single
parent. . She gave me unconditional
lore, and she disciplined we when 1
needed It.

No matter how well a child is raised.
phi re's no guarantee that he or she will
out be a delinquent.

I don't want to miss out on all the Pays
being a parent has to offer. But I also do
not want to he hurt and disappointed If

MY child decides to live a carefree.
meatless lifestyle.

Cedar Rapids women

N have a 13.year.old son and a
10yearoid daughter. And 1 have not

experienced anything like what I'm
reading in the paper

!homy,. I try to be a pod ode model
I don't smoke. 1 cabal drink in hunt of
my children I obviously don't as times I
dans, luring men in the house.

What kids see is what they live with
I'm dimmed. And I'm puny proud of

the way nay kids have tonal out
They're not perfect. hot they'n not demo
any of this stuff.

Rids see what parents do.
And if they see a good role etude!. that

still doesn't mean they're gonna turn nut
peat, but buy. I think yeti re chances are
a lot better.

1 rust hope people out there wise up to
what they're doing nnd whal they're
showing their awn kids.

acir Nun/ Mime AHD V'

Woman

Parenting is
about being
an adult

By Clarice Monet
Parent tog ovtay

problem an sa
railhor altaas bill b. los

elts3.1311.31
Polalos lia been can11111,

conditioned 111 nue society In
site ihemelvr3 as madequan
They are not encouraged by ohs.
how.to.parent -experts- to
esaert goad behavior and OM
work from their Children.

VIEWPOINT
r"rotateI r

meaningful

are advisedL
Have m you ever tried to relate in
a
2sybarsald, of a 13.vearsuld u,
the Hutches id puberar la rand
In alum

Is Male than a list
for/wry/ma tame fur chikben
Is a call to adulthood. to the
mailration that children are to
have all they need, not
ttemsmrily all the want.

Mature parents understand
that children have rights, but
their list of rights for children
differ frem those who practice
the seleabsorbed philosophy or
"what's in for me, The
mature parent's list says that
children have the right to Just
discipline and wise guidance to
safety In their owe homes: m be
educated: to be loved and
listened to; to grow at a healthy
Pace: to the !eagles of food and
shelter. and to nononxious.
non.reactive parents.

These same parents know
there are parental rights that
must be declared If the family
is to live in peace rather than

Chaise
Flagel

Patents
need

maturity

pieces: the right to respect; Ia
impose lust diecipline: to make
mistakes without undue guilt
to educate an they see to be
listened to: to freedom from
excess worry: to say "no"
without defending their
position: to set limits and to
copeC1 effort from their
children.

As a workshop presenter on
parenting. I ask parents two
basic questions:

I. How many of you were
raised by parents who used the
phrase. "Because 1 said so."

S If the "shnuids" and
"shouldn'ts" of parenting today
are so terrific, how come we're
losing ground?

Question one elicits many
raised hands, with my response
Ming. "See hoer well You
tinned outr The parents laugh
as they realize some of the "old
ways" are still credible.

Question two calls for
awareness. "That's right," one
parent told me, "Vail this stuff
about protecting my kid's
tender psyche from emotional
pain Is so red hot why isn't it
working?"

My opinions about parenting
none from making more than a
reasonable amount of mistakes
as 1 parented my live children.

I'm on expert. but I've lived
long ennugh to know:

Parents need each other
Kids clan together for support.
yet parents avoid pareneacher
meetings, church groups, and
other helpful gatherings like the
plague. The kids are
ouismanIng to an this one.

"I'll have to think about
that" is one of the most
effective, nneactive parenting
nsteinses ever discovered.

Selerespect and
seitennfulence are tunic to
healthy parenting.

Adults most Min together.
arithlreis know that even

ilitingh they may choose
tomtit ing iteh.inr, their

teighltorhreets.
J./torchs. ',chords and
nnnmunities won't stand for
Th.. African extent, "It takes a
whole village In rinse a child.-
soli works.

Unless we week together. we
will minnow to feed our
youngsters into the greedy and
destructive mouth of outside
forces that are all too willing to
lake away fair dearest treasures

our bInVed children.

rim ire Flogrl is posrmr
arowiate at All Saints Catholic
(hurrle in L'erfar Rapids .
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At group home,
girls study what

went wrong
Editor's mue This story include. a

combination qf fitli names and first
name: depending upon the wishes of
parents and young people intalued

By Dale Kutner
Gaston win wow

ESTHERVILLE Ilt was a spur-
of-the-moment thing. admits Jen
Knapp. She was only IS. She

conned her best Mend. stole his car
and drove to Texas.

"I had a boyfriend there," she says.
pondering her actions of o year ago.

"There were other times we went to
the Chevy dealer in Cedar Rapids. I
tendrove Cameros just for Pun. a game
to make people see how old I wanted to
be. how smart I was, what I could get
away with."

Jen. who is from Pain and four
other teenage Orb sit around a long
table. telling their sterns.

The scene could pass fora college
classroom, except the subject Is
delbumency. These five have already
graduated from what would be a
'Mena of trouble for mast. All are

t and courteous. unlike the
and even criminal actions that

brought them here.
This is Forest Ridge Youth Services,
group roster home for 125 Iowa girls.

most of them sent by Iowa Juvenile
Court either as teenage criminals
or, in official tangent,. m CHINA
(children in need of assistance)
referrals.

Many come from dysftmetional
families. The nve at the long table
ague on one thing: Whatever may
have happened at home, they all know
right nom wrong. None makes
excuses. They are solemn, reflective.
sometimes contrite. None cries.

They introduce themselves by telling
how long they've been at Forest Ridge.

Stacey. 17, Cedar Rapids. "I came
six months ago. I think I'm smarter
now. But you see other shin do things.
like stealing, and you want to do it. I
know that sounds stupid. You can stop
and think and see what was wrong
but you just don't do that. I guess. 1
always thought too late. I knew I'd get
caught steeling."

Jen Knapp. 16. Palo. "I've been
here nine months after being
charged with assault. robbery. fourth.
and fifth-degree theft and grand then
auto. if I can get my butt in gear here.
I may go home in August."

Jeseica. 14. Cedar Rapids. She's
been here since October. having been

Pe ow nr Ann Pa Ot5.us Guano rot.

Jen Knapp. IS. of Polo, has been at the Forest Ridge Youth Services home near Esthervine since January. -II 1 een
got my butt In gear here." ohs says. '1 may go home in August."

"We hove gangs from Minneapolis Girls to parents:and Chicago-Gelling into trouble cot
you attention. I wanted to do h. People Talk, love

's

cCI knew U was
wrong to light. The
first time I did it,
nothing happened. I
didn't get caught.
And it made me look
better to other people

gangs and ottell"
ICatrina

charged with robbery. fourthdegroe
theft and interference with oMcial
acts. "I went to extremes. I tried
suicide to get attention. My counselor
really scared me MUM death. He mid
I was trying to commit suicide by
having sex with anyone to get AIDS.
He showed me reality."

Katrina, N. Cedar Rapids. "I'm
here Mr assault and seeenddegme
theft. I assaulted several teenagers.
boys and girls. It happened at school,
at the molt Most Of it was for the Nn
or it . ,alt good to tight f gob,
van fern my Mend's dad, was sent to
Tondo (lawn Juvenile Homo) for
month. then here 10 months age."

Tanis Fabre, 15. Davenport She's
been here Mx months.'"I was in gangs.
selling drugs, stealing. We would Jump
people. When I was 101 was in a gang
(Gangster Disciples). The girls are
there because they slept around with
the men. I would steal for them. not (or
myself. I stole clothes. then sell them
for half price. I was caught attempting
to deliver cocaine."

'A power thing'
"Stealing waseasy." says Stine

softly. A diminutive (Imre she slumps
In her chair. "You can always take
things back to Von Maur to Cedar
Rapids department stare). It was easier
than working. I went to Washington
(High School). and took classes where I
didn't have to do much. I sure didn't
want to p to Metro."

School was boring. She often fell
asleep in class. To her, good students
are boring. "It comes down to choices.
They don't do what you want to do. I'd
Just like to get in trouble. . It was
my way of being different. It's a power

thing. I can decide what I want. Others
jump when the bell rings. I don't have
to."

Jessica caps her head In her hands
as she tails how she was expelled from
Wilson Middle School In Cedar Rapids,
then kicked out of Taft. She says she's
o goad Student. "in want to be" Why
the rebellion?

"My grandpa Society." she peens
"My grandpa died and he was the only
one I was dose to then. My mom had
rotes rid, and I didfft like my
stepfather at nrst. go 1 wanted to do
what other Me were dalng lhat was
not 1 Belle ..ti'..s.j.filiafttends. not
for sena Affid.

rd kilt them.
scream and yen, pun my sister
against the wall waned hit My mom.
then love her. I had an inconsistent
attitude. I ran away and httng Out with
people who wanted to be defined as
being against nerythllig:

She let Mends beat her up. she Ms,

mua st u p bI

aac ea p ptdo. Mliy th men beat

promiscuity. too. 1 didn't want to be
disliked by =Yana My Parents
disliked what I was doing, but they
never disliked me."

Craving attention
Katrina is quiet. She responds with

deliberation. At Forest Ridge she has
become a leader. It's hard to imagine
that she got into fights almost every
day.

"I think it had to do with my
environment" she says. "My relatives
fought each other. I knew it was wrong
to tight The first time I did it. nothing
happened 1 didn't get caught And it
made me took better to other people
gangs and stuff.

Responsible parents give
children limits, boundaries

By Mush Baumann
Parenting. In my opinion,
has not changed drastically
through the centuries.

People. such as Peter the hermit.
Socrates and ancient Egyptian
primb have written at the
Impossible attitudes and
behaviera of young people. II Is
my observation that young people
have changed very little in
comparison to their parents.

Until the 1860s, there was a
general consensus as to what
attitudes and behaviors were
acceptable. During the Slls, such
mores were discarded. During the

VIEWPOINT
'70t all behaviors were Influenced
by the "me" oneself= and the
Principle that the most important
person was oneself.

The Us were, and the Ma are.
populated by parents whose
parenting skies range from the
dictatorial to extremely lay. and
everything in between.
Unfortunately. these people grew
up during the upheaval of the Ws
and Ms.

Yes, few have had ony parent
training. However. that does not
excuse anyone Dom the
responsibility of rearing young
people who Oct with respect and
make positive choices. Some
patents forgo this responsibility

to avoid maid with their
children. Tiny Nei they wW not
be loved If they reprimand or
disagree with their child.
However, studies show later in
1111) these parents are often not
respected by thelr children
because of their laissa fain
attitude. Some conflic, not armed
combat, is good and necessary.

Parenting involves Manna o
child to make his or her way In
the world, how to discern good
from evil, and select and nurture
positive relationships. This Is a
gradual process that begins with
toddlers and doesn't magically
end when a young person enters
high school or college.

My worst experience was
watching a parent who allowed a
byearold to make decisions that
the child couldn't oven
comprehend. It is an example of
unskilled and unwise parenting
and I am sure than child has
become a "terror" to his parents.
The fault Iles with the parent.

God parenting is the
responsibility of everyone who
has become a father or mother.
Parenting is not a Job far teachers
or counselors despite the fact that
they may be of great assistance.
Unfortunately. those who engage
In sexual intercourse for the sole
purpose of pleasure are often
given the responsibility of rearing
a child.

Some "experts" believe that the
only necessary Ingredient is love.
However. this practice becomes a
"sugarcoated" guise that is
detected by a child and leads to
revolt

There are many children who
are never told "nn," They receive
everything they ask err and are
rebellious when things do nal go
their way. Can you imagine how
these people will act in the
business world when they are en
adult?

Countless studies point to the
fact that young people of all ages
need and wont to know what
limits and boundaries they should
have. It is the respansibility of
every parent to set those
boundaries and set a course for
continued growth. Little by little,
responsibility ts given to children
until that time in their lift when
they become completely amnia of
beiow responsible lbc their
attitudes and actions.

Mark Baumann and Ms wife.
Martin are parents of byearald
twin daughters and are erpecting
their third child in August
Director of Christian education at
First Lutheran Church. he also has
taught in public schools. lie has
dealt with and COndnues to deal
with young people and the results

the parenting the receive at
home.
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would tell me. 'I knew you.' We
smoked marijuana. drank liquor and
played music. That was our flut"

No consequences
While her older sister and mom

argued a lot, Jen Knapp admits she
was spoiled by her mother. She
sometimes hid In her room to escape
the arguments: at other times she
"hid" at school.

"Until two'yeass ago I was not
defiant with my parents. If they said to
be home by 10." says Jen. "[noun be.
Than gradually I wouldn't I told them
I cot lost or NU admen a friend's
house. I wend ask myself. 'Who do I
want to be tonight, bad girl Jen or
mom's sweetest .

"These were no consequences. When
they did soy 1 was grounded. it didn't
work. My parents have tried
everything." At a group home In
Newton, she attacked a staff member.
"I tried to choke her."

Jen looks down, meditating an her
palms. "I ran away one time." she

and do it while
kids are young

By Dale Kumar
Erich envisions the day she has a
family of her own, the time when
as o parent she will have to deal

with teenage behavior.
"I want a family someday," says Tunic.

"and I want as In sit around the kitchen
table and talk et least once a week. fro
eat all up to the parents. A kid has to
listen.

"A lot of people don't know how to sit
down and talk." she continues "We don't
know where to start. Maybe we need to
talk small things before hitting the hie

Stacey Mints "My advice to young
parents is to show love early. Some
parents smack their kids around. But by
ages 10 and 12, Ifs too late to start being
a parent.-

If she becomes a mother, says Katrina.
says. -The police pinked me tip. MY smiling. want my children in by 1050.mom was there. She had been at the "As a parent. we have to sit and talk."Meal.. looking fm me . she says. "Kids always want attentinn.

family IS WD there for them.
ea cuinuvitgivai and ask what'll

don't mm a beiFiuso .as you musagIve it to them.

(Name). thereat) 'whys.
"There is a hick of consequences. "Wyse have a problem, and no one

everywhere. They any if you screw up
OnCOMOre, you WID go here. But It
doesn't ha,men. People aren't willing to
stop the problems. Kids will be kids. I
can't blame my emblems on my
lbmlly. My parents did the best they
could at the time, short of chaining me
la the rafters."

Jan was in band at Kennedy High
School Her family seldom attended her
concerts, she says, 'but they sure
would pick me up at the jaU."

"If I midge, back and do things
over, I'd still come here because this is
whet It has taken."

Tanis agrees. "I listened to everyone
but to nobody." she said. "Only this
place has stopped me. I think I'm
different now. I don't lie or steal. but
them are no guarantees. I'm ready to
go home In my head, but 1 don't know
about dealing with family
rebtlenships"

Her mother, she says, several years
age "picked a boyfriend over me. I
can't get It out to milt to my morn what
she did to me."'

Some 'experta'
believe that the
on necessary
ingredient is
love. However,
this praeUee
becomes a
'sugarcoated'
guise that is
detected by a
child and leads
to revolt."

Mark Baumann

wants to talk about it. yon lost have to
hold It inside. Yes, you need time to
Pro= things, but most families wait
fanner."

The girls dream about going home,
pod dreams and had dreams

None guareastees a turnaround in
behavior.

Three out of 10 at places such as Forest
Ridge return to the Mends and the
routines that brought trouble In the first
place.

"In not Sere whet might happen if I
went home err more than a lbw days,"
admits Jessica. She's scheduled to leave
Forest Ridge In August.

They had talked for nearly two hours.
Then there was silence.

What is running through their minds? si

Are they rethinking the past or trying /
to envision a future?

What does lie ahead far them? Mere
trouble? A change in behavior?

"I don't know," says Jen, looking
around the table at the others. "Thera
just aren't any guarantees."

1-stop help for parents
By Data Kuno

The mother of Foundation II In Cedar Rap-
ids was desperate.
"My son has been here three weeks and

ran away twice. He runs away at home. I've been
to several agencies. Where do I go net? Whet do
I do? Reese fielp me."

Many parents with their backs to the wall plat
there by their unruly children. are out of
answers and cenftzsed about when to go for help

Eighteen private and public family service
agencies haw launched a cooperative eflbrt in an
attempt to provide simmers and reduce the
bureaucracy.

The agencies formed the Thinly Resource
Center Development Association. Chun Abet its
director and only employee, says the Idea IS net
to form yet another layer in the system.

"We see our centers as the first place for
families to came. We ate co-Nantes staff from
the agencies to represent a diversity of human
services. sort of one-stop shopping."

One goal. he said. is "to cut the hassle and red

"Historically. there has been some competition
among the private-sector agencies.** Abel says.
"but by this agreement and collaborative effort
we are more efficient."

The Family Resource Center concept was
launched last year. Abel was hired Jan. 1

Each of the centers has advisory groups
consisting of nullities who use services.

"This whole approach is still uncharted
territory," toys Abel. "We need to reshape the
way we do business as family service Menties
with a lot more involvement of customers. We
need to be more responsive We need to examine
how to meet expected seductions (In funding),
and work with the rano available."

Abel expects there MU be more emphasis on
prevention and education in the nature. Now he
rays. SO percent of resources go to treatment and
10 percent to prevention.
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Small boy,
very big

problems

To have a
'hide (attitude)
is the 'in'

Haden
St lenges,

psychologist

By Mike lUlen
Mum sue mew

Friends told Scott and Dawn Grady that
their son was "just being a boy."
Christian constantly hit, spit and

kicked. He wouldn't listen: he screamed.
fought and lbssed. lie slept only a couple of
hours at a time. waking his parents in the
middle of the night.

The yearld was out of control.
And Dawn. 33. and Scott. 30. were out of

answers. No words, motioning or discipline
worked with Christian.

The Cedar Rapids couple began to worry.
Would the tantrumrone boy someday
become an out-of-control teenager?

Some experts say the early ibridamentals
of moral development may be laid down
within a child's first three years and
correcting that sense of right and wrong is
progressively more difficult as the child
grows older.

The problem is. most parents don't know
what to do.

It got no Dawn couldn't even talk on the
telephone bemuse Christian disrupted
conversations with his screaming. Friends
stopped calling.

Christian engaged in "two neardeath
experiences a day." such as grabbing large
kitchen knives and running. says Dawn.

The pressure caused tension at home
Scott thought Dawn wasn't MO ....O.
Dawn thought Scott wan too tough.

Roth worked fUll time, then wet,
exhausted and frustrated..

."What Midtown tffittEktdidreksi'golid
to have control of the house says Dawn,
who also has a yeareld daughter. "Ile
(Christian) was going to hove control.

"I didn't know how to help him. I didn't
know how to help me. I was In desperation.
Then I saw the ad in The Gazette.-

Harlan Stlentjes. a psychologist with
Family Psychology Associates in Cedar
Rapids. was advertising a class. "Loving and
Disciplining Challenging Children."

Enrolling was the first step to helping
their son.

A troubling mix
Parents need more help today than ever

Healthy Families helps
parents from the start

By Wee Men vedt, executive director of
his program doesn't try
to solve problems after

Healthy Families Iowa in 13u.
chanan County.

they've begun; it works "What we will see Is chit
with families from the child's dren who are better preparedbirth. to go into the school system."

it's called Healthy Fanillies she says. "Any time we can
lows Hopes Project, an In work with families on corn.
wa Department of Public munication skills, it will help
Ilealifunded program in the the children as they grow
third year of a threeyear
lot project in sin Iowa cotin. Because of lack of fending.
ties. The program provides trained staff Identify only al.
voluntary home visits to land risk families. such as unem.
lies of newborns for up to played, single, poor, young.
three years. providing sup. uneducated parents or those
port. education and Informs. with a history of abuse. OM.
non on parenting. cials hope to expand the pro

In the first two years of the gram. A child protection leg
tirogratn, foster care place' islative task force In January
mods. child abuse reports recommended expansion of
and infant mortality rates de Healthy Families to all lows
creased in Buchanan County counties as its top priority.
and the number of Immunised Thirtyeight Buchanan
children and involved fathers County families were served
increased in all six counties. in fiscal year 1435. The other

The program has helped at minim are Hamilton. Polk.
risk families get off Ina good Scott. Wapello and Woodbury.
'tart and should prevent For more Information In
problems settee the children s Buchanan County, call
get older. says Brenda gist. 319.3344216.

"What it got down to was who was going to have control of
the house. (Christian, 3) was going to have control."

Dawn Grady

w

a,_
Prate by wee nosed Beam mem

before.

The breakdown of social and religious
forces have created an abundance of
antisocial kids. says Stientles, who also
works with children through the Grant
Weed Area Education Agency.

The decrease In the number of stable
families, the increase of tImeatressed.
two-lob (amities and society's general lock of
civility Is part of a troubling mix for kids

'To have a 'nude (attitude) is the 'in'
thing." says Stienties. who tries to help
families before the kids' "rude" leads to
bluer trouble.

The signs of trouble can be identified
early.

The development of conscience is evident
from It months to 36 months of ago, says
Grasyna Kochanska, professor of psychology
at the University of Iowa who is studying
103 mothers and their children to we how
they develop a sense of right and wrong.

The child's temperament and the
parentchild relationship have the most
bearing on that development. (See sere atkW.)

To same extent. all children will rebel.
says Stientjes.

But that doesn't mean they have to be
antisocial."

With the Gradys amt mother couple
watching closely. tit lenges demonsIndre the
proper procedure for a "lime out" for
children ages 2 to it during the sixth
session of the leatep parenting tours.
A -tune our u p y

would:nu thethld
for prentribed peri-arirdWIWIr-Cceren
comply. farther stepa are taken. be nays,'
sttctn ne spanking only two swift swats on
the ballads'.

-This is probably going to be the toughest
week tn the program." he tells them. "It's
the most emotionally draining."

Long before the time step. Undies
showed the parents how to learn more about
their children by paying closer attention,
establishing a play Urns Praiaing the kids
and taking steps to help them comply with
commands.

Stlenges designed the system, based
tars* on the work of University of
Massachusetts Medical Center's Russell

Christian Gre
dy. 3, has
gotten much
easier to live
with since his
parents. Scott
and Dawn,
took a does on
disciplining
challenging
children.

Barkley. for instruction by a trained
professional. All the steps most be followed
in order to achieve the desired results.

A poker chip system. the fifth step. is
used to reward the child for good behavior.

What do you dn. Stienges asks the
couples. if the child turns around and kicks
you?

Take all the chips. says Scott. who wasn't
totally sold on the program yet.

That move, &Wades explains. would take
away the child's motivation.

"Al the beginning of the session I told
you I wonted four positives and one
negative." he says of the parents' feedback
to the children. "Anybody that says
parenting con be all Positive

A parent finishes his sentence: "They're
In denial."

Gaining control
Bit by bit, the Gradys found the system

working
Christian put his crot and backpack away

when he got home.
He got himself dressed In the morning.
He went to bed without Crying.
The poker chips he earned landed him

special Saturday trips to the Play Station or
the movies.

But weeks after the COMIC ended. a
Priding chair still sat in the corner of the
Gradys' living roam ettedieg te the

gdi

wades. Wolin slay in the
chair and received two spankings.

Now he simply goes to the chair.
"Life is a lot more peacelbi." says Dawn.

"I think he definitely would hove gotten
worse. I believe he would have gotten
uncontrollable

Now when the teen years arrive, she
hopes he will remember. Sad behavior
cornea consequences, good behavIor
rewards.

A Menet chair is much easier to
swallow than a demote cell; low Is much
easier to give than frustration is to suffer.
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From cradle,
watch for
trouble signs

By Nike Keen
donne sun wow

ardane Fall remembers the lode
boy's angelic face. She remember.
because after talking with hint she

discovered he had been starling fires
gums you could say that was what

was happening inside him. He was nisi
raging inside says Fall, assistant
professor in counselor education at the
University of Iowa. "Ile would start a no
and feel good by putting It nut."

Such inner pain. the predurt of
numerous biological and/or envintometual
feelers, plague many children torlay And
child experts say the early signs of trouble
can start literally from the cradle

The key for parents Is knowing your
child well enough to see the stems and
then learn how to do something about the
resulting behavior problems before
adolisicenc. when it's lough to snake
changes in kids.

The development of a conscience begun.
as early ns In mastitis. according to
mean of Int mothers and their Mattoon
by Grazyral Knchanska. professor of
psychology at the U of I.

She (nand that the child's temperament
and the relationship between mother and
child had the most bearing on the chile'.
moral develninnent.

If the child's temperament is shy and
reserved, he or she Is more likely Its Palms
rules to please. Impulsive children would
have a hard lime following rules. What
works for the shy child may not work for
the impublve child, no les important to
tailor parenting styles to that
temperament.

For example. "If
ma lake the
rffia child. are

For Imo In catelmemore gentle
bolutworat mamma owe

VO.
take the children

School monsoonthat are fearless.
it Ls the secure. le dant wood sma
warm, . Memos Aehhhemutually

%Whets mstenats endresponsive kaIwena IC. peens rerein lorLshIP dmi raw denim wen mom._doe! the trick:' team. Incluteng mate
nocuanska says beaux. problem nom

A mother-child vow saw, yearn rya"
relationship built schoW are rem"

FOR HELP

children emitting ..`mteell aemessil
a mother's rules. awe.. Tee awn). hhoh

Ws mmaisenYug bImportant to
note, Kochanska
says, that the Cesdrew et Fundy
study group was Psychology Associates in
not of "at.rlsk" meat Repos Prom
children and that veleta
-lemscrsmoV ts Map. twisty 1020101
not destiny.' 03111110 rrmtsa /1/111110

But the prolinsionsi
likelihood is much
greater that a
toddler who doesn't develop a moral
framework In the early yearn will become
a troubled adolescent.

Fail sees parents noticing trouble with
kids as early as kindergarten. They are
either children who quietly Just don't
connect with other kids or these who are
angry and prune to wild outbursts.

Smashing things, throwing tantrums and
setting fires are signals that the child may
be under great pressure.

"We are so apt to minimize It and say,
'Oh, they'll grow out of it.' I would say
treat the child's behavior as you would on
illness." Fag says.

She suggests calling a school
psychologist or other professional. who
works with children for advice.

One of the first things she tells parents
is to spend IS minutes a day with each
child, doing what they want to do, of
course within monetary limits.

-Times are so stressful for young
families." says Fall of twolob mollies
with kids in day care all day.

"Children have a lot to deal with (in day
care). They are tired at the end of the day.
So they come home and everybody is son
of Nil up There is no sp.sce tell for them,
for being loving and close."

She says not only do parents have to be
taught skills to relate to their children but
kids need to know how to hell, themselves

"We can change children so easily when
they are young Sometimes in six to
right weeks . compared to when you
Mier an adolescent nut of control. Coo are
talking Mg troubles and a tot of time.
Many times you can't reverse it."

READERS' VOICES: WHAT YOU SAY ABOUT KIDS OUT OF CONTROL
A per trying long and hard to ill into
&Bine right crowd at my old school
And nut being accepted. I gave sip and
my best friend and I started hanging
.sit with gang members.

My grades quickly fell from A's and
it's is It's and F's And I began
esirimenting with drugs and alcohol.
I mutilated my body. Piercing and
siting designs into my skin. I was also

my way to becoming anorexic
I was constantly ;gauntlet'. I

icntild say I was going bahysitting and
...rah not In go partying with friends

Finally, tit what now seems to be a
. re tar help. I ernite my mom a tint,,
telling her everything I hod done
wrong

Nom as !andel problem teenager. my
parents are ills...reed She kicked etc
not inn coal nu' in my ttall's house

I entered school at Albumen just as
fourth quarter was about to begin.

Things changed dramatically. I made
new friends. There is a totally different
attitude here. I became involved in
track and chorus. I went to prom. My
grades went back up to A's and Vs.

My dad checks up on me constantly.
checking my stories and making sure
Cm not in trouble. Also following up
with stiff punishment.

I feel that parents should take more
of a role in their children's lives and
make sure kids are where they say
they are.

Things are all deteriorating because
parents just don't have the upper hand
anymore.

Children need to respect their
parents more. And in turn, parents
well to tespect lode children
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it's a give and take thing
Alburnett girl

rrom working in a day care, I
B" believe a lot of the responsibility
lies with the parents.

I saw a lot of kids come in there who
were really rude and had no respect for
their teachers, for their siblings, for
their parents, for themselves.

I believe a lot of this needs to start at
home.

Kids need structute. and kids need
discipline. II seems like a lot of parents
these days want to be their kids' friend
instead of a parent.

Studies have shown that children
want their parent to be a parent
Instead of their friend. It's a lot easier
ear them in their peer groups.

I believe that parents need to start

being parents. They need to set rules
for Moir children. and the kids need to
follow them. . .

Cedar Rapids woman

gleaur daughter went through the
ISsfsame thing and nearly destroyed
herself and the family. it was a
nightmare for six years. It is
unbelievable what a family goes
through. I was ready to explode, to
climb the walls of the house. Your
house becomes a war none.

It started when she was 10. A group
of men darted coming to our house.
She was always sneaking out, We tried
to stop her from seeing this one, but it
didn't work. This main man seemed to
have a bunch of girls working for him.
and they kept Itaina our dallItht., cal

We Prohibited them from trespassing

60

on our property. and eventually we
Ned trespass charges. But the judge
dismissed the case. Ile sald our
daughter had invited this person to our
home, and hence the law didn't allow a
trespass charge.

Our daughter is older now and
realises the situation she got Into. I
think parents nerd mute tools to
control their chddren. Running away
should again be an delinquent
am. But one of my solutions Is to use
the laws we have.

We and to gel parents in work
together We need to rile child abuse
complaints. child endammtment
charges. whatever the laws allow,
against others, teenage blends and
anyone who threatens the safety and
weli.neme of nor rhildren.

Cedar Rapids man
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Should it be a crime to run away?

You can't
imagine how
hard it was, to
sit there and let
some other
mother take
your daughter. I
felt it was
legalized
kidtlaPPing.11

Judy Nish,
(below with

daughter Kind

By Delo Kutner
Comm use wow

Judy Nish was In tears. Her daughter
Kim. she says with a shaky voice, had
run away again. This time It was like

a stab in the heart with a twist. Just when
Nish thOught things were better, she was
proven wrong. She felt she was a failure.

"I don't know what I'm going to do... .
It's a helpless feeling."

Since January, things had Unproved
significantly at the Nish home in Marion.
Kim was taking Ritalin. There were fewer
arguments. Kim's work at school improved
markedly.

Kim turned 16 in late May and was
scheduled to start driver's education at
Linn'Mar on June 5.

Nish says she and Kim had worked out a
curfew. On June 2. Kim was not home by
midnight. At 1:15 am,. NW( called a friend
of Kim's. She learned that Kim and the
friend were with several men, most in their
20s.

"About 3:30 she came home." Kim was
grounded for the following weekend.

Judy Nish, a nurse, worked Saturday.
Kam spent much of the day with the same
friend. late Sunday, she announced she was
moving out.

"She got on the phone, and her friend's
mother was here in 15 minutes. My
husband ilUm's stepfather) said, 'You can't
keep this up. Fighting won't do any good.
You'll have to let her go.'

"So I did.
"You can't imagine how hard it was, to

sit there and let some other mother take

your daughter. I felt it was legalized
kidnapping, and I had to sit and watch. It
shouldn't be that way. I hope and pray
nothing happens to her. I love her, but I
can't keep up the struggle any more."

There had been a similar scene late last
year. It was then Nish learned what other
parents of runaway children are learning
Running away Is not Illegal Wawa. Nor is
It Wagal to harbor a runaway.

"Ws a terrible feeling when someone else
takes over for you and you bane nothing to
say about it. Yet I am still legally
responsible. We need a change In the law."

Push for law changes
Sen. Mary Lundby. Marion, responding

to Nish and a dozen other parents, hopes to
schedule public hearings on legislation that
would once again make it a delinquent act
for a juvenile to frequently run away
except to escape physical or sexual abuse,
neglect or criminal activity.

The bill also says parents would not be
liable for damages remained by runaway
children still In their cUstody. Parents are
now liable for personal or property damages
up to 12,000. Moreover. the bW would create
criminal penalties for adults who harbor
runaways. .

Iowa rewrote its juvenile code in 1979.
After great debate, the Legislature decided
that so-called status offenses. like running
away, should no longer be crimes. Today.
however, many parents think there ought to
be some sort of legal consequence for
runaways and children out of control.

Pante by Gnu Ronan. Owens Wpm

Boomers blamed; tide turns
By Tom Freehling

euaxa me one,

The
generation of parents

complaining that they can't
handle their kids have only

themselves to blame, according to
a local educator who has made a
study of societal trends.

Bill Jacobson says the socalled
"baby boomers" (born roughly
between 1942 and 1960) grew up
with few rules and raised their
children that way. Now. they're
paying the price.

A longtime administrator in the
Cedar Rapids school system who
also serves as superintendent of
the Marion district, Jacobson has
parlayed his experience In the
classroom with years of research
Into the cyclical nature of
generations.

He notes that not all of today's
young people, or their parents, are
screwed up. Not all had kids come
from bad families. Nor do all good
parents produce good kids.

He says, however. that there are

some generalizations to be made.
As a group, those who came of

age In the two decades after World
Warn lived in en environment
where the emphasis was on the
Individual. civil rights were
cherished and penalties for had
behavior were few. Children
lacked a moral compass. Now, as
adults, they don't like the results
of that liberal child rearing.

'Society is changing big time."
says Jacobson. 53, an educator
since 1963. "The focus is now on
the group. Rules and guidelines
are coming back. And the kids
who are feeling the effects of these
changes aren't the ones who
caused the problems."

He says a sense of discipline is
returning to schools after a long
period where students enjoyed free
rein. A key turning point, notes
Jacobson, was the 1964 U.S.'
Supreme Court decision involving
the Des Moines school district that
said schoolchildren's civil rights
do not end when they enter the

classroom.
Now such practices as curfews.

dress codes, locker searches and
(most recently) drug testing for
athletes are gaining In popularity.
As a result. "Schools today are
safer and more focused, and the
kids are better behaved."

Jacobson's study of historical
cycles, however, teaches him that
the pendulum will likely be
reversed by the year 2010.
"There's a new cycle every 20
years." he says.

But one thing will remain the
same. All young people. Jacobson
says. go through a period of
tremendous adjustment and
change as they pass from
childhood to adulthood.

"It has been said that 184o.24 Is
the age of barbarians. It's always
been that way. Every teenager
Just wants to figure out how to
make It in the world. Times may
change. but their concerns are the

"I'm not o Republican, but I have one
thing in common with Gov. Terry
Breasted." says Stacey Parker of Cedar
Rapids. "I believe Its the concept of hoot
camps. We need, somehow, to teach young
people that there are consequences. that
they must be responsible.'

Parker's daughter Jessica. 14, a chronic
runaway. Ls at a group foster home in
Estherville under the jurisdiction of
Juvenile Court.

Thwtence Eberly of Cedar Rapids says his
14.yeareld daughter ran away and took up
residence with a woman and her son. "She
says she's In love. I went there, kicked the
door down and drug her out. Then turned
myself In to the police.

"Ass parent It seems our hands are tied
by the law." adds Bberly. "We want to do
something, but the police say we can't."

Bill faces debate
"I figured this bill would be a good

starting point for discussion," says Lundby.
"Parents say there is no mechanism to get
the child to come home and Into counseling.
They say there Is no reason for the child to
come home U they are getting support from
someone else."

Because of drafting problems, Lundby's
WU was not assigned to committee this
year. She hopes it can be debated next term.
There will be opposition, particularly to the
section making II a criminal offense to
harbor runaways,

"I have great empathy for those parents."
says Sen. Johnle Hammond, la/unes. "I had
a son who ran away a couple of times. He
two to Illinois, a friend's house. and I'm
glad that family was there for him. I
wouldn't want them to be charged. I was
relieved he was there.

"Fortunately. he's grown up to he a
wonderfidly responsible adult." says
Hammond, who is on both the Senate
Human Services and Judiciary committees.
"But he gave me gray hairs when he was In
high school" .

&he's W take a look at the section
on harboring juveniles "against the parents'
wishes. That Dames close to kidnaPPing.
There may nerd to be some changes thew."

Sept Charles Herta. R'ayette head of
the House Judiciary Committee, says he is
open to debating the measure. "My passion
In this area is dealing with the muses. As a
Legislature Ws our duty to pick up the
pieces. bat I would rather keep Humpty
Chum* on the wall in the first Plate

think the No. 1 cause of these problems
is loch of attention. I have seven children."
says Hurley. "including two foster children
with learning disabilities and behavioral
problems. Both were abused. Their little
brother died at the hands of a Ilveln. The

"Rules and
guidelines are
coming back."

Bill Jacobson

READERS' VOICES: WHAT YOU SAY ABOUT KIDS OUT OF CONTROL
have an Byearold daughter

U who is ADHD, brash,
oePssitionally defiant

She has gotten Into trouble
for being physically aggressive
at school and In the
neighborhood.

I have tried explaining to
people that my daughter has a
medical problem. The response
I've gotten is either they don't
want to hear It, they think that
I'm making excuses. or they.

L think they Rally understand.
It No one understands unless

he has to personally deal with
'It himself.

Woman

or child has been in a
OLP residential treatment
center for almost a year. We
have been In family therapy
for four years. We are
extremely involved and caring
parents with solid family
backgrounds and morale.

We have utilized every plan
given to us by'psychiatrists,
social workers, therapists. .

Not much has worked.
So much has been blamed on

the parents. And it la coming
from others who do not have
problem children.

If the situation were
reversed, then they would see
how &insult it is trying to
raise a child that does not want
to help themselves.

Woman

g nave a sister who is 17 that
II is a runaway. She changed
in a matter of overnight from
an Aplus student and
mommy's little angel to
dropping out of school and
running away.

She's tried every drug she
can and selling and who knows
what else.

Our family has tried
Sediacek. going to counseling
and going to police. Out they
can't do anything unless she's
caught committing a crime or
half.dead somewhere from an
overdose.

It just doesn't make
noose....

Kids can get away with too
much and no one can do
anything. .

Cedar Rapids woman

'rn convinced that kids are
U out of control because
something In sinisterly wrong
with the human heart. Inside

BEST COPY AVAILARI

the heart can be found hatred.
lealotts-y. greed, lust . . . and
every kinduf depravity.

As far as relationships to
each other go. we've got it all
backward. We try to fix our
horizontal relationships with
family and fellow man and
think that's the answer. 'fry
getting the "vertical" lined up
first. In other words, get right
with Gcd . . .

I was once a rebel, too. I'm
now 30 end nurtied. . .

Cedar Rapids man

a think the reason kids are
B out of control possibly may
be the fact that we can't even
discipline our children
anymore.

I'm not saying that we need
to leave marks or bruises. But
children are manipulative
creatures right from the

I think that If we started
spanking again In schools . . .
and having the kids feel that
there's going to be
repercussions for their actions,
maybe they won't be so out of
control.

However, the punishment
needs to start when they are

very, very young, . . . When
there haven't been any
boundaries set when they were
young. when they get older
they certainly aren't going to
abide by any boundaries .

Cedar Rapids woman

I have a brother who is
' currently at Four Oaks He's
13. He assaulted three people In
my family, including
myself. ..

I think that parents should
punish their children at an
early age so they don't think
that they can get by with
things at a later age such as
this .

Cedar Rapids boy

What we're experiencing
N V now is moral decay In

our society. And If we don't put
a stop to it. all of our children
will be out of control...

We've laughed about It and
ignored it. We must now all
band together and put a stop to
it. Lets start with what TV and
Hollywood are promoting.

And above it ail, et's not be
afraid to get down on our
knees and play about It.

Woman

best preventiod is a parent who pays
attention."

Lundby's proposed legislation could also.
run into trouble with federal officials. Mary
Nelson of the Iowa Department of Human
Services said her agency could lox some
federal aid If status offenses, like running
away. are reinstated.

'Grasping at straws'
Judy Nish and her daughter talked to The

Gazette s month ago, Just before Kim ran
away again, Kim had lust completed her
freshman year at LinMar High School.

Kim traces her behavior problems, in
part, to the fall of 1993 when she
accidentally turned the Ignition switch of
the Dually pickup. causing It to [watt and
run over her mother.

"The night my mom came home from the
hospital l was drunk," says Kim. "I had
been at a football game. Some people who
had graduated had been I was scared lo go
home."

She began skipping school. There were
fights at home Then, she says. one of her
best Blends committed suicide. Kim ran
away several times. once for 16 days. Three
times she was referred to the St. 1.uke's
Hospital adolescent center, spending about it
month there all told.

Each stay cost $15600. Nish says.
Insurance covered most of it Eventually a
doctor diamloSed attention deficit disorder
and prescribed Ritalin. That helped.

Kim's parents divorced when she was 2.
but Kim doesn't attribute her Problems to
that. Her relationship with her stepfather
has been coal.

"I was grasping at straws for a long
time," says Judy Nish. "They say there's all
kinds of help out there. but there isn't." Stu
says youth agencies are overextended. "ant
It takes too long to get Into the system

"Ill do anything I can to help KM but
feel trustrated, like the Lane Ranger, to
make someone understand um that we need
to gat control over our kids. If we don't, it
will lust get worse."

"I don't hang out with the same people
any more," Kim says. "But I miss getting
into trouble. I had an image of being bad at
school Now my Image is being a weird
person one who has totally turned
wound.

"I know now that I have to get high
school diploma. I want to be s cap. I guess I
learned that if you run away, there wilt be
consequences. I know I have to make good
choices, but I'm paranoid about getting into
trouble."

To other kids: Think
about the victims

By Jen Knapp

6
6why's it matter? It's
my life." "Get off my
back. Its my life"

"Leave me alone. It's my life."
I've probably used these

statements a million times. Why
did it matter to anyone else if 1
lied. stole, ran away, or skipped
class? I wasn't honing anyone but
myself. It wasn't like I was out
beating people up or selling drugs.
It didn't affect anyone but me.

Sure it didn't. Just like the
Earth doesn't go around the sun
and the tides don't change. Every
move I made affected people

VIEWPOINT
both directly and Indirectly.
Sometimes I wonder who the
bigger victims were. Sometimes
I'm afraid to know.

The dlrectvictims are the
easiest to name. Eight girls who I
know that 1 stole from at school.
and probably between IS and 50
who I don't know. A friend of
mine whose car I stole to run
away. My parents, who Hied to
and stole from. A staff member at
a group home who f attacked to
steal her car. Believe it or not,
those are the easy ones to name

It's those who were affected the
most that we the hardest to name,
and face.

My parents who paced the
floors, drove the streets, and spent
all night calling ftiends shelters.
police stations, even morgues.
trying to figure out where their
daughter was

My two older sisters who helped
with the searching and tried to
keep lives of their own.

Teachers, friends and friends'
families who not only tried
everything in their power to hell,
me make things work at home, but
also sometimes put themselves at
risk to keep me off the streets.

The hardest victim for me to
recognize though, Is a lyear-old
boy named Allen. Hem my
nephew, but Am been raised as my
brother.

The first time I saw him after I
got into trouble the last time was
in a detention cell. He walked In,
wrinkled up his forehead and told
me that I was a bad girl.

What could I say? How do you

explain to him why someone who
taught him it was had to hit and
not to take things that aren't
theirs beat someone up In steal
her car? How can a Searold
understand that when Gramma
says she doesn't have the money
for something it's because an
matter how much she'd like to
have her daughter home. she has
to pay 6503 a month to keep her
500 miles away.

He can't understand, and I can't
explain H to him He doesn't
understand choices,

Neither do most people, as I've
found out. Many times people ask
me. "What can we do to help?" In
all honesty, the answer Is nothing.
You can be there for your kids,

raise them
so perfectly
that it
would make
June
Cleaver
Jealous. but
when It
comes right
down to it
11 was my
choice.
Granted, at
the time I
wasn't

Jen Knapp thinking
Vicuets hard to face about who I

was
victimizing, but deep down I
knew.

So the next time you want to
help someone, to keep them out of
this kind of situation, confront
them. Tell them what they're
doing well. and tell them what
they need to work on.

Hopefutly, someday. they'll do
the same for you. Because the
most important thing that fve
learned is that no matter how
smart. or pretty. or rich you are.
there's always someone who can
help you out, and someUmes
those are your biggest victims

It is your life. but it's also
theirs.

Jen Knapp. Is, of Palo, is one of
125 girls at Forest Ridge Youth
Services, a group faster home near
Estheroille. Before entering Forest
Ridge. she says, she was charged
with assault robbery and theft She
hopes to go home in August.
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Senator GRASSLEY. Mary Lunby, who represents Cedar Rapids in
the Iowa Senate and is one of Iowa's finest and most productive
and capable leaders, decided that she wanted to do something to
assist parents in Cedar Rapids, and that is when the controversy
started and that is why I am here this morning.

Senator Lunby drafted a bill to crack down on the runaway prob-
lem. The bill would have made it a crime to harbor runaways and
for children to be chronic runaways. This would have permitted the
authorities to hold runaway juveniles in a secure fashion as long
as necessary to help the runaway, to notify parents, and to deter-
mine the proper and best course of action for the juveniles because
we want to help these kids.

All this, of course, seems very reasonable to you, Mr. Chairman,
I am sure, but it doesn't seem so reasonable to people here in
Washington. Of course, I am a Federal legislator and it really isn't
my place to dictate to the Iowa Legislature what they ought to do
because under the Constitution, that is a police power that is right-
fully committed to State and local authorities.

The office that administers JJDPA got involved when Senator
Lunby's bill was introduced, and the authorities here in Washing-
ton warned that Iowa could potentially lose one-quarter or more of
its Federal funding should the bill be enacted by the Iowa Legisla-
ture.

Now, I was asked to assist the community of Cedar Rapids and
Senator Lunby. We attempted to solicit assistance from the OJJDP
officials here in Washington. I did not ask that Iowa be exempted
from any prohibitions. Instead, I asked that the office provide com-
ments on the Iowa bill, as drafted, to see if there was any way that
Senator Lunby's bill could be fine-tuned to maintain Iowa's fund-
ing, while at the same time trying to solve this problem that we
had exemplified by this article in the Cedar Rapids Gazette, and
at the same satisfy the requirements of JJDPA.

In fact, some advice was provided to my office, but no one at the
Office of OJJDP would actually comment on the record, and no one
at the office would promise that Iowa's funding would remain se-
cure if changes which OJJDP itself suggested were made. Now, get
this, Mr. Chairman. One person at the office even referred to the
idea of making being a chronic runaway a crime and securely de-
taining runawaysthey referred to that as a hideous thought. Mr.
Chairman, to me, that reflects a very, very real problem.

So let's look at the situation. We have a Federal bureaucracy ad-
ministering a Federal program and conditioning the receipt of Fed-
eral dollars on compliance with certain requirements, but the bu-
reaucracy was not as forthcoming and straightforward as it could
have been in terms of ensuring Iowa's compliance with the JJDPA
and Iowa's receipt of Federal funding.

It seems to me that we could not really get an answer. It seems
to me, in American Government, one thing that every citizen ought
to be entitled to is an answer, Mr. Chairman, and it seems to me
a simple problem that can be handled and that the Iowa Legisla-
ture wants to know from Federal officials how could we change the
law and make it conform to the Federal statute. That is not an im-
possible question to answer. It ought to be answered, and we ought
to sit some Iowa legislators across the table from some Federal

3
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unelected bureaucrats and get some sort of an answer to what the
Iowa Legislature could have done to be in compliance with the Fed-
eral law and still attempt to solve the problem, but there was no
way of getting that done. We did get some suggestions, but we
didn't get any assurance that once you did this, you were comply-
ing.

Now, someplace in Washington there is somebody who can read
a State-suggested piece of legislation and say, if you make these
changes in this law, you will still satisfy the Federal requirements.
I suppose that the Office of JJDPA is well-intentioned and I am
certain that it has done a lot of good over the years, but in the ex-
perience of this Senator, some reforms need to be made.

In many ways, this issue is similar to the whole issue that we
found when we had welfare reform before us last year, and maybe
again this year. It seemed like we had three options. We could con-
tinue the status quo, we could remove or lessen Federal strings, or
we would impose new and different Federal mandates. I am not
certain at this time which course of action Congress ought to take,
but I have confidence, Mr. Chairman, that under your capable lead-
ership we will strike the right balance and end up with a Federal
law which provides better and more significant assistance in deal-
ing with juvenile crime. I guess if I wanted to state a very personal
view, I have more faith in legislatures and in local law enforcement
than the present law suggests that we ought to have in them.

So in closing, Mr. Chairman, I believe that JJDPA is in need of
serious reform. Of course, Congress should assist local communities
in dealing with youth crime, but Federal assistance should not be-
come a code word for Federal control. As a followup of my experi-
ence hereand hopefully it will be helpful to your subcommittee
I am going to conduct a series of town meetings across the State
of Iowa, including Cedar Rapids. I plan to find out what the people
of Iowa want and need from the Federal Government in terms of
assistance with juvenile crime. Having listened to the people of
Iowa, I will then forward to you my suggestions, and I want to
work with you on this reform.

Thank you.
Senator THOMPSON. Thank you, Senator Grass ley. I will look for-

ward to that. I think you have put your finger on a very serious
problem. It seems that the truants of today are not like the truants
of yesteryear, in many cases. Again, we have got a system of man-
dates that covers everyone from a truant who might be a victim at
home to someone who is just a constant and chronic truant who
has no intention of doing better. As I indicated before, we will have
witnesses and have had witnesses who testified that truancy is the
best indicator that there is as far as future criminal behavior.

Senator GRASSLEY. I have a friend in Iowa who happens to have
been a former Democratic officeholder and legislator who is very
deeply involved in this problem of truancy. He says money spent
on truancy is the best investment we can have in the fight on
crime, but he likened the situation in our State, and I suppose it
is in every State, that society is more concerned about a stray dog,
and a stray dog can be picked up and put in an environment to be
helpful to that dog. We can't do that for a stray child.
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Senator THOMPSON. Well, we have had witnesses here from Colo-
rado and Wisconsin that both sought waivers for various things. It
looks to me like the States are spending a good deal of this in com-
ing up here, while committed to the principles that some of these
mandates set forth, coming here and trying to get some common
sense injected into the system.

It doesn't look like your people had as much success, maybe, as
some others. But perhaps the difficulty is with regard to the status
offender you are dealing with unlike the sight and sound separa-
tion requirement. States can do various things with sight and
sound, but there seems to be an outright prohibition against hold-
ing in an adult facility. There is a 24-hour exemption if it is an
adult facility. I think Senator Kohl's bill would raise that to 72
hours.

But, again, here we are in Washington determining that 24
hours, or that 72 hours is a proper time, regardless of whether or
not it is a first-time truant or the tenth time, and it is just a flat
rule. I am not sure how you could fine-tune anything or work any-
thing out if you just have a flatout Federal prohibition that says
you can't do this, period.

So I think that is what we have to look at, whether or not there
needs to be some additional flexibility there to deal with those
young people who maybe have not violated the criminal law yet,
but if statistics hold out, are destined to almost with a certainty.

Senator Grass ley, did you have anything else?
Senator GRASSLEY. No. I don't have anything else. Thank you

very much for your consideration.
Senator THOMPSON. Thank you.
Senator Simpson.
Senator SIMPSON. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to participate a

bit in subcommittee activities. I want to commend you for the fine
way in which you are conducting the work on this subcommittee.
I think those of us who have been on the Judiciary Committee
I look at the ranking member, Senator Biden, and Senator Grass-
ley and those of us on the subcommittee. I am very impressed at
the way in which you are doing your work here. You are presenting
the issues in a way, I think, which is very fair, and that is the key
to subcommittee work. You have to bring in the people on the other
side and let them tear you head off. [Laughter.]

I always went out and looked for the spookiest people I could find
on the other side. I would say who is the person on the other side
that just absolutely is tearing me to pieces on this and then I
would have them come.

Senator THOMPSON. But you love a fight, you see. That is the dif-
ference, that is the difference.

Senator SIMPSON. Never let a sleeping dog lie when you can go
kick it, and that gets you in a lot of trouble. I heard you speaking
of the truants of yesteryear, and that was me. [Laughter.]

They called me Alibi Al, and I realized that I could get people
to laugh with me, but then I could figure that they were laughing
at me because I was doing so many stupid things in my life. That
is when the recognition comes, and it did at a tender age after I
was on Federal probation for 2 years for shooting mailboxes.
[Laughter.]
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I see some of you have done that. I can hear laughter in theroom, but we thought is was very funny, and it wasn't anythingfunny at all when we went on Federal probation. I had a probationofficer who came to see me periodically, a wonderful man, and hewas. But, anyway, that was me then.
I wanted to drop by and welcome our Sheriff from Campbell

County, WY, Byron Oedekoven, Whom I have known and workedwith and admire. You are very good to have had that testimony.
I have a written statement and I would ask it be placed in therecord as if read in full, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMPSON. Without objection.
[The prepared statement of Senator Simpson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. ALAN K. SIMPSON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE
OF WYOMING

A couple of weeks ago we began the process of having a public discussion on theproblem of juvenile crime, and the merits and shortcomings of the Juvenile Justiceand Delinquency Prevention Act. This is a very important debate, because as everywitness emphasized in our last hearing, we are dealing with a very real and grow-ing problem in this country. At the same time, we in Congress are having to facethe realization that we simply cannot afford to continue throwing money at prob-lems willy-nilly. We must try to be thoughtful and careful stewards of the taxpayerfunds that we have been entrusted withwe need to ensure that we are gettingmeasurable, positive results.
There are currently 266 Federal programs in seven departments that serve delin-quent and at-risk young people. Funding for juvenile justice and delinquency pre-vention programs has increased from $75.3 million in 1991 to $144 million in 1995and 1996a 91-percent increase in six years. The Federal government spent $9.6billion for elementary and secondary education programs in 1995that's a $300-mil-lion increase over 1994. It included $1.3 million for a new violent crime reduction

program and $9 million for new gang resistance education and training grants, aswell as $482 million for safe and drug-free schools and $7.2 billion for education forthe disadvantaged. Yet as spending for these programs has increased, the level ofjuvenile violence in this country has also increased. Are we getting the most "bangfor our buck?"
Researchers have begun building a consensus on many of the predictors of juve-nile criminal behavior. We have studies which show that 70 percent of all juvenileoffenders come from single-parent homes. We also know that there is a strong cor-relation between a history of abuse or neglect and juvenile crime. The number ofjuvenile heroin and cocaine arrests has increased by over 700 percent in the past10 years, paralleling the rising crime rate.
We are spending an awful lot of money trying to find solutions to these problems.

Meanwhile, my own state of Wyoming has dropped out of the juvenile justice for-
mula grants program because the Federal requirements were forcing the state to ad-dress problems that do not exist there, at a cost far greater than any benefitsmon-etary or in the form of reduced crimethey were receiving.

It seems that most federal assistance for juvenile crime treatment and preventioncomes with a price tag. With many of these programs, we are telling the states, "weknow best how to solve your problems, and if you want this money you have to doit our way."
Yet two weeks ago we heard some tremendous stories of men and women who areout there in the trenches, putting their concern and initiative and community re-sources to work doing things that are proving to be highly successful in getting kidsoff the streets and out of trouble. It seems clear to me that there are people outthere who are way ahead of us here in Washington in creating solutions that work.Clearly, we need to find an effective way to deal with the alarming problem ofjuvenile crime. But we also need to provide some flexibility to the states to imple-ment both "Tried and True" and innovative solutions that best fit their own situa-tions. I really don't think we can honestly say that the Federal government caresmore about our young people, or has better solutions to juvenile delinquency andviolence, than the people "On the Ground" who are affected every day by these prob-lems.
In Wyoming, unlike some other areas of the United States, juvenile and adultcrime rates have been growing at similar rates during the past 5 years. Our problem
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is a dramatic increase in drug-related arrests among all age groups. But we don't
have much gang activity in Wyoming, either. So the programs we implement will
probably differ in some ways from those in other states. Rural states like ours need
the flexibilitywithin a general frameworkto design solutions to the unique prob-
lems that we face. But we all must certainly work together to reverse the frighten-
ing trends we see among our young people.

The "Juvenile Justice" part of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act has accomplished its intended objective of protecting juveniles who come into
contact with the law enforcement system. Every state in the country has incor-
porated necessary protections into its juvenile justice procedures. Its time we shifted
our focus to the "Delinquency Prevention" aspects of the JJDPAbefore the rising
tide of juvenile crime threatens to engulf us.

Senator SIMPSON. I will just say that flexibilityyou keep using
the word; you used it two or three times in the brief time I have
been in the Chamber. That is what it is about, and our Governor,
as you know, finally just withdrew from participation here because
we couldn't keep up with the issue. We are going to get a few hun-
dred thousand dollars, and then to set up these facilities in a rural
State like Wyomingand you heard from the sheriff how different
that is, and the drug issues that are paramount now, and usage
not only with adults and the young people, but our sparse popu-
lation.

Some communities don't even have a detention facility. If you
started to talk to them about separation and this and that, they
would say, separation; we don't even have a place to start separat-
ing. It just can't be that we continue to do these things, so I hope
we will get some flexibility and allow the States to set these pro-
grams up. No one is interested in seeing that this goes
unaddressed, and with what you are doing and the witnesses you
have, you will not leave it unaddressed.

I agree with you totally on the difference between the youth
criminal today and the youth criminal of my day. I mean, when you
have people that just blow people away and never even have a
shred of remorse and then they go to counseling, or whatever, and
they just sit there and say, I did thatyou know, no feeling, no
guilt, no anguish; just, you know, do it.

Anyway, that is something that you are probing and it is a seri-
ous issue because it is very different than anything that confronted
the country even 10 years ago. So, again, I appreciate what you are
doing and will always try to assist in your work whenever I can
and admire you greatly.

Senator THOMPSON. Thank you, Senator Simpson, very much.
We will call our last panel now: Ms. Camille Anthony, Mr. Jerry

Regier, Ms. Patricia West, and Mr. Robert Schwartz.
Ms. Anthony, do you have a statement for us?
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PANEL CONSISTING OF S. CAMILLE ANTHONY, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, UTAH COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL AND JUVENILE
JUSTICE, SALT LAKE CITY, UT; JERRY REGIER, DIRECTOR,
OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE, OKLA-
HOMA CITY, OK; PATRICIA WEST, DIRECTOR, VIRGINIA DE-
PARTMENT OF YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES, RICHMOND,
VA, ACCOMPANIED BY MARION KELLY, VIRGINIA DEPART-
MENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES; AND ROBERT G.
SCHWARTZ, CHAIRMAN, JUVENILE JUSTICE COMMITTEE,
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, PHILADELPHIA, PA

STATEMENT OF S. CAMILLE ANTHONY
Ms. ANTHONY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppor-

tunity to be here on behalf of Gov. Michael Leavitt, the Utah Com-
mission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice, and the citizens of Utah
to discuss this very important issue, the reauthorization of future
funding of the JJDP Act.

State and local leaders throughout the country are questioning
whether or not it is sound fiscal and public policy to continue to
comply with the costly mandates of the 21-year-old justice act for
the return of relatively few Federal dollars. Utah's leaders are
among those asking. The 1990's have found citizens, mayors, Gov-
ernors, congressional leaders, and political candidates demanding
that government be reinvented, that States recapture equal footing
in the sharing of power with the Federal Government, and that
government be returned to the people in their towns and neighbor-
hoods where it will work.

Our discussion today is part of that bigger philosophical debate.
What are the proper roles of Federal, State, and local government,
and in this case who is in the best position to make decisions about
juvenile crime, its treatment and its punishment?

Mr. Chairman, Utah's juvenile justice system has improved sig-
nificantly over the last 21 years that this act has been in place.
Many consider Utah's system to be a model. Still, Utah, like other
States, continues to battle overcrowded facilities, large caseloads
for judges and caseworkers, and a seemingly endless train of trou-
bled clients. Reauthorization of the JJDP Act in some form will not
only continue to help Utah as it struggles with these challenges,
but allow us to improve the way we respond to delinquent youth
and hold them accountableand I stress the word "accountable"
for their actions.

As I reviewed the act in preparation for this meeting, it occurred
to me that I was 9 years old when it went into effect. At age 9,
I had no idea that children were serving time in adult jails or that
they could be locked up for running away from a dysfunctional or
an abusive family. What I knew at 9 was that bad guys got sent
to jail for hurting people or stealing things.

Now, 21 years later, I am grateful that the practice of locking up
the status offender, the nonoffender, the abused and neglected chil-
dren, has virtually disappeared in our State. The criminal delin-
quent offenderit seems to me there is an appropriate role for
some jail intervention for those offenders.

To deal directly with the four mandates, Utah and its growing
population has virtually eliminated placing runaway and
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ungovernables in adult jails. In 1993, Utah had only 28 instances
of noncompliance, and that represents a 68-percent decrease since
1989. Approximately 70 percent of those that were placed in jail in-
volved out-of-State runaway youth where there were not clear
records of what the status of those youth was.

Sight and sound separation has been much discussed today. I
won't spend a lot of time on it. Utah State law requires that law
enforcement facilities securely detain, and must obtain prior certifi-
cation through the Division of Youth Corrections to house juveniles.
The law also states that the Division of Youth Corrections will de-
velop standards by which to certify the facilities, and the standards
do include sight and sound separation.

In removing juveniles from jails, State statute indicates that law
enforcement facilities may only detain, and I quote, "children who
are alleged to have committed an act that would be a criminal of-
fense if committed by an adult," thereby specifically prohibiting the
secure detainment of status offenders and nonoffenders in these fa-
cilities.

Jail certification, sight and sound separation, and hourly require-
ments are enforced in the limited circumstances where juveniles
are confined in adult jails. Willful failure to comply with the State
statute is a class B misdemeanor. Again, the State has acted in
what I believe is an appropriate manner in placing the law in their
State code.

Mr. Chairman, sheriffs in Utah don't want to return back to the
way things were in the 1970's. They want juvenile jail housing to
be the exception, not the rule. Frankly, the sheriffs that I spoke
with aren't real anxious to have juveniles in their facilities. They
are a tough population. They are sometimes an impossible manage-
ment problem. As has been referred to previously, they have no re-
gard for themselves or anyone else, and that contributes signifi-
cantly to jail personnel safety and the safety of, frankly, some of
the adult inmates that may be housed with them if they were not
separated under the law.

Like many States, Utah has recognized that there is a necessity
to lock up serious youth offenders in the adult system. We do have
the possibility of certifying or placing a juvenile in an adult facility
after trial as they have been certified as an adult. We have been
cautious in that use. Utah has waived 58 offenders to the adult
system in 1994. That was a significant increase as to the past
years where there were approximately 13 to 15 to prior years. That
is one-tenth the national waiver rate.

There should not be a widening of the net by the Federal Govern-
ment mandating to States which offenses should be waived, nor
should there be any attempt by the Federal Government to identify
an age at which waiver should occur. Those policy determinations
are properly left with State legislatures.

Because Utah has been in compliance with the original mandates
for over 10 years, our funding has been used primarily to fund al-
ternatives to confinement and other innovative programs. As a re-
sult, JJDP funds have, in fact, been block grants for Utah and that
has worked very well. Senator Biden asked earlier about whether
the 75-percent requirement that 75 percent of the funds be used for
nonsecure detainment was a problem for Utah.
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Philosophically, I think that the States should be in the best po-
sition to determine where those funds should be spent. If they have
a secure detention problem, JJDP funds should be available for
use. For the State of Utah, this has not been a problem. Frankly,
the sum that we receive is so minimal that it can't begin to address
the expensive construction and operation costs of detention facili-
ties. So we have always put, I would say, 99 percent of the JJDP
funds to innovative alternatives to incarceration programs.

Disproportionate minority confinement is the latest mandate to
come with the JJDP Act and it has resulted in discussions and
studies regarding overrepresentation of minorities in the system. I
hate to say it, but I believe that little has been accomplished in the
way of solution to this issue. Most likely, the reason for lack of an-
swers is that the mandate is inappropriately placed on juvenile jus-
tice systems.

Utah's juvenile justice specialist has compared the minority over-
representation phenomenon to the polio epidemic of the late 1940's
by stating placing a minority juvenile in a youth corrections pro-
gram for a delinquent act and requiring caseworkers to fix the fact
that he or she is there is similar to blaming the doctors and nurses
who treated polio victims at hospitals for the children's contacting
the disease in the first place. It simply makes no sense to burden
the juvenile system with the responsibility of solving a much great-
er societal problem.

The fact is government cannot and will not solve this issue alone.
It is incumbent upon families, churches, schools, communities, and
government, in partnership, to promote fair and equitable treat-
ment of all individuals. This problem, while important, should not
remain a mandate because States cannot comply with it in its
present form. Funding would simply be held hostage while juvenile
justice systems maintain a feeble effort to solve a much bigger soci-
etal problem. I have suggested language that may be appropriate
in my written statement that has been submitted into the record
that may be considered as an alternative to the current language.

In addition to the four enumerated mandates, the JJDP Act con-
tains requirements not generally recognized as mandates, but are
likewise burdensome on States. One example of this would involve
the State advisory group composition in section 223(a)(3) of the act.
There is very little current investment in the current JJDP board
in the State of Utah. That doesn't mean they don't work hard and
they don't do their job well. It has not been placed as a State board
and commission in State statute. It still exists under a 1983 execu-
tive order from Gov. Scott Matheson.

The Utah Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice is the
Governor's designated agency to receive and disseminate Federal
funds. It would make sense that .that commission, together with
the Governor's appointment authority, would be the entity to deter-
mine the makeup of a board to receive the Federal funds and to
monitor the grants and determine who they go to. Yet, the JJDP
Act is very specific and lists exactly the makeup, down to the num-
ber of people that should serve on that board.

If Congress is not willing to review that area of flexibility and
allow States to determine the appropriate mechanism by which
these funds should be distributed and the board that makes that
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decision, Congress should review and streamline the makeup of the
advisory group. For example, subsections (iv) and (v) are difficult
to comply with because they require that at least one-fifth of the
members be under age 24 at the time of appointment and at least
three members be appointed who have been or are currently under
the jurisdiction of the juvenile justice system.

It looks good on paper to involve the young people in the deci-
sionmaking process, but it has not been practical either from this
Federal act or, we have found, in State boards and commissions as
well. We have difficulty meeting this requirement because of the
youth member's school requirements, lack of transportation, inabil-
ity to meet during business hours or for the length of time nec-
essary to conduct the business of the JJDP board.

Mr. Chairman, the proper role of the Federal Government in ju-
venile justice is to provide leadership, to coordinate programs, to
serve as an information resource to States, and to provide technical
assistance. If the JJDP Act is reauthorized, prevention should be
emphasized and the Federal office should concentrate on assisting
States with the development of effective prevention programs. They
should play their strengths. JJDP has been very effective at im-
pacting that front-end offender, the status offender. I think all of
us would agree that that has been a successful area of concentra-
tion. They have been less successful in dealing with the violent of-
fender.

Congress allocates grant moneys for States. The requirements to
qualify should be as least restrictive on States as possible. Block
grants tend to promote that flexibility. Finally, State and local gov-
ernments are in the best position to respond directly to the needs
of their citizens. In doing so, they must accurately define problems
and issues and formulate responsible solutions and policies. Utah's
commitment to maintaining a healthy juvenile justice system has
been clear and unmistakable. We are constantly working to refine
our system's strengths and resolve its weaknesses.

The JJDP Act has been a valuable resource in Utah in the past.
In the future, the act should maximize flexibility to the State's abil-
ity to individualize juvenile treatment and punishment. One size
does not fit all. To the extent the act fosters an equal partnership
in the future, Utah will be receptive and will continue to partici-
pate in this partnership with the Federal Government.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to speak.
Senator THOMPSON. Thank you very much, Ms. Anthony.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Anthony follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF S. CAMILLE ANTHONY

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I appreciate the op-
portunity to be here today representing Governor Michael 0. Leavitt, the Utah
Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice (UCCJJ) and the citizens of Utah.
Thank you in advance for the chance to express our views regarding the reauthor-
ization and future funding of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 (JJDP Act).

State leaders throughout the country are questioning whether it is sound fiscal
and public policy to continue to comply with the costly mandates of a 21-year-old
juvenile justice act for a return of relatively few federal dollars. Utah's leaders are
among those asking. The 1990's have found citizens, mayors, governors, congres-
sional leaders and political candidates demanding that government be reinvented,
that states recapture equal footing in the sharing of power with the federal govern-
ment and that government be returned to the people in their towns and neighbor-
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hoods where it will work. Our discussion today is part of that bigger philosophical
debate: What are the proper roles of federal, state and local government in address-
ing juvenile crime?

Senators, Utah's justice system has improved significantly over the past 21 years.
Many consider it a model system today. Any success we have enjoyed is the result
of an effective federal, state and local partnership. Utah's commitment to raising
happy, healthy children has been enhanced by JJDP funding, leadership, training
and technical assistance. Still, Utah like other states, continues to battle over-
crowded facilities, large caseloads for judges and caseworkers and a seemingly end-
less stream of troubled clients. Reauthorization of the JJDP Act, in some form, will
not only help Utah as it struggles with these challenges, but will allow us to con-
tinue to improve the way we respond to delinquent youth and hold them account-
able for their actions.

As I reviewed the JJDP Act in preparation for this hearing and spoke with sev-
eral individuals who were instrumental in its creation, it dawned on me that I was
nine years old when it was enacted. At age nine, I had no idea that children were
serving time in adult jails or that they could be locked up for running from a dys-
functional family. Twenty-one years later, I am grateful these practices have vir-
tually disappeared in our state. The original mandates in the JJDP Act deserve
credit for many of those changes. Utah initially had reservations about joining the
Act and being subject to its mandates. After much discussion, state leaders deter-
mined that it was in the state's best interest to forfeit some power in order to bene-
fit from the new, national policy and the funding that accompanied it. That decision
has served us well. The original mandates have become part of the fabric of Utah's
juvenile justice system with very few exceptions.

DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION OF STATUS OFFENDERS (DSO)

In the 1970's, Utah's growing population and overcrowded facilities handled a dis-
proportionate number of status offenders. Since the inception of the DSO mandate,
we have steadfastly encouraged and added resources to handle this difficult social
problem. Runaways, ungovernables, youth with mental health problems and many
dependant youth have been better served in the social work community than in the
corrections community. In 1993, Utah had only 28 instances of DSO noncompliance.
That represents a 68% decrease since 1989. Approximately 70% of the 1993 DSO
noncompliant incidents involved out-of-state runaway youth. Statewide detention
admission guidelines have also increased Utah's compliance with the DSO mandate.
In-state and Utah resident youth accused of committing noncriminal offenses may
not be admitted to detention according to the guidelines.

SIGHT AND SOUND SEPARATION

Utah state law requires that law enforcement facilities that securely detain youth
must obtain prior certification from the State Division of Youth Corrections (DYC).
The law also states that DYC will develop standards by which to certify these facili-
ties. The standards include provisions for sight and sound separation.

REMOVAL OF JUVENILES FROM JAILS

DYC receives a modest $53,000 annually from JJDP funds to monitor compliance
and to assist in our jail removal efforts. DYC also obtained a JJDP grant to provide
financial assistance to law enforcement agencies when it is necessary to bring in an
off-duty officer to transport a youth to a youth service center, a juvenile detention
center, or a shelter care facility in order to avoid detainment in a law enforcement
facility. In 1993, only 17 jail removal violations occurred. This represents an 81%
decrease in violations since 1988. Additionally, state statute indicates the law en-
forcement facilities may only detain "children who are alleged to have committed
an act which would be a criminal offense if committed by an adult," thereby specifi-
cally prohibiting the secure detainment of status offenders and nonoffenders in
these facilities. Certification, sight and sound separation and hourly requirements
are enforced in the limited circumstances where juveniles are confined in adult jails.
Willful failure to comply with any portion of the state's jail removal statute is a
class B misdemeanor. It should be noted that as I report this information, DYC staff
of ours are meeting with law enforcement and community members to plan for the
annual onslaught of youth who migrate to the warmer climate of Southern Utah for
spring break where there is great water, great scenery and miles of roads between
jails. The use of JJDP funds has allowed this annual consolidated effort to place of-
fending youth in temporary juvenile holding facilities instead of adult jails while
awaiting parent or court involvement.

BEST COPY AVA8_ABLF
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SERIOUS YOUTH OFFENDERS

Utah has accomplished jail removal while recognizing that some juveniles are
dangerous and require a lock up. Nationwide, there is a call for a greater 'waiver'
of juveniles into adult systems. Utah has done its share of orchestrating what we
believe to be both the consensus and common-sense approach to this. We do have
the possibility of treating juveniles as adults under the Serious Youth Offender and
Certification statutes in our state. However, we have been cautious and prudent in
its use. In 1994, Utah waived 58 juvenile offenders to the adult system which was
one-tenth the average national rate of waiver. There should not be a widening of
the net by the federal government mandating to states which offenses should be
waived nor should there by any attempt by the federal government to identify an
age at which waivers should occur. These policy determinations are properly left
with state legislatures.

Because Utah has been in compliance with the original mandates for over ten
years, our funding has been primarily to fund alternatives to confinement and other
innovative programs. As a result, the JJDP funds have, in effect, been block grants
for Utah. This has worked well for us. Congress appears to be moving to block
grants in other areas of government as a result of the role debate that it going on.
Utah would support the reauthorization of the Act using formula based block grant-
ing. It is important to note that the vast majority of state and local government pro-
grams funded by the JJDP Act have been adopted by the state legislature, county
commissions and city councils once federal funding has expired. Private programs
have not been as successful in acquiring continuation funding.

DISPROPORTIONATE MINORITY CONFINEMENT (DMC)

The latest mandate within the JJDP Act has resulted in discussions and studies
regarding overrepresentation of minorities in the system, but little has been accom-
plished in the way of solutions. The most likely reason for the lack of answers is
that the mandate is inappropriately placed on juvenile justice systems. Utah's Juve-
nile Justice Specialist, Willard Malmstrom, has compared the minority overrepre-
sentation phenomenon to the polio epidemic in the late 1940's. Placing a minority
juvenile in a youth corrections program for a delinquent act and requiring the case-
workers to "fix" the fact that he or she is there is similar to blaming the doctors
and nurses who treated polio victims at the hospitals for the children's contracting
the disease. It simply makes no sense to burden the juvenile justice system with
the responsibility of solving a much greater societal problem. The fact is, govern-
ment cannot and will not solve this issue alone. It is incumbent upon families,
churches, schools, communities and government to promote fair and equitable treat-
ment of all individuals. This problem, while important, should not remain a man-
date because states cannot comply with it in its present form. Funding would simply
be held hostage while juvenile justice systems maintain a feeble effort to solve a
much bigger societal problem. The following (or similar) language should be consid-
ered in place of the mandate as one of the purposes of the Act: "to provide for fair
and equitable treatment of all offenders to assure that minority and ethnic youths
are not placed at greater risk of being overrespresented by the practices and policies
of the various components of the juvenile system." While no state has solved the
DMC issue, awareness has increased and justice systems are trying to respond. In
Utah, for example, the West Valley City Police Department is offering Spanish lan-
guage classes to its officers so they can more adequately communicate with their
Spanish speaking constituents.

In addition to the four enumerated mandates, the JJDP Act contains require-
ments not generally recognized as mandates but burdensome on states. One exam-
ple involves the state advisory group composition in Section 223(a)(3) of the Act. In
1983 Governor Scott Matheson created the Utah Board of Juvenile Justice in re-
sponse to this mandate. The executive order has not been renewed by any Governor
nor has the Board been created in state statute since that time. In other words,
there is very little current investment by state policy makers in this board. In this
time of reengineering and streamlining government, the federal requirement that
states maintain a distinct, large committee to determine and monitor grant awards
seems counterproductive and duplicative. The Utah Commission on Criminal and
Juvenile Justice is the Governor's designated agency to receive federal grant funds.
It only makes sense that UCCJJ should be the entity to determine the make-up of
the state advisory group and the method of grant review. In the event the federal
government is unwilling to give states more flexibility in creating the advisory
group, Congress should, at a minimum, review and streamline the makeup of the
advisory group. Subsections (iv) and (v) are difficult to comply with because they
require that at least one-fifth of the members be under the age of 24 at the time
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of appointment and at least three members be appointed who have been or are cur-
rently under the jurisdiction of the juvenile justice system. It looks good on paper
to involve young people in the decision making process; it has not been practical.
Utah has had difficulty meeting this requirement because of the youth members'
school requirements, lack of transportation, inability to meet during business hours
or for the length of time necessary to conduct business.

The proper role of federal government in juvenile justice is to provide leadership,
coordinate programs, serve as an information resource to states and provide tech-
nical assistance. If the JJDP Act is reauthorized, prevention should be emphasized
and the federal office should concentrate on assisting states with the development
of effective prevention programs. If Congress allocates grant monies for states, the
requirements to qualify should be as least restrictive on states as possible. Block
grants tend to promote that flexibility.

State and local governments are in the best position to respond directly to the
needs of their citizens. In doing so, they must accurately define problems and issues
and formulate responsible solutions and policies. Utah's commitment to maintaining
a healthy juvenile justice system has been clear and unmistakable. We are con-
stantly working to refine our system's strengths and resolve its weaknesses. The
JJDP Act has been a valuable resource to Utah in the past and to the extent if fos-
ters an equal partnership in the future, Utah will continue to participate.

Senator THOMPSON. Mr. Regier.

STATEMENT OF JERRY REGIER
Mr. REGIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate also the

opportunity to appear before the subcommittee. As others have
talked about what has changed in the world of juvenile justice
since 1974, I am not going to take some time with that and I have
put some of that in my testimony. Specifically, over the last 10
years, Oklahoma has seen an increase of 62 percent in serious vio-
lent crimes, so we are experiencing the same thing that other
States are doing.

We believe that it is time to put, as I would say, new wine in
new wine skins and build new approaches, new structures, to han-
dle the challenge of this new environment because, as others have
said, we believe also that problems are solved best by those closest
to the problem and that they need to be tailored to communities.

When I arrived in the State of Oklahoma about a year ago, my
home State, going back, I arrived there and the system was totally
clogged up. We traveled around to about 30 communities talking to
judges, law enforcement, community leaders, and the system was
not responding at all and there were several reasons for that. I
think two of them were that a couple of natural laws had taken
over.

One was the domino effect. We have kids that are in our secure
institutions that basically are averaging about seven felony convic-
tions because they are put into secure confinement. We have longer
lengths of stays in secure because of higher numbers of sex offend-
ers, and so each of these things begins to impact the next. That
causes placement backup of serious offenders.

So as I traveled around the State, I was running into kids that
were in detention designed to hold kids 30 to 60 days and they
were there for 300 days, 500 days, 600 days, without treatment, be-
cause of what had happened on the other end. On the other end,
what had happened was Oklahoma was in a situation where a Fed-
eral lawsuit had been filed in 1978 for some very serious abuses
that were taking place within the system, and it was correct to be
filed at the time.
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That lawsuit led to capping of secure beds, and so the State of
Oklahoma went from 1,100 secure beds in the space of just a few
years down to a federally capped 227 secure beds. We have a State
that last year had 12,500 arrests for serious juvenile crime, and so
you can see what has taken place. The domino effect has come back
so that there is no room for the lesser offender, and mandates basi-
cally have hampered and restricted the ability to respond to the
status offenders and the first-time offenders. We cannot sanction
them effectively. Law enforcement has no time to handle it, and
several people have already talked about that. Sight and sound jail
removal precludes action.

So I believe what has happened in our State, then, is that this
has led to what I call in my testimony an economic principle called
the law of diminishing returns. This is a natural law, I think, that
states that a solution applied to a problem works to the point that
the problem adapts or changes in such a way as to make the origi-
nal solution inoperable or ineffective. That is essentially what I
think has happened to existing OJJDP mandates.

When this Federal lawsuit was brought into effectand, again,
it revealed some monstrous abuses within the systemit must be
pointed out that the State of Oklahoma at the time was moving its
own resources toward a community-based system, but what hap-
pened was a combination of the Federal mandates and the Federal
lawsuit forced the State to go to a decentralized community-based
system much more quickly than planned and too fast for the appro-
priate development of community-based services. What happened
was it tilted to one side and the whole system kind of titled. Secure
beds became capped and what I have referred to as the domino ef-
fect took over.

Communities must have alternatives, and other people have
talked about this. Police officers have become babysitters for juve-
niles because they have no place to take the juvenile upon arrest.
They are tied up for the 6-hour Federal-mandated time. What do
they do after that, or if they have the 24 hours for the exception,
which we do not have in our State?

Judges also have told across the State they needed the ability to
do something to a kid on probation when they don't follow the
rules. What happens, judges say, is that a 16- or 17-year-old walks
out of the courtroom, crumples up the orders that they have just
given them, throws them on the ground and walks out, knowing
that there is no alternative to sanction these youth or to order
them to community service or to even hold them in contempt.

Many of our communities, as a result, have started using munici-
pal detention because they have got to have a place to take the kid,
and we are working with these communities to try to come up with
alternatives, intervention centers. We do have a very good system,
41 youth service agencies across the State that have been respon-
sive to the status offenders and first-time offenders, but we con-
tinue to not have the space to really adequately take care of those
at the front end of the system. As we all know, unless we are able
to provide consequences to those on the first part of the system,
those are the same kids that are going to end up in the rest of the
system later on.
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I planned to say some things about sight and sound separation,
but I think that that has been talked about already. Again, we
agree in principle with the sight and sound mandate, but what has
happened is that it has caused the State to spend millions of dol-
lars on separate juvenile facilities. In fact, right now we are in a
major construction effort building six-bed detention centers, which
are not the best in terms of economy of scale, around the State.

Again, the law of diminishing returns has taken over because we
have judges who are waiving property offenders to the adult sys-
tem because there is no detention space and no secure beds avail-
able. As I said, we are trying to correct that at this time.

I think that we should move beyond the mandates and build a
system that is seamless, build a system that has a true continuum
of consequences and care. I have listed several things that I would
encourage the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion to concentrate on as their mandate for their future. It basically
is to build a wall of preventionand I have stated some things that
we are doing in the State of Oklahomabuild a reservoir of best
practices.

Governor Frank Keating has just put out a document, "A Gov-
ernment as Good as Our People," where he specifically talks about
this idea of creating best practices, and I think that that is a role
that the Federal Government can play and has played.

Build capacity through technical assistance and information-
sharing, and this is something I think OJJDP has performed well
in the past, and build integrated information database systems. In
the State of Oklahoma, we have a juvenile online tracking system
we call JOLTS which is on the desk of all judges, prosecutors, juve-
nile service workers, and this has been a public-private partnership
that has been very, very well received. I think that Federal leader-
ship and Federal involvement to see that kind of thing go forward
would be helpful.

In closing, just let me summarize by saying there is no more
compassion or concern in the District of Columbia than in Okla-
homa City. Oklahoma City, as you know, demonstrated their caring
and compassion during the tragedy of the Oklahoma City bombing.
It is today indelibly imprinted on all of our minds, an unfortunate
tragedy that Oklahomans have responded to with grace, determina-
tion, resolve, and compassion. We also were the recipients of love,
concern, and compassion from the people of America and the world,
and we again say a grateful thank you for that.

But these same qualities, this resolve, this compassion, our peo-
ple are going to apply and are applying to the issue of juvenile vio-
lence. We love our kids. We want to show them compassion and
love, but we also want to show them accountable tough love and
that is the kind of system that we are trying to build. We feel
strongly that we don't need mandates to do the right thing. In fact,
the legislature has recently enacted some laws to get around the
mandates. They have created a third tier called youthful offender,
and primarily it is for that purpose. It has actually passed the leg-
islature, but if we move forward with that, we are going to see an
increasing number of youth go into the adult system rather than
being helped in the system as it is now.
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We implore you to allow the creativity of States and communities
to be unleashed, and we believe that in our State we are going to
see, particularly in the faith community in which we are having
some initiatives, a tremendous response.

Last, replace strings with light bulbs. We think that rather than
even loosening the strings, the light bulbs in terms of forging a new
partnership based on mutual respect and trustJefferson said if
we provide the light, people will find their own way, and that is
what we think we can do. Together, we can solve the problem and
prepare for the coming onslaught or, better still, hopefully prevent
it.

Thank you very much.
Senator THOMPSON. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Regier follows:]
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In 1984, Mr. Regier established the Family Research Council in Washington D.C., a private nonpartisan
public policy research and educational organization over which be presided as President & CEO ford years.

In 1988, Mr. Regier was appointed by the President of the United States to the National Commission on
Children. The Commission was chaired by Senator Jay Rockefeller and presented its Report. Beyond Rhetoric:An
Agenda for Childre_n, four years later to the President.

Mr. Regier is a nationally recognized speaker on youth & family issues, and is also a frequent speaker on
issues related to the criminal justice system and the juvenile justice system. Topics range from prevention of crime
and delinquency, and the strengthening of the family, to community policing and intermediate sanctions. He has been
contributing author and editor of a number of books including Values and Public Policy (1988), Parents and Children
(1987), The Changing_Facally (198d), and Buildingjog Family Strengths (1983).

Jerry and his wife, Sharyn, have four children and lived in McLean, Virginia for over 20 years before
moving to Oklahoma City, Oklahoma in July. They have been active in community and church activities including
serving as the PTA President of McLean High School.
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I am honored by your invitation to appear before you today to consider the future role if any
of federal mandates related to Youth Violence.

As brief background to my involvement in these issues, I have worked with young people
and families in a variety of roles over the past 30 years. As a staff worker with an
International Christian organization for 13 years I saw the impact of spiritual rebirth and
spiritual values on the personal lives of young people and upon their future productive roles
in society.

Over the past 15 years I have been involved in public policy development and administration
including heading OJJDP for a period of time. Presently, I am the Director of the
Department of Juvenile Justice for the State of Oklahoma, and the Deputy Director of the
Office of Juvenile Affairs in which the Department resides.

As you know, the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act was enacted in 1974, and
amended several times since then. Much has changed in the world of juvenile justice since
1974, but the major mandates of the Act have remained virtually unchanged for the past 22
years.

Over the years, the mandates have provided some positive goals to attain as well as direction
and standards for the Nation. Unfortunately, when goals and directions are set, sometimes
they are not revisited or reviewed in a timely manner and interpretations and regulations
begin to strangle original intent. Therefore, there has developed a lack of clarity as to how
these mandates match up with the type of youth we see in the system today.

It's_a new environment of juveniles that we deal with all across America.

-Serious violent juvenile crime is skyrocketing.

During the past 20 years the State of Oklahoma has experienced a steady
increase in violent crime committed by Juveniles. This increase has been
primarily in part 1 crime or serous crimes against persons. Specifically, over
the past ten years, Oklahoma has a steep increase of 62% in serious violent
juvenile crimes. Oklahoma is in the third quartile in juvenile violent crime
rates according to "Juvenile Offenders and Victims: A Focus on Violence"
( OJJDP, 1995).
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-Juveniles themselves have changed and are different.

The type of juvenile in our custody has also changed. They have no moral
compass and are totally void of values, they show no remorse, and they have
little desire to participate in treatment or educational services.

Rita Kramer, author of the book At a Tender Age: Violent Youth and
Juvenile Justice recently wrote in a Wall Street Journal editorial (2/27/96) that
the social programs of the 1960's set in motion a "terrible symbiosis of
pathologies" which have led to the immature, irresponsible children without
fathers or strong male authority figures who now show up regularly in our
juvenile justice system. She writes "What those children learn in the gang
culture is violence as a way of life..."

"The juvenile justice system designed in the early 1960's to cope with
wayward youth who stole hubcaps and picked pockets, is as unable to contend
with the remorseless young armed robbers and killers of California today as it
was unable to curb the less threatening juvenile offender of New York in the
1980's."

The type of juvenile that we have in our Oklahoma residential programs is also
much different then what we had in these programs designed in the early 70's.
These group homes were structured as homelike as possible trying to promote
family atmosphere, assuring that the youth were in a safe environment in a
place where they could receive treatment services and educational services.
But, today a tougher more hardened youth is placed in these facilities and it is
not uncommon for staff to be attacked creating unsafe conditions.

In addition to the more aggressive, physically-violent youth towards staff, we
also are receiving youth who are sexually and emotionally disturbed from long
time childhood history of physical and sexual abuse to them personally.

Overall, it is very obvious to those of us in the business that the type of
juvenile we have in our system today is completely different than those we had
in the mid-70's. Todays youth have to be dealt with in an entirely different
manner than the approaches used through the 70's and the 80's.
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to meet the challenge of this new environment.

New approaches, creativity, and community involvement is a must in the juvenile
justice system in the 1990's. It is time that we hold youth accountable from the early
signs of delinquent behavior throughout their entire adolescent period within the
juvenile justice system. The youth of today must realize that when they violate the
law that there will be a consequence to that violation. That consequence will be swift
and it will be certain.

-Problems are best solved by those closest to the problem

Communities and municipalities are tired of all the bureaucratic nonsense. They want
to have the freedom to hold their youth accountable and let them know they won't
tolerate unrestrained violence; and if delinquent behavior continues to occur with
youth after community projects and restitution programs are completed, then a further
consequence to a local Sanction-type program must occur so that there is even greater
consequence than the previous consequence that they have ignored.

-Solutions must be tailored to local conditions

As I have traveled to over 30 communities in Oklahoma since arriving at the
Department last May, one of the primary messages we have delivered is that we do
not want to build a one-size-fits-all system. We want to restructure the Oklahoma
system to be responsive and flexible to local desires & needs. Local leaders have
responded very positively to this approach because new approaches are going to have
to include local communities. They are the people that can best tailor solutions to
their local conditions.

The community of El Reno has begun a community service program to clean up and
paint houses for elderly - handicapped or other unfortunate individuals within their
community, and to maintaining parks so that youth have a place to have positive
activity within their community that does not foster negative behaviors. These youth
who violate the law should be able to participate in community projects that benefit
their local communities and neighborhoods...and be seen by their neighbors as
receiving the consequences of their actions.

Its time to cut the strings from the federal government to the States.

I will attempt to show in my remaining testimony why I believe that it is time to take
a different approach to solving the rise in Juvenile Violence throughout our
country....an approach that frees up communities and states to creatively solve their
problems.
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There are certainly positives that have taken place for the Juvenile Justice System through
existing mandates. However, the bottom line is to ask whether resources which are tied to
implementing the mandates set up by the federal government are solving the problem which
the mandates are intended to address? I believe that mandates are not the preferred approach
for the following reasons:

Mandates tend to only address one side of a problem

-it's always "don't do something"

-and then "come up with a solution"

-Question: Are resources getting to the real solutions?

Mandates restrict funding

-spend the money the Federal way

-however each State is different & unique

-Question: Are resources getting to where the problem actually is?

Mandates inhibit creativity & innovation

-programs follow the money

-Question: Are resources encouraging innovation?

Mandates are costly a implement and enforce

-Price to pay for the money may cost more than the benefit
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There is an economic principle called the Law of Diminishing Returns. This natural law
states that a solution applied to a problem works to the point that the problem adapts or
changes in such a way as to make the original solution inoperable or ineffective. Senator
John Ashcroft during an earlier term in Congress in 1980 expressed it another way by
describing current law [and mandates] as "a cure worse than the disease." This is essentially
what has happened to existing 0.11DP mandates.

1) Deinstitutionalization of Status Offenders

o States have completed the job.

The National Academy of Sciences conducted a comprehensive study of the
federal DSO effort during the period of 1979 - 1982 to assess the results and
one of their five conclusions was, "the placement of status offenders in secure
public facilities has been virtually eliminated..." ("Deinstitutionlization of
status offenders In Perspective" Pepperdine Law Review, Nov. 2, 1991,
Robert Sweet).

O Community based is most cost effective for treatment of juveniles

Many states have gone the next step and created community based services for
status offenders and for early delinquents. They have also created community-
based programs for adjudicated juveniles in the custody of the state. They are
program effective as well as cost-effective.

O The Oklahoma experience

The State of Oklahoma in 1972 had approximately 1100 beds for youth in

secure institutional care. In 1975, a system was implemented (by what was
then referred to as Court-Related and Community Services and now referred to
as the Juvenile Services Un:.) to provide court intake and court probation and
after-care services for youth and the courts in all 77 counties statewide. This
system was implemented to provide equal access to understanding the legal and
constitutional rights, equal access to services, and equal access to
representation in the courts through legal services.
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Between 1975 and 1978, the number of youth penetrating secure institutional
care had dropped to approximately 700 youth within a three-year time-frame
of developing & providing community services in most of our communities.

In 1978, the state of Oklahoma was sued for abusing youth in secure
institutional care. This was the beginning of a federal lawsuit known as
"Terry D." which is still in existence in 1996. It was a needed suit at the
time and tragically revealed monstrous abuse and mistreatment in the system.
However, it must also be pointed out that the state of Oklahoma was moving
its own resources within the state to deinsticutionalize youth to a community-
based system. They were moving in the right direction as a system although
there were found to be abuse within the system.

However, with the new involvement of the federal court and new federal
mandates, the state of Oklahoma was forced to go to a decentralized
community-based system more quickly than planned and too fast for the
appropriate development of community-based services. Would the state have
reached a balanced system without the intervention of the federal government?
Probably yes. However, what occurred was that the federal government
pushed so hard that the system tilted to one-side rather than becoming a
balanced system. They capped secure beds at a time when violent juvenile
crime was increasing.

This has created frustration and anger among the public, the communities, and
the legislature and set a tone of direction to become much tougher legislatively
on juveniles. Again, the possibility exists to throw the system off balance the
other way, but something must be done!

The legislature has fought long and hard with the federal government to finally
raise the federally-imposed cap of 227 secure beds and obtain the go-ahead to
add 70 secure beds bringing the state to a total of approximately 300 beds in
1996 compared to 1100 in 1975. This is in a State where we had 12.500
arrests last year for serious juveniles crimes!

I am convinced that the Oklahoma experience has teetered very :lose to being a disaster
because of the rub between federal and state government. It is .ime for the state of
Oklahoma to regain control of its system and that is exactly what we are doing by bringing
our system into substantial compliance with the Consent Decree. We hope to reach this goal
in the coming 2 weeks and then see the Terry D. suit dismissed after a final 6 months of
monitoring.

84
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2) Removal of Juveniles from Adult Jails

States have responded

Jail removal has been very positive in the state of Oklahoma. It has become a very
costly program in that we have built completely separate facilities for juvenile
detention. We cannot continue to build these juvenile detention facilities due to the
cost and expense of separation of physical plant.

We also believe that juveniles who have been charged with certain heinous crimes
should be exempt from the jail removal mandate. Murder, attempted murder & drive
by shootings are examples.

Communities must have alternatives

Police officers have become babysitters for juveniles because they have no place to
take the juvenile upon arrest. They are tied up for the 6 hour federal mandated time
for processing but what do they do after the 6 hours?

Judges also need the ability to do something to a kid on probation when they don't
follow the rules. We have 16 and 17 year old juveniles who crumple up the judges
orders as they walk out of the courtroom, knowing there is nothing that will be done
to them.They must have alternatives in order to sanction these youth, or order them to
community service or hold them in contempt.

The alternatives unfortunately have become crisis stop-gaps to deal with critical
situations because there is not appropriate detention services available. This is
watered down our alternative programs to some extent and have put inappropriate
youth in those programs.

Many of our communities are starting to use municipal detention because municipal
detention solves the "Where do I take this Kid?" question. It does not have to be a
cell, but it has to be a place, a certain consequence, or the judge, the police, the
citizens are only speaking empty words. But where will that-place be? That is our
dilemma.
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The Oklahoma Solution - Community Intervention Centers (CIC)

One of the potential solutions in Oklahoma is to implement a more appropriate
screening process to make sure the type of juvenile who can be worked with in the
community receives some consequence as well as the juvenile who needs to be in
secure detention.

Presently a task group composed of the Municipal League D.A.'s, Youth Services and
our State Juvenile justice are designing a new program, the Community Intervention
Centers located in our metropolitan counties as well as scattered strategically in rural
Oklahoma. The purpose of these programs would be that when a youth is arrested by
law enforcement or found to be abandoned, or found to be on the streets living alone,
they can be sent immediately to, or dropped off at a.CIC for an appropriate
assessment and a screening and a review of the situation. This would enable the
system to appropriately identify, assess, and place juveniles who are under a crisis
situation or who are in need of services.

3) Sight & Sound Separation

States convinced

Youth need to be sight and sound separated from adult prisoners. We have obviously
not experienced the abuse of adults upon juveniles since we removed youth from adult
jails in the early '80's; however, as we continue to see mounting problems both in the
juvenile and adult correctional systems, we must find ways to better provide services
in the most cost effective means possible with the state and the communities.

Co-location better than waiving

Several jails have been built in the state of Oklahoma over the past 10 years that were

designed for sight and sound separation amongst juveniles and adults. We have a jail
in Midwest City with separate cells that meet strict federal regulations, as well as in

Enid. We also have a new detention center in Idabell that could co-locate juveniles

and adults.. However, we have had direction from the federal government that this

is not appropriate and the facilities must be completely separated. The rule is they

must have separate programs, separate food, separate staff, and separate facilities.
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Therefore, we are in the process of building separate 6-bed detention facilities for
juveniles which are expensive because of small economies of scale. This has cost the
state of Oklahoma millions of dollars that could have been saved and perhaps even
gone to prevention had we been able to co-locate facilities with sight and sound
separation for both temporary jailing as well as longer term detention.

We have judges who are waiving property offenders to the adult system because that
is no detention space & no secure beds available. We are correcting this through
constructing new beds, but it illustrates how mandates force alternatives that are
worse than the original cure.

Oklahoma Youthful Offender Act

One of the responses to this problem by the state of Oklahoma has been the passage
of the Youthful Offender Act which is basically creating a new category of offender.
These are youth who are not amenable to certain types of programs in the juvenile
system, but we are trying to give them one last chance before waiving them to the
adult system. This will create more youth being treated as adults than has ever taken
place in the state in the past, but we must maintain public safety as many of these
kids are now home on probation awaiting placement.

The Oklahoma Youthful Offender Act was created in order to deal with youth that
were not being dealt with in the juvenile system due to federal mandates and federal
court directives. It is expensive to create a third offender system just to get around
federal mandates. This is one of the big reasons why we in Oklahoma think it is time
to remove federal mandates and let states run their own program.

4) Minority Over-Representation

Initiative began in 1988 and was made a federal mandate in 1992. A study was
published in late 1993 analyzing this issue in the state of Oklahoma. This study
indicated that African-American juveniles represent 9.6% of the juvenile population in
Oklahoma and comprise 25% of all juvenile arrests. Native American juveniles on
the other hand comprise 11.2% of the juvenile population yet only 5.1% of the total
arrested.

Unfortunately, many of these minority youth in the state of Oklahoma are following
family tradition. Typically they have an older brother or father or uncle already in
the system.

One African-American mother who I recently talked with has four children she is
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responsible for. I will use fictitious names. Joe is 24 and went through the juvenile
system and now is in the adult system serving 60 years. Billy is 23 and also went
through the juvenile system and is now serving 25 years in the adult system. Bobby
is 18 and has just been released from 3 years in secure care in the juvenile system.
Fortunately, he is now involved in a gang intervention program and doing quite well.
Can we break the cycle with him? or can we break it with David, the 13 year old
who has just been suspended from school? We musts but

fa Quota's are no the answer

Youth are placed in the system based on their acts, not their race. We do not plan to
go out and arrest more Native American youth to get their numbers up, nor will we
cease arresting African American juveniles who commit crimes. Youth are arrested
and adjudicated based on their acts, not their race. Violent acts especially require the
protection of the public. But, the answer to this is to ensure prevention monies get to
the right neighborhoods and families so we can actually reduce the percentage of
African-Americans coming into the System..

e Prevention h the answer

The answer to this problem is earlier intervention and prevention services. The
families must be identified and provided proper services so that the younger youth in

these homes do not continue to follow the same path that the older individuals within

the family have chosen. The cycle must be broken by working in targeted areas in

order to reduce the minority youth in the juvenile justice system. This can only be
done through communities and agencies closely related to these families.

In Oklahoma we have begun a parent support network made up of parents whose
children are in the juvenile justice system. It is our plan to work with these parents
and the younger siblings with the help of delinquency prevention & gang intervention
monies to prevent further minority youth from penetrating the system. This is our

plan to reduce minority over-representation and I believe we will succeed.

This is part of a Wall of Prevention that we are building. Mandates won't build this
Wall. Mandates only tell us we should build the Wall and after administrative task
upon administrative task. the over-representation will still remain. We plan to build
this Wall with the help of Faith, Community. and the families themselves.
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We must build a juvenile justice system that is seamless. One that has a true continuum of
consequences and care. The following are areas that I believe OJJDP should concentrate on
as their mandate for the future.

1) a Wall of Prevention

Everyone talks about prevention and the earlier the better; but, I believe we
must define what bricks make a Wall of Prevention which will stand solifi and
high at the front end of the juvenile justice system itself.

In Oklahoma we are designing and building this Wall with bricks that are
generally found in the lives of youth from intact two-parent families, but
generally missing from the youth we deal with. Dilulio has called these youth,
"superpredators born of abject moral poverty." He goes on to define this
moral poverty as "growing up surrounded by deviant delinquent, & criminal
adults in chaotic, dysfunctional, fatherless, godless and jobless settings..."

The bricks I am talking about are:

Character

Accountability

Literacy

Skills

Alcohol & Drug Prevention

(Attached is a copy of chart illustrating this Wall of Prevention)

We are designing a state-of-the-art Diagnostic and Evaluation so that all youth coming
into our custody will be appropriately placed the first time. Also, the 41 Youth
Service Agencies in our State are critical to building this Wall.
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Build A Wall Of Prevention
( "Bricks" in the Wall )

Character Building
Moral & Spiritual
Work Ethic
Respect for Authority

for People
for Diversity
for Property
for God
for Country

Discipline
Purpose & Heritage
Hope

Alcohol & Drug Prevention
Understanding
Zero tolerance
Self-respect
Guidance
Healthy Lifestyle alternatives

Literacy
Individual guidance
Reading (Phonics-based)
Writing
The world of books

Skills Building
Attitude
Vocational testing
Exposure to options
Vocational training
Apprenticeship & Intern Opportunities
Citizenship (Law abiding & tax paying)

Accountability
Responsibility (Admission & Apology)
Repayment (Community Service)
Restitution (Victim Repayment)
Re-Earn Trust (Protection of the Public)
Re-Earn freedom (Independent Living)
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2) guild a Reservoir of Best Practices

* Oklahoma Governors Initiative

"A government as good as our people" talks about the need to develop and
spread "Best Practices." We can learn from one another and OJJDP can be a
coordinator to bring this information together.

3) Build Capacity through technical Assistance &information sharing

This is a vital role for the federal government to play and one that OJJDP has
performed well in the past. Utilize the best experts in juvenile justice and
facilitate these experts going out into the field to work with states and facilities
on the front lines. Send these experts out along with Staff to be true partners
in a "Just do it" campaign rather than a continued "I gotcha" campaign.

4) Build Integrated Information Data Base Systems

Juvenile on-line Tracking System (JOLTS)

Oklahoma is fortunate to have built an integrated data base over the
past 4 years. All participants in the system have access to the data,
based on their clearance level and "need to know" ... and that access is
right on their desk through a PC. This includes judges, D.A.'s, Youth
Service Agencies, secure institutions, and juvenile service workers.

This data base will allow us to plan effectively for 5 years out, and I
believe OJJDP could assist states in developing these types of systems.
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final Comment

In closing, let me summarize by saying:

There's no more compassion or concern in DC than there is in OC

As all of you know, the people of Oklahoma demonstrated their caring and
compassionate spirit during the tragedy of the Oklahoma City bombing. It is a day
indelibly imprinted in all of our minds...an unfortunate tragedy that Oklahomans have
responded to with grace, determination, resolve, & compassion. And, we also were
recipients of love, concern and compassion from the people of America and of the
World. And, we again say a grateful thank you.

These same qualities are being applied by our people to juvenile violence. We love
our kids. We want to save our kids through compassionate love as well as
accountable tough love. We know we can do it.

We feel strongly that we don't need mandates to do the right thing

We know what is the right thing to do. We will do what is right for kids and for our
society.

-Don't take our taxes and then set enforcement rules in order to penalize the
source of the taxes.

-Don't make the Process cost more than the benefits derived (example: Sac &

Fox boot camp planning grant)

We implore you to allow the creativity of States & Communities to he unleashed

-government will not solve the juvenile crime problem

We all know this is true, but we act many times as if it all depends on us.
Government has an important role to play, but it is "...of the people. by the

people, and for the people."
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-Communities, churches, & individual families will solve the juvenile crime
problem.

We are developing an initiative in concert with key community leaders to
enlist the community as full partners in reaching our at-risk youth and we are
beginning with churches. The response has been exciting and we are excited
to unleash this resource.

Replace strings with light bulbs.

-states will no longer be puppets on strings

The days of Big Government and Big Brother are over. We now need to
forge a new partnership based on mutual respect and trust.

-Shed light on the problem of rising juvenile violence & crime by sharing
solution oriented information.

Thomas Jefferson said. "If we provide the light, the people will find their own
way."

If we don't together solve the problem of rising juvenile violent crime now, it will inundate
all of us in the future. We all know this. We must now work together to re-craft our
solutions and approaches to prepare for the coming onslaught.
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Senator THOMPSON. Ms. Patricia West, director of the Virginia
Department of Youth and Family Services.

STATEMENT OF PATRICIA WEST
Ms. WEST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to be

here today, and I am particularly happy to be here on the day after
Virginia just passed sweeping juvenile justice reform that we hope
will be a model for other States to follow. That passed at about
5:30 yesterday evening, so we are very happy about that and hope
that that will be the beginning of Virginia's ability to deal and cope
with juvenile offenders.

I wanted to discuss JJDP first in terms of the State sovereignty
issue. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act does
not recognize that States are diverse and that one size does not fit
all. Within States like Virginia and most other States, there is a
wide disparity in resources and types of offenders and between
urban, suburban, and rural localities. The States should be granted
the flexibility to determine what works best for their particular sit-
uation.

Compliance with JJDP is hindered by stringent, nonflexible, and
burdensome regulations that do not recognize individual cir-
cumstances and changing conditions. One factor, in particular, that
affects Virginia's ability to comply is detention overcrowding. Se-
cure detention admissions in Virginia are climbing annually. In
1995, they were up 17 percent over the previous year. In the last
fiscal year, secure detention use was at 136 percent of capacity.
The increase is largely a function of more delinquency intakes at
the courts which reflect an increase in juvenile crime in Virginia.

You have the handout I provided. There is a graph that shows
the detention admissions and the upward trend, as well as the in-
dicators of Virginia's juvenile justice trends showing a population
increase in the 10- to 19-year age category of 16 percent and juve-
nile arrests overall up 29 percent since 1988.

With those things in mind, the problem is a very serious one and
we appreciate the fact that this act will be looked at by the U.S.
Congress this year in An attempt to deal with those needs. Several
of the mandates need to be reformed. The first is ensuring that ju-
venile offenders are not held in secure adult facilities for more than
6 hours unless charged with a felony offense in the adult court sys-
tem.

The issues for Virginia surrounding this mandate include requir-
ing localities to transport offenders to specialized juvenile detention
centers. It also involves guaranteed access to secure juvenile deten-
tion for public safety risk to juveniles. That is not available in all
of our communities. In fact, 32 out of 136 localities in Virginia do
not have guaranteed access to detention bedspace. What that
means, in reality, is that many hours are spent by court service
unit employees on the phone literally begging other detention
homes to take placements for their locality. Those hours could be
better spent providing services to the juveniles.

These localities are further hindered in their efforts by the prac-
tice of bumping juveniles. If a participating jurisdiction has a juve-
nile that needs to go into a detention home and a nonparticipating
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juvenile is already there, they will bump back the juvenile from the
nonparticipating jurisdiction, regardless of crime.

You could have someone going in for burglary who is bumping
someone out who is in there for malicious wounding. It does not
look at the type of crime, but it is a real serious problem for us.
So the access to detention is a very serious problem and the man-
dates cause us more of those problems.

The lack of facility access results in some juveniles being trans-
ported long distances out of their community to be confined. It is
not unusual for a sheriff to have to transport a juvenile 3 or 4
hours one day, only to have to return for them 2 days later for a
detention hearing. If the judge determines that detention is appro-
priate, then the sheriff makes that round trip once again.

Post-dispositional detention is virtually nonexistent in Virginia.
Many judges have expressed the desire to use short jail sentences
as a tool to deliver a message without having to send a juvenile
away from his home to a community State facility. Virginia law,
tracking Federal mandate, does prohibit the jailing of juveniles, ex-
cept those transferred to circuit court for certain felony offenses.
However, juveniles charged with delinquent offenses can be placed
in adult jail for 6 hours by a detention home administrator, or
longer by a judge if the juvenile is considered a threat to public
safety.

Virginia has determined in at least this case that the require-
ment of JJDPA is so inappropriate for our State that we have had
to carve out an exception in the code. It is not a large or expansive
exception, but nonetheless it is one that we feel necessary, but puts
us out of compliance with the act.

The second mandate ensuring that when delinquent offenders
are held in an adult facility they are kept sight- and sound-sepa-
rate from adult offenders also causes problems. Although it is
agreed that juvenile populations should be kept separate from
adult populations, the requirement of absolute sight and sound sep-
aration places an unwieldy burden on many localities. Occasional
violations, particularly those involving incidental contact with
adult prisoners, are not harmful to youth and should be eliminated.
The result of this requirement forces local jails to underutilize
space that could otherwise be used to alleviate overcrowding.

Finally, ensuring that status offenders are not held in secure fa-
cilities with delinquent or criminal offenders unless adjudged to be
in violation of a valid court order also presents a problem. Judges
have expressed that oftentimes it would be appropriate and desir-
able to place status offenders in detention, for many reasons. Sev-
eral of those reasons include unstable home settings, incorrigible
behavior posing a risk to the juvenile himself, availability for court
hearing jeopardized due to runaway behavior, and containment of
runaways would facilitate the assessment of underlying reasons
causing the runaway behavior.

It has never made a lot of sense to me that you cannot detain
a runaway, since it is their very behavior that is probably going to
cause them not to show up for court the next day and not be avail-
able to receive the services that they would need to address their
problems.
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Rural jurisdictions often lack alternative placements appropriate
for these at-risk status offenders, and most jurisdictions lack suit-
able alternatives for inebriated juveniles. It also hampers truancy
enforcement efforts not to be able to contain or detain these juve-
niles.

The recent Joint Legislative Audit Review Commission studied
3,000 juvenile court records from court service units across our
State and found that "over one-half of the first-time status offend-
ers were rearrested or returned to the court service unit within a
3-year period." That same study found that "approximately 85 per-
cent of these noncriminal offenders who recidivated were later
charged with an offense more serious than a status offense." The
ability to intervene with these status offenders in a meaningful
way early on, I think, is very key to the recidivism problem. If we
can deal with them early on, we are more likely to be able to pre-
vent them from getting back into the system.

I would like to end by saying that I do not believe that easing
JJDP mandates will result in the wholesale placement of juveniles
in audit facilities or large numbers of status offenders being placed
in detention, but that individual States should be allowed to assess
their own needs and circumstances and make that decision for
themselves, the decision of what is in the best interest of the State
and its juvenile population.

Thank you.
Senator THOMPSON. Thank you very much, Ms. West.
[The prepared statement of Ms. West follows:]
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Issues Related to Compliance with the
ANIMUS Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act

-Virginia's Perspective-
Presentation to the Subcommittee on Youth Violence

of the US Senate Judiciary Committee

TESTIMONY OF MS. PATRICIA WEST
DIRECTOR

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH & FAMILY SERVICES
MARCH 12, 1996

STATE & LOC.AL_GOVERNM ENT SEL F-DE'll"ERktINATION

Thank you for the opportunity to present Virginia's perspective regardingcompliance issues related to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

When looking to reform legislation such as the JJDP Act, I would ask thecommittee to keep in mind the overall issue of self-determination for state and localgovernments. Although the federal government has a role 10 play in setting standardsand setting forth general policy considerations, sometimes the most well meaningregulations do not recognize the realities of implementation. By limiting mandates andregulations and adhering to the principle of self-determination, effective reform could berealized without comprising juvenile safety.

The JJDP Act does not recognize that states arc diverse and one size does not fitall. A program that works in New York or Texas does not necessarily mean that programwill work well in Vizginiaor Tennessee.

To take it down another level, what works in one area of a state may not work inanother area. Within states like Virginia there is a wide disparity in resources and typesof offenders between urban, suburban and rural localities. Localities in Northern Virginiahave more resourcetto deal with problems than localities in Southwest Virginia. Also,the types of offenders in Richmond are much different than offenders in Roanoke.

Federal programs such as the JJDP Act should recognize such diversity. Inaddressing this problem, states should be granted flexibility to determine what works bestfor their particular situation. Compliance is hindered by stringent, non-flexible, andburdensome regulations that do not recognise individual circumstances and changingconditions.
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MANDATES INISIEED_OF REFORM

In addressing-juvenile justice reform. several mandates should be examined for
their effectiveness. Virginia's compliance with the JJDP Act mandates has many
consequences.

The first mandate I would like to address is requiring states to ensure juvenile
offenders are not held in secure adult facilities for more than six hours unless charged
with a felony offense in the adult court system.

This mandate requires that juvenile offenders be transported to specialized juvenile
detention centers. Deputies, who could otherwise be patrolling our streets, spend a great
deal of time transporting juveniles across many miles just to find an open bed.

Guaranteed access to secure juvenile detention for public safety risk juveniles is
not available to all communities. Presently, thirty-two of 136 localities in Virginia do not
have guaranteed access. Many hours are spent by court service unit employees on the
phone begging for placements in detention homes - hours that could be better spent
providing services ta juveniles.

These localities are further hindered by the practice of "bumping" juveniles from
non-participating jurisdictions for admission of juveniles from participating jurisdictions
regardless of the crime committed. Lack of facility access results in some juveniles being
transported long distances (out of their community) to be confined. Post-dispositional
detention is virtuallyrion-existent in Virginia. and many judges have expressed the desire
to use short jail sentences as a tool to deliver a message without having to send a juvenile
away from his home and community to a stale facility

As the enclosed charts show, secure detention admissions in Virginia are climbing
annually - in 1995 they were up 17% over the previous year. In the last fiscal year secure
detention use was ar136% of capacity. This directly affects a locality's ability to place
juveniles. This increase is largely a function of more delinquency intakes at the courts
which reflects the increase in juvenile crime in Virginia. As the number of juveniles who
need to be detained increases, so does the state's need for flexibility in where they can
detainjuveniles.

Virginia law, tracking the federal mandate. prohibits the jailing of juveniles,
except those transferred to circuit court for certain felony offenses. However, juveniles
charged with delinquent offenses can be placed in an adult jail for six hours by a
demon home administrator and in excess of six hours by a judge, if the juvenile is
considered a threat to the safety and security of the staffor residents of the secure

2
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facility. In this instance Virginia Code violates Section 223 (a) (14) of the federal JJDP
Act. The conscious decision was made by the Virginia General Assembly that it is not in
the best interest of the Commonwealth to comply with this provision of the Act.

The second mandate this committee should review is the requirement that when
delinquent offenders- are held in an adult facility they arc kept "sight and sound" separate
from adult offenders

Although it iiagreed that juvenile populations should be kept separate from adult
populations, the requirement of absolute "sight and sound" separation places an unwieldy
burden on many localities. Occasional violations, particularly those involving incidental
contact with adult prisoners in booking areas. hallways, etc. are difficult to prevent
altogether and are not necessarily harmful to youth. The result of this requirement forces
local jails to under-utilize space that could otherwise be used to alleviate overcrowding.

The committee should also re-evaluate the requirement that status offenders not be
held in secure facilities with delinquent or criminal offenders unless adjudged to be in
violation of a valid court order.

Localities need the ability to detain status offenders in a secure environment.
Status offenders likely come from unstable home settings and often pose a risk to
themselves. Their availability for court hearings is jeopardized due to runaway behavior,
and detainment of nmways is desirable to facilitate assessment of and treatment for
underlying problemrcausing the runaway behavior.

Furthermore, rural jurisdictions often lack alternative placements appropriate for
these at-risk status offenders, and most jurisdictions lack suitable alternatives for
inebriated juveniles. This mandate also hampers truancy enforcement efforts.

A recent study bythe Virginia Join! legislative Audit and Review Commission
reviewed 3,000 juvenile court records from court service units across the state and found
that "over one half of first time status offenders were rearrested or returned to the court
service unit within a three year period."

That same study found that "approximately 85% of these noncriminal offenders
who recidivated were later charged with an offense more serious than a status offense."
More flexibility to deal with these offenders when they have their first exposure to the
court system would-enhance our chances of successful intervention.

Onceagain, thEtnk you for your invitation to present Virginia's perspective
conoeming-the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.
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ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

Compliance monitoring and reporting requirements should be reduced for states such as
Virginia, with state" codes which prohibit the practices for which compliance monitoring
is required

Virginia dedicates one .75 FTE to JJDP compliance monitoring functions. States,
such as Virginia, which have met these requirements should not have to continuously
document compliance through a comprehensive monitoring system. There are a few
states which have not achieved compliance with the core mandates of the Act and other
states which have experienced temporary compliance problems. For these states, a
separate title of the Act should be created which funds compliance improvement efforts.
The current strategy of reducing funding by 25% for each area on non-compliance and
requiring that all remaining funds be dedicated to compliance improvement is
unnecessarily punitive. States, such as Virginia, which provide the opportunity of multi-
year funding for pilot projects must withdraw these commitments. This action has the
potential to destroy local programs and erode confidence of the localities in the state
planning agency. Virginia is currently faced with this potential because of violations in
one locality which appear to be a violation of Virginia Code and which will be remedied
in the very near term by the opening of a new juvenile facility. OJJDP is working with
Virginia in evaluating this situation, and we are confident funds will not be lost.

The presently narrowly defined compliance regulation focuses state resources and
efforts in a manner which does not improve juvenile justice. The focus of compliance
monitoring should be on assuring that juveniles are held in accordance with constitutional
requirements.

Of particular concern are issues regarding: classification and separation, health and
mental health care, access to counsel, the courts and family, programming, education and
recreation, training and supervision of institutional staff, environmental, sanitation, and
overcrowding, restraints, isolation, punishment and due process, safety for staff and
confined youth.
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Senator THOMPSON. Mr. Robert Schwartz, chairman, American
Bar Association's Juvenile Justice Committee.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT G. SCHWARTZ
Mr. SCHWARTZ. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for your in-

vitation to the ABA to speak to you this morning about JJDPA. I
have been designated by the ABA president to represent the asso-
ciation today. I also come to you as the Chair of the Juvenile Jus-
tice Committee, which I have been Chair of for the last 4 years. For
the last 5 years, I have been a member of our State advisory group
under both Democratic and Republican administrations, and I am
in my 21st year of representing children at the Juvenile Law Cen-
ter in Philadelphia, where we have represented many of the kinds
of children that have been described to you today.

From the perspective of the ABA, on whose behalf I speak today,
this is an excellent act. It has been very good for children, it has
been very good for public safety, and it has been very good for the
country. The act represents a comprehensive, thoughtful Federal
effort at reducing juvenile crime, and since its passage the act has
had an extraordinary impact, in particular, through its mandates.

Certainly, the principles behind the mandates are central. There
is no question that they have been effective in improving public
safety, and I discuss some of the ways that that plays out in my
written testimony. Reducing victimization of children in institu-
tionsthe connection between child abuse and delinquency is well
documented. Reducing the kind of interaction between nonoffend-
ers and offenders or between delinquents and adults that leads to
increased networking, increased criminalization, also has an im-
pact on public safety.

There are other ways, as well, that I discuss and there is no
doubt that the mandates have been good for kids. When we take
a look at the data of the reduction of the number of children being
held in adult jails, of status offenders being removed from deten-
tion centers, the act has been effective and has worked and pushed
States in very, very exciting ways to be creative about the way they
respond to these problems.

So the mandates have worked. They have worked because of a
strong Federal presence and the ABA believes that that Federal
presence should be maintained. It is unlikelyI think we have
heard today the many ways that many States would like much
greater elasticity in the way the mandates are put forth in the
actthat they would be maintained with this degree of success
without a strong Federal presence. Certainly, we saw an enormous
amount of early resistance to these mandates from 1974 on in
those days when I first became practicing.

I would say that this is also an area where Federal presence in
some ways is unique. This is hard for Governors to do on their
own. The executive branch doesn't control all of the various players
in what is nicely called a juvenile justice system, but which is real-
ly not a system at all in most States. Governors don't have control
over county courts, over jailers, sheriffs, and those who run adult
jails, over the local police department. This is, I would just say par-
enthetically, in contrast to proposals that would make transfer to
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adult court mandatory where States can very easily and quickly do
this without a Federal requirement.

There is strong pressure, I think, as we have heard today, on
local politicians at times of stress in their systems to find ways to
get around the mandates. There is budget pressure, there is politi-
cal pressure. The act insulates local officials from those pressures
and enables them to avoid sort of a relapse to the times before this
act was implemented and when things were very, very bad for chil-
dren in this country.

The act's requirements are also principles that survive turnover
in the system. There is enormous turnover in juvenile justice. The
act is a consistent thread that reinforces the proper way that chil-
dren ought to be treated. I also discussed in my written testimony
the many ways that implementing the act's mandates have im-
proved the process, substance, and quality of interaction in State
juvenile justice systems that have all been for the good.

There is nothing about the mandates that prevents intervention
in meaningful ways with repect to status offenders and with re-
spect to runaways. There is nothing that prevents graduated sanc-
tions or accountability. States are allowed individualized responses
in ways that hold kids accountable. I would add, coming from a
State that has been largely in compliance with the act's mandates,
Pennsylvania, which has, I believe, the largest rural population in
the country, 67 counties, only a third of which have juvenile deten-
tion centers, that we have been able to come up with creative solu-
tions that have not violated the act in terms of the ways kids are
supervised when we need short-term restraintshelter care, foster
care, group homes, the use of nonprofits such as we heard from Mr.
Woodward on an earlier panel, and very, very extensive training of
sheriffs and police.

This is not really a question of mandates, but how the mandates
are enforced. The data suggest that OJJDP, in Republican and
Democratic administrations, has been sensitive to State needs to
respond to the truly extraordinary case. We do have opportunities
for de minimis exceptionsthe valid court order provision, the 24-
hour provision for rural areas that exists now.

The ABA recognizes that there will be a need for flexibility, as
the chairman has suggested today, but I would suggest that we
ought to move forward around the issue of flexibility with some
care, lest the exemptions have a way of becoming the rule and we
undermine the very, very solid bedrock that we have established
over the last 20 years.

To the extent that the mandates are too confining, consideration
should be given to the regulatory process through giving waiver au-
thority to OJJDP's administrator. While the ABA would be pleased
to work with you in developing flexibility, we urge Congress to re-
authorize the act with its mandates intact.

Mr. Chairman, thank you. On behalf of the ABA, I thank you
and the subcommittee for inviting us to present these views.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Schwartz follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT G. SCHWARTZ

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: Thank you for your invitation
to the American Bar Association to speak to you this morning about the Juvenile
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Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act (hereafter "JJDPA" or "the Act"), and about
the mandates that are at the heart of the Act.

My name is Robert Schwartz, and I have been designated by ABA President Ro-
berta Cooper Ramo to represent the Association today. I am in my fourth year as
chair of the Criminal Justice Section's Juvenile Justice Committee. I am a member
of Pennsylvania's State Advisory Group, which is charged with distributing JJDPAformula grant funds in the state. And, as Executive Director of the Juvenile LawCenter, I am in my 21st year representing children in Pennsylvania who are in-
volved with the juvenile justice, child welfare, and mental health systems in thestate.

This morning I speak to you on behalf of the American Bar Association, an organi-
zation representing a large and diverse membership of more than 370,000 lawyers
nationwide.

The Act is consistent with the American Bar Association's historic commitment
to the implementation of fair and effective juvenile justice systems. In particular,
the Act is consistent with the Association's twenty-volume "Juvenile Justice Stand-
ards," which have been ABA policy for over 15 years.

The ABA last year adopted a resolution to support reauthorization of the Act. The
ABA resolution urges the kind of oversight that this Committee has undertaken,
and it supports adequate and necessary appropriations for ongoing implementation
of the Acts formula and discretionary grant programs.

The ABA position is based on the need to maintain a meaningful federal role in
improving the delivery of juvenile justice services in the United States; and to fur-ther the successful federal partnership with state-based juvenile justice profes-
sionals. In particular the ABA resolution seeks to ensure that the administration
of federal juvenile justice policy promotes public safety while protecting the rights
of juveniles and ensuring a fair, humane and effective juvenile justice system.

The ABA has long supported the Act, which in 1974, a) established the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) in the Justice Department,
b) provided federal funds to states that provided procedural protections and ensured
key substantive rights to juvenile offenders, and c) authorized the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention to make special emphasis treatment and pre-
vention grants to further Congressional policy.

In passing JJDPA in 1974, Congress responded to "the bankruptcy of the juvenile
justice system, which provides neither individualized justice nor effective help to ju-
veniles or protection for communities." S: Rep. No. 95-165, 95th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1977).

The Act represents a comprehensive, thoughtful federal effort at reducing juvenile
crime through intensive prevention and treatment programs. Since its passage, the
Act has had an extraordinary impact, in particular through its mandates. The four
key mandates of the Act, which I discuss more completely below are:

(1) Deinstitutionalization of Status Offenders;
(2) Separation of juveniles from adult offenders;
(3) Removal of juveniles from adult jails and lockups; and
(4) Reduction of disproportionate minority confinement.

In addition to advancing the mandates, the Act has promoted innovate programs
and research, and it has given local authorities control of strategies and program
design. State advisory groups, charged with distributing federal funds locally, have
provided funding to prosecutors, local governments, police, policy-makers, non-profit
groups and associations. State advisory groups have also established a wide varietyof experimental interventions, many of which have proven to be highly successful.

The Act over the last twenty years has put in place a federal/state/local/private
sector partnership which is accountable, efficient, inclusive and effective in the ex-
penditure of public tax dollars.

The strongest reasons for the success of this effort have to do with the formula
grants program and the pervasive planning infrastructure it has created in virtually
every nook and cranny of the country. As one of our Committee members, JamesW. Brown, President of Community Research Associates, has noted, during the
course of implementing the various mandates since 1974, state and local officials,
along with citizen advocates, have planned, discussed, argued and generally reached
consensus on some of the most difficult issues facing the juvenile justice system.More often than not, this conversation has forged a working relationship across po-
litical and professional lines that is characterized by understanding and respect for
each other. Further, it has established a sound planning process which views juve-
nile justice as a system; insists on solid data on which to base policy decisions; and
applies well-documented solutions to the problems that the state is addressing.

Five areas discussed below are particularly illustrative of the dynamic nature of
this planning infrastructure and the well-developed partnership which operates in
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rural and urban communities nationwide. This partnership has endeavored to meet
the mandates of the Act, and has been largely successful in implementing those
mandates in a way that is good for children and consistent with public safety.

The mandates in a wonderful way have led toindeed, compelledthe kind of co-
operation that is so essential to excellence in juvenile justice. This is true because
the juvenile justice "system" is not really a system at all. It is a fragmented collec-
tion of stakeholders, some of whom have authority for particular parts of the sys-
tem. These stakeholders have, at best, an uneven history of cooperation. The man-
dates have shoved into the same room the sheriffs and foster care providers, juve-
nile court judges and jailers, state administrators and county officials.

One way to think of the mandates is that they protect children from harm. An-
other way is to realize that mandates promote public safety by elimination factors
that lead to delinquent behavior. This last point unfolds in several ways. First,
there is a strong correlation between child abuse and delinquent behaviorchild
abuse is frequent when children are in adult institutions. Keeping children out of
adult institutions, separating them from adults, and keeping non-offenders away
from offenders reduces incidents of assault and rape. Second, criminal tendencies
are mitigated by keeping non-delinquent children from the influence of children who
have been engaged in delinquent actsindeed, usually seriously delinquent behav-
ior, since juveniles in detention centers are usually the jurisdiction's most serious
offenders. Third, the mandates reduce self-fulfilling prophecies, since children who
haven't committed crimes avoid perceiving themselves as delinquent; and
delinquents avoid seeing themselves as though they were adult offenders. Fourth,
the mandates reduce the likelihood that children will be recruited into criminal net-
works through their association with those who are.

In sum, it can be argued that it was the force of the Act's mandates that pushed
states and local government to create a juvenile justice process that has been bene-
ficial to communities, children and families. This is a very responsible way of mov-
ing federal money down to local communities.

The five areas of success are:

PUBLIC AND OFFICIAL AWARENESS

There is an increased public and official awareness which has moved the issues
of juvenile justice and delinquency prevention higher on the state and local agenda.
For example, a one-day judicial training workshop resulted in a forty percent reduc-
tion in juvenile jailings in Virginia. Juvenile jailing was virtually eliminated in
Montana once public officials learned of the perils of public liability through a series
of local workshops. Public opinion polls continue to support the goals of prevention
and rehabilitation in spite of the strident political rhetoric and the continued media
preoccupation with violence. The Act has been part of the effort to deal with youth
crime in virtually every community for the last 20 years. Over 1500 State Advisory
Group members nationwide represent every political persuasion and philosophical
bent as well as the hopes of all citizens and juvenile justice professionals.

FORUM FOR DEBATE AND DISCUSSION

There is now a well-established forum for dialogue and discussion of the major
issues related to youth crime that simply did not exist twenty years ago. Special
subcommittees of the State Advisory Groups in many states address the issue of dis-
proportionate minority confinement. Regional youth councils in Idaho and Oregon
hold public hearings, establish local priorities, and gain long-term commitments
from elected officials. Local prevention councils debate risk factors and plan for com-
prehensive prevention programs. Iowa and other states conduct annual youth con-
ferences to gain insight into the needs of young people. Not only do these new fo-
rums provide discussion across practitioner lines, but they provide an arena where
interested citizens can be heard and participate in the public policy process at the
state and local level.

CLEAR AND ACCURATE DATA ON YOUTH CRIME AND PROGRAMS THAT WORK

To an increasing extent, local communities are abandoning traditional practices
of planning by "horror story" and insisting on clear, accurate data regarding youth
needs, existing practices, programs that work, and the incidence of youth crime. Ex-
amples include juvenile crime analysis in three-year comprehensive state plans;
statewide assessment of youth-at-risk in South Dakota, Oklahoma, and West Vir-
ginia; detailed examinations of youth arrests and referrals in San Francisco, Mobile,
and Lawrence, Kansas; comprehensive cost studies in Colorado and Nebraska; pene-
trating assessments of minority confinement in Arizona, Oregon, Florida, Iowa, and
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North Carolina; and the hundreds of risk-focused prevention assessments that are
underway nationwide. Many states have transformed the initial monitoring require-
ments of the Act into full-fledged information systems which provide important data
for legislators and policymakers for assessing due process, program effectiveness,
and cost benefit.

STATE/LOCAL PARTNERSHIPS

The experiences of the past decade have documented that problems such as dein-
stitutionalization and jail removal cannot be resolved completely by the state or
local community acting on their own; or without the combined efforts of government
officials and interested citizens; or by law enforcement without the courts or correc-
tions. Coordination and collaboration are more than planning words in communities
which have successfully accomplished the mandates of the Act. The Juvenile Serv-
ices Commissions in Oregon, the Local Crisis Units in Illinois, and the Community
and Family Crisis Programs in New Jersey are all examples of state/local partner-
ships which grew out of efforts to implement the goals of the Act. The importance
of these efforts lie not only in the services provided but in the processes and rela-
tionships it has established for future efforts in the same communities. This is par-
ticularly important in juvenile justice, where, as I mentioned above, no agency has
sole management responsibility, and where the mandates give the same vision to
all of the stakeholders in the system.

CONTINUUM OF SERVICES WHICH MEET THE INDIVIDUAL NEEDS OF TROUBLED AND
TROUBLESOME YOUTH

The last twenty years have witnessed a continued downsizing institutions, a de-
crease in the use of adult jails and lockups, and legislation and public policy
changes in virtually every state. Concurrent with these developments have been the
creation of flexible networks of community-based services designed to meet the indi-
vidual needs of troubled and troublesome youth while assuring public safety, of-
fender accountability, and the integrity of the court process.

For all of these reasons it is not surprising that the Act, and its mandates, have
had bi-partisan support for over 20 years.

Deinstitutionalization of status offendersthose children whose conduct wouldnot be criminal if committed by adultshas been a mandate since 1974. When I
began practicing law in the mid-'70's, status offenders were routinely incarcerated,
both in Pennsylvania and elsewhere in the country. Many of these children were
themselves victims of abuse; many had mental health problems; many had serious
educational problems. Placing these children in detention centers and training
schools with hard-core delinquent youth was one of our national scandals.

While some states have had more difficulty than others in meeting the DSO re-
quirements, in 1993 only three of the 57 States and Territories that were eligible
to participate in the formula, grants program had compliance difficulties. Overall,this provision has had extraordinary success. From 1974 to 1993, the number of sta-
tus offenders held in delinquency institutions dropped from roughly 172,000 to3,200.

The second mandate, also in the original Act, is separation ofjuveniles and adult
offenders when they are held in the same facilities. By 1993, only two of the States
and Territories were having difficulty complying with this provision. This has been
a triumph of federal juvenile justice policy: in 1993 fewer than 1000 confined chil-
dren were not separated from adults, compared with 85,000 in 1974.

Removal of juveniles from adult jails and facilities was added in 1980. Some
states quickly passed legislation requiring the removal of children from adult facili-ties; other states changed their policies or laws in recent years. In general, states
have been creative in this process, without diminution of public safety or an in-
crease in failures to appear in court. In addition, jail removal did not have adverse
impacts on the populations of juvenile detention centersrather, administrators de-
veloped a creative range of detention alternatives. In 1994, only four states were
having difficulty complying with this mandate. Compared with 1974, when 160,000
children were held in adult jails and lockups, only 7,000 children were so held in
1993.

The above mandates have thus been good for children, without impeding public
safety or the operation of the juvenile courts.

In 1992, the Act added reduction of minority over-confinement as a fourth man-
date. As a result, States have completed studies of racial imbalance in their sys-
tems, and have begun to address imbalance where they find it. In Pennsylvania, for
example, state and local partnerships have used formula grant funds to introduce
intensive prevention programs in high-crime areas with large minority populations.
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There is something to be said for consistent national policysuch as these four
mandatesthat calls for improving conditions for children in a way that the states
would not otherwise have undertaken. In contrast, some proposed new mandates,
such as those that would require states to transfer more children to adults courts,
are unnecessary. States in recent years have had no trouble determining unique and
creative ways of transferring children to adult court. The ABA would oppose such
a mandate, because it directly contradicts our Standards. Even more important,
there is nothing to be gained in this area by requiring a particular kind of transfer
as a condition of federal fundingthe work in the states is largely complete.

CONCLUSION

Since 1974 the Act has received bi-partisan support because it has promoted pub-
lic protection while establishing national values for the operation of state juvenile
justice systems. Under the Act, both parties have implemented programs that have
prevented crime, eliminated abuses of children, and promoted justice.

In many ways the issue of mandates is a red herring. The question is not one
of mandates, but of how they are enforced, and with what level of elasticity. The
data suggest the OJJDP in Republican and Democratic administrations has been
sensitive to State needs to respond to the occasional extraordinary case. The Act
thus represents sound national policy, rather than a straitjacket. To the extent that
the mandates are too confining, consideration should be given to addressing that
issue through the regulatory process, or through giving waiver authority to OJJDP's
administrator when there is evidence of extraordinary circumstances. While the
ABA would be pleased to work with you in developing flexibility, we urge Congress
to reauthorize the Act with its mandates intact.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the American Bar Association, I would like to thank
you and the Subcommittee for inviting us to present these views. I would be pleased
to answer any questions you or Members of the Subcommittee might have.

Senator THOMPSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Schwartz. Mr.
Schwartz, you mentioned the utilization of foster homes. In what
context was that in? To what extent do you feel like this is a

Mr. SCHWARTZ. Foster homes can certainly be appropriate for
runaways and they could be used if they are staffed properly. Some
States have beefed up specialized foster care to provide eyeball su-
pervision of children who are more likely to run away. There are
lots of creative variations. For the child with mental health prob-
lems, specialized foster care, foster parents who are trained to deal
with kids with disabilities, are all within the framework of a sound
juvenile justice response to very, very troubled kids.

I would add that from what I see in representing children, there
are some extreme ends of more violent offenders and there are
some like Senator Simpson talked about who are more at the psy-
chopathic end. But by and large, the children that I see today are
the same kinds of kids that I saw over 20 years ago. Runaways are
still running away for the same reasons. Truants are still skipping
school for the same reasons. The act allows States to respond flexi-
bly where there are differences, but the differences aren't as great
as I think we have heard in some respects this morning.

Senator THOMPSON. Well, how do you account for these tremen-
dous differences in the statistical information that we are getting
in terms of violent crime, in terms of serious crime, in terms of dis-
ruption in schools, in terms of guns in schools by young children,
drugs in schools by young children? We have all seen those statis-
tics from lots of different sources. Doesn't that indicate that per-
haps there is something different going on down below there at
perhaps the truancy level?

Mr. SCHWARTZ. What I think is going on there, Senator, as has
been suggested by Professor Blumstein from Carnegie Mellonand
when you take a look at the data that he has generated, you see
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that the real changes pretty much occur in 1988, with an increase
of crack and guns available to kids. Certainly, the combination of
guns and drugs has been a terrible one, and it is clear that they
don't mix and that States need to respond to that. But at the same
time, that doesn't suggest a huge difference in the nature of child-
hood or of who these kids are.

Senator THOMPSON. What about their family situation? Do you
see a difference there from when you first started representing chil-
dren?

Mr. SCHWARTZ. Yes; for many families, particularly in the late
1980'sI would say less so now, but crack had a particularly harm-
ful immediate impact on the ability of parents to be part of the so-
lution. When I stated practicing, we had a huge gang problem in
Philadelphia. We had the highest homicide rate that we have ever
had over 20 years ago. Gangs were prevalent. Guns were available
then as well, but parents were part of the solution.

I would also say that adult jail was not part of that solution.
Community response with crisis intervention and community shel-
ters that were set up turned out to be a very, very effective way
of dealing with that. Crack changed part of that equation by elimi-
nating for many of the clients whom we dealt with an active and
concerned parental involvement, and that is certainly a difference.

Senator THOMPSON. Mr. Regier, Mr. Schwartz seems to think
that there is flexibility in the act to allow States to deal with early
intervention at the truancy level, and so forth. What do you think
about that?

Mr. REGIER. Well, I was just going to comment on that because
the statute certainly allows this to take place. I mean, it doesn't
preclude it from taking place, but when you are in a State and
dealing with the kinds of situations that I was outliningthat is,
a clogged-up system, serious juvenile violent crime increasing
dealing with first offenders and status offenders is way down the
list in terms of the resources available and the scarcity of re-
sources. So even though it doesn't preclude that from happening,
States don't make it their first thought because there are other
things that take precedence.

Senator THOMPSON. Such as violent crime.
Mr. REGIER. Such as violent crime. The other thing that we are

finding is because the State doesn't make it its priority, and we are
trying to as much as possible, then the communities begin to make
it their priority. That is where we then get into communities using
whatever means possiblemunicipal detention they are calling it
in our Stateand trying to find a place to put these kids.

Senator THOMPSON. Well, isn't that a good thing, a good develop-
ment?

Mr. REGIER. Well, it is a good thing from the standpoint of the
consequences that kids need on the front end. It is not a good thing
because it puts us out of compliance with the JJDP Act, so we
now

Senator THOMPSON. In what respect?
Mr. REGIER. Well, basically, many communities are starting to

hold kids beyond the 6-hour limit or they are putting them in adult
jails, and the sight and sound separations are still there, but as
was pointed out earlier, when you are talking about sight and
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sound separation, you have to have separate facilities, separate
food service, separate staff, et cetera. So it has put a burden in
many of our situationsin my testimony, in fact, I cite three of our
cities that have facilities that could certainly meet the collocation
test that several of the Senators talked about earlier, but they can-
not meet the mandates as they are written right now.

Senator THOMPSON. You mentioned theis it the Idabel situa-
tion in your State?

Mr. REGIER. Idabel, yes. They are building a new detention cen-
ter which will open just within the next few weeks.

Senator THOMPSON. But you won't be able to use it for juveniles?
Mr. REGIER. No.
Senator THOMPSON. For what reason?
Mr. REGIER. Well, at this point again, we would have to make

the choice, and we would have to make the choice whether we
would collocate juveniles there with adults because it is primarily
an adult facility but has some wings that could easily be used for
juveniles and maintain sight and sound separation.

Senator THOMPSON. So in what way would you be out of compli-
ance?

Mr. REGIER. Well, at this point, we feel that we would be out of
compliance because it is in the same building, the same facility, et
cetera.

Senator THOMPSON. So you think as a practical application that
you are now required to have totally separate facilities?

Mr. REGIER. Well, that is how it has been
Senator THOMPSON. Interpreted?
Mr. REGIER [continuing]. Read and interpreted. In fact, the State

legislature authorized last year additional funds to build facilities.
We are now just going to open by summer four new facilities that
we have put anywhere between $300,000 and $500,000 to build
them. They are six-bed, separate juvenile detention facilities and
those are going to serve us well and they are going to help our
problem, but that money certainly could have been used other
places.

I was interested earlier when one of the Senators said that en-
forcement of sight and sound went beyond original intent. That is
great to hear now, but for 22 years the States have spent money
following that mandate.

Senator THOMPSON. Yes. Well, I think it is time we went back
and addressed all that. I am not sure that that has been any time
recently. I think that happens a lot around here. We wind up dec-
ades later deciding that this wasn't really what we meant at all,
and that is part of what we are trying to do here.

Ms. Anthony, you mentioned the disproportionate minority prob-
lem. One of the requirements is to address the jailing of members
of minority groups if such proportions exceed the proportion such
groups represent in the general population. I was quite surprised
to find that in there. It is not addressing it if it is based on a per-
centage of those who violate the law in that community. It is based
on the population of the community as a whole, and I take it from
looking at this that you are supposed to do something about that.

I don't know if you release certain criminals of one age group or
one race, or arrest more criminals of another race or arrest more
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criminals who violate the law in lesser proportions or something to
equalize that up. You mentioned briefly about how impossible it
was to comply with it. Is that your interpretation of what is re-
quired?

Ms. ANTHONY. I think you have accurately reflected the conun-
drum that States are in. There is no single agency or State that
can solve the problem, and yet it is mandated that we do so. I
spoke with a rural sheriff from Logan, UT, and he said, a crook is
a crook; no, we are not releasing people because they maywhere
we have 9 percent African-Americans in a general population, and
yet the incarceration rate is around 13 percent, no, we are not re-
leasing them because of that, because they have perpetrated a
crime on the community and they are being held accountable.

Senator THOMPSON. But you are apparently in violation of this
requirement.

Ms. ANTHONY. We are, and I will say that I don't know of a State
that isn't in violation of that requirement right now.

Senator THOMPSON. Would you agree with that, Ms. West?
Ms. WEST. Yes, we would.
Ms. ANTHONY. I think there are things, Senator, that States can

do. If nothing else, it is increased awareness. They can provide in-
terpreters in court so people get a better hearing. We have a police
department that is offering Spanish classes to its officers so they
can communicate with their constituencies. The State of Utah
hasthe Governor's office has an officer of minority affairs that is
taking a real proactive role in training their communities to be-
come employed in the juvenile, system, in the court system, as po-
lice officers.

You can do all of those things, but to require juvenile justice sys-
tems, whether it be State-based, county-based, court-based, what-
ever the system is, to do something about this is just virtually im-
possible.

Senator THOMPSON. Mr. Regier.
Mr. REGIER. Quotas definitely are not the answer. I mean, youth

are placed in the system based on their acts, not their race. As
these acts are perpetrated, then we need to respond accordingly. In
our State, we have native Americans who comprise 11 percent of
the juvenile population, but only 5 percent of the total arrested. We
are not going to go out and look for native Americans to arrest.

Basically, you know, I think that the minority overrepresentation
issue has been sometimes clogged up in administrative studies. We
know that is happening, but the way to solve it, in my opinion, is
to go out there and get the money to the communities that are
overrepresented. We have started, for instance, parent support net-
works where we are linking these parents of kids, particularly Afri-
can-American kids that are in our system, and going to specifically
try to deal with the parents and the siblings because many times
it is a family tradition, as I point out in my testimony.

Senator THOMPSON. Right. Ms. Anthonyand maybe Mr. Regier
also touched on thisyou know, traditionally we have been con-
cerned, and rightfully so, about the influence that adults would
have on juveniles. We have built up these walls, both figuratively
and literally, and we are all aware of abuses in the past. But we
have had testimony from other panels on other days, criminolo-
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gists, who say they have interviewed hardened criminals and these
adult criminals are afraid of many of these violent youths who are
coming in because they are totally different from anything they
have ever had any contact with. Did you touch on that?

Ms. ANTHONY. I did. I think we are in agreement that no sheriff,
no State-elected official, would want abuses to be perpetrated on
anyone in a jail. Whether it is adult on adult, for whatever reason,
prisons and jails do everything they can to prevent that. My experi-
ence is, in trying to create legislation to put kids into the adult sys-
tem through a waiver processwe call it the serious youth offender
program in Utaha huge debate about whether or not, once they
have been tried and found guilty as an adult, they should be collo-
cated.

We have made a determination that there would be no special ef-
fort to necessarily segregate a juvenile population from an adult
prison population. Simply, there wasn't room in the prison to do
that. Frankly, we find that a lot of these offenders end up in a
maximum security lock-down based on their behavior in the insti-
tution once they are there. Do I like that? Not necessarily, but is
it necessary to maintain public safety? We think it is.

Senator THOMPSON. Mr. Regier, did I interpret your remarks cor-
rectly in that, that all these States passing rigorous laws treating
more juveniles as adults for serious crime, is in some way perhaps
a response to some of these things that have hamstrung local offi-
cials? Since they can deal more effectively with an adult than they
can a juvenile, they are treating more juveniles as adults. For that
reason, do you think there is a causal relationship there?

Mr. REGIER. Well, I think there is somewhat a causal relation-
ship. It is a little harder to identify exactly what the causal rela-
tionship is in the State of Oklahoma because we have had a com-
bination of Federal mandates as well as a Federal lawsuit, and so
there have been several things going on. But, clearly as I have
talked to legislators on. But, clearly, as I have talked to legislators,
the Youthful Offender Act came into being to get around some of
the restrictions that they were being hampered with.

Senator THOMPSON. Ms. West, I have been quoting you this
morning, your statistic of 85 percent of those were picked up for
status offenses usually wind up with more serious offenses later on.
Is that notall of youris that not a crucial problem here? Sen-
ator Biden pointed out we are trying to deal with the violent of-
fender in a lot of different respectsFederal level, State level, cer-
tainly. But there is such an overrun of facilities, of courts and all
of that, that those who are not yet guilty of violent offenses get the
last consideration, the last treatment.

It seems like police officers are trying to avoid dealing with sta-
tus offenders because they are nothing but a hassle and a head-
ache. They have got much more serious things to deal with. They
know that if they take them, many times they will have to babysit
them.

Who testified a minute ago that you found that before there was
incarceration there were typically seven felonies? Could you elabo-
rate on that a minute?
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Mr. REGIER. Well, I was just commenting that in our particular
State those that end up in secure institutionsthere are, on an av-
erage, seven felony convictions before they get there.

Senator THOMPSON. Well, it doesn't look to me like the real prob-
lem as far as your State is concerned is incarcerating people who
don't belong there.

Mr. REGIER. No.
Senator THOMPSON. It is the fact that you have got seven felonies

committed before they ever are incarcerated.
Mr. REGIER. Yes. It is the problem that we have a Federal cap

on secure beds, No. 1, with 12,000
Senator THOMPSON. On that point, why in the world would a

court order, because of past violations, put a cap on secure beds?
How does that alleviate past problems?

Mr. REGIER. Well, I guess in every negative there is some posi-
tive that comes out, and the positive that has come out of this 18-
year lawsuit whichby the way, we are expecting to receive a sub-
stantial compliance within the next couple of weeks and hopefully
have the Federal judge dismiss this within the next 6 months, but
the silver lining that has come out of that is that we do now prob-
ably have one of the best community-based systems in the country
because we were forced to.

Now, the problem is that even with some of our community-
based group homes, we have to put some very tough kids in those
places that should be in a higher level of security, but we have had
to deal with that. As I said, the domino effect, then, when you back
that up is that you have a lot of kids that are out on the street
that are on probation that should be either in treatment or even
in secure facilities.

Senator THOMPSON. Well, getting back to that problem, it seems
to me one of the bigger problems is the juvenile who has not yet
committed the violent crime but who, from all of your experiences,
we can probably tell is going to. How do we deal with that? Obvi-
ously, the States have a responsibility. You can't just say that you
don't have the money. Everything is a priority. If this is the bur-
geoning problem and the river that is flowing in our direction, it
has got to be addressed.

Could local communities do more? When you are dealing with a
criminal population of whatever age group, I guess there is a limit
on what private groups can do. How do we do something to avoid
the continual revolving door? These mandates may be a part of the
problem, but certainly not all of it. How do we address the contin-
ual revolving door which results in waking up one day and having
a serious crime and looking and, sure enough, it is somebody who
has been in trouble for years and nobody has ever dealt with it?

Mr. SCHWARTZ. I think probably all of us this morning, at least
those of us who have been involved with the distribution of funds
under this act, have found it relatively straightforward to plow
huge amountsas you said, up to 75 percent, certainly, at least
into the front end of this system, including for services to children
who have not committed crimes to those who have before they have
graduated to the deeper end of the system.

I know in Pennsylvania, both through the Communities that
Care Program that is a major part of this act, title 5 of the act,
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as well as through our routine formula grant contributions to
Pennsylvania's 67 counties, to nonprofits, to probation depart-
ments, to district attorneys for diversion programs, the act has
been a very, very effective way of developing prevention programs
by providing venture capital, in a sense, to communities that have
then taken over the funding of successful programs over time. That
has been a huges success story, I would say, and it has been a huge
success story across the country.

Senator THOMPSON. Well, I don't see any huge success stories. I
mean, if you are measuring success by lack of juveniles locked up
in adult facilities, which is great news, I suppose, then you have
statistics to back that up, but that is only one goal. The other goal
is a reduction in crime, and that is absolutely skyrocketing. One of
the things that we are going to ask some of the administrators of
this act is to show up some success.

We have got page after page after page of programs here that are
authorized and that are mandated at the Federal level and commu-
nities are doing a lot of things in response to it. But I don't know
that we have got a system at all to measure any kind of outcome-
based success. I mean, we have got every level of crime going
through the ceilingdrug use, guns, gangs, everything elseand
we are talking about all these great successes we have because, you
know, we have got sight and sound separation now in almost every
State.

Ms. ANTHONY. I agree with you. It is frustrating because I look
at recidivism rates among juveniles, and all you have to do is look
at the adult prison population to see what is happening there. Vir-
tually every State in this Nation has a huge budget for adult cor-
rections and youth corrections has gone underfunded in a lot of cir-
cumstances to be able to accommodate that. So the prevention
maybe hasn't worked as well as it should.

For 10 years, Utah has had 80 secure beds for juveniles. With
the construction projects and the authorization just received from
our legislature, we will have 162 secure beds to put adjudicated ju-
veniles in. We have had about 151 detention beds. Most of those
have been held by kids awaiting placement in a secure facility after
they have been tried. So a status offender would not be locked up
in any kind of detention facility. They may get an electronic mon-
itoring device at home. They will run and they will get picked up
on a contempt order and then they would be held for a short time
in a detention facility, but not for the status offense. They would
be held for the contempt issue.

So I am frustrated by the same thing that you are expressing
frustration. I haven't seen the huge success. It is successful in that
we are not seeing kids beat up in jails or abused in jails by other
inmates. That is a success. The crime rate has not gone down. It
is frustrating. All you have to do is look at the recidivism rate.

Senator THOMPSON. Ms. West.
Ms. WEST. We are not even talking about just status offenders

that go without services. Virginia is like Oklahoma. Like Mr.
Regier said, you can commit five, six, seven felonies before you
have any tangible consequence to your action. I was a prosecutor
in Virginia Beach and Norfolk and there was a joke among the de-
fense bar that the first belony was free. If I tried to do some sort
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of disposition other than unsupervised probation, they would say,well, you know the first felony is free, and that is the message thatgets sent to the kids. We have reinforced that negative behavior.
There are no consequences for your illegal behavior.

What we need to do is try to intervene with some sort of con-sequences earlier. It does not necessarily mean incarceration, butit has to be something that the juvenile views as a tangible con-sequence, not just something that we as the system put on themand think is a consequence. Unsupervised probation is a joke tothem. Supervised probation is basically a joke to them as well.They need to have some sort of punishment. It has to be taking
away something they enjoy. It has to be some sort of effort that
they have to make, something that means something to them.

Senator THOMPSON. Well, isn't part of that, though, the lack offacilities that you have, the lack of .courts that you have, anddoesn't that fall right back onto the States primarily?
Ms. WEST. It does fall back onto the States. Virginia is trying toaddress that problem, in particular. We also have judges who arewilling and locales who are willing to accept juveniles into jails,

sight- and sound-separate, but we would still be in violation if they
were in the jail, for runaways, for truants, for those types of behav-iors. We have a crowding problem, but it doesn't sound like it isnearly as bad as what the other States may have.

Senator THOMPSON. You mentioned another way in which youthought you might be out of compliance now with some of therules. What was that?
Ms. WEST. There is actually a code section in the Virginia Codethat allows a judge or an administrator of a juvenile detention

home to take a juvenile out and place him in a jail if he has been
disruptive in the home, and that is part of the code section.

Senator THOMPSON. Do you think that is inconsistent with the
Federal mandates?

Ms. WEST. It does put us out of compliance. We have been toldthat.
Senator THOMPSON. Have there been any consequences?
Ms. WEST. Virginia has still maintained overall compliance orcompliance in enough other areas that we have been able to main-

tain getting the funds, but that particular provision of our codedoes put us out of compliance.
Senator THOMPSON. So half the people here are out of compli-

ance, we have decided, on this panel anyway.
Mr. Regier, did you have any comment or do you choose not tocomment on that?
Mr. REGIER. Well, actually, no. They are coming out the end of

this week and we are going to be looking at some of these facilities,
and we are really trying to work closely with the Federal office. I
mean, we don't particularly want to be out of compliance and weare trying hard to find some alternatives with our communities for
detaining status offenders, in particular.

I was going to make the comment earlier that the juveniles know
the system. We have kids that have had this happen several timesover the last several months who have slugged their juvenile serv-ice worker when they come in to see them in secure placement.
Why? Because they want to be certified. Why do they want to be
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certified? Because they will be out in 3 months. They don't want
to go through the treatment program. We are tougher on them
than the adult system is.

Senator THOMPSON. Compliance costs, Ms. West. You might say,
well, these requirements are all in place now. You are substantially
complying with them. What are the compliance costs, and what are
the compliance costs to prove to the Federal offices that you are in
compliance?

Ms. WEST. I don't have the exact figures here. Marion Kelly from
our Department of Criminal Justice Services is here today. I do
know that they devote several full-time positions to doing nothing
but making sure that the State is in compliance. If I can turn to
her, she may be able to give you the exact costs of that.

Senator THOMPSON. All right. In the meantime, Ms. Anthony, do
you have any feel for what the level of

Ms. ANTHONY. I don't have exact figures either. I would be happy
to get those to you. What I do know is that the act has basically
become part of the fabric of Utah's juvenile justice system. Every
facility that we need to build in order to accommodate the mandate
is between $6 and $12 million. Oklahoma is building 6-bed facili-
ties. It is not a very good investment of your money.

Utah has resisted building bigger facilities; again, the same phi-
losophy that we have talked about today. We are going to go to-
ward building bigger facilities, particularly pretrial detention facili-
ties, because you simply can't afford to locate and maintain those
small facilities.

Senator THOMPSON. Just for starters here, I am looking at sec-
tion 5633, State Plan Requirements for Formula Grants. I take it
you still send in a plan every year and that plan has got to have
an advisory group. You have got to go out and get an advisory
group of not less than 15, not more than 33. They have to be from
various parts of society, including juveniles and all of that. Then
you have got the four mandates that we have talked about. Then
you have got to make sure that your programs are devoted to,
among other things, alternatives to incarceration, protecting juve-
nile rights, alternatives to suspension and expulsion, expanded use
of home probation, programs engendering positive thinking, belong-
ing to memberships, sense of self-worth, et cetera, et cetera.

Physically, do you have to fill out papers every year to show
these people that you are doing all this, that you are consistent
with all that? Is that your understanding?

Pull up a chair, if you can comment.
Ms. WEST. Senator Thompson, I think that Ms. Kelly would prob-

ably be the best to answer that. That is her full-time job, I believe,
is to make sure the State is in compliance.

Senator THOMPSON. And your full name is?
Ms. KELLY. Marion Kelly, and I am with the Virginia Depart-

ment of Criminal Justice Services. I work as a juvenile justice spe-
cialist, and you will note that the act requires each State partici-
pating in the act to have one person who is 100 percent full-time
and devoted to the act. So, across the board, each State would be
required to have at lest one full-time equivalent.

The way that the funds are set up, 10 percent of the State's allo-
cation may be spent on planning and administrative functions. In
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Virginia, that is $141,000 a year, which is required to be matched
by State funds in the same amount. So we have $282,000 in plan-
ning and administrative costs. On title 5 of the act, there is a pro-
vision for 5 percent of that act to also be used as planning and ad-
ministrative funds which also has a match associated with that. So
our full amount would lead us up about another $100,000 on topof that.

We devote 3.65 staff members to the JJDP Act. It includes my
own function, a research analyst that is required for the crime
analysis and planning piece of this, a compliance monitoring per-
son, and then a person who manages the grant monitoring func-tion. They are supported by a support staff and a fiscal manage-
ment team in our grantmaking agency.

But I think that the real costs are actually to the localities in
terms of the costs that they have both in terms of the record-
keeping or records management and some of those costs to Ms.
West's agency in providing us data and services, as well asand
I think someone pointed out the construction costs. I will give you
an example. We have a facility that will be a collocated facility in
Frederick and Winchester counties, about 60 miles from here, and
in order to meet the collocated requirement they are building a 40-foot land embankment on the premises of the facility in their de-
sign so that they will absolutely be sight- and sound-separate. I
think those kinds of costs really cannot be costed out by an agencysuch as my own in this matter, but are certainly substantial.

You raised the issue of the cost of the JJDP advisory group, andthe way that that is set up is a percentage of the lowest minimum
amount that is allocated to the State. In Virginia and across the
country, that amount is $30,000. In a State like Virginia, we never
spend the full amount. There are other StatesAlaska would be
one, Iowa would be anotherwhere people are traveling large dis-
tances and there is an amount of expenditure to the State in main-taining the State advisory groups.

I think somebody mentioned earlier that there may be more effi-
cient economies of scale than spending $30,000 a year in maintain-ing a State advisory group for purposes of this act and it may be
incorporated with other kinds of advisory or commission kinds of
functions in a State that would have a greater efficiency here.

Senator THOMPSON. Thank you very much. I believe that some
of the title 5 money, anyway, goes directly to the localities and they
have their own mandates that they have to deal with in compliance
issues. It sounds to me like in excess of $30,000 is available to fill
out the paperwork, you might say.

Mr. SCHWARTZ. It is also true, I know, in Pennsylvania, Senator,that our advisory group provides a State planning function and
there is great leverage that is provided out of these Federal dollars,
plus most of us devote much of our own money for subcommittee
meetings, regular meetings, planning meetings, addressing issueslike minority over-confinement and issues targeting specialized
populations, so that there are a variety of ways that these dollars
work effectively. At least in Pennsylvania, we haven't found the ad-
ministrative costs to be excessive.

Senator THOMPSON. Well, thank you very much. In all of this, I
always come back to the proposition that with all the problems that
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we are dealing with here, that we may be looking at the good news.
The problem age group is kind of down right now. The demog-
raphers tell us that by the end of the century there will be an addi-
tional 1 million in the age group, I think, 11 to 17. Half of them
will be males and a third of them will be law violators. So if we
don't do something about it, we will look back at this as the good
old days.

Senator Biden, incidentally, had another committee hearing and
expressed his regret that he had to leave us. Also, we have been
asked to enter a letter from the Department of Justice Office of Ju-
venile Justice and Delinquency Prevention into the record, and that
will be made a part of the record at this time.

[The letter referred to follows:]
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,

OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS,
OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION,

Washington, DC, March 11, 1996.
Hon. FRED THOMPSON,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Youth Violence, Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Sen-

ate, Washington, DC.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I have followed with great interest the hearings you have

held thus far on the burgeoning problem of youth violence facing our nation. I com-
mend your leadership on this issue, share you sense of urgency, and look forward
to working with you as together we address this national crisis.

The severity of the problem, as you well know, cannot be understand. Last week,
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) released the
1996 update to its report, "Juvenile Offenders and Victims." As the enclosed report
shows, in 1994 the juvenile violent crime arrest rate in the United States reached
its highest level ever, and an estimated seven juveniles were killed each day.

It is at this juncture that the task of reauthorizing the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-415), as amended (42 U.S.C. 5601)
begins. As you know, the Act establishes OJJDP as the agency responsible to imple-
ment the Act's provisions and develop and support effective programs to prevent
and control delinquency, improve the juvenile justice system, and address the prob-
lem of missing and exploited children.

At the outset, Mr. Chairman, I want to give you my assurance that I am commit-
ted to striking the appropriate balance between maintaining the key policy goals of
the Act and the very legitimate needs that States and practitioners may have for
more flexibility than the Act or its implementing regulations now provide.

Further, to the degree we are able, it is my firm intention, with the Attorney Gen-
eral's support, to do everything we reasonably can to accommodate the needs of the
States through changes to the regulations governing OJJDP's programs. I also look
forward, of course, to hearing your views, Mr. Chairman, and those of the other
members of the Subcommittee as we pursue this.

Toward this end of ensuring that the needs of those who come face to face every
day with youth violence are heard, this Office is now engaged in a series of steps
to get input from the juvenile justice field about JJDP Act programs, their impact,
our administration of the Act, and OJJDP's implementing guidelines, policies, and
regulations.

First, I have written to each of the State agencies designated to implement the
Formula Grants, State Challenge Grants, and Title V Delinquency Prevention pro-
grams inviting their comments. A copy of the letter to Tennessee is enclosed.

Second, recognizing that urban and rural areas face very different challenges in
implementing the core requirements of the Act, our Office, working with the States
of Idaho and New Jersey, will meet with rural and urban practitioners, respectively,
to hear from them about their perspectives on what is working, as well as what
needs changing and why.

For your information, the meeting in Boise, Idaho is set for March 15th and the
meeting in Trenton, New Jersey is slated for March 25th. I would be pleased to pro-
vide you with more specifics about either of those sessions. And, of course, I look
forward to sharing the results of those meetings with you when we meet.

Third, following those State forums, the Office will host two roundtable discus-
sions, one with representatives of public interest groups and the other with rep-
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resentatives of national organization and private youth-serving agencies. We hope
these roundtables will provide a more national perspective. We are particularly in-
terested in their views on our efforts to assist State and local governments to ad-
dress the increasing levels of juvenile violence and the role of the Federal govern-
ment.

The roundtable with public interest groups will take place on April 9th. The sec-
ond roundtable, with national organizations and private youth-serving agencies, is
scheduled for April 11th.

Based on the information we receive at these meetings, as well as written com-
ments we have been receiving, we intend to make recommendations on amendments
to the Act and regulations.

The Administration is firmly committed to progressive juvenile justice programs
that will have a long-term impact on reducing delinquency and violence and ensur-
ing public safety. Such programs need to address a full continuum of activity, in-
cluding prevention, early intervention, and graduated sanctions for all juvenile of-
fenders, from first-time offenders to chronic, violent, and serious juvenile offenders.
The Administration also recognizes that we will be successful only if we work as
partners with the States.

I look forward to working with Congress, . particularly your Subcommittee,
throughout this process and welcome your interest in our programs and activities
on behalf of our Nation's juveniles.

Sincerely,
SHAY BILCHIK.

you very much for being with us. YouSenator THOMPSON. Thank
have been most helpful.

The subcommittee is adjou
[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m.,

reed.
the subcommittee was adjourned.]



APPENDIX

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR HATCH TO MR. CARSON

DRUGS AND CRIME

Question 1. I am deeply disturbed by the recent indications that drugs is once
again on the rise with our nation's youth. I think we all recognize that drugs fuel
much of the violent crime problem in America, particularly in our urban centers.
In your opinion what needs to be done to prevent children from becoming involved
with drugs in the first place?

Question 2. Have the type of crimes committed by youths in your jurisdiction
changed much over the years? Do you feel that a different approach to combating
juvenile crime is needed?

RESPONSES OF MR. CARSON TO SENATOR HATCH'S QUESTIONS

Answer 1. With children we must place our efforts in the education of our elemen-
tary school age children. This is the age group that are most receptive and
trainable. Many studies show that most of our future personality is formed during
these years and can be predicted. Then this is the area we must concentrate our
prevention efforts on. In this age group, we also have greater opportunity to forge
partnerships among teachers, parents and law enforcement as a united front which
should provide a positive prevention message.

Answer 2. Yes. There has been an increase in the amount of violence involved
with not only juvenile crime but in all areas of juvenile life.

Yes. I feel that the increase in violence demands a swifter, firmer approach. Over
the years juveniles have acquired almost identical rights as adults, due process,
right to counsel, etc. I feel where we have given increased rights and responsibility
without accountability has become an injustice to not only the juveniles but to soci-
ety as a whole. While the accountability for juveniles and adults may differ in some
ways, it is essential component for our society to function. In the juvenile system,
there is also a need for swifter response to violations. Because juveniles as a whole
think more in the short term, a slow fragmented response only tends to encourage
the very behavior we are attempting to correct. We must send a clear sure message
that the increased rights you have acquired carry a increased responsibility and ac-
countability with them.

PHILOSOPHY

Question 1. Recently the trend in state legislatures has been to change the Juve-
nile delinquency declaration of purpose from rehabilitation to retribution and pun-
ishment. Indeed in today's Washington Post [March 12, 1996], there is an article
about the Virginia Assembly's legislation that would require teenagers as young as
14 to be tried and sentenced as adults for murder and other violent crimes. It would
also open to the public, juvenile court proceedings and records for felony cases. Do
you agree with these changes? Should the goal of the juvenile court system be closer
to that of the adult criminal system?

Question 2. It seems like each of your respective states have implemented slightly
modified versions of the Juvenile Justice Act; each state has tailored the programs
to its individual, local needs. I am generally skeptical about Washington imposing
programs on the states. For example, while I believe that a balance between preven-
tion and incarceration of juveniles should exist, isn't this a decision that should be
made at a local level, instead of the federal level?

(125)
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Question 3. What is your opinion of earmarks such as Boot camps, Mentoring, In-
tensive Supervision or others? Researchat least up to this pointhas not been
kind to any of these earmarked programs. It seems that recidivism rates are static
if not higher after attendance in a boot camp. These programs do not seem to be
curbing the delinquency rate. Should we, the federal government, remove the ear-
marks to let states experiment with various types of programs or, at the very least,
fund only those programs that have shown through research and evaluation to be
effective in curbing youth crime?

Question 4. Is the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP)
a helpful institution to state advisory groups in terms of policy? Should more money
be allocated by Juvenile Justice Office to provide technical assistance to the state
advisory groups?

Answer 1. Yes. I believe in cases of murder, rape, aggravated assault the proceed-
ings and records should be treated the same as adults. At this point public safety
outweighs the right of the juvenile to privacy. This should be made a part of their
accountability.

The goal of our juvenile justice system should be to make every attempt to be
ahead of our adult system in speed and quality of service. Because, this is the point
in the overall criminal justice system where we stand the best chance of rehabilita-
tion. The speed and sureness of our response can be just as important as the harsh-
ness or lightness of any sanctions imposed.

Answer 2. I do believe that is a decision that should be made locally. But, by lo-
cally, I suggest the county level with the state only acting as a conduit for funds.
With the funding being distributed on a formula basis using population, income lev-
els, and poverty status as factors as the base for deciding funding allocations. This
should allow for funds going to areas based on their real need for funding not the
ability and staff to compile statics for grant applications.

Answer 3. I feel the federal government should be open more to experimentation
on programs targeted to reducing juvenile crime. Many areas of our nation are dif-
ferent in many ways. Therefore, our approach should be targeted to our commu-
nities specific needs.

Answer 4. This is an area I must confess I do not have enough information to
make a sound judgment. However, more money at this level of the problem would
need close review.

MANDATES/REQUIREMENTS

Question 1. I would like to ask each of you about the four major mandates, (dein-
stitutionalizing status offenders; sight and sound separation; removing juveniles
from adult jails; and reduction of minority confinement), which is the most difficult
to stay in compliance with? What are the costs involved with staying in compliance?

Question 2. Are there requirements within the Acteither the mandates them-
selves, or regulations implementing the mandatesthat need to be removed or
changed in order for the Act to accomplish its intended goal?

Question 3. Many states have incorporated the goals of the Juvenile Justice Act
into their state codes. Currently, most states are in compliance with the mandates.
It seems that the Juvenile Justice Act has served it's intended purpose, which was
to ensure that juveniles were treated fairly in the criminal justice system. In your
opinion, could the mandates be removed and replaced with juvenile justice system
goals? That preserves the national directive that States can follow, but if the states
can't comply, they still have the opportunity for receiving funding.

Answer 1. For my rural area, sight and sound is the most difficult to comply with.
Years ago, because we could not afford to comply, we completely shut down our ju-
venile detention center and associating programs that were on the drawing board.

Answer 2. On this question I feel we would all agree the primary goal is what
is in the best interest of the child. But as juvenile crime has become more and more
violent the matter of public safety has also become a major concern. While we may
agree on what the problems are our differences will lay in the paths we choose to
take to address these problems.

Answer 3. Yes. I feel that they could be removed as mandates and included in
the goals of the juvenile justice system. This would give the needed flexibility to
rural areas to reenter the fight for juvenile justice.

PROGRAMS/IMPLEMENTATION/EVALUATION

Question 1. Have the so-called challenge activities had a significant impact on de-
linquency in your state? Which activities are being conducted? Are the requirements
to participate in the challenge activities burdensome? Does the cost to the state out-
weigh the additional 10% funding that is offered?
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Question 2. I understand that one of these activities is to develop programs to pro-
vide access to counsel for all juveniles in the justice system and to ensure that juve-
niles consult with counsel before waiving their rights. Do you think that is a worth-
while program? What about the other activities such as increasing community-based
alternatives to incarceration, or closing traditional training schools and replacing
them with secure settings for no more than 50 violent juvenile offenders. Are these
worthwhile and realistic goals?

Question 3. The Promising Programs book that the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention provides lists a number of community programs that have
been tried in other districts. However, very few of the programs have evaluation
components attached to them. Does the absence of evaluative studies of these pro-
grams make it difficult when searching for innovative programs? Is the book helpful
when looking for new programs?

Answer 1. Due to the mandates effectively removing our juvenile detention capa-
bilities, my ability to provide an informed opinion is lacking.

Answer 2. Due process requirements in the law provide that this be available to
all suspects. However, I feel there is a need to review such programs as to the cost
and effect on the entire juvenile justice system be made to ensure they are assisting
in accomplishing the overall goals.

I do not see a need for any increase in alternative incarceration programs, as
there are many now available in most jurisdictions and are continuing to evolve con-
stantly. Smaller groups would assist staff in management and provide more oppor-
tunity for more one on one counseling and education which should lead to a higher
success rate and less recidivism. I feel these are realistic goals if pushed down to
the county level for planning, design, and implementation.

Answer 3. I feel that programs without some type of evaluation process even if
they are successful will tend to stagnate.

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR ALAN K. SIMPSON TO MR. CARSON

Question 1. You stated that the JJDPA mandates have effectively reduced the re-
spect that juvenile offenders in your area have for the justice system. What specific
changes would you suggest in the mandates to address this problem?

Question 2. What kind of exemptions for rural areas would you support, and how
might they be most efficiently designed?

Question 3. What suggestions would you make for modifying the JJDPA to make
the four primary mandates more geneial and goal-oriented (as opposed to requiring
specific actions regardless of local circumstances)?

Question 4. What additions to the act would you recommend to address the need
for a greater Federal role in collecting and disseminating information on successful
programs and providing technical assistance to States?

RESPONSES OF MR. CARSON TO SENATOR ALAN K. SIMPSON'S QUESTIONS

All witnesses: Without knowing the specific details of Senator Kassebaum's legis-
lation, I feel from what you have outlined it would be an effective beginning.

Answer 1. By removing any immediate enforcement power other than cite and re-
lease from the law enforcement officer, you have made him the one person in the
system who can do nothing but escort the juvenile home and make a referral. This
means the first authority figure the juvenile comes in contact with demonstrates
how inept the system can be. In rural areas, because of sight and sound require-
ments and deinstitutionalization of even the constant repeat status offender, why
should there by any respect given when you can do almost nothing for the problem.
I would have institutionalization as an option for repeat status offenders in order
in intervene before the offenses do become criminal in nature. If rural areas had
detention abilities for the short term, if would also give us the ability to involve the
parents in a more formal way earlier in the process. This is something in years past
proved effective for us in rural areas. I also feel that a relaxation of the sight and
sound requirements would also allow rural areas to more effectively use existing fa-
cilities thereby easing part of the financial burden this has placed on poor rural
areas. Quick response and short term detention capabilities used wisely does not
mean it is to be used in every case we encounter. Most of our law enforcement du-
ties with juveniles are discretionary and the more tools and options we have the
more effective we can be.

Answer 2 and 3. These question are so closely related the answers seem to be part
of each other. If you start a serious program of exemptions, the system may become
too complicated and confusing. It may also become overloaded dealing with requests
for exemption. The most efficient design would be in the modification of the existing
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mandates. They could become guidelines and goals to be achieved through a local
monitoring process. I would envision a county board of juvenile justice review made
up of law enforcement, social services, juvenile court, schools and parents from the
community. Their job would be to monitor, assist and review the progress of the
local juvenile program. They would report quarterly to local governing bodies and
the governing State agency. I feel this would be two positive things immediately.
One, bring together those groups who now provide a uncoordinated response to
make a coordinated one within the juvenile justice system. Two, by having an excel-
lent working base group and reporting back to local governments, this awareness
would help with the attempts to gain more local funding. This review committee
would also be able to review any case at any point in the system and assist at work-
ing toward compliance. We feel for rural areas, these changes would put us back
in the business of working and dealing with our juvenile problems. It would also
provide an organization on the local level that would be eligible for Federal funding
assuring the funds get to the source of the problem.

Answer 4. A simple efficient method would be one similar to the new reporting
system for the F.B.I. Uniform Crime Reports. One central State agency that accepts
and filters out information needed locally and forwarded what is required to the
F.B.I. If this can be done by computer then any facts, figures or results of local, re-
gional or national trends could be retrieved in the same manner for local use. It
would also be the most effective system to provide cost effective technical assistance
on a mass scale from the OJJDP.

QUESTIONS TO ALL WITNESSES ON PANELS II AND III FROM THE COMMITTEE ON THE
JUDICIARY

Question 1. Some critics have argued that the juvenile justice mandatesparticu-
larly the deinstitutionalization of status offenders and the jail removal require-
mentshave contributed to rising juvenile crime rates.

At the last hearing, however, experts testified that significant increases in juve-
nile crime rates began around 1985when crack cocaine entered our cities, and ac-
cess to guns dramatically spread throughout our inner cities. The mandates began
in 1974.

Now, given the fact that this increase started over a decade after the mandates
went into effect, do you think it's reasonable to blame the mandates for our juvenile
crime problem?

Question 2. Many juvenile facilities suffer from significant overcrowding, which in
turn leads to greater violence between juveniles, more attacks on staff, and less re-
habilitation.

In your experience with your local juvenile justice systems, have you seen over-
crowding problems, and what are the consequences of these problems?

Would you support more targeted efforts to fund juvenile detention facilities?
Question 3. Some critics of the mandates argue that they have nothing to do with

prevention of crime, and are therefore not a good investment. Yet studies have con-
firmed the common-sense proposition that once a juvenile is thrown in with adults,
he hardens, making rehabilitation much harder.

Given your experience with the Act, do you think that separating juvenile from
adult prisoners contributes to preventing crime?

Question 4. In my own State of Wisconsin, we have been able to work out an ex-
emption to the prohibition on shared staff, so long as staff does not work with both
juveniles and adults during the same shift, and all staff are properly trained and
certified. This exemption was worked out with, and ultimately approved by, the Of-
fice of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

Do you think that there is a way to work out something similar in your state that
could deal with your particular difficulties with the mandates, yet maintain the
basic principles of maintaining virtually complete separation of juveniles from
adults'?

Question 5. During these hearings, I have heard many complaints about the man-
dates, but in order to try to deal with these matters legislatively, it is critical that
we have specific information and specific solutions. We need to know what flexibility
you need, and what limits there should be on that flexibility to ensure that we guar-
antee the protection of young people without hampering law enforcement.

Could you list what you are doing nowas required under the mandatesthat
you do not want to do?

Could you list what you are not doing nowthat the mandates are prohibiting
you from doingthat you would like to do?
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Question 6. Several complaints regarding the disproportionate representation of
minorities mandate suggested that this mandate is onerous because it requires that
the percentage of incarcerated juveniles must equal the number of juveniles in the
general state populationsort of a prison quota. Specifically, some of the witnesses
went so far as to suggest that they are "in violation" of the act if there is an imbal-
ance.

In fact, the mandate (42 U.S.C. 5633(a)(23)) only requires that states submit
plans for implementing the Act that "address efforts to reduce the proportion of ju-
veniles detained or confined in secure detention facilities, secure correctional facili-
ties, jails, and lockups who are members of minority groups if such proportion ex-
ceeds the proportion such groups represent in the general population."

From my reading of this, States are only required to include provisions in their
state plans that "address efforts" to fight over representationthere is no require-
ment that they actually achieve equal representation, or anything close to it.

Do you read this differently? Can you explain specifically why this section causes
problems for you in implementing the Act? Do you think we should delete this man-
date, and not require any efforts towards rectifying over representation?

Question 7. We are always trying to learn more about what is effective at each
level of the juvenile justice process. What studies have been done in your state that
indicate the effectiveness of any prevention, intervention, or incarceration programs
in your state at either the state or local level? It would be very helpful if you would
supply a copy of each report and summarize the results.

RESPONSES OF MR. CARSON TO COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY'S QUESTIONS

Answer 1. No. I do not believe anyone would blame all our juvenile crime prob-
lems on the mandates. But I feel that whatever we signify as the cause or causes
of our problems they did appear and are here. In rural areas, I feel you would have
to agree that the mandates have not provided any assistance in combating the prob-
lem.

Answer 2. Our area did not suffer from overcrowding problems before our exit
from this area of service. We would whole heartedly support more targeted efforts
to fund juvenile detention facilities.

Answer 3. Yes. I would agree that juveniles and adults need separation and defi-
nitely not to be cell-mates.

Answer 4. In an earlier answer, I stated my concern for this method may open
the flood gates with repeated requests and changes constantly. I feel it would be
adding to the bureaucracy. Mandate modification appears to me a simpler way to
address the problems broad base. I believe the modification can be done maintaining
virtually complete separation of juveniles from adults.

Answer 5. On all offenses, we are babysitting the offender until a solution can be
found even status offenses. The mandates due to our economic conditions leave with
no detention facility within 60 miles and none in county. We have become ineffective
in dealing with any status offenders. We are babysitters and bus drivers.

We would like to have a detention facility within a reasonable distance. At my
department, we would desperately like to have the ability to detain juveniles at
least 24 to 72 hours until other arrangements can be made.

Answer 6. Although my community does not have a very large minority popu-
lation, this mandate would provide the least amount of difficulty to deal with. I con-
cur with your interruption of the reading of the mandate.

Answer 7. Due to the current mandates, we have been out of the business of deal-
ing with detentioned juveniles for some time. During this time also officers began
to avoid juvenile problems whenever possible. So no studies locally are available and
at this point I feel they would be inaccurate in measuring the problem because of
the large numbers of non reported incidents.

RESPONSES OF MR. OEDEKOVEN TO SENATOR HATCH'S QUESTIONS

DRUGS AND CRIME

Question 1. I am deeply disturbed by the recent indications that drugs are once
again on the rise with our Nation's youth. I think we all recognize that drugs fuel
much of the violent crime problem in America, particularly in our urban centers.
In your opinion, what needs to be done to prevent children from becoming involved
with drugs in the first place?

Answer 1. I am also deeply disturbed by the indication that drugs are again on
the rise. My Department is very active in the D.A.R.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance Edu-
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cation) Program, youth to youth, peer group counseling, developing teen leaders,
and interacting with the schools with our overall goal of providing an opportunity
for our kids to discuss crime and drug problems before they become a problem in
the criminal justice system. As costs have risen, we have more and more two parent
working families or single parent families and less supervision for our children. We
are very blessed in our community in that we have a lot of activities and youth pro-
grams which help channel the enthusiasm and the energy in the right direction.
Even in rural America we are seeing that the crimes committed by our youth are
becoming more violent. Their destructions of property are becoming very expensive.
Their assaults are happening at a younger age and the violent felonies are no longer
restricted to adults aged 18 and older. A clear concise answer as to what to do with
our nations kids to prevent them from being involved with drugs in the first place
is a very difficult one. My opinion is that we take measures to strengthen the family
and to ensure that communities are providing opportunities for youth that are chal-
lenging, stimulating, and rewarding. I would suggest that we not dictate this on a
national level, but that we promote it and that local communities be allowed to go
forth and experiment and find new ways to keep kids off drugs. Removing drugs
from society in the first place would be a great help.

Question 2. Have the type of crimes committed by youths in your jurisdiction
changed much over the years? Do you feel that a different approach to combating
juvenile crimes is needed?

Answer 2. As I indicated above, our youth's crime is changing. They are becoming
more violent, destructive, antisocial, and rebellious of authority. Home is not curing
the problem either. Local communities must be allowed to set standards and involve
everyone in finding solutions.

PHILOSOPHY

Question 1. Recently the trend in State legislatures has been to change the juve-
nile delinquency declaration of purpose from rehabilitation to retribution and pun-
ishment. Indeed in today's Washington Post [March 12, 1996], there is an article
about the Virginia Assembly's legislation that would require teenagers as young as
14 to be tried and sentenced as adults for murder and other violent crimes. It would
also open to the public, juvenile court proceedings and records for felony cases. Do
you agree with these changes? Should the goal of the juvenile court system be closer
to that of the adult criminal system?

Answer 1. to some extent your phrase in your first sentence of a change from re-
habilitation to retribution and punishment is indeed part of the problem. My philos-
ophy is we should have all three, not just one. We have been directed from all levels
to do rehabilitation and have not folded in the other factors of retribution and pun-
ishment. We have been told that juveniles do not commit crime. they commit infrac-
tions. They can have their record clean or their acts removed at some point in the
future. I do not disagree with the basic concept that at some point in the future
a mistake as a youth should not haunt you forever. As to the changes in dealing
with juveniles, I believe the legislature is taking the correct approach as today's
youth are becoming more violent and destructive at a younger age. Rehabilitation
of a 15-year-old that is selling crack cocaine, doing drive by shootings, and stealing
cars for the thrill of it is a little different from a 14-year-old who in my are eggs
a car on Halloween, steals Christmas tree lights and droops them around a sign,
and shoots out street lights. The serious juvenile crimes should be recognized as
that, serious. The youth of today know that nothing happens to them and that their
record will not follow them. There is no consequence. Thus, there is no threat of
punishment. After all, when they become an adult their juvenile records are sealed.
Basic philosophy wise, serious crimes should be treated more like adult crime and
at a younger age since they are perpetuating it at a younger age. The proceedings
should be open so the youth, family, and the community are aware of what is going
on.

Question 2. It seems like each of your respective States have implemented slightly
modified versions of the Juvenile Justice Act; each State has tailored the programs
to its individual, local needs. I am generally skeptical about Washington Imposing
programs on the States. For example, while I believe that a balance between pre-
vention and incarceration of juveniles should exist, isn't this a decision that should
be made at a local level, instead of the Federal level?

Answer 2. I agree. The best decisions are made at the local level instead of at
the Federal level. I applaud your direction as indicated in the question that you
would like to see the states and local levels decide and modify the Juvenile Justice
Act to tailor to the needs of the local jurisdictions. I would further like to see the
Juvenile Justice Act be a guideline as opposed to a mandate. Wyoming does not
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have the problems of New Orleans, New York, Detroit, or any other major metro-
politan area. I hope we never do although those problems are encroaching each and
every day. The solutions to problems that you hear about or the atrocities that are
presented by large jurisdictions do not fit Wyoming and thus we should not suffer
the consequences either. Therefore, I support and applaud your philosophy that de-
cisions should be made at the local level.

Question 3. What is your opinion of earmarks such as boot camps, mentoring, in-
tensive supervision or others? Researchat least up to this pointhas not been
kind to any of these earmarked programs. It seems that recidivism rates are static
if not higher after attendance in a boot camp. These programs do not seem to be
curbing the delinquency rate. Should we, the Federal Government, remove the ear-
marks to let States experiment with various types of programs or, at the very least,
fund only those programs that have shown through research and evaluation to be
effective in curbing youth crime?

Answer 3. I agree that it should be left at the local level to experiment with pro-
grams and learn from others to enhance programs that deal specifically with local
area issues. The difficulty with funding only programs that research and evalua-
tions have shown to be effective is that at some point every program was new and
untested. Somebody next week I hope comes forward with a new program, experi-
ments with it, proves it to be successful, and all areas can then learn and thus we
are all successful. I would offer caution in only funding those programs that are
proven to be effective as it would eliminate new programs coming forward. I would
ask that you allow States to experiment as States know their issues best and can
tailor programs to fit their specific needs.

Question 4. Is the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP)
a helpful institution to State advisory groups in terms of policy? Should more money
be allocated by the Juvenile Justice Office to provide technical assistance to the
State advisory groups?

Answer 4. Question number 4 is almost contradictory in that OJJDP, in my opin-
ion, does not offer helpful advice. It offers mandates and advice on how to follow
the mandates. I would welcome technical assistance to state advisory groups or to
individual agencies and entities as they set up and deal with particular problems
and programs. As we attempted in Wyoming to comply with the mandates, we found
that there was no latitude, little guidance, it was black and white, and follow it or
else.

MANDATES/REQUIREMENTS

Question 1. I would like to ask each of you about the four major mandates, (dein-
stitutionalizing _status offenders; sight and sound separation; removing juveniles
from adult jails; and reduction minority confinement), which is the most difficult to
stay in compliance with? What are the costs involved with staying in compliance?

Answer 1. For me the total sight and sound separation, removal of juveniles from
adult jails, and deinstitutionalization of status offenders are the three most difficult
areas for me to comply with. The reduction of minority confinement would be the
easiest. I do not have a problem with minority confinement as the minority popu-
lation in my community is hard working and forthright and thus their children are
not in trouble.

We do not place our juveniles in jail with adults. While in Washington, the im-
pression I was left with was, you were somewhat surprised that since we were not
complying with the Juvenile Justice Act that somehow meant we were throwing ju-
veniles in with adults. That is not true. We have entirely separate areas. We have
entirely separate day rooms, wings, bedrooms, etc. The difficulty is that according
to the mandates we are not separate enough. In Wyoming, we do not have the lux-
ury of having completely separate facilities for different groups of criminals. Each
county generally has one jail and everyone is housed in that one jail. By removing
juveniles from an adult facility for the very few number of kids that ever make it
to jail in the first place is a very difficult area for us to comply with.

Cost will be very difficult to measure. If we were participating in the act, we
would have to building and staff a multi million-dollar facility. Since we choose not
to comply with the act, kids are housed in adult jails, they are separate, and we
are not spending that money.

Question 2. Are these requirements within the acteither the mandates them-
selves, or regulations implementing the mandatesthat need to be removed or
changed in order for the act to accomplish its intended goal?

Answer 2. I agree with the basic premise of the Juvenile Justice Act that kids
do not belong in jail. I also believe that jail needs to be one component of dealing
with the criminal behavior of our youth. The difficulty is the Act is creating man-
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dates instead of guidelines or federal direction. It does not leave open to interpreta-
tion various geographic, regional, state and local issues. It merely creates a mandate
that is very difficult to comply with. I would like to see the act streamlined, that
it be a federal guideline, and that states be left to comply with the guidelines taking
into account the specific needs of the state. With a block grant approach to the
state, they could decide which component is weak and thus which component needs
the money whether it is rehabilitation, retribution, or punishment? I believe it
would be simplest and we would actually accomplish more by having federal guide-
lines with a block grant approach as opposed to mandates and specific funding
guidelines that require states to comply.

Question 3. Many States have incorporated the goals of the Juvenile Justice Act
into their State codes. Currently, most States are in compliance with the mandates.
It seems that the Juvenile Justice Act has served its intended purpose, which was
to ensure that juveniles were treated fairly in the criminal justice system. In your
opinion, could the mandates be removed and replaced with juvenile justice system
goals? That preserves the national directive that States can follow, but if the States
can't comply, they still have the opportunity for receiving funding.

Answer 3. You are correct. In Wyoming, even though we are not a participating
State in the Juvenile Justice Act, we have modified our juvenile code. It does comply
with the basic guideline. We are keeping kids separate. It would certainly simplify
and streamline a lot of paperwork and may eliminate several positions that are
being funded through taxes. We could get down the basic problem of rehabilitation
and punishment and what is appropriate in each area based on the local needs and
problems. I like this approach.

PROGRAMS/IMPLEMENTATION/EVALUATION

Question 1. Have the so-called challenge activities had a significant impact on de-
linquency in your State? Which activities are being conducted? Are the requirements
to participate in the challenge activities burdensome? Does the cost to the State
outweight the additional 10% funding that is offered?

Answer. 1. Because Wyoming is not participating in the act, we are not eligible
for challenge activity's grant funding, however, in reviewing the list of challenge ac-
tivities, I am happy to report that most communities in Wyoming comply with most
of the challenge activities. As to whether or not they have had a significant impact
on delinquency, I would offer it is very difficult to tell. While youth crime numbers
are increasing, would they be increasing at a higher rate if we were not doing the
activities. Looking over the general list and the general theme behind each of the
challenge activities, I would offer it is good business to do it anyway so their meas-
ure and effect would be very difficult.

Question 2. I understand that one of these activities is to develop programs to pro-
vide access to counsel for all juveniles in the justice system and to ensure that juve-
niles consult with counsel before waiving their rights. Do you think that is a worth-
while program? What about the other activities such as increasing community-based
alternatives to incarceration, or closing traditional training schools and replacing
them with secure settings for not more than 50 violent juvenile offenders. Are these
worthwhile and realistic goals?

Answer 2. We provide public defenders for our youth now if their parents have
not made any other arrangements. With not having actually reviewed the require-
ments, it would be difficult for me to say whether this is a worthwhile program.
However, it it is like everything else, it probably creates and contains more man-
dates as opposed to simple guidelines for us to follow. We have a full array of com-
munity-based alternatives to incarceration and we are very active with those pro-
grams. Wyoming has changed its training to more of a therapy and treatment reha-
bilitation setting. I believe we are working on those goals.

Question 3. The Promising Programs book that the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention provides lists a number of community programs that have
been tried in other districts. However, very few of the programs have evaluation
components attached to them. Does the absence of evaluative studies of these pro-
grams make it difficult when searching for innovative programs? Is the book helpful
when looking for new programs?

Answer 3. I am not familiar with the Promising Programs book, so I am at a loss
for commenting on that particular book. I would offer that law enforcement actively
seeks other program ideas from all areas of the country. Having an evaluation to
go with a program to know whether it was effective rather than just a good idea
would be helpful.
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RESPONSES OF MR. OEDEKOVEN TO SENATOR ALAN K. SIMPSON'S QUESTIONS

Question 1. It is evident from the testimony we have heard that "one size fits all"
solutions won't solve the juvenile crime problem in every part of the country. Would
you support legislation like Senator Kassebaum's Youth Development Community
Block Grant Act? Her bill would consolidate 19 Federal youth development and pre-
vention programs into a block grant to the states. This would allow state and local
governments the flexibility to adapt to a changing juvenile population, and to design
programs that fit their own particular circumstances.

Answer 1. I agree one size does not fit all. In fact it is very frustrating in Wyo-
ming for us to be imposed with solutions to problems in New York City, Detroit,
Dallas, or Los Angeles. I would applaud a block grant approach for local commu-
nities to decide what local problems are and what local solutions are needed. A con-
solidation of programs would be great. Hip hooray for using a common sense ap-
proach of consolidation of program and block grants and communities determining
what the problem and thus what is the best solution.

Question 2. We all agree that it is desirable to detain juveniles separately from
adults. Please give examples of detailed adjustments we could make to the JJDPA
to provide the necessary flexibility to accomplish this objective in rural areas with
low levels of crime.

Answer 2. Wyoming state law requires separate housing, federal mandates re-
quire totally sight and sound separate. The administrative rules that go with those
mandates make it virtually impossible for any jail in Wyoming to comply with fed-
eral mandates. The spirit of the mandate is to keep juveniles from adult prisoners.
I believe you could wipe the mandates out and provide a federal policy statement
that juveniles be held separate and their rural areas would have a completely sepa-
rate area within their jail for the housing of juveniles. This would keep with the
spirit of the regulations and be more realistic to achieve.

Question 3. Should the federal government be involved at all in rural areas be-
yond providing funds for research and grants for community initiatives?

Answer 3. The atrocities the congress learns of and thus reacts to generally hap-
pen in large metropolitan areas or are isolated incidents. If we are going to have
federal reaction to those incidents, keep them specific to a particular problem, and
provide guidelines to the rest of the country. Funds for research and grants would
be a welcome alternative to what we get now, which is a federal reaction to an out-
rageous act which creates law and regulation that we then must all abide by even
though we didn't have the problem in the first place and thus the cure has created
a greater problem.

Question 4. What suggestions would you make for modifying the JJDPA to make
the four primary mandates more general and goal oriented (as opposed to requiring
specific actions regardless of local circumstances)?

Answer 4. I would like to see the four primary mandates be redefined as a na-
tional policy guideline and that it be more general, goal oriented, and remove the
specific mandate language and thus remove the requirements. If we were not keep-
ing juveniles separate from adults and an adult took advantage of a juvenile, the
jail and the administrator would then be sued and that is the remedy. The fear of
a law suit hangs over all of our heads and rightfully so. Are we keeping all the peo-
ple incarcerated safely? An even more simple question would be, do we need the
mandates at all recognizing that if we do not keep our people safe, we are subject
to liability.

Question 5. What additions to the act would you recommend to address the need
for a greater Federal role in collecting and disseminating information on successful
programs and providing technical assistance to States?

Answer 5. A federal role in collecting and disseminating information would allow
those of us in need from time to time a resource to solicit information from, review,
and to see what would be appropriate for our local problems and to implement bits
and pieces from several successful programs to tailor a solution at the local level.

Question 6. You mentioned the need to have jail as an option for chronic juvenile
offenders. What specific recommendations would you make for exemptions from the
deinstitutionalization provision of the JJDPA?

Answer 6. The courts are becoming very frustrated with not having jail as an op-
tion for basic status offenses. What is the court to do with the chronic MIP that
is not responding to therapy or when parents are not involved in therapy? The juve-
nile knows the only thing he can get sentenced to, is more community service time?
When I was growing up and punishment was in order, many times that involved
going to my room, shutting the door, quiet time, and a list of things that needed
to be done. Today the courts do not have that as an option. They cannot sentence
someone to jail to go to their room, not watch television, and to accomplish a list
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for the court. We have lost sight of the basics and I think we need to return to the
basics. The second difficult issue in dealing with status offense is that of the run-
away from a large metropolitan area traveling through rural America on their way
to points unknown who has very little respect for authority, is antisocial, and is
picked up in a rural community. Where do we place this juvenile? In a non-secure
facility where they break out and create yet another destruction and run away
again. I believe we should hold them in a secure facility and in a rural area that
would be the local jail and await their parent's intervention and return them to
their parents as soon as possible. The danger here is that once jail becomes an alter-
native, it can become the only alternative. It needs to be the last alternative, but
still an alternative in some cases.

RESPONSES OF MR. OEDEKOVEN TO THE COMMIIIhE ON THE JUDICIARY'S QUESTIONS

Question 1. Some critics have argued that the juvenile justice mandatesparticu-
larly the deinstitutionalization of status offenders and the jail removal require-
mentshave contributed to rising juvenile crime rates.

At the last hearing, however, experts testified that significant increases in juve-
nile crime rates began around 1985when crack cocaine entered our cities, and ac-
cess to guns dramatically spread throughout our inner cities. The mandates began
in 1974.

Now, given the fact that this increase started over a decade after the mandates
went into effect, do you think it's reasonable to blame the mandates for our juvenile
crime problem?

Answer 1. I believe it would be very difficult to refer to a singular issue or sin-
gular event as having the cause of a juvenile crime increase. I believe there are
many issues that must be considered and drugs are certainly at the top of the list.
The second issues would be the breakdown of the family and the supervision that
families should impose on their kids. I do not believe it is reasonable to blame man-
dates for the juvenile crime problem. I do believe, however, the mandates are having
an effect. Jurisdictions are frustrated with incarceration and do not view incarcer-
ation as an option. In an attempt to comply with the mandates, agencies now cite
and release juveniles. In the past, the same juveniles would have been placed in jail.
This is creating an overall disregard for the criminal justice system as it lacks a
perceived degree of punishment. All of these factors contribute to the problem and
is not a singular place to blame.

Question 2. Many juvenile facilities suffer from significant overcrowding, which in
turn leads to greater violence between juveniles, more attacks on staff, and less re-
habilitation.

In your experience with your local juvenile justice systems, have you seen over-
crowding problems, and what are the consequences of these problems?

Would you support more targeted efforts to fund juvenile detention facilities?
Answer 2. We do not have an overcrowding problem, however, we also do not have

juvenile justice detention facilities. I would welcome some efforts to fund where ap-
propriate juvenile justice facilities. Building them is the easy part, it is the long
term cost associated with running them that would be very difficult for many in-
cluding our jurisdiction to accomplish. I don't think we can out build the problem.

Question 3. Some critics of the mandates argue that they have nothing to do with
prevention of crime, and are therefore not a good investment. Yet studies have con-
firmed the common-sense proposition that once a juvenile is thrown in with adults,
he hardens, making rehabilitation much harder.

Given your experience with the act, do you think that separating juveniles from
adult prisoners contributes to preventing crime?

Answer 3. I once again wish to reiterate we do not place juveniles in with adults.
I don't know of any place in Wyoming that does. I don't know of any other adminis-
trator that I have ever talked with that does. A bigger problem philosophy wise
would be placing a first time offender juvenile in with a repeat offender juvenile
that hardens the youth as well.

Question 4. In my own State of Wisconsin, we have been able to work out an ex-
emption to the prohibition on shared staff, so long as staff does not work with both
juveniles and adults during the same shift, and all staff are properly trained and
certified. This exemption was worked out with, and ultimately approved by, the Of-
fice of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

Answer 4. Once again, I wish to reiterate that our juveniles are not held in the
same area of the jail and thus do not interact with adults. The difficulty with having
completely separate staff in a very small jail such as mine, is that the staff person
cannot open a door for an adult on the same shift that he opens a door for a juve-
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nile. Since the facility is very close and small, it is unrealistic to have two people
occupying a single place to open doors, one to open doors for juveniles and one to
open doors for adults. We maintain the basic principle of keeping our juveniles sepa-
rate from the adults, however, total staff separation is unrealistic in our case.

Question 5. During these hearings, I have heard many complaints about the man-
dates, but in order to try to deal with these matters legislatively, it is critical that
we have specific information and specific solutions. We need to know what flexibility
you need, and what limits there should be on that flexibility to ensure that we guar-
antee the protection of young people without hampering law enforcement.

Could you list what you are doing nowas required under the mandatesthat
you do not want to do?

Could you list what you are not doing nowthat the mandates are prohibiting
you from doingthat you would like to do?

Answer 5. Wyoming does not participate in the act therefore, we do not comply
with the mandates of the act. We comply with the basic goal or principle as required
by state statute of keeping juveniles separate from adults. So I will answer this
question in terms of philosophy as to the mandates as opposed to the realities since
we are not complying. I would like to see the legislation change from a mandate
legislation to that of a goal statement and guidelines and eliminate specific man-
dates, one size fits all. In our very small jail it is unrealistic to have totally separate
staff to deal with juveniles and to have a totally separate hardened area in a com-
pletely separate part of our jail. Our juveniles are housed separately. The only time
that they may see an adult inmate is if they look out the window at just exactly
the right angle to see someone walk by. We have control at our facility. The juve-
niles and adults do not yell at each other and yet because there may be a possibility
that you could hear someone from one end of the hall to the other, we do not comply
with being sound separate. I would like to be able to place antisocial runaways from
other jurisdictions in our secure jail while we await their parent's arrival so that
we can keep these juveniles safe and out of harm's way rather than place them in
a non-secure setting to which they can then run away from.

Question 6. Several complaints regarding the disproportionate representation of
minorities mandate suggested that this mandate is onerous because it requires that
the percentage of incarcerated juveniles must equal the number of juveniles in the
general state populationsort of a prison quota. Specifically, some of the witnesses
went so far as to suggest that they are "in violation" of the act if there is an imbal-
ance.

In fact, the mandate (42 U.S.C. 5633(A)(23)) only requires that States submit
plans for implementing the act that "address efforts to reduce the proportion of juve-
niles detained or confined in secure detention facilities, secure correctional facilities,
jails, and lockups who are members of minority groups if such proportion exceeds
the proportion such groups represent in general population."

From my reading of this, States are only required to include provision in their
State plans that "address efforts" to fight over representationthere is no require-
ment that they actually achieve equal representation, or anything close to it.

Do you read this differently? Can you explain specifically why this section causes
problems for you in implementing the act? Do you think we should delete this man-
date, and not require any efforts towards rectifying over representation?

Answer 6. Wyoming has a very small minority population. Thus, we have a very
small minority representation in jail. In my community, we have virtually no prob-
lem with our minority population. I believe this mandate loses track of the basic
premise of those who commit crimes need to be dealt with. The act should not dif-
ferentiate between races of criminal. If the law is broken, the law should deal with
them. I would suggest removal of this mandate from the act.

Question 7. We are always trying to learn more about what is effective at each
level of the juvenile justice process. What studies have been done in your State that
indicate the effectiveness of any prevention, intervention, or incarceration programs
in your State at either the State or local level? It would be very helpful if you would
supply a copy of each report and summarize the results.

Answer 7. Our state at the direction of the governor, even though we were not
participating in the act, funded a juvenile justice study on two separate occasions
as to the overall direction for both the legislature and local communities in dealing
with juvenile crime. I will attempt to get a clean copy of that sent to Senator
Thompson's Office in the near future.
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RESPONSES OF MR. LUICK TO SENATOR HATCH'S QUESTIONS

PHILOSOPHY

Answer 1. Concerning recent action taken by the Virginia Legislature that would
require teenagers 14 years or older to be tried as adults for murder and other vio-
lent crimes, many states have taken similar steps to increase the response to violent
acts committed by juveniles by lowering the age of adult court jurisdiction for spe-
cific offenses. In Wisconsin, legislation has also been enacted within the last year
that lowers the age of adult court jurisdiction for serious and violent criminal of-
fenses committed by juveniles. Once a youth is waived into adult criminal court or
automatically enters that system due to the nature of the offense, he or she is auto-
matically covered by the adult criminal court regulations relative to open hearings
and records for adult court action. Juvenile court records would be kept confidential.
When juveniles are tried as adults, they would be treated as adults and their
records would be available for review. Where the behavior of juveniles mirrors seri-
ous adult violent crime, I believe that the individual should be handled within the
adult system. Where problems are most likely to arise is with the adult system in
finding appropriate sentencing alternatives for these youth. Overall, the state is at-
tempting to balance the needs of the community for protection, the need to hold in-
dividuals accountable for their actions and the desire to rehabilitate or change the
behavior of individuals to prevent subsequent criminal conduct.

Answer 2. I agree that the states need to have the flexibility to address their most
pressing needswhether they are in prevention, detention or early intervention.
While it should be understood that the federal funds are appropriated to states in
order to address a specific set of juvenile justice concerns, and that the states which
receive those funds should be obligated to work towards addressing those concerns,
the specific methods, timetable, and approach employed should be left to the discre-
tion of the state. The role of the federal government/agency can then be directed at
providing technical assistance, not simply focused on compliance monitoring.

Answer 3. The dual goals of the JJDPA are to improve the juvenile justice system
and reduce delinquency. Bootcamps, Mentoring, and Intensive Sanctions are
projects that may improve the juvenile justice system in any given state. The extent
to which any project can reduce delinquency is minimal at best, and extremely dif-
ficult to measure. The earmarking of funds through the federal legislation should,
I believe, occur where the federal government has an interest in establishing a large
number of projects of a specific type so as to determine whether or not these projects
will have a broad based impact and move towards "fixing" a specific problem. Man-
dates without specific goals tied to research or evaluation do not appear to be suc-
cessful in meeting the Congressional intent of a program. As such:

Boot camps should be tested as an alternative to traditional juvenile correctional
institutions. They should be studied with respect to their cost per unit of service,
the type of offender that they work best with and the services that the structure
promotes. They should be seen as an alternative to traditional correctional place-
ment which hopefully delivers a higher level of service at a lower cost and with re-
duced recidivism among those clients they serve.

Mentoring is an obvious component that can, and perhaps should, be part of any
project. To mandate or earmark funds specifically for mentoring supports a project
component and is unnecessary if the level of information sharing and technical as-
sistance is sufficient to let others know how successful this activity can be as an
integral part of any other project.

Intensive Supervision, as with bootcamps, can be useful as an alternative to a se-
cure placement or as an intermediate step to enforce rules of supervision. As such,
intensive supervision is a tool that can be effective if it is employed as a component
of an overall planned approach to dealing with delinquent or criminal behavior.
Again, to mandate this as a separate program or project does not address the utility
of the intensive supervision or sanctions in the overall effort to impact behavior.

Answer 4. At the present time, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention is viewed as a compliance enforcement agency. The Office obviously has
the interest and capacity to be a technical assistance provider, but the focus of at-
tention has been enforcing the mandates rather than looking at the broader issues
that need to be addressed through information sharing, research and analysis. Fed-
eral agency staff could be most helpful if they were more focused on understanding
state operations, knowledgeable in ongoing and available research and in effective
communications with state advisory groups and legislative bodies. Should more
money be allocated to these functions? Yes. Is additional money needed? That de-
pends on the level of mandate enforcement that is expected and the extent to which
time spent on regulation could be shifted to technical assistance.
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MANDATES/REQUIREMENTS

Answer 1. The difficulty with staying in compliance with the federal mandates,
specifically with deinstitutionalization, sight and sound, and removal of juveniles
from adult jails, is felt at two levels. The first is with respect to technical require-
ments for documenting the number of out-of-compliance holds. Local agency record
keeping is difficult for any state or federal agency to regulate. The specificity needed
to determine if the reason for confinement was truly a status offense, a violation
of the rules of supervision following a finding of delinquency for a criminal act, or
a new charge can be quite difficult and time consuming. Given the required "de
minimis" levels under the Act, however, it is now critical to our continued compli-
ance.

Second, changing conditions, state law, and public attitudes, along with the per-
ceived increase in juvenile criminal activity, places additional pressure on the avail-
able secure detention bed space. This creates additional pressure on local officials
to use existing space or resources in the county jail and, therefore, increases the
number of out of compliance holds. The costs of staying in compliance are impossible
to calculate accurately due to the variety of factors that are involved.

For example, this agency prepared a report for the legislature concerning the costs
to transport juveniles to secure detention facilities in other parts of the state. This
study indicated that the costs simply to transport 2,600 juveniles during 1994, that
is, for gas and oil, mileage, and the salary and fringe benefits for the transporting
officer, range from approximately $311,000 to $490,000, depending on the number
of officers involved in the transport. Although this cost is less than the annual costs
associated with operating even one additional detention center in the state, it does
not include the aggravation factor or the cost of taking an officer, in some cases,
the only officer on duty, from an entire county, and having that person leave to
transport a juvenile.

The issue of compliance with the disproportionate minority confinement is rel-
atively new. Compliance with the mandate has not been particularly difficult be-
cause, so far, the only requirements have been related to conducting studies. At this
point, Wisconsin is beginning the analysis of a recently completed Phase II study
report which appears to indicate that the juvenile justice system is not, per se, the
cause of the apparent disproportionate minority confinement. What will be expected
following this finding is not yet clear. (See response to Senator Kohl's question num-
ber 6)

Answer 2. If the goals of the Act are to improve the juvenile justice system and
reduce delinquency, the mandates clearly need to be rethought. If there is a continu-
ing evidence that juveniles are being mistreated or do not receive proper care while
they are held in secure confinement, then a requirement for standards or conditions
of confinement should be developed. The concern should be with standards that ac-
tually impact the treatment that the youth receive, not where the building is located
or who supervises the staff. A study of the fifteen detention centers in Wisconsin
indicates that strict adherence to the jail removal mandate relative to complete sep-
aration of facilities and staff was unnecessary if the goal is to provide consistent,
high quality care to juveniles in secure confinement.

Answer 3. Yes, the mandates should be reduced and replaced with goals specifi-
cally designed to address the problems noted in a national needs assessment such
as one on the conditions of confinement recently authored by ABT and Associates.
Too often we find ourselves saying that the system needs more detention beds, or
it needs more judges, etc., rather than a "real" problem statement based on objective
analysis. If we would, the program would be more focused on issues related to the
increase in youth violence, limited parental supervision, single family households,
poor physical health, teen attitudes concerning drugs and etc. If problem statements
are properly drawn, there should not be any difficulty with states being able to de-
sign and implement projects to address those concerns and thereby be responsive
both to nationally recognized goals and local operational needs.

PROGRAMS/IMPLEMENTATION/EVALUATION

Answer 1. Challenge activities are an opportunity for the federal government to
directly encourage projects of a specific type so that states can experiment with al-
ternative methods for dealing with the identified problem or condition. We are cur-
rently supporting two such activities; an intensive aftercare project for juveniles
being released from a bootcamp facility and returning to rural areas that do not
have access to intensive supervision services, and, an alternative to secure deten-
tion, intensive supervision project, based on the expectation that caseworkers with
lower case counts can address both the public safety and accountability concerns of
the community without the need for secure confinement. The biggest difficulty to
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date with implementing the challenge grants has been the lack of time to fully im-
plement them and begin the monitoring process. The requirements of the program
are not particularly burdensome and well worth the effort to secure the additional
funding.

Answer 2. The question concerning the value of project activities related to provid-
ing counsel to juveniles before they may waive specific rights may be a legitimate
research effort if the intent is to determine the outcomes for the youth. Is the goal
to make the juvenile system like the adult system or to "help" the youth? As the
juvenile justice system becomes more like the adult system through measures like
this, the distinction between and among the various types of youthful offenders is
lost. Clearly a youth charged with a brutal homicide, rape or assault should be dealt
with as though they were involved in an event that must impact the rest of his or
her life. The system must have the flexibility and interest to see the distinction in
the types of behavior and react appropriately to have an impact on the actions of
these youth and to ensure that the conduct is not repeated.

Whether a "juvenile training school" is 50 beds or 150 beds should not be of any
interest to policy makers. Unless there is clear evidence that facility size by itself
is a determining characteristic in the quality of care and the overall conditions of
confinement, the size of the facility should be of no concern. Any suggestion of this
sort needs to be addressed either through existing empirical evidence or through a
suggestion or theory that there is some intrinsic value in regulating the size of the
facilities. The types of questions that must be asked include: Are 50 bed facilities
going to provide more effective services, are there economies of scale that will be
lost and what are the outcomes in terms of future criminal behavior? The focus
needs to be on outcomes, not structure.

Answer 3. The Promising Programs book is a useful compendium of project de-
scriptions that can be used to design new projects. Evaluation is obviously needed
yet the real questions surrounding what makes a successful project is more likely
to be the involvement and dedication of the project staff and the commitment to
make an idea work. Too often we get caught up in the nonessential aspects of the
project, the politics, the physical nature of the building, and pay little attention to
the structure and circumstances that help a project succeed.

RESPONSES OF MR. LUICK TO SENATOR SIMPSON'S QUESTIONS

Answer 1. A state should be expected to respond to the basic questions that un-
derlie a mandate/program goal/core requirement or whatever the federal program
requirement might be. For example, the jail removal and sight and sound separation
requirements could have been based on an observed problem such as "juveniles held
within immediate proximity to adults as routinely subjected to taunts, intimidation,
and at times physical abuse by more sophisticated and physically powerful adults,
based on the current physical and procedural conditions within many country jails.
What steps does your state propose to eliminate the negative impact of such con-
tact?"

This approach permits the state to prepare its plan to address the real purpose
behind the federal interest rather than directing states to take action which in some
cases is interpreted to require new buildings or drastic and expensive remodeling
programs. In this example, sight and sound separation is a reasonable objective
which a state can address through numerous methods such as through the use of
curtains, addition to sound proofing, redirecting traffic through corridors, placement
of doors. The requirement for sight and sound, which predated the jail removal
mandate should have been sufficient, with proper regulation, to accomplish the in-
tent of Congress.

Rather than regulating by mandate, the suggestion is that the Act establish the
problem(s) which are behind the federal purpose for supporting the appropriation,
then, whatever the problem area, states are directed to submit plans that identify
their chosen process and methods for meeting those expectations.

Ideally, the federal program is established because of a broad level planning proc-
ess that uses state generated data and problem analysis to identify those problems
that may require a national response.

Answer 2. The role of the federal agency in collecting and disseminating informa-
tion on successful programs and providing technical assistance to states would not
be based on additions to the Act. If the Act was a clear statement of the federal
purpose and a state's performance was based on a measure of its progress in ad-
dressing the program goals, the federal role would be more field oriented, less com-
pliance monitoring, and, more likely, putting staff in a position of providing assist-
ance and information than regulation and enforcement. This approach promotes a
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collaborative, goal oriented process that would lead to changes in the federal/state
staff relationships. This approach would further efforts to provide more of an eval-
uation and planning focus for the federal program that could greatly enhance the
federal/state relationship.

RESPONSES OF MR. LUICK TO SENATOR KOHL'S QUESTIONS

Answer 1. It is not reasonable to blame these mandates or any program or act
of state or federal government for the perceived increase in juvenile crime. Juveniles
have been involved in an increasing number of high profile violent crimes that have
outraged the public and raised questions concerning the traditional view of the juve-
nile justice system. Due to the high profile, violent nature of some juvenile crime,
the perception is that the juvenile justice system is a failed system.

In my opinion, the traditional system works well for more juveniles as evidenced
by the number who do not go on to additional or more serious offenses. Some juve-
niles have committed sensational crimes for which the cause is more likely to be
drug or gang involved in addition to the specific family or community circumstances.
Keeping juvenile offenders out of contact with adults in jail does not cause addi-
tional or more violent juvenile crime.

Answer 2. Virtually all facilities in Wisconsin are facing overcrowding problems.
Most jails would not be able to find the separate space within their facility to hold
another category of offendersuch as juveniles. Overcrowding is generally thought
to be the most difficult problem in managing any secure facility because it reduces
segregation opportunities and reduces or eliminates the ability to schedule and oper-
ate program activities. In these instances, both staff and the residents are in a high-
er risk situation, and, as security awareness increases, program opportunities de-
crease.

It is difficult to argue against the proposition that if more beds are built, that
they will be filled. This is due to a variety of circumstances such as legal changes,
public opinion, and judicial philosophyjust to mention a few. It is generally accept-
ed that a state cannot build its way out of a jail or prison crowding situation. Atten-
tion should be paid to who is in secure confinement and whether there are other
acceptable alternatives to secure placement. A real danger is that if you make these
facilities too accessible by building more beds or that if you enhance the quality of
programs available within them, that the result is to increase the number of place-
ments because of the success of the "treatment" being provided.

With all of these caveats, however, we would definitely support additional funds
for secure detention facilities. In addition to staff and facility costs, this should in-
clude support for a federally coordinated examination of who is in secure confine-
ment, the current physical and staffing conditions, and generally, the conditions of
confinement in the various facilities throughout the nation. I would suggest an allo-
cation to the states to secure the additional staff resources to engage in a com-
prehensive study that could be a component of the next multi-year plan as an ad-
dendum completed in 1997 or early 1998. This "snap shot" of detention conditions
and needs could then be used to guide the development of a more targeted effort
to fund juvenile detention facilities.

Answer 3. I believe that separating juveniles from adult prisoners makes sense
from a facilities management sense, that it promotes and facilitates the provision
of educational services that are required by law and in some states, the state con-
stitution, and that most juveniles then have a better chance at separating them-
selves from further criminal involvement. It must be remembered that many if not
most juveniles as well as adults end up in secure confinement because of behavioral
problems more so than violent criminal behavior. The separation assists in making
that distinction for the vast number of juveniles who require confinement.

Answer 4. Without this exemption, Wisconsin would not be able to participate in
the programeven though the principles of the Act have been maintained. This
level of flexibility is essential if program requirements are going to mandate specific
methods by which program goals are to be met.

Answer 5. It is critical that the 72 hour hold provision contained in Senator Kohl's
bill be included in the reauthorized Act. A major irritation with the Act as well as
a primary safety and cost concern among counties without secure detention facilities
is the need to transport juveniles long distances for short stays in detention. Under
proper conditions of confinement, there should be no difficulty in holding juveniles
in an approved portion of a county jail for this time period.

At times it is difficult to distinguish between the limitations due to the mandates
and those resulting from the regulations that are established to implement those
mandates. Conditions that must be clarified in the Act include the following:
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It must be clear that "collocation" of detention and jail facilities is an acceptable
technique for accomplishing jail removal.

It must be clear that "shared staffing", under certain conditions of confinement
is possible under the Act.

"Time phasing" of facilities such as gymnasiums and other recreational facilities,
libraries, classrooms and other multi-purpose must be clearly permitted.

The criteria for determining compliance with the "sight and sound" requirement
must be reasonable and recognize that an absolute prohibition concerning contact
between adults and juveniles is both unreasonable and unnecessary.

In all three of these suggestions, the principles behind the recommendation are:
a. that access to these resources is more important than the potential negative

impact of a haphazard contact with an adult inmate, which should not occur in a
properly managed facility with proper sight and sound separation, and,

b. the costs associated with duplicating occasional use facilities such as those
mentioned above are unreasonable, wasteful and unnecessary.

The jail removal mandate is by far the most difficult, and I believe, unreasonable
mandate in the Act. If the requirements for exploring disproportionate minority con-
finement (DMC) are not expanded to require specific action even where the man-
dated studies do not show that it is the juvenile justice system that causes DMC,
this mandate will have led to a better understanding of the problem and not pro-
mote an operational concern. Sight and sound separation, deinstitutionalization of
status offenders and DMC are more defensible and, in fact, it could be argued that
they reflect a direct relationship to congressional intent and address an understand-
able public policy goalunlike jail removal.

Answer 6. I agree with your analysis concerning the requirements for a
disproportionte minority confinement (DMC) study. As stated above, this require-
ment represents a legitimate and understandable public policy issue. It does not re-
quire specific action other than the development of a plan to address conditions that
are documented as being present within a given area.

My opinion is that the process used to address the DMC issue is the process that
should be used under this Act to; first, verify whether a specific problem exists; sec-
ond, document the extent of the problem within a specific state or area, and, third;
provide states with the flexibility to design specific responses that are appropriate
for that states' specific conditions. Had the jail removal mandate been approached
with the same process, it may well have shown that there was not a significant
problem with secure detention facilities and services in some areas of the country
or in some states. Whether DMC remains a "core requirement" or not should depend
on the analysis of the information collected. Again, the approach taken for this area
of interest should be a model for exploring other juvenile justice policy issues.

Answer 7. It is most unfortunate that compliance with the mandates, and again,
specifically the jail removal mandate, has taken so much time and energy that an
effective evaluation program has not been possible. We have, however, generated a
major product concerning the incarceration program through a study of secure de-
tention facilities. This study has previously been provided both to the Sub-Commit-
tee and to Senator Kohl. At this time, there is a real need to study the Juvenile
Justice System in Wisconsin from the perspective of the impact of law enforcement
decision making and community reaction to juvenile delinquent behavior on the
states juvenile arrest data and subsequent criminal activity. As mentioned during
the hearing on March 12, 1996, Wisconsin has the highest rate of juvenile arrests
in the country, yet, a relatively low crime rate. What we should be able to spend
time exploring are responses to questions like: What behaviors and system reactions
are involved in the high juvenile arrest rate and relatively low crime rate? and, do
the apparent early intervention activities of law enforcement agencies that increase
the "arrest" rate have a direct impact on future delinquent and criminal activity?

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY,
DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE,

Denver, CO, March 27, 1996.
Hon. FRED THOMPSON,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC.

DEAR SENATOR THOMPSON: I would like to take this opportunity to thank you
again for the opportunity to testify before the members of the Youth Violence Sub-
committee of the Senate Judiciary Committee. As you will recall from my testimony,
Colorado has done an excellent job balancing the core requirements of the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act with the need for responses to juvenile
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crime. I believe that the Act's reauthorization will continue to provide our state with
a needed resource in our battle to deal effectively with delinquent behavior.

Below you will find brief responses to the questions posed by members of the
Youth Violence Subcommittee regarding the reauthorization of the JJDP Act. I hope
these responses are helpful and will guide the Subcommittee toward an unequivocal
commitment to reauthorization of the Act.

RESPONSES TO SENATOR HATCH'S QUESTIONS

Philosophy
Question 1. Do you agree with changes to lower the age of transfer of juveniles

to adult court and to open juvenile court proceedings to the public?
Answer 1. The age of transferability in Colorado is already 12 years old for certain

types of offenders. It is our experience, however, that the transfer of violent juvenile
offenders into the adult system at such an early age is not an effective mechanism
for reducing youth violence. The number of persons eligible for such transfer is min-
uscule compared to the overall number of violent offenders in the state, yet the pro-
grammatic burden on correctional agents to supervise these young offenders is par-
ticularly difficult. The existing juvenile program in Colorado is sufficient for dealing
with serious offenders in nearly all circumstances.

Opening juvenile court proceedings to the public is usually considered when con-
sidering potential deterrents to juvenile crime. In this context, it is hypothesized
that the anonymity of court proceedings protects the young offenders from public
humiliation. Such a theory is speculative, however, and no evidence has been found
in Colorado substantiating such a link. Because court proceedings are already open
when the crime is particularly heinous (and the juvenile is handled in the adult sys-
tem), there is little additional benefit to be gained by opening such access even fur-
ther.

Question 2. Should the goal of the juvenile court system be closer to that of the
adult system?

Answer 2. The adult system has shown to be no more of a deterrent or rehabilita-
tive tool, and usually less, than that provided via the juvenile system. As a society
which needs every young person to be a productive member of the community, to
contribute to the workforce, and be self-supporting, reliance on the adult system is
a signal to our constituents that we are unable or unwilling to respond to juvenile
crime. We are, in essence, saying that we would rather "give up" then continue to
expand on the programs which show promise. Balancing victims rights, accountabil-
ity, due process, and responsible treatment is the most appropriate direction, not
simply turning to an arena which has proven ineffective for others.

Further, how can we say the rehabilitative goal of the juvenile justice system does
not work when most jurisdictions have not yet fully implemented a juvenile system?
We might set up a juvenile court and rehabilitation system on paper, but lacking
full funding and development of all the graduated responses to youth crime, it is
not empowered to reach the lofty goals established for it. In those communities
around the country in which a full service juvenile court exists, it seems that there
are successes. Changing the goals of the juvenile system, rather than re-assessing
objectives and resources used to attain those goals, seems shortsighted.

Question 3. Shouldn't justice policies be made at a local level, instead of the fed-
eral level?

Answer 3. Federal justice policies, as prescribed by the JJDP Act, provide the vi-
sion which is needed for states and communities to assess their own policies. The
mandates provide a benchmark against which communities can judge their ability
to effectively develop programs targeted at juvenile offenders. States which share
an interest in pursuing these policies voluntarily enter into an agreement with the
federal government to develop responsive programs and actions.

Remember, too, that the policies in the Act, as prescribed by Congress, are a di-
rect response to concerns raised by policy leaders, parents, researchers, and others
in states and communities who all wanted to develop a more responsive mechanism
for dealing with juvenile offenders without jeopardizing their safety or that of the
public. As such, the policies really are locally developed, and the federal role was
to establish them as goals or benchmarks.

Question 4. Should the federal government remove earmarks to let states experi-
ment with different programs, or fund only those programs that have shown . . .

to be effective in curbing youth crime?
Answer 4. I believe that the lessons learned from the programs described in the

questionboot camps, mentoring, and intensive supervisionhave been an enor-
mous help to states such as Colorado. Piloting programs such as these allows policy
makers to determine not only what works, but what might be wrong with existing
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models. One of the primary reasons that research has shown recidivism (as an indi-
cator of success) to be no different among these programs compared to traditional
correctional programs is because of design problems. We now know, for example, be-
cause of the research that boot camps as originally conceptualized are not nec-
essarily successful. But when wrap-around services, appropriate clients, aftercare,
and other "non-residential" follow up programming is included, they can be more
successful. Absent this aspect to JJDP funding, there would be no central depository
for "what works" in the intervention and prevention arenas.

It is important to prioritize programs which have demonstrated success, but also
to continue to experiment with promising strategies which may not yet be fully eval-
uated. When a strategy is deemed unsuccessful via a strong evaluation strategy, it
should be redesigned before support is again offered.

Question 5. Is OJJDP helpful to SAGs in terms of policy?
Answer 5. Yes. Colorado's experience with OJJDP has been one of a successful

partnership in moving our communities toward compliance with the JJDP Act. It
is our observation that the Office plays the role of grant monitor first, but also tech-
nical assistance provider and trouble-shooter as well. When OJJDP and Colorado
have disagreed over federal/state policy, the Office's response has always been one
of clarification, problem solving, and reasonableness.

Question 6. Should more money be allocated to provide TA to SAGs?
Answer 6. If one of the objectives of the JJDP Act is for states to become more

self sufficient around compliance with the requirements, as it should be, then more
money and/or technical assistance should be provided to SAGs. Because of limited
TA resources, the assistance to the State is often reactive (e.g., dealing with a sepa-
ration issue after the crisis has evolved). The ability to access more assistance for
needs assessments, policy development, program design, and other information will
pay dividends in the long run by enhancing the competency development component
of every state's juvenile justice vision.
Mandates I requirements

Question 1. Which mandate is most difficult to comply with?
Answer 1. In Colorado, the separation requirement of the JJDP Act, in which ju-

venile and adult residents of secure facilities be kept sight and sound separated isthe most troublesome. While we have been very successful with this and all the
mandates, minor processing changes in local police departments or other lockups
can lead to instantaneous violations of this requirements. However, Colorado hasalso developed a monitoring, public education, and technical assistance system
which has virtually eliminated separation violations. Staying ahead of potential
problems, essentially by continuing to meet with local officials during onsite mon-
itoring verification, has been very helpful.

Question 2. What is the costs involved in compliance?
Answer 2. The costs of compliance are continuing to decrease as our level of suc-

cess increases in each jurisdiction. Currently, the state is in the final year of a grant
program to develop alternative booking systems to eliminate jailing and separation
violations at a cost of $80,000. Two compliance monitors travel the state to verify
conformity to state code and Federal statute at an annual cost of about $100,000.
Beginning next year, the state's community correctional program will absorb the
cost of the jail grant program, freeing that final $80,000 for other juvenile justice
and prevention programs. The fixed costs will remain attached to the monitoring,
but because this program is also used to conduct technical assistance on local JJDP
issues and solve problems around other law enforcement issues, the collateral bene-
fits of compliance are diverse.

Question 3. Are there requirements within the Act that need to be removed or
changed for the Act to accomplish its intended goal?

Answer 3. There are no substantial modifications to the JJDP Act necessary to
attain its goals, at least within Colorado.

Question 4. Could the mandates be removed and replaced with juvenile justicesystem goals?
Answer 4. As mentioned during my personal testimony, there have been times in

Colorado's recent past when the mandates stood alone as the sole rationale for pur-
suing sound juvenile justice policies. Justice system goals are absolutely essentially
to any rational plan for reducing delinquency, but the oversight provided via the
core requirements is essential if we are to retain any integrity in terms of what is
funded in states and communities. A lack of oversight, and the careless spending
that accompanied it, is a primary reason the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tration and ancillary programs, were terminated by Congress nearly two decades
ago.
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Programs
Question 1. Have challenge activities impacted delinquency?
Answer 1. Colorado has just begun participating in the challenge arena, and out-

come measures on delinquency are not yet available.
Question 2. What activities are being conducted?
Answer 2. Colorado has prioritized gender specific programming and chronic run-

aways as programs to be pursued under the challenge initiative.
Question 3. Are the requirements burdensome?
Answer 3. the challenge program requirements are not burdensome on Colorado.

To the contrary, the flexibility afforded to the state to identify, prioritize, and pur-
sue our own issues allows us to easily wrap it into the state's and SAGs vision for
juvenile justice.

Question 4. Does the costs to the state outweigh the additional funding?
Answer 4. No. Colorado's assessment of the potential benefits of this program, in

which State dollars are matched by the federal challenge program, made the deci-
sion to participate very easy for the legislature and the agency.

Question 5. Is access to counsel a worthwhile program?
Answer 5. Yes. Colorado's SAG has elected not to pursue this challenge activity

for the present because of concerns over other priorities seen as more pressing or
daunting. However, it is our experience, as in other states, that the legal represen-
tation of young offenders falls primarily to understaffed, over worked public defend-
ers. As a result, adequate representation and access to appropriate programming is
often jeopardized.

Question 6. What about other activities, such as increasing community-based al-
ternatives to incarceration?

Answer 6. It is Colorado's belief that no single program or response can be a pana-
cea for the range of emotional, social, educational, and other problems which juve-
nile offenders bring with them to the system. Any goal which seeks to expand on
the availability of sanctions, provide a graduated response, and still retain appro-
priate attention to public safety and accountability should be pursued.

Question 7. Does the absence of evaluative studies of programs make it difficult
when searching for innovative programs?

Answer 7. For Colorado, the absence of a plethora of evaluated proven studies has
not been a substantial problem. Working closely with researchers in Colorado and
at the national level, we have become cognizant of about four dozen programs which
can address a wide range of youth, family, and system problems. Much of that
knowledge has come from information supplied by the federal office.

Question 8. Is the OJJDP Promising Programs look helpful?
Answer 8. Because of Colorado's accessibility to information promising strategies,

and those that work, from instate sources, we have not had to turn extensively to
the Promising Programs. I can say, however, that many communities have been
trained on those very programs and are now in a position to say to planners and
policy leaders that there are strategies to deal with most crime problems. Our re-
sponsibility becomes one of turning these approaches into information which can be-
come part of a community plan for violence intervention and delinquency preven-
tion.

RESPONSES TO SENATOR SIMPSON'S QUESTIONS

Question 1. Would you support youth development community block grant legisla-
tion such as that proposed by Senator Kassebaum?

Answer 1. The idea of a community development block grant has merit because
it rechannels funding streams in such a way to reduce the categorical nature of
most federal dollars in this arena. Conversely, I would be very concerned if the leg-
islation did not have a mechanism in which specific guidelines on expectations,
strategies, and goals were attached. I do not see this level of oversight as being in-
trusive or violate a state's rights to develop its own youths policies. Instead, it pro-
vides a level of integrity which is missing from many straight block grant programs.

Further, the justice system has been a slow and reluctant partner in the youth
development and primary prevention arena. As professionals who see themselves as
very competent in dealing with juveniles who have already come to their attention
(i.e., arrested and court referred youths), they do not see youth development and a
vision of "putting themselves out of business" as a priority. By taking the limited
prevention dollars which accompany the JJDP Act and moving into a block grant
program, we could potentially lose the partnership with judges, probation, and oth-
ers we have nurtured in recent years, and bypass the import role which our SAG
plays in delinquency prevention.
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Question 2. Mr. Woodward, could the separation interest of the Act be maintained
with a more general "separation" requirement without the requirements currently
being enforced?

Answer 2. I believe that the standards established in the JJDP Act for separation
of juvenile and adult offenders should already be viewed as a minimum standard
for safe jail policy. The American Correctional Association, American Bar Associa-
tion, and Bureau of Indian Affairs all promulgate standards requiring separation.
When we turn to the reasons why Congress first developed the separation require-
ment of the Act in 1974, we recall abuses by adults on juveniles which are not rea-
sonable to accept.

Question 3. Would you support a 24 hour exemption from sight and sound separa-
tion in an emergency situation, if physical separation were maintained?

Answer 3. Because I am not clear about what type of emergency situation would
require a temporary exception to the separation requirement of the JJDP Act, I
could not support relaxation of this statute or requirement. Our State, and most
other jurisdictions, have been able to deal with emergency situations with the use
of holdovers and other suitable supervision programs.

In Colorado, we do not view the JJDP Act as the primary reason to separate juve-
niles from adults. We separate because we want to respond immediately and appro-
priately to a youth and his/her family in crisis. Expedient access to appropriate pro-
grams cannot be accomplished if we are focused on the well-being of a juvenile in
an adult facility. The Act's separation requirement is seen as a tool which was de-
veloped in response to concerns about local liability, victimization, detention of non-
offenders, lack of crisis programming and more.

Educators remind us of the "teachable moment" when we can learn from a situa-
tion and use it to positively impact a juvenile. The first 24 hours of a crisis is cer-
tainly one of those teachable moments, when the youth is most vulnerable. We see
separation as a mechanism not only to keep youths safe, but also to divert them
in the direction of the most appropriate resources as quickly as possible.

RESPONSES TO SENATOR KOHL'S QUESTIONS

Question 1. Is it reasonable to blame the mandates for our juvenile crime prob-
lem?

Answer 1. As research has shown, juvenile crime is manifested in a plethora of
causes. Because the mandates do not prevent us from holding juveniles accountable
for their actions, or develop graduated sanctions, they have not been a cause of any
increases in juvenile crime in Colorado.

Question 2. Have you seen overcrowding in your local juvenile justice systems,
and what are the consequences of these problems?

Answer 2. Colorado's juvenile detention system has been seriously overcrowded in
recent years. As a result, detained youth have been double bunked and sleep in the
recreation areas of juvenile facilities; a youthful offender system has been developed
to handle some of the more serious offenders; Colorado Office of Youth Services,
which operates most of the detention facilities and treatment programs has been or-
dered to improve conditions in facility programs by the federal court; services to
youth have not been fully provided; and other deleterious outcomes.

Question 3. Would you support more targeted efforts to fund juvenile detention
facilities?

Answer 3. Colorado's general assembly looked to juvenile detention facilities as a
primary mechanism for responding to overcrowding. As such, we would look to the
federal government to assist us in rounding out our continuume.g., graduated
sanctions (residential and nonresidential)and development of prevention pro-
grams.

Question 4. Given your experience with the Act, do you think that separating ju-
veniles from adult prisoners contributes to preventing crime?

Answer 4. I think that almost any policy or program which reduces juvenile expo-
sure to anti-social or criminal behavior could be considered a worthy component of
a serious crime prevention strategy. Separation of juvenile offenders from adults, es-
pecially in light of the dismal evaluation results of scared straight programs, should
be considered a valid and important aspect of that program.

Question 5. Are there ways of working out solutions to particular difficulties with
the mandates, yet maintain the basic principles of maintaining virtually complete
separation from adults?

Answer 5. Yes. I agree that there is already sufficient flexibility in the Act to deal
with most compliance issues in a thoughtful and proactive manner. In Colorado, for
example, collocation became a policy to be pursued during the 1993 "Summer of Vio-
lence." We were able to respond to public and legislative concerns about safety via
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development of a collocated facility by working directly with OJJDP. Similarly,
OJJDP worked closely with Colorado to review a handful of separation violations
in 1995 and rule that procedures and administrative rule, were sufficient to assure
that no pattern or practice or violation would result. I feel that we can work with
OJJDP on any issue in a reasonable and effective manner.

Question 6. Could you list what you are doing nowas required under the man-
datesthat you do not want to do?

Answer 6. Colorado is substantially able to comply with the core requirements
and would not seek to repeal any statutory provisions.

Question 7. Could you list what you are not doing nowthat the mandates are
prohibiting you from doingthat you would like to do?

Answer 7. The requirements are not preventing Colorado from handling any class
of offenders or type of juvenile in any manner we do not wish to.

Question 8. How do you read the requirements of the DMC requirement of the
Actdoes it require "sort of a prison quote?"

Answer 8. Our reading of the DMC mandate of the JJDP Act is that Colorado
is only required to report on the level of disparity and address efforts to reduce it.
There is no numerical mandate or base level which must be reached within a cer-
tain time frame. As such, this requirement is viewed by many as perhaps the easi-
est requirement to meet.

Question 9. Can you explain specifically why this section causes problems for you
in implementing the Act?

Answer 9. DMC is often viewed by people as a requirement to release youths from
detention based on their race or ethnicity. Our problem lies in addressing this fal-
lacy and working with communities to understand that DMC is simply a means by
which we endeavor to continue expanding services in every community.

There is also much controversy about the causes of DMC (e.g., the roles of pov-
erty, discriminatory decision making, et cetera). We are consistently searching for
more information on causes so we can get beyond this discussion and into solutions.

Question 10. Do you think we should delete this mandate?
Answer 10. Again, as with other requirements, the DMC provision of the Act pro-

vides the State and SAG with entree into an arena that needs attention, but might
not be examined otherwise. Colorado sees DMC not as an obligation to release mi-
nority delinquents from facilities or detain more Anglo offenders, but as an oppor-
tunity to find a mechanism to make state and local programs to every at risk and
system youth in the state, regardless of their minority status.

Question 11. What studies have been done in your state to indicate the effective-
ness of programs in your state?

Answer 11. Many programs have been reviewed for their impact on violence re-
duction, prevention, and intervention in Colorado. One example is Project PAVE
(Promoting Alternatives to Violence through Education), which is designed to break
the cycle of emotional, physical, and sexual violence experienced by youth. Based on
the presumption that children learn violent ways, it is believed that they can
"unlearn" violence and replace it with appropriate relationship skills.

Relying on numerous strategies, including a 40 session curriculum for gang-relat-
ed violent teens, 40 session curriculum for adolescents involved in domestic violence,
and a 60 session curriculum for adolescents involved in domestic violence, and a 60
session curriculum for sex offenders, PAVE has demonstrated considerable success
in violence intervention. Techniques include cognitive restructuring, being taught to
recognize violence cycles, interpreting events negatively, negative anticipation, rec-
ognizing powerlessness, and helplessness by exerting power over children, relation
skill building, and much more.

The combination of programs, highly trained staff and volunteers, intensive coun-
seling for victims and perpetrators, and more have revealed great success. For ex-
ample, of court ordered participants who completed 3/4 of the curriculum, 85 percent
did not reoffend in any fashion and 92 percent did not commit a violent offense
against another person.

That completes my responses to your questions. I hope they are helpful and will
be useful to you and the other Subcommittee members as the debate on this impor-
tant legislation continues. Please feel free to call me at (303)239-4442 if I can clar-
ify any of these responses or expand on anything else.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM WOODWARD,

Director.
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RESPONSES OF MS. ANTHONY TO SENATOR HATCH'S QUESTIONS

PHILOSOPHY

Question 1. Do you agree with the trend to change the juvenile delinquency dec-
laration of purpose from rehabilitation to punishment and changes to lower the age
at which juveniles could be tried and sentenced as an adult, and to open juvenile
court proceeds to the public?

Answer 1. Almost every state in the nation has acted to increase the transfer of
juveniles into the adult system. I am in favor of the transfer of a select number of
youthful offenders who, due either to the severity or chronicity of their offending,
require more severe sanctions and longer sanctions that can be received in the juve-
nile system. In Utah's 1995 Legislative Session, we passed the Serious Youth Of-
fender Act which we feel incorporates the need for public safety without eliminating
the discretion provided to the courts to consider individual cases. Utah's law pro-vides that juvenile offenders, age 16 and older, who have either exhausted the re-sources in the juvenile system or committed one or more of a list of serious offenses,
are eligible for serious youth offender status and subsequent transfer to the adultsystem. Our approach is far better, in my opinion, than the wholesale movement
of youth to the adult system without the individual attention necessary in many ofthese cases.

The goal of the juvenile system should change to emphasize public safety, followed
by treatment and rehabilitation of delinquent youth. In some respects, this philoso-
phy is closer to the adult criminal system. In the past, the juvenile system has for-
gotten, or not recognized, the victims of crime, both individuals and communities,in its commitment to rehabilitate young offenders. That emphasis must change.

Much of the criticism of the juvenile court comes from a lack of understanding
of its mission, operations and dispositions. The court is under attack, only partially
in response to its failings, and partly due to public misperception. I am therefore
in favor of opening juvenile court proceedings for felony cases. Indeed, Utah has
opened felony cases on individuals age 16 and older to the public. Bringing the scru-
tiny of the public to these proceedings will educate the public to the mostly positive
workings of the juvenile court. It will also bring a much needed pressure, and re-
view of dispositions, for those youth committing felonies. These limited changes
move the juvenile court in the direction of the adult court without losing focus on
the needs of the majority of those served i.e. abused, neglected and abandoned chil-
dren. Those cases should still be protected through confidentiality provisions.

Question 2. Should decisions and policies regarding the juvenile justice system be
made at the state and local level instead ofat the federal level?

Answer 2. Decisions and policy regarding the juvenile justice system should bemade at the state and local level. The federal government's role is to provide re-
search, program information and technical assistance.

Question 3. Should the federal government remove funding earmarks to allow
states to experiment with various types of programs or at the very least, fund only
those programs that have shown through research and evaluation to be effective incurbing youth crime?

Answer 3. When Congress chooses to allocate grant monies to states and local
governments, the requirements to qualify for the funding should be as least restric-
tive as possible. Block grants, rather than earmarked money, tend to promote flexi-
bility and encourage creativity and innovation in solving juvenile crime problems.
I agree that a vital role of OJJDP should be evaluating programs and providing the
information to state and local policy makers.

Question 4. Is OJJDP helpful to state advisory groups on policy? Should more
money be allocated by OJJDP to provide technical assistance to the state advisorygroups?

Answer 4. OJJDP has been responsive to the technical assistance needs of State
Advisory Groups through its Training and Technical Assistance Division, work-
shops, conferences and on-site training. Additional technical assistance resources
would be valuable to address the myriad of complex juvenile justice issues beyondthose related to Act compliance.

MANDATES AND REQUIREMENTS

Question 1. Of the four mandates, which is the most difficult to stay in compliance
with, and what are the costs involved?

Answer 1. Reduction of minority confinement is the most difficult mandate to
comply with. After numerous studies, Utah is aware of minority overrepresentation
and is focused on providing fair and equitable treatment to all individuals but re-
ducing overrepresentation is nearly impossible to impose by the time individuals
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enter the juvenile justice system and it is very difficult to modify even after sub-
stantial training of juvenile justice professionals. Frankly, this difficult societal
issue cannot be solved in the juvenile justice system. It is incumbent upon families,
churches, schools, communities and government to treat all individuals fairly. Costs
are incurred mostly in training individuals throughout the system. Utah will con-
tinue to evaluate the issue and measure its progress.

Question 2. Are there requirements with the Act that need to be removed or
changed in order for the Act to accomplish its intended goal?

Answer 2. It is time beyond the mandates. States need flexibility to move juvenile
systems into areas of critical importance in the 90's i.e. violent crime, gangs, adult
court, etc. It would also be appropriate to give states, rather than the federal gov-
ernment, the authority to create and determine the makeup of the state advisory
group.

Question 3. Could the mandates be removed and replaced with juvenile justice
system goals?

Answer 3. Most states have enacted state laws that echo the provisions of the
JJDP Act, and punitive oversight is no longer in the best interest of system im-
provement. Changing the mandates to goals will produce a more desirable result.

Question 4. If the mandates are abandoned, is it likely juveniles will be subject
to brutality in adult facilities?

Answer 4. I do not see the mandates disappearing in Utah. The original mandates
are incorporated into state statutes and have really become an integral part of the
criminal part of the criminal and juvenile justice system in Utah. Institutional as-
saults will always be a problem. Corrections officials are dedicated to maintaining
a safe environment for all inmates.

PROGRAMS/IMPLEMENTATION/EVALUATION

Question 1. Have the Challenge activities had a significant impact on delin-
quency?

Answer 1. Utah has just recently begun participating in the Challenge activities
and has selected gender specific programming and alternatives to suspension and
expulsion from school as priorities. Requests for Proposals have been issued, but to
date, programs have not been implemented.

Question 2. Are programs that provide access to counsel for all juveniles worth-
while?

Answer 2. This is a great example of the need to return decision-making to state
and local government. Providing counsel is important but not necessary in every ju-
venile case. Most youth in our system have access to counsel but do not request it
or require it. A well-trained intake staff attached to the juvenile court meets the
legal needs of most youth. Counsel is reserved for those youth facing the most seri-
ous charges. Jurisdictions with a less sophisticated intake system may make this
a priority. Utah has chosen to target other critical needs.

Question 3. Is the Promising Programs book helpful when looking for new pro-
grams?

Answer 3. I am not familiar with this publication.

DRUGS AND CRIME

Question. What needs to be done to prevent children from ever becoming involved
with drugs?

Answer. An emphasis on prevention in elementary schools, churches, community
programs and among parents is the most viable approach to the rising drug and al-
cohol problem. By the time youth reach the juvenile justice system it is often too
late to address prevention. Drug and alcohol use and abuse is more fundamental
than delinquency and must be traced to an earlier origin.

RESPONSES OF MS. ANTHONY TO SENATOR ALAN K. SIMPSON'S QUESTIONS

Question 1. Do you support consolidation of program funding into block grants to
the states?

Answer 1. I believe block grants provide flexibility and promote creativity. I would
support consolidation of program monies into juvenile justice block grants to states.

Question 2. What additions to the Act are needed to collect and disseminate infor-
mation on successful programs and to provide technical assistance to the states?

Answer 2. I don't see a need for any additions. OJJDP does a good job of dissemi-
nating information and providing technical assistance.
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Question 3. Do you support a 24-hour exemption from sight and sound separation
requirements in an emergency situation, if physical separation is maintained?

Answer 3. I believe states are in the best position to determine policies regarding
separation of youths from adults. In the event Congress maintains the federal man-
date, I would support exemptions from the mandate in order to maintain public
safety but I would caution that the exemption should be the exception, not the rule.

RESPONSES OF MS. ANTHONY TO SENATOR KOHL'S QUESTIONS

Question 1. When contemplating reauthorization of the Act, is it a good idea to
extend the period during which rural areas may keep juveniles in a separate portion
of an adult facility from 24 to 72 hours, and permit shared staffing during that
time?

Answer 1. I think it is a good idea to provide housing and staffing flexibility in
emergency situations. As stated above, it should be the exception, not the rule. I
would support amending the act accordingly prior to reauthorization. All staff
should be adequately trained in juvenile supervision.

Question 2. Is it reasonable to blame the mandates for the juvenile crime prob-
lem?

Answer 2. I can find no rationale to suggest that the mandates contributed to the
rising juvenile crime rates. They have led, in Utah, to many innovative and effective
programs that keep essentially non-delinquent youth out of an already overcrowded
juvenile justice system. It is more reasonable to look at guns and family issues as
contributors to the heightened emphasis on juvenile crime.

Question. 3. Have you seen overcrowding problems? What are the consequences?
Would you support more targeted efforts to fund juvenile detention centers?

Answer 3. We have seen overcrowding in Utah's detention centers. Overcrowding
leads to staffing and resident safety issues and undermines the ability of the system
to be effective. Decision on where and how to spend federal dollars should be left
to the states. If a state's priority is detention, that state should have the flexibility
to use federal dollars accordingly. Utah has never received enough federal funding
to construct and operate a detention center so we have used the few federal dollars
we do receive for less expensive alternatives to detention and prevention programs.

Question 4. Do you think that separating juvenile from adult prisoners contributes
to preventing crime?

Answer 4. It is best to keep juvenile and adult offenders separated as a rule. Evi-
dence shows that mixing the populations leads to abuse. There are times, in the in-
terest of public safety, after careful review, that some juveniles should be treated
as adults. In other words, they have not, and will not, avail themselves to the reha-
bilitative opportunities provided in the juvenile system. For the most part, young
offenders are effectively dealt with in the juvenile system. I consider rehabilitation
of young offenders in the juvenile system to be crime prevention.

Question 5. Is there a way to work out an exemption to the prohibition on shared
staff that could deal with your particular difficulties with the mandates, yet keep
the basic principles of maintaining virtually complete separation of juveniles from
adults?

Answer 5. I am sure a system similar to Wisconsin's could be worked out in Utah.
Currently, we have no co-located facilities so it is not an issue. If we had the option
in the future, it may create some construction and staff savings.

Question 6. List what you are doing now, as required by the mandates, that you
do not want to do and list what you are not doing, that you would like to do.

Answer 6. In general, the mandates don't require us to do things we don't want
to do and have not, to date, prevented us from doing things we want to do. My argu-
ment with the mandates is philosophical. States, not the federal government, are
in the best position to determine juvenile justice policy and procedure.

Question 7. Do you interpret the DMC mandate to require states to achieve equal
representation? Why do the DMC mandate cause problems? Should we delete the
mandate?

Answer 7. I interpret the DMC mandate to require states to reduce minority over
representation. I believe that is unrealistic by the time a juvenile is arrested for a
delinquent or criminal act. The system must respond fairly and equally to all indi-
viduals who enter the juvenile justice system Part of that response is to maintain
the safety of the public, that means locking up perpetrators. Utah is aware of minor-
ity representation and will continue to address the problem. This is such a complex
problem that will not go away because of a federal mandate.
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RESPONSES OF MR. REGIER TO QUESTIONS OF SENATOR KOHL

Question 1. I have introduced legislation that would extend the period during
which rural areas may keep juveniles in a separate portion of an adult facility from
24 to 72 hours, and permit shared staffing during these short periods.

Answer. Yes, I believe it is a good idea. The State of Oklahoma is primarily a
rural state with long distances between cities and towns. The lengthening of the
time from 24 hours to 72 hours would provide greater opportunity to determine
placement for the juvenile while still allowing the immediate consequence of deten-
tion for the offense.

Without the additional caveat of shared staffing the change in length of time
would be relatively meaningless. Therefore, this would also be a critical change.
Shared staffing is only a good idea if jail trustees are not used and the staff hired
are required to receive training in handling and supervising juvenile offenders.

Question 2. Is this a good idea? Do you think it moves in the right direction in
terms of the re-authorization?

Answer. Yes. As I stated in my written testimony, I believe that the mandates
have served their purpose and the right direction to move in terms of re-authoriza-
tion is towards more flexibility, less restriction, and increased emphasis on con-
sequences and accountability for the youth.

Question 3. Some critics have argued that the juvenile justice mandatesparticu-
larly the Deinstitutionalization of status offenders and the jail removal require-
mentshave contributed to rising juvenile crime rates.

Answer. At the last hearing, however, experts testified that significant increases
in juvenile crime rates began around 1985when crack cocaine entered our cities,
and access to guns dramatically spread throughout our inner cities. The mandates
began in 1974.

Question 4. Now, given the fact that this increase started over a decade after the
mandates went into effect, do you think it's reasonable to blame the mandates for
our juvenile crime problem?

Answer. I don't think the mandates can or should be "blamed" for our juvenile
crime problem. I believe the mandates have served their purpose; however, they also
are rigid and have been a factor in retarding innovation and progress, and as such
have contributed to a crisis situation.

States across the nation have developed appropriate alternatives to adult jails to
address the needs of both offenders diverted to other services and juveniles coming
out of adult jails. Programs such as emergency youth shelters, secure juvenile deten-
tion centers, intake service centers, attendant care, emergency foster care, truancy
reporting centers, home-based supervision or confinement, peer court, etc., have
been in response of states to the mandates. Some of these programs provided the
necessary sanctions and accountability that juveniles required, and some did not. I
just clearly state that an adult jail is not the only setting that holds youth account-
able for their actions and turns them around.

Most juvenile justice systems either chose to focus on or had their hands full with
serious and chronic offenders, and allowed non-serious offenders to re-offend and
eventually become serious offenders. A lack of prevention and diversion services
aimed at instilling accountability, responsibility and civic duty for troubled youth
and families also allowed minor and first time offenders to go untouched.

Question 5. Many juvenile facilities suffer from significant overcrowding, which in
turn leads to greater violence between juveniles, more attacks on staff, and less re-
habilitation.

(a) In your experience with your local juvenile justice systems, have you seen
overcrowding problems, and what are the consequences of these problems?

Answer. Over crowding in Oklahoma has occurred in several of our metropolitan
centers at one time or another. Such conditions usually lead to increased stress on
both juveniles and staff. At times juveniles become violent with one another or with
staff, but this is the exception rather than the rule.

The State of Oklahoma has seen overcrowding largely due to lack of secure insti-
tutional beds and lack of detention beds. The consequences are that less rehabilita-
tion takes place while in detention, and more dangerous juveniles are in the commu-
nity on probation. We refer juveniles to non-secure services, back to their home with
services, or put them on probation in order to keep our facilities from being over-
crowded.

(b) Would you support more targeted efforts to fund juvenile detention facilities?
Answer. Yes. The Oklahoma legislature acted to increase detention facilities in

the State last year, and these new constructed facilities are coming on line this sum-
mer.
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We would support more targeted efforts that allowed the flexibility to fund secure
and non-secure programs, or a combination thereof, as well as targeted efforts re-
quiring more collaboration between municipal and juvenile .courts in handling juve-
nile offenders.

Question 6. Some critics of the mandates argue that they have nothing to do with
prevention of crime, and are therefore not a good investment. Yet studies have con-
firmed the common-sense proposition that once a juvenile is thrown in with adults,
he hardens, making rehabilitation much harder.

Given your experience with the Act, do you think that separating juvenile from
adult prisoners contributes to preventing crime?

Answer. Juveniles need to be separated from adults, unless certified and convicted
as adult offenders. Not separating juveniles from adults does result in making some
juveniles hardened criminals because of what they learn from adults, both in crimi-
nal techniques and positive attitude toward the benefits of crime (versus what a law
abiding lifestyle produces). For other juveniles it means physical and mental abuse.
Few juveniles have a deterrence benefit from being incarcerated with adults. In-
stead, it is the harsh reality of being confined or having their freedom restricted
coupled with a serious and swift response by the justice system, from the police offi-
cer, the social worker or youth worker, to the probation officer and the judge, that
makes the real impact.

Question 7. In my own State of Wisconsin, we have been able to work out an ex-
emption to the prohibition on shared staff, so long as staff does not work with both
juveniles and adults during the same shift, and all staff are properly trained and
certified. This exemption was worked out with, and ultimately approved by, the Of-
fice of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

Do you think that there is a way to work out something similar in your state that
could deal with your particular difficulties with the mandates, yet maintain the
basic principles of maintaining virtually complete separation of juveniles from
adults'?

Answer. Yes, I do. As I have stated, we are committed to maintaining the basic
principle of separation from adults with the context of solving the juvenile crime
problem. But, it is more important to solve the problem. The key is for staff to re-
ceive proper training and always keep in mind and in their actions that there are
essential differences between how juvenile versus adult offenders must be handled
and treated.

Question 8. During these hearings, I have heard many complaints about the man-
dates, but in order to try to deal with these matters legislatively, it is critical that
we have specific information and specific solutions. We need to know what flexibility
you need, and what limits there should be on that flexibility to ensure that we guar-
antee the protection of young people without hampering law enforcement.

(a) Could you list what you are doing nowas required under the mandatesthat
you do not want to do?

Answer. We are building small, expensive detention Centers. We are putting dan-
gerous kids back in their homes and back on the streets because Communities can-
not hold them.

(b) Could you list what you are not doing nowthat the mandates are prohibiting
you from doingthat you would like to do?

Answer. In rural areas, to be allowed to hold those delinquent offenders eligible
for secure detention, as prescribed by our state law, in adult jails for longer than
24 hours, if necessary, but for no more than 72 hours, when a secure juvenile deten-
tion center does not have a bed available for the offender.

To be able to share trained and certified staff to care for juvenile as well as adult
offenders, as long as they are not serving both populations simultaneously on the
same shift.

Question 9. Several complaints regarding the disproportionate representation of
minorities mandate suggested that this mandate is onerous because it requires that
the percentage of incarcerated juveniles must equal the number of juveniles in the
general state populationsort of a prison quota. Specifically, some of the witnesses
went so far as to suggest that they are "in violation" of the act if there is an imbal-
ance.

In fact, the mandate (42 U.S.C. 5633(a)(23)) only requires that states submit
plans for implementing the Act that "address efforts to reduce the proportion of ju-
veniles detained or confined in secure detention facilities, secure correctional facili-
ties, jails, and lockups who are members of minority groups if such proportion ex-
ceeds the proportion such groups represent in the general population."

From my reading of this, States are only required to include provisions in their
state plans that "address efforts" to fight over representationthere is no require-
ment that they actually achieve equal representation, or anything close to it.
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(a) Do you read this differently?
Answer. I do not read this differently; however, I do believe the Mandate has been

interpreted in the manner you suggest in the past.
(b) Can you explain specifically why this section causes problems for you in imple-

menting the Act?
Answer. A major concern with this mandate is how "address efforts to reduce

. . ." will be defined and measured. Since the inception of this mandate States have
been asking for clarification and have received very little direction which is fine
with us at this point because it allows flexibility in interpretation. However, since
one-quarter of the funding we receive is tied to compliance with this mandate we
are concerned when or if the next shoe will drop, and it would be beneficial to States
to participate in developing a measure, or to be advised that each state can define
the measure on its own with final approval by OJJDP.

(c) Do you think we should delete this mandate, and not require any efforts to-
wards rectifying over representation?

Answer. I believe this mandate should be deleted and it be made a part of the
overall OJJDP prevention efforts. The mandate leads to a tendency to focus on
blame or research to support blame rather than on solutions. The primary way to
reduce or rectify over-representation is to ensure prevention monies get to the youth
and parents involved with neighborhood grass roots efforts in the actual commu-
nities where over-representation occurs.

Question 10. We are always trying to learn more about what is effective at each
level of the juvenile justice process.

What studies have been done in your state that indicate the effectiveness of any
prevention, intervention, or incarceration programs in your state at either the state
or local level? (It would be very helpful if you would supply a copy of each report
and summarize the results.)

Answer. Since Fiscal Year 1993 the Office of Juvenile Affairs (OJA) in conjunction
with the Department of Human Services' Division of Children, Youth and Family
Services (Child Welfare Services) has conducted annual outcomes evaluations on
thirteen of its programs (ranging from home-based care to institutional services) for
children/juveniles in state custody. The evaluations are simple and measure wheth-
er children/juveniles entering each program completed the program and subse-
quently follows their status of employment, education, living arrangement and in-
volvement with the juvenile justice system for a full year after discharge from the
program. As a separate agency, OJA is currently developing the FY 1995 report and
it will only include juveniles in OJA' custody.

The FY 1994 revealed that two-thirds of the children/juveniles completed their
program. The highest completion rate was experienced in Family Focus and Institu-
tional Services (65.7%) and the lowest in Therapeutic Foster Care (20.9%). A copy
of the FY 1994 executive summary is enclosed, along with a special summary analy-
sis of juveniles in OJA' custody. These data reveal that Institutional Services was
completed by 71.9% of all juveniles admitted, and that Community Residential Cen-
ters had the lowest completion rate at 19.0%.

A second effort that is currently being conducted and scheduled for completion by
June 1996 is an evaluation of the First Offender Program, a statewide program
serving youth beginning to get into trouble and first time misdemeanor offenders.
We will pass the results along when the evaluation is completed.

We also have the on-going capability to identify annual (since 1987) and composite
(1987 through 1995) recommitment rates for a host of 20 programs. The composite
indicates a recommitment rate of 23.0% with 3,007 juveniles having no recommit-
ment.

RESPONSES OF MR. REGIER TO SENATOR ALAN K. SIMPSON'S QUESTIONS

Question 1. Mr. Regier: What additions to the JJDPA would you recommend to
address the need for a greater federal role in collecting and disseminating informa-
tion on successful programs and providing technical assistance to states?

Answer. Successful programs must first and foremost be measured by whether
they reduce delinquency and whether they rehabilitate delinquents. With this as a
hard date guide the federal government should actively search for these promising
solutions throughout the states and then promote the dissemination of these ideas
and programs through specific conferences/forums/trips which will either fund the
successful state to go tell others, or fund needy states to go see programs. In addi-
tion OJJDP should provide on-going technical assistance where experts stay with
the project while it develops instead of just a one-time involvement.
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An important pointThis process should take place beyond only federally funded
projects. A true information & TA role would encompass programs and ideas unre-
lated to OJJDP, but OJJDP can and should play a role in spreading the news and
providing consultation.

Question 2. What suggestions would you make for modifying the JJDPA to make
the four primary mandates more general and goal-oriented (as opposed to requiring
specific actions regardless of local circumstances)?

Answer. I would suggest that the four primary mandates could be modified by
thinking in terms of principles that are goal-oriented rather than specific actions re-
gardless of local circumstances.

Some suggestions:
(1) Build a Wall of Prevention in the most-at-risk communities. This is a more

positive way of allowing communities to address over-representation issues.
Goals: Delinquency intakes must be reduced by X% for each $100,000 of funding

employed. If this cannot be shown then either the funding goes away or technical
assistance is provided to restructure the program to produce results.

(2) Ensure juveniles are held accountable for their actions through immediate con-
sequences.

Guidelines could be the 24-72 hour holding rule with emphasis on shared facili-
ties, community service, and other alternative sanction programs or facilities.

Goals: To reduce delinquency intakes in the community through a shared goal of
immediate and certain consequences where the Community and the State send a
strong and consistent message of not tolerating juvenile crime and misbehavior.

Question 3. What specific changes would you recommend to allow states and local-
ities greater flexibility in addressing their juvenile crime problems?

Answer. (1) Shared facilities in all areas for up to 72 hours.
(2) Address over-representation through targeted prevention efforts tied to a re-

duction in delinquency incidents and rates in the identified minority neighborhood.
(3) Emphasis on judicial alternatives for misdemeanor offenses/status offenses in

order to ensure certain consequences on the front end of the system.
Question 4. What changes, if any, to the minority representation requirement

would you support?
Answer. As I stated in my written testimony, Quota's are not the answer. Youth

are arrested and adjudicated based on their acts, not their race.Violent acts espe-
cially require the protection of the public. But, the answer to this is to ensure pre-
vention monies get to the right neighborhoods and families so we can actually re-
duce the percentage of minorities coming into the System.

I would support a change that recognizes that the answer to this problem is ear-
lier intervention and prevention services. The families must be identified and pro-
vided relationships, guidance and services so that the younger youth in these homes
do not continue to follow the same path that the older individuals within the family
have chosen. The cycle must be broken by working with families one on one in tar-
geted areas in order to reduce the minority youth in the juvenile justice system.
This can only be done through communities and agencies closely related to these
families.

In Oklahoma we have begun a parent support network made up of parents whose
children are in the juvenile justice system. It is our plan to work with these parents
and the younger siblings with the help of delinquency prevention & gang interven-
tion monies as well as with an army of church volunteer youth to prevent further
minority youth from penetrating the system. This is our plan to reduce minority
over-representation and I believe we will succeed.

This is part of a Wall of Prevention that we are building. Mandates won't build
this Wall. Mandates only tell us we should build the Wall and after administrative
task upon administrative task, the over-representation will still remain. We plan to
build this Wall with the help of all the Community including churches and volun-
teers, and the families themselves.

Question 5. All Witnesses: It is evident from the testimony we have heard that
"one size fits all" solutions won't solve the juvenile crime problem in every part of
the country. Would you support legislation like Senator Kassebaum's youth develop-
ment community block grant act? Her bill would consolidate 19 federal youth devel-
opment and prevention programs into a block grant to the states. This would allow
state and local governments the flexibility to adapt to a changing juvenile popu-
lation, and to design programs that fit their own particular circumstances.

Answer. Yes, I would strongly support this approach. This would allow the State
to truly develop a statewide plan and also have the ability to fill in gaps and needs.
As I stated in my testimony, this would allow the creativity of States and Commu-
nities to be unleashed.
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RESPONSES OF MR. REGIER TO SENATOR HATCH'S QUESTIONS FOR PANEL III

Question 1. Recently the trend in state legislatures has been to change the juve-
nile delinquency declaration of purpose from rehabilitation to retribution and pun-
ishment. Indeed in today's Washington Post, there is an article about the Virginia
Assembly's legislation that would require teenagers as young as 14 to be tried and
sentenced as adults for murder and other violent crimes. It would also open to the
public, juvenile court proceedings and records for felony cases.

(a) Do you agree with these changes?
Answer. I agree with a balanced approach with strong emphasis on accountability

and consequences but still keeping it in the context of rehabilitation. We can turn
many of these kids around if we are willing to really spend time with them early.
However, I also agree that 14 & 15 year olds who commit murder and other violent
crimes against persons should be certified and tried as adults.

(b) Should the goal of the juvenile court system be closer to that of the adult
criminal system?

Answer. The goal of the juvenile court system should be to punish the violent ju-
venile criminal, to rehabilitate the delinquent juvenile, and to protect the public
while doing both.

Question 2. It seems like each of your respective states have implemented slightly
modified versions of the Juvenile Justice Act; each state has tailored the programs
to its individual, local needs. I am generally skeptical about Washington imposing
programs on the states. For example, while I believe that a balance between preven-
tion and incarceration of juveniles should exist, isn't this a decision that should be
made at a local level, instead of the federal level?

Answer. I agree wholeheartedly. Policy and Mandates in and of themselves do not
solve problems. The OJJDP Mandates have served a very useful purpose in provid-
ing the framework and rails to run on. But we've now reached the end of that rail-
road line. Juvenile crime is overwhelming the Country. We must have the ability
to shift to airline travel and design a system with more general guidelines that will
allow decisions to be made at the State and local level in order to turn the tide.
With the upcoming increase in juvenile population it is critical that we design a new
framework now.

Question 3. What is your opinion of earmarks such as Boot camps, Mentoring, In-
tensive Supervision of others? Researchat least up to this pointhas not been
kind to any of these earmarked programs. It seems that recidivism rates are static
if not higher after attendance in a boot camp. These programs do not seem to be
curbing the delinquency rate. Should we, the federal government, remove the ear-
marks to let states experiment with various types of programs or, at the very least,
fund only these programs that have shown through research and evaluation to be
effective in curbing youth crime?

Answer. All of these programs work when a long term relationship is developed
and followed through. All of these programs do not work when we punch the clock
into the program and then punch out at the end.

Earmarks are usually established as a means to force funding, many times be-
cause someone who has such a program thinks it works and wants continued fund-
ing. I agree that earmarks should be removed and let states experiment with pro-
grams that are shown through research and evaluation to be effective. The caution
is to ensure that research and evaluation measure the right thing. The goal of all
our efforts should be to change behavior and create new positive socially acceptable
behavior, thus reducing delinquency rates and incidents. If we are not accomplish-
ing this, then we are wasting time and money. We have been guilty of both in the
past.

Question 4. (a) Is the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
( OJJDP) a helpful institution to state advisory groups in terms of policy?

Answer. As a general rule, I would say yes. The SAG's have actually been an im-
portant link to regular citizens in the States that OJJDP has utilized. On the other
hand, the OJJDP policy and process is very complicated and confusing to the aver-
age SAG member.

(b) Should more money be allocated by OJJDP to provide technical assistance to
the state advisory groups?

Answer. Yes, this would be helpful if it were done in a partnership manner look-
ing for what fits that particular State. The SAG should set forth its goals and plans
and then TA comes in to help accomplish and implement their plans.
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QUESTIONS ON MANDATES/REQUIREMENTS

Question 1. (a) Of the four major mandates, (de-institutionalizing status offenders;
sight and sound separation; removing juveniles from adult jails; and reduction of
minority confinement), which is the most difficult to stay in compliance with?

Answer. For the State of Oklahoma it is removing juveniles from adult jails and
sight and sound separation. The reason is that communities want to provide imme-
diate consequences for offenses, and the only method many have available is a night
in jail. Coupled with the rural nature of States like ours and distance, this is the
most difficult.

(b) What are the costs involved with staying in compliance?
Answer. As I stated in my verbal testimony, the State has spent millions of dol-

lars on separate 6-10 bed detention centers as a direct result of inability to co-locate
in existing facilities while still maintaining separation.

Question 2. Are there requirements within the Acteither the mandates them-
selves or regulations implementing the mandatesthat need to be removed or
changed in order for the Act to accomplish its intended goal?

Answer. Please refer to pages 5-11 of my written testimony.
Question 3. Many states have incorporated the goals of the Juvenile Justice Act

into their state codes. Currently, most states are in compliance with the mandates.
It seems that the Juvenile Justice Act has served it's intended purpose, which was
to ensure that juveniles were treated fair in the criminal justice system. In your
opinion, could the mandates be removed and replaced with juvenile justice system
goals? That preserves the national directive that States can follow, but if the states
can't comply, they still have the opportunity for receiving funding.

Answer. Yes. I agree that the mandates have served their purpose and that they
are basically imbedded in State law and State direction. We don't need mandates
to do the right thing. We know what is the right thing to do in keeping with attack-
ing the problem of juvenile crime and finding solutions unique to our State.

Question 4. Many critics of revising the mandates claim that if we abandon the
mandates, states will be inclined to house juveniles and adults together and will ba-
sically abandon the supposed advances we have made in incarcerating juveniles in
safe spaces, Is it likely that juveniles will be subject to brutality and the like if we
abandon the mandatesis that a realistic probability?

Answer. No. I know of no State that would allow this to happen, and Oklahoma
certainly would not.

QUESTIONS ON PROGRAMS/IMPLEMENTATION/EVALUATION

Question 1. (a) Have the so-called challenge activities had a significant impact on
delinquency in your state?

Answer. It is too early to tell.
(b) Which activities are being conducted?
Answer. The first projects are just being completed.
(c) Are the requirements to participate in the challenge activities burdensome?
Answer. No. The RFP format was simple and straight forward. Competitive bids

were not required.
(d) Does the cost to the state outweigh the additional 10% funding that is offered?
Answer. No.
Question 2. I understand that one of these activities is to develop programs to pro-

vide access to counsel for all juveniles in the justice system and to ensure that juve-
niles consult with counsel before waiving their rights.

(a) Do you think that is a worthwhile program?
Answer. The State of Oklahoma already provides access to Counsel and it is work-

ing well.
(b) What about the other activities such as increasing community-based alter-

natives to incarceration, or closing traditional training schools and replacing them
with secure settings for no more than 50 violent juvenile offenders. Are these worth-
while and realistic goals?

Answer. The State of Oklahoma was forced to go this direction years ago due to
a federal lawsuit. (See page 6-7 of my written testimony, attached) We reached com-
pliance and the lawsuit was dismissed in April, 1996. Our system is strongly com-
munity-based, but we still struggle with minimal secure settings. Our experience,
however, shows it can be done.

Question 3. The Promising Programs book that the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention provides lists a number of community programs that have
been tried in other districts. However, very few of the programs have evaluation
components attached to them.
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(a) Does the absence of evaluative studies of these programs make it difficult
when searching for innovative programs?

Answer. Yes. Evaluations that are solid and clearly measure behavioral change
and lasting results are invaluable in saving time and money when searching for in-
novative programs that work.

(b) Is the book helpful when looking for new programs?
Answer. Yes, somewhat, and I believe this is an arena that OJJDP should expand.

DRUGS AND CRIME

Question. I am deeply disturbed by the recent indications that drugs are onceagain on the rise with our nation's youth. I think we all recognize that drugs fuel
much of the violent crime problem in America, particularly in our urban centers.
In your opinion what needs to be done to prevent children from becoming involved
with drugs in the first place?

Answer. Please refer to my "Wall of Prevention" on page 12a and 12b of my writ-
ten testimony. Children can be prevented from using drugs by building strong moral
character into their lives, by requiring them to be accountable for their actions, and
by ensuring strong relationship and guidance from an adult who is crazy about
them (usually their parents). Add to that a strong spiritual component and children
can be an absolute joy.

BIOGRAPHY OF JERRY PAUL REGIER

Mr. Jerry Regier grew up in Clinton, Oklahoma. He graduated from Michigan
State University where he received his B.A. degree in history and psychology. In
1989, he completed a year of academic study at Harvard University, John F. Ken-
nedy School of Government, where he received his Master's Degree, the Master of
Public Administration degree.

Mr. Regier is presently the Director of the Department of Juvenile Justice and
the Deputy Director of the Office of Juvenile Affairs for the State of Oklahoma. He
was appointed by Governor Frank Keating as part of the team to head the newAgency which was broken out of the Department of Human Services on July 1,
1995. He directs the Department of Juvenile Justice which has over 1000 employees
statewide. The mission of the Agency is to provide protection of the public while re-
ducing juvenile delinquency in the State of Oklahoma.

Mr. Regier has previously served in a variety of positions at the Federal Govern-
ment level. His most recent position in the Federal Government was as Adminis-
trator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention in the Depart-
ment of Justice. He provided leadership for the direction and implementation of all
Federal policy and programs related to juvenile justice and the prevention of delin-
quency among the youth of America.

Prior to that position, he served for three years as the Acting Director of the Bu-
reau of Justice Assistance (BJA) in the Department of Justice. BJA provides funds
to state and local governments to enforce drug laws, reduce violent crime and im-
prove the criminal justice system in the fight against illegal drugs. This included
crime prevention programs and some ground breaking work in the area of commu-
nity oriented policing. The Bureau has a budget in excess of 500 million dollars. He
also served at the Department of Health and Human Services as Associate Commis-
sioner for the Administration of Children, Youth and Families where he providedoversight to family and youth programs including the Runaway and Homeless
Youth Program.

He left the Federal Government in January, 1993 to work as a management and
public policy consultant for Soza and Company in Falls Church, Virginia and spent
a year assisting cities in setting up and refining substance abuse prevention pro-
grams. He left that position to become President of AgoraSpace USA, Inc., a social
sports development company involved in bringing an outdoor multi-sports facility,
the Agoraspace, to communities around America and particularly the inner city. The
Agoraspace concept includes the youth building the facility, youth training in job
skills and entrepreneurial opportunities, and ongoing involvement with local youth
serving organizations and community residents.

In 1984, Mr. Regier established the Family Research Council in Washington D.C.,
a private nonpartisan public policy research and educational organization over
which he presided as President and CEO for 4 years.

In 1988, Mr. Regier was appointed by the President of the United States to the
National Commission on Children. The Commission was chaired by Senator Jay
Rockefeller and presented its Report, "Beyond Rhetoric: An Agenda for Children,"
four years later to the President.
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Mr. Regier is a nationally recognized speaker on youth and family issues, and is
also a frequent speaker on issues related to the criminal justice system and the ju-
venile justice system. Topics range from prevention of crime and delinquency, and
the strengthening of the family, to community policing and intermediate sanctions.
He has been contributing author and editor of a number of books including "Values
and Public Policy" (1988), "Parents and Children" (1987), "The Changing Family"
(1984), and "Building Family Strengths" (1983).

Jerry and his wife, Sharyn, have four children and lived in McLean, Virginia for
over 20 years before moving to Oklahoma City, Oklahoma in July. They have been
active in community and church activities including serving as the PTA President
of McLean High School.

RESPONSES OF PATRICIA WEST TO SENATOR HATCH'S QUESTIONS

PHILOSOPHY

Question 1. Recently the trend in state legislatures has been to change the Juve-
nile delinquency declaration of purpose from rehabilitation to retribution and pun-
ishment. Indeed in today's Washington Post, there is an article about the Virginia
Assembly's legislation that would require teenagers as young as 14 to be tried and
sentenced as adults for murder and other violent crimes. It would also open to the
public, juvenile court proceedings and records for felony cases. Do you agree with
these changes? Should the goal of the juvenile court system be closer to that of the
adult criminal system?

Answer 1. I wholeheartedly agree with the changes that are taking place nation-
wide with regard to juvenile justice reform. As the Director of Virginia's Department
of Youth and Family Services, I was very involved in developing Virginia's sweeping
reform effort. With overwhelming bipartisan support, Virginia made a commitment
to hold juveniles accountable and responsible for the crimes they commit.

Now in Virginia, juveniles 14 years old and older who commit capital, first and
second degree murder or aggravated malicious wounding are automatically trans-
ferred to circuit court. Prosecutors are now empowered to transfer juveniles to cir-
cuit court to be tried as an adult for felony homicide, mob felonies, carjacking, poi-
soning, malicious wounding, robbery, rape, forcible sodomy and sexual object pene-
tration. Furthermore, police are now mandated to take fingerprints and photographs
of juveniles charged with certain crimes. DNA samples can be taken for juveniles
14 years old or older charged with felonies.

In an effort to make the courts more accountable to the public and victims, juve-
nile court proceedings and records, with the exception of social histories and psycho-
logical reports, are open for juveniles 14 years of age or older charged with felonies.
Virginia took steps to recognize that the victims of juvenile crime have rights as
well. For every juvenile that commits a crime, there is a family or an individual that
has been violated and these victims deserve closure to their ordeal. Now in Virginia,
victims can attend all phases of the proceedings including appeals, and victims are
notified of annual review hearings of determinately sentenced juveniles.

I would like to highlight one other point that is very important to Virginia's juve-
nile justice reform. While it is true that we have gotten tough on violent juvenile
crime, we also recognize that there are many juveniles who can benefit from the tra-
ditional treatment and services that the juvenile system has to offer. We feel that
removing the violent juvenile offender from the juvenile system benefits the remain-
ing youth. These violent offenders, who are the least likely to be successfully reha-
bilitated, demand a disproportionate amount of the available resources to the det-
riment of other youth. Virginia has provided for the removal of violent offenders
from our juvenile system and coupled that with significant increases in funding for
a continuum of sanctions and services that range from those that are community
based to secure confinement in state institutions. We believe that punishment with
accountability, and rehabilitation are not mutually exclusive, and a proper balance
between them is the most effective way to reach our ultimate goal of public safety.

I have enclosed a summary of Virginia's juvenile justice legislation for your re-
view.

Question 2. It seems like each of your respective states have implemented slightly
modified versions of the Juvenile Justice Act; each state has tailored the programs
to its individual, local needs. I am generally skeptical about Washington imposing
programs on the states. For example, while I believe that a balance between preven-
tion and incarceration of juveniles should exist, isn't this a decision that should be
made at a local level, instead of the federal level?
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Answer 2. Yes. States and localities should be given greater flexibility to deter-
mine the proper balance between prevention and incarceration for their juveniles.
What works in one state may not work in another. Even within states, localities are
unique. Virginia is a prime example of this intra-state diversity. Virginia has a wide
disparity in resources and types of offenders between urban, suburban and rural lo-
calities. Localities in Northern Virginia have more resources to deal with problems
than localities in rural Southwest Virginia. Also, the types of offenders in Richmond
are much different than offenders in Roanoke.

Allowing localities to determine the best approach to the growing problem of juve-
nile crime will benefit both the community and the juvenile.

Question 3. What is your opinion of earmarks such as boot camps, Mentoring, In-
tensive Supervision or others? Researchat least up to this pointhas not been
kind to any of these earmarked programs. It seems that recidivism rates are static
if not higher after attendance in a boot camp. These programs do not seem to be
curbing the delinquency rate. Should we, the federal government, remove the ear-
marks to let states experiment with various types of programs or, at the very least,
fund only those programs that have shown through research and evaluation to be
effective in curbing youth crime?

Answer 3. Earmarks should be removed. States should be allowed to experiment
with alternative programs for prevention and incarceration. Funding should be di-
rectly related to performance, however, I would caution against discontinuing fund-
ing because one pilot program failed. Often a program will undergo many revisions
before the "kinks" are worked out. Time should be allowed for improvement, and
then if the desired results are not met, funding should be discontinued.

An example used in your question demonstrates this point. It is mentioned that
juvenile boot camps do not reduce recidivism rates. I believe it is too early to know
that for sure. In January of this year, Virginia implemented its first juvenile boot
camp. Experience and studies from other juvenile boot camps, which we researched
thoroughly prior to crafting our program, prove that intensive aftercare is essential
to the success of the program. One of the keys to our program is an aftercare compo-
nent with intense supervision lasting for six months after release from the boot
camp. This is critical for the successful transition of the juvenile back into his com-
munity. While it is still too early to tell, I am optimistic that the specific program-
ming we have chosen for the boot camp, coupled with the intensive aftercare, will
produce the desired results. If, after a reasonable amount of time it does not give
us those results, then it should be discontinued. I have enclosed several news arti-
cles describing certain aspects of our juvenile boot camp. As a side note, Virginia
already operates an adult boot camp that has been very successful with relatively
low recidivism rates.

Question 4. Is the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP)
a helpful institution to state advisory groups in terms of policy? Should more money
be allocated by OJJDP to provide technical assistance to the state advisory groups?

Answer 4. States should determine their own policy with OJJDP providing tech-
nical support to implement policy directives.

Money provided by OJJDP for technical assistance should not have specific ear-
marks related to the state advisory groups. In general, technical assistance is pro-
vided to a state for critical needs. In approaching these needs, the state advisory
group is one of my potential targets for technical assistance.

QUESTIONS ON MANDATESREQUIREMENTS

Question 1. Of the four major mandates, (deinstitutionalizing status offenders;
sight and sound separation; removing juveniles from adult jails; and reduction of
minority confinement). Which is the most difficult to stay in compliance with? What
are the costs involved with staying in compliance?

Answer 1. While we dislike all the mandates, two are of particular concern: jail
removal and sight and sound separation. Sight and sound separation and its counter
part, removing juveniles from adult jails cost the Commonwealth the most money,
both for compliance and compliance monitoring. While we have been fairly success-
ful in complying with the mandates, it has not been without great costs, both mone-
tary and non-monetary in the form of threat to public safety.

Localities may have preferred to build separate space in their jails for juveniles,
but have had to build separate juvenile detention facilities or have been forced to
buy juvenile bed space outside their jurisdiction which is time consuming and costly
for local sheriffs' who must transport juveniles long distances. In the worst case sce-
nario, there are times when judges are forced to release potentially dangerous juve-
niles back into the community for lack of a juvenile bed.
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It is difficult to measure the exact cost of things that would have been done dif-
ferently is not for the mandates, but I can say construction for an average juvenile
detention home is $100,000 per bed while a jail bed runs about $60,000.

Question 2. Are there requirements within the Acteither the mandates them-
selves, or regulations implementing the mandatesthat need to be removed or
changed in order for the Act to accomplish its intended goal?

Answer 2. The goal of the Act should be the reduction of juvenile delinquency, and
I do not believe the mandates have a direct bearing on this goal. The mandates re-
late to the treatment of juveniles who are in the system, not to keeping them out
of the system in the first place. Because mandates restrict options, I believe they
are detrimental to efforts to reduce delinquency.

Furthermore, the administrative costs of compliance monitoring represents money
that could be better spent on law enforcement or community programs. Virginia
dedicates three and three quarters (3.75) full time equivalent positions to JJDP
compliance monitoring and implementation functions. States, such as Virginia,
which have met these requirements should not have to continuously document com-
pliance through a comprehensive monitoring system.

More specifically, the current strategy of reducing funding by 25% for each area
of non-compliance and requiring that all remaining funds be dedicated to compliance
improvement is unnecessarily punitive. States, such as Virginia, which provide the
opportunity of multi-year funding for local pilot projects must withdraw these com-
mitments because of this compliance requirement. This action has the potential to
destroy local programs and erode confidence of the localities in the state planning
agency. Virginia is currently faced with this potential because of violations in one
locality which will be remedied in the very near future by the opening of a new juve-
nile facility. The state has responded to address the problem and would have done
so regardless of pressure from OJJDP. To threaten the existence of a local program
in order to fix a problem we were already prepared to fix is an unneeded strong-
arm tactic and detrimental to the provision of services to juveniles. We are hopeful
funds will not be lost, but the uncertainty causes anxiety in planning for the future.

Another example of over-regulation can be seen by reviewing Virginia's recent ap-
plication for funding under Title II of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act. This application requires Virginia to agree to 32 assurances concerning the
program. Some of these assurances are legitimate concerns, but others only serve
to add to the constant stream of paper work to comply with yet more federal regula-
tions.

In summary, the narrowly defined compliance regulations focus state resources
and efforts in a manner which does not improve juvenile justice. The focus of com-
pliance monitoring should be on assuring that juveniles are held in accordance with
constitutional requirements. Like you, we remain concerned with issues regarding:
classification and separation, health and mental health care, programming, edu-
cation, training and supervision of institutional staff, overcrowding, punishment and
due process, and safety for staff and confined youth. This would be no less true in
the absence of mandates or compliance regulations.

Question 3. Many states have incorporated the goals of the Juvenile Justice Act
into their state codes. Currently, most states are in compliance with the mandates.
It seems that the Juvenile Justice Act has served its intended purpose, which was
to ensure that juveniles were treated fairly in the criminal justice system. In your
opinion, could the mandates be removed and replaced with juvenile justice system
goals? That preserves the national directive that States can follow, but if the states
can't comply, they still have the opportunity for receiving funding.

Answer 3. Yes. The mandates not only could, but should be replaced with juvenile
justice system goals. The states, as you pointed out, are mostly in compliance with
the mandates. They should not be allowed to pursue the course of action they be-
lieve will best curb juvenile crime in their state and be allowed to compete on equal
footing with other states for the federal money available for this purpose.

Question 4. Many critics of revising the mandates claim that if we abandon the
mandates, states will be included to house juveniles and adults together and will
basically abandon the supposed advances we have made in incarcerating juveniles
in safe spaces. Is it likely that juveniles will be subject to brutality and the like if
we abandon the mandatesis that a realistic probability?

Answer 4. Removal of the mandates will not result in juveniles being subjected
to brutality by adult inmates. No one is suggesting that juveniles should be placed
in the same cell or participate in the same activities at the same time with adults.
In fact, Virginia's recent juvenile justice reform keeps juveniles who have been con-
victed as adults from being housed with adults. Thus going beyond any of the JJDP
Act mandates on separation.
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States simply want more flexibility in detaining juveniles without the worry of
violating the sight and sound separation mandate. It is generally agreed that juve-
nile populations should be kept separate from adult populations, but the require-
ment of absolute sight and sound separation places an unwieldy burden on many
localities. Occasional violations, particularly those involving incidental contact with
adult prisoners in booking areas, hallways, etc. are difficult to prevent altogether
and are not harmful to youth.

States should be trusted to act responsibly in this area, and for those who are
afraid that removal of the mandates will result in the wholesale placement of juve-
niles in dangerous situations, I would point out that constitutional constraints still
exist and would prevent such violations. Even if states and localities were inclined
to act irresponsibly, which I do not believe, there is still the ever present threat of
litigation for improper behavior which will control much of what they do.

QUESTIONS ON PROGRAMS/IMPLEMENTATION/EVALUATION

Question 1. Have the so-called challenge activities had a significant impact on de-
linquency in your state? Which activities are being conducted? Are the requirements
to participate in the challenge activities burdensome? Does the cost to the state out-
weigh the additional 10% funding that is offered?

Answer 1. Challenge grants are the least burdensome of the grants we apply for
from OJJDP. The funds can be used for a variety of purposes and offer a high de-
gree of flexibility. Challenge grants in Virginia have been used for technical assist-
ance to localities. For instance, we are currently using these funds to work with the
localities to implement the new juvenile justice reform package passed earlier this
year.

Question 2. I understand that one of these activities is to develop programs to pro-
vide access to counsel for all juveniles in the justice system and to ensure that juve-
niles consult with counsel before waiving their rights. Do you think that is a worth-
while program? What about the other activities such as increasing community-based
alternatives to incarceration, or closing traditional training schools and replacing
them with secure setting for no more than 50 violent juvenile offenders. Are these
worthwhile and realistic goals?

Answer 2. Virginia does not participate in this particular aspect of the program,
but I will comment on some of the specific activities you mention. I do not believe
the majority of the activities you mention are worthwhile or realistic goals. As a
former prosecutor, I certainly believe in and respect a defendant's right to counsel,
but to spend taxpayers' money to ensure a juvenile always consults with a lawyer
before waiving his rights is absurd. In Virginia, extra precautions are taken to en-
sure a juvenile makes an informed and knowing waiver of his rights, and that is
a frequent issue in suppression hearings. The current safeguards are sufficient, and
it would be a travesty to go so far as to make sure no juvenile ever accepted respon-
sibility and admitted involvement in any crime, which is the obvious result if juve-
niles cannot waive their rights until they consult counsel. We do not want to impede
law enforcement in investigative matters by providing more rights than adults now
have.

The concept of 50-bed facilities is not realistic. With the number of incarcerated
juveniles increasing, it is not feasible for states to build 50-bed institutions. It is
cost prohibitive and having to locate acceptable sites for multiple facilities is dif-
ficult. Furthermore, larger, more cost efficient facilities, can be designed in smaller
segments which addresses the concerns of the critics.

Question 3. The Promising Programs book that the Officer of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention provides lists a number of community programs that have
been tried in other districts. However, very few of the programs have evaluation
components attached to them. Does the absence of evaluative studies of these pro-
grams make it difficult when searching for innovative programs? Is the book helpful
when looking for new programs?

Answer 3. This book has some use, primarily at a local level. Localities would be
better served if the programs had support documentation demonstrating the success
rates of the programs.

DRUGS AND CRIME

Question. I am deeply disturbed by the recent indications that drug use is once
again on the rise with our nation's youth. I think we all recognize that drugs fuel
much of the violent crime problem in America, particularly in our urban centers.
In your opinion what needs to be done to prevent children from becoming involved
with drugs in the first place?
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Answer. I firmly believe that the root of most of our delinquency problems, includ-
ing drug use, is the breakdown of the family structure and the diminishing influ-
ence of moral absolutes in our society. Having said that, it is difficult to know where
to begin to address those concerns, but I am confident the answers lie within our
communities and not with the federal government. I believe that active, concerned
communities, with churches and other private organizations that reach out to chil-
dren and families in need, and schools that promote moral certainty and character
building would be a great start.

RESPONSES OF PATRICIA WEST TO SENATOR SIMPSON'S QUESTIONS

ALL WITNESSES

Question 1. It is evident from the testimony we have heard that "one size fits all"
solutions won't solve the juvenile crime problem in every part of the county. Would
you support legislation like Senator Kassebaum's Youth Development Community
Block Grant Act? Her bill would consolidate 19 federal youth development and pre-
vention programs into a block grand to the states. This would allow state and local
governments the flexibility to adapt to a changing juvenile population, and to design
programs that fit their own particular circumstances.

Answer 1. Although I have not had the opportunity to review Senator Kasse-
baum's Youth Development Community Block Grant Act, I do support the concept
of dispensing federal funds in the form of block grants. Each state is unique with
its own particular issues and problems. The federal government should give the
states the flexibility to determine how best to use the funds to address their individ-
ual needs.

QUESTIONS DIRECTED TO DIRECTOR WEST

Question 2. What specific suggestions would you make for modifying the JJDPA
to make it more flexible for the differing needs of various states?

Answer 2. The JJDP Act should request that states submit a single application
for funding. Presently three separate applications are required. The state should de-
fine its objectives within the goals of the Act. The plan should fit the state's needs
rather than be driven by detailed federal requirements. If the state has an existing
plan, such as a state criminal justice plan, these documents should suffice as the
basis for funding requests. The Administrator of OJJDP should be authorized to
provide funding to support state plans; not to approve state juvenile justice plans.
The "advanced techniques" of the Act should be removed. These are burdensome to
administer in the grant award and reporting process.

Question 3. What specific actions would be taken to address the increase in juve-
nile crime?

Answer 3. Virginia has taken dramatic steps to address juvenile crime. These are
included in the summary of legislation which is attached. In addition, Virginia has
provided $123 million in new funding to support this reform. The reforms begin
with a philosophy that each encounter with the juvenile justice system is a serious
matter. Every contact with the court will result in a written plan that includes com-
munity service and restitution for the victim, when appropriate. Funding for a con-
tinuum of graduated sanctions which increase in restrictiveness and severity is the
cornerstone of the policy reform which Virginia is implementing.

Question 4. You mentioned the need to have jail as an option for chronic juvenile
offenders. How would you modify the deinstitutionalization requirements of the
JJDPA to provide local flexibility in responding to particular needs and situations?

Answer 4. If the mandates remain, states should be given the option of submitting
a plan which includes local exemptions to the deinstitutionalization and sight and
sound requirements of the JJDP Act. As long as the plan is reasonable, the request
for an exemption should be granted and not left to the discretion of the Adminis-
trator.

Question 5. How would you modify the JJDPA's sight and sound separation re-
quirements to take into account the fiscal and physical realities of some locations?

Answer 5. Please see previous answer.
Question 6. What recommendations would you have for addressing the needs of

status and "beginning" offenders?
Answer 6. I believe the most important thing we can do for status and "beginning

offenders" is to make every contact meaningful. Currently, a juvenile will often com-
mit numerous offenses before any tangible consequences result. In effect, by letting
them get by with little or no intervention and punishment, we reinforce their nega-
tive behavior. As a prosecutor, I had a defense attorney say to me, as I was insisting
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on a certain disposition for a juvenile, that we all know "the first felony is free" in
juvenile court. With that attitude prevalent today, it is no wonder juveniles do not
have any respect for the current system and consider it a joke.

In addition to meaningful contact with the court, localities need the ability to de-
tain some status offenders in a secure environment. Status offenders likely come
from unstable home settings and often pose a risk to themselves. Their availability
for court hearings is jeopardized due to runaway behavior, and detainment of run-
aways is desirable to facilitate assessment of and treatment for underlying problems
causing the runaway behavior.

Detainment of status offenders may also be desirable because rural jurisdictions
often lack alternative placements appropriate for status offenders, and most juris-
dictions lack suitable alternatives for inebriated juveniles. Truancy enforcement ef-
forts are also hampered by the mandate on deinstitutionalization of status offend-
ers.

RESPONSES OF PATRICIA WEST TO SENATOR KOHL'S QUESTIONS

TO ALL WITNESSES ON PANEL III

Question. I have introduced legislation that would extend the period during which
rural areas may keep juveniles in a separate portion of an adult facility from 24
to 72 hours, and permit shared staffing during these short periods.

Is this a good idea? Do you think it moves in the right direction in terms of the
reauthorization?

Answer. I believe your legislation is a step in the right direction in that it would
give the locality more time to find a placement for the juvenile, but it does not go
far enough in allowing states to make basic decisions about the confinement of their
juveniles.

TO ALL WITNESSES ON PANELS II AND III

Question 1. Some critics have argued that the juvenile mandatesparticularly the
deinstitutionalization of status offenders and the jail removal requirementshave
contributed to rising juvenile crime rates.

At the last hearing, however, experts testified that significant increase in juvenile
crime rates began around 1985when crack cocaine entered our cities, and access
to guns dramatically spread throughout our inner cities. The mandates began in
1974.

Now, given the fact that this increase started over a decade after the mandates
went into effect, do you think it's reasonable to blame the mandates for our juvenile
crime problem?

Answer 1. Obviously the mandates are not to blame for the juvenile crime prob-
lem. These mandates are to blame for hampering the states' efforts to deal with the
juvenile crime problem for the reasons I have stated throughout my testimony and
in response to these questions.

Question 2. Many juvenile facilities suffer from significant overcrowding, which in
turn leads to greater violence between juveniles, more attacks on staff, and less re-
habilitation.

In your experience with your local juvenile justice systems, have you seen over-
crowding problems, and what are the consequences of these problems?

Answer 2. Overcrowding in Virginia's juvenile correctional centers and detention
homes is at an all time high. In fiscal year 1995 our correctional centers operated
at 111% of their rated capacities. Detention homes operated at 136% of their rated
capacities. This has resulted in more staff assaults and greater violence between ju-
veniles. Meaningful rehabilitation efforts are hindered by this overcrowding. Vir-
ginia is addressing the overcrowding situation with a combination of an aggressive
construction plan and use of private sector beds.

Question 2a. Would you support more targeted efforts to fund juvenile detention
facilities?

Answer 2a. Targeted funds to assist in dealing with this problem would be wel-
comed, as long as the federal government does not attach burdensome mandates to
the funds.

Question 3. Some critics of the manda'tes argue that they have nothing to do with
prevention of crime, and are therefore not a good investment. Yet studies have con-
firmed the common-sense proposition that once a juvenile is thrown in with adults,
he hardens, making rehabilitation much harder. Given your experience with the
Act, do you think that separating juveniles from adult prisoners contributes to pre-
venting crime?
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Answer 3. As I stated in an earlier question, no one is suggesting that juveniles
should be placed in the same cell or participate in the same activities at the same
time with adults. In Virginia, juveniles sentenced as adults under Virginia's Youth-
ful Offender Act are incarcerated in a separate facility, and in the new legislation,
any juvenile tried and convicted as an adult will be placed in a facility housing only
other juveniles with adult convictions. The decision by the state to provide this type
placement goes well beyond any JJDP Act mandates and shows Virginia's good faith
in complying with the goal of separation.

States simply want more flexibility in holding juveniles in jail without the worry
of violating sight and sound separation. Virginia has demonstrated that we agree
that juvenile populations should be kept separate from adult populations, however,
the requirement of absolute sight and sound separation places an unwieldy burden
on many localities.

Question 4. In my own State of Wisconsin, we have been able to work out an ex-
emption to the prohibition on shared staff, so long as staff does not work with both
juveniles and adults during the same shift, and all staff are properly trained and
certified. This exemption was worked out with, and ultimately approved by, the Of-
fice of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. Do you think that there is a
way to work out something similar in your state that could deal with your particu-
lar difficulties with the mandates, yet maintain the basic principles of maintaining
virtually complete separation of juveniles from adults?

Answer 4. I believe that any Act that would necessitate the majority of states
coming in to ask for special dispensation must be faulty in concept. The idea of spe-
cial conditions for each state, which of course would be monitored by OJJDP, sounds
like a bureaucratic nightmare.

Question 5. During these hearings, I have heard many complaints about the man-
dates, but in order to try to deal with these matters legislatively, it is critical that
we have specific information and specific solutions. We need to know what flexibility
you need, and what limits there should be on that flexibility to ensure that we guar-
antee the protection of young people without hampering law enforcement.

Could you list what you are doing nowas required under the mandatesthat
you do not want to do?

Answer 5. As I stated before, our preference would be to have the mandates re-
moved and replaced with juvenile justice system goals. As pointed out earlier, Vir-
ginia devotes 3.75 full time positions at the state level for compliance monitoring
and implementation of the Act. This time and money that could be better used for
law enforcement or direct services to juveniles.

Virginia believes JJDP monies should be administered in block grant form to be
used in advancing state and local juvenile justice priorities.

Question 5a. Could you list what you are not doing nowthat the mandates are
prohibiting you from doingthat you would like to do?

Answer 5a. States want more flexibility in detaining juveniles without the worry
of violating the sight and sound separation mandate. The requirement of absolute
sight and sound separation places an unwieldy and costly burden on many localities.
We would like the flexibility to co-locate juvenile facilities with adult facilities in
order to share the costs of land purchases, utilities, and potentially share services
like laundry and maintenance. Virginia is currently planning a state juvenile facil-
ity on a site with an adult facility and is realizing savings of approximately $3 mil-
lion.

States also need the option of detaining status offenders in a secure facility. Sta-
tus offenders likely come from unstable home settings and often pose a risk to them-
selves. Many times detainment in a secure facility is necessary in order to ensure
their availability for court hearings and to facilitate assessment of and treatment
for underlying problems causing runaway behavior.

Detainment of status offenders may also be desirable because rural jurisdictions
often lack alternative placements appropriate for status offenders, and most juris-
dictions lack suitable alternatives for inebriated juveniles. Truancy enforcement ef-
forts are also hampered by the deinstitutionalization of status offenders.

Question 6. Several complaints regarding the disproportionate representation of
minorities mandate suggested that this mandate is onerous because it requires that
the percentage of incarcerated juveniles must equal the number of juveniles in the
general state populationsort of a prison quota. Specifically, some of the witnesses
went so far as to suggest that they are "in violation" of the act if there is an imbal-
ance.

In fact, the mandate (42 U.S.C. 5633(a)(23)) only requires that states submit
plans for implementing the Act that "address efforts to reduce the proportion of ju-
veniles detained or confined in secure detention facilities, secure correctional facili-
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ties, jails, and lockups who are members of minority groups if such proportion ex-
ceeds the proportion such groups represent in the general population."

From my reading of this, States are only required to include provisions in their
safe plans that "address efforts" to fight over representationthere is no require-
ment that they actually achieve equal representation, or anything close to it.

Do you read this differently? Can you explain specifically why this section causes
problems for you in implementing the Act? Do you think we should delete this man-
date, and not require any efforts towards rectifying over representation?

Answer 6. First and foremost, all people, regardless of race, should be held ac-
countable for their criminal behavior and we should always be working toward re-
ducing the number of people, of any race, who must be incarcerated because of their
anti-social behavior.

The JJDP Act was amended in 1988 to require states to address the over rep-
resentation of minority youth in secure facilities. The most recent federal regula-
tions suggest that this mandate has two provisions: the disproportionate confine-
ment of minorities in secure facilities and the over representation of minority youth
in the juvenile justice system. The federal requirement (May 31, 1995) refers to this
is as "statutory mandate." The regulation is specific in setting forth requirements
for compliance.

Virginia completed identification through the Phase I matrix in 1990 and has up-
dated this matrix annually thereafter. The assessment phase for Virginia has in-
volved a series of research projects between 1990 and 1995 at a cost of $880,000.
In all the research in Virginia, race and race bias were not direct effects. Race dif-
ferences for incarcerated juveniles tended to be associated with other factors over
which the Court has little control, such as seriousness of offense, prior offense his-
tory, socio-economic status, family structure, access to parents at intake, and out of
jurisdiction residence. The research failed to pinpoint a critical area in which Vir-
ginia could establish policy objectives.

The withholding of Title II grant funds for non-compliance with regulations based
on a set of unsubstantiated assumptions about the association of disparity in secure
confinement and discrimination or race bias is not appropriate. In the five pilot
states which received special funding for this purpose, reductions in disparity can-
not be documented.

Question 7. We are always trying to learn more about what is effective at each
level of the juvenile justice process. What studies have been done in your state that
indicate the effectiveness of any prevention, intervention, or incarceration programs
in your state at either the state or local level? It would be very helpful if you would
supply a copy of each report and summarize the results.

Answer 7. Please find enclosed summaries of several studies conducted by the Vir-
ginia Department of Youth and Family Services. If you would like a complete copy
of a particular study please feel free to contact our office.

List of enclosed summaries:
Privatization of Juvenile Halfway Houses, 10/95
Reviewing Juvenile Probation Toward Developing a Balanced Approach to its

use in the Juvenile Justice System, 1995
Barrett Substance Abuse Treatment Center for Delinquent Males, 06/93
Expansion of Drug Use Identification and Intervention Services into Rural

Areas, 01/93
Barrett Juvenile Corr. Center Substance Abuse Program, 07/94
Barrett Juvenile Corr. Center Substance Abuse Program Interim Report, 07/

94
Substance Abuse Programs Annual Report FY95, 11/95

1996 DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES LEGISLATION

HOUSE BILL 251 AND SENATE BILL 44

Amends the purpose and intent of the juvenile code to include the safety of the
community and the protection of victims rights.

Limits the jurisdiction of juvenile court in cases of capital, first and second degree
murder, mob lynching and aggravated malicious wounding to preliminary hearings.

Specifies the criteria for detention or shelter care to include the seriousness of the
current offense, prior adjudicated offenses, the legal status of the juvenile and any
aggravating and mitigating circumstances.

Requires a mental health screening for juveniles placed in secure detention.
Limits diversion at intake to first offense. Subsequent complaints must go to

court.

BEST COPY AVABLABLE
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Allows pre-trial detention/shelter care in a separate juvenile facility on site of
adult regional jail approved by the DYFS and certified by DOC.

Allows confinement of juvenile in adult jail if judicial transfer accepted by circuit
court or when automatic or prosecutor's felony is certified to grand jury.

Requires DYFS to assist localities in establishing temporary lock-ups or wards.
Allows magistrates to issue detention orders.
Allows two-way audio-visual appearance at intake.
Allows diversion on CHINS, CHINSUP or delinquent complaint only if a violent

juvenile felony is not alleged and if the child has not been previously diverted on
CHINSUP or delinquency charge.

Prohibits use of statements by juvenile made in conjunction with mental health
screening.

Requires summons to include notice of financial responsibility of parents for main-
tenance and treatment.

Transfers capital, first and second degree murder; mob lynching and aggravated
malicious wounding automatically to circuit court.

Allows the prosecutor's discretion to transfer felony murder; felonious mob injury;
abduction; malicious wounding; felony poisoning; adulteration of products; robbery;
carjacking; forcible sodomy; forcible and statutory rape; and object penetration. If
probable cause is not found or if charge is dismissed, Commonwealth's Attorney may
seek direct indictment.

Clarifies process for retention of case by juvenile court and appeal by Common-
wealth of failure to make judicial transfer.

Clarifies process of juvenile to appeal judicial transfer.
Eliminates necessity for circuit court to renew the case file upon receipt of a judi-

cial transfer, unless the case is up on appeal.
Clarifies that in automatic and prosecutors transfers, the Commonwealth's attor-

ney may seek indictment without court order.
Allows for more flexibility in circuit court. If convicted of violent juvenile felony,

adult sentence for all crimes, but suspension may be ordered, conditioned upon com-
pletion of terms and conditions that are authorized for delinquency adjudication. If
convicted only of misdemeanors, only delinquency disposition may be ordered. If con-
victed of nonviolent felonies, court may sentence as adult or juvenile including dis-
position as a serious offender.

Makes evidence of age admissible in circuit or district court prior to adjudication.
Allows temporary commitment of delinquent juveniles to a juvenile boot camp.
Specifies that the terms and conditions of juvenile probation, which may be im-

posed upon a delinquent, may include compliance with an alternative education
plan.

Clarifies that juvenile court may impose a Class 1 misdemeanor penalty on a
adult who, before becoming 18, committed a crime.

Allows short-term post-dispositional secure detention without the need for prior
review of a social history.

Limits indeterminate commitment to 36 continuous months or age 21, except in
cases of murder or manslaughter.

Allows for determinate commitment of juvenile for any felony if he had previously
been found to have committed a Class 1 or 2 felony.

Requires attorney for the Commonwealth upon request to give notice of release/
review hearing for serious offender by first class mail, to victim's last known ad-
dress. Allows review hearing to be held by means of two-way video and audio com-
munication.

Expands current law requiring parents to pay when custody is transferred to
cover juveniles in boot camp or secure detention.

Grants police same authority to take fingerprints/photographs of juveniles as is
allowed for adults. Prints are to be maintained locally, separate from adults and
filed with CCRE.

Requires juveniles 14 years or older, convicted of a felony to submit to DNA anal-
ysis.

Allows for free and complete exchange of current juvenile arrest information
among law-enforcement agencies.

Opens juvenile court proceeding involving allegations that a juvenile 14 or older
committed a felony, unless the court, for good cause, orders the proceedings closed.

Gives victim or certain family members and persons chosen by minor victims right
to be present in delinquency proceeding involving felony, assault and battery, stalk-
ing, sexual battery or DUI.

Allows Commonwealth's attorneys access to otherwise confidential juvenile court
records.
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Opens juvenile court records in cases of juveniles 14 or older for juveniles released
pending that on probation with conditions or on supervised parole.

Deletes restriction on disclosure of disposition information receipt by the schooldivision superintendent.
Clarifies that only a conviction of felony in circuit court for which an adult dis-position is ordered results in imposition of civil disabilities.
Eliminates juveniles tried as adults from the Youthful Offender Program.
Eliminates mandatory expungement of juvenile CCRE records when juvenileturns 29.
Specifies clerk's responsibility to make report to CCRE of adjudication of delin-

quency or juvenile conviction in adult reportable cases.
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REPORT OF THE
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH & FAMILY SERVICES ON

Privatization of Juvenile Halfway Houses

PURPOSE

During the summer of 1995, the Research and Planning Unit of the Department of Youth and
Family Services examined the feasibility of privatizing the three state operated halfway houses
and assessed the privatization of the Harriet Tubman House. The results of this study follow.

The 1995 General Assembly included Item 576-D in the Appropriations Act stating that:

The Department of Youth and Family Services shall provide a report on the
feasibility of entering into one or more private contracts for the operation of the
remaining three state operated halfway houses, effective July 1, 1996. The report
shall include an assessment of the privatization of the Harriet Tubman House.
Copies of the report shall be provided to the Governor and the Chairmen of the
Senate Finance and House Appropriations Committees by October 1, 1995.

A previous report prepared in the summer of 1993 by the Department responded to a directive
from the 1992 General Assembly in the 1992-94 Appropriations Act, Item 540 C. Besides
providing a general description of the four halfway houses, it explored the privatization of them.
The first Halfway House Study stated that definitive conclusions concerning the effectiveness of
the Tubman House program, and privatization overall, were premature due to the short operation
period by the private contractor.

This study compared the operations of the state operated halfway houses with the privately
contracted facility to help determine the feasibility and desirability of privatizing halfway house
functions. The Department believes that halfway house privatization is feasible; Tubman House
is now in its fourth year, its per diem is at the low end of all the halfway house costs, and design
improvements (16 beds versus 10 or 12 beds) may yield additional savings. However, this study
also indicates there are positive programmatic aspects of the state operated facilities that do not
exist in the private program. The Department has projected significant increases in the
committed juvenile population and, with it, a growing need for post release programs such as
halfway houses. The Department plans to maintain its existing operations and expand capacity
through private facilities.

OVERVIEW

For more than twenty years, halfway houses have provided post incarceration community
residential care in a structured setting for juvenile offenders. These halfway houses were
previously operated by the Department of Corrections, Division of Youth Services and now are
operated by the Department of Youth and Family Services. Halfway house placement may occur
after release from a juvenile correctional center or during parole supervision. These facilities

Department of Youth and Family Services Research and Planning Unit
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The Juvenile Probation Study
Executive Summary

House Joint Resolution 197 of the 1994 Virginia General Assembly requested that the
Department of Youth and Family Services "review juvenile probation toward developing abalanced approach to its use in the juvenile justice system," In order to complete this task asurvey related to the probation process was distributed to the state's 35 court service unit
(CSU) directors. Information collected in the survey included their objectives for probation,how these objectives are addressed, level of achievement in attaining these objectives and whatfactors affect the success or failure of the objectives. The CSU directors were also asked toindicate their level of knowledge concerning the 'Balanced Approach', their opinion of the'Balanced Approach' and whether or not it was being utilized at their CSU.

The following conclusions may be drawn from this analysis of juvenile probation in Virginia:

0 The CSU directors reported a wide variety of individual objectives for probation. Atthe same time, however, community protection, accountability, and competencydevelopment were the most reported objectives;

Nearly all CSUs measured success in achieving the stated objectives. The study alsofound, however, that most assessments of these objectives were not conducted in asystematic fashion with little measurable evidence of achievement;

Overall the CSU directors felt that they were successfully achieving the statedobjectives;

Yo- The methods for addressing the most reported objectives of community protection,accountability, and competency development varied depending on CSU andcommunity resources;

In 89% of the CSUs, judges ordered other services in addition to supervision.Services ordered were reported to be specific to the youth and to the resources of theCSU and community. According to the directors, CSU staff frequently influence thedisposition of a court-ordered probation case;

0- The development and contents of service plans were consistent among the 35 CSUs,and;

Most of the CSU directors expressed familiarity, and a favorable opinion of the'Balanced Approach'. Based on the responses from the directors, it appears that mostCSUs are taking a 'Balanced Approach' to probation, though they may not call it bythat name.

Department of Youth & Family Services i
Probation Study
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Recommendations

The following recommendations can be made with respect to the findings of HJR 197:

The Department should develop statewide guidelines for probation regardless of the
'Balanced Approach' and direct the CSUs to implement objectives for probation
according to these statewide guidelines. The Department will need to assess what
resources are available and needed in the court, CSU and community in order to
implement these probation objectives;

)0. The Department should implement a statewide data system in the court service units to
collect, organize and store data concerning CSU programs, services and
characteristics of juveniles in the system;

Once implementation of a statewide data system is complete, under the direction of the
Department, each CSU should evaluate CSU programs and services to determine their
effectiveness;

)- If the Department determines that the 'Balanced Approach' is the endorsed method for
delivering probation services, there are several implementation options:

Statewide funding for full implementation of the 'Balanced Approach' which
includes development of a mission statement for probation services, legislation and
policy revisions, program development in the CSU and community, realignment
and redesign of existing programs, personnel changes (retraining or hiring of new
probation officers), and increasing established links between CSU and the
community;

Unfunded statewide mandate that all courts and CSUs fully implement the
'Balanced Approach', or;

Establish pilot test sites which could seek training and technical assistance from the
Balanced and Restorative Justice Project sponsored by OJJDP, in order to fully
implement the 'Balanced Approach'.

Department of Youth & Family Services
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U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration

Center for Substance Abuse Treatment

Model Comprehensive
Substance Abuse Treatment Programs

for Correctional Populations
State Juvenile Justice AS-93-04-J

Barrett Substance Abuse Treatment Center for
Delinquent Males

A National Model for Comprehensive Substance
Abuse Treatment of Incarcerated Juveniles

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF

buth Begins With XDu.

Application for Federal Assistance submitted by the
Commonwealth of Virginia

Department of Youth and Family Services
June 1993
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Abstract

The Virginia Department of Youth and Family Services (DYFS) will convert Barrett Learning Center,
a secure juvenile facility for adjudicated delinquent males, into a dedicated institution for substance
abuse treatment. The Department has received a $1.8 million federal grant for this project. The
project represents a significant addition to current DYFS substance abuse treatment efforts. The
facility will provide an intensive, long-term treatment environment for male youth with extensive
delinquent histories coupled with severe alcohol and other drug abuse. The facility milieu will reflect
a modified therapeutic community approach blended with a clearly defined behavior management
system. A continuous case management process will integrate services from the time of intake through
the youths's continuing care in community settings following completion of the institutional
component. The program will include a comprehensive array of services beginning with a thorough
screening and assessment which will result in the development of individualized treatment plans for
each client. Strong emphasis will be placed on providing educational and counseling services to family
members of the youth. In addition to core substance abuse treatment services, a variety of specialized
services will be available to meet the particular needs of individual clients. All services will be
delivered with attention to the cultural and other differences among the target population. Pre-release
planning will focus on the development of specific plans for ongoing involvement in treatment and
related services. The linages include established community residential programs, intensive aftercare
programs under contract with DYFS, and a variety of services provided by community-based
agencies.

The target population (180 youth per year) are all adjudicated and committed males with substance
abuse problems. African-American youth will comprise 55 percent of this population, Caucasian
youth 43 percent, and the remaining 2 percent Hispanic. These youth will be from all geographic
areas in the Commonwealth, with the majority (66%) from urban areas. The age range for the target
populations is 12-18 years. The drugs of preference are alcohol, marijuana, cocaine/crack, and
hallucinogens. Poly-substance abuse is common. These youth are also at high-risk for a variety of
communicable diseases, particularly HIV/AIDS, sexually transmitted diseases, and tuberculosis.

An extensive program evaluation model will be an integral component of the project. A full-time
position will be dedicated to performing process evaluation and quality assurance activities. DYFS
will contract with an independent provider to design and carry out comprehensive evaluations of
project outcomes, including both client outcomes and impacts on the larger service delivery system.

The goals of the program are to reduce recidivism and improve long-term treatment outcomes by
providing comprehensive rehabilitation services in an integrated and coordinated continuum of care
that includes both the secure institutional setting and the community.
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PROPOSAL AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

EXPANSION OF DRUG USE
IDENTIFICATION AND INTERVENTION

SERVICES INTO RURAL AREAS

IDENTIFYING AND INTERVENING WITH DRUG-INVOLVED YOUTH

AMERICAN PROBATION AND PAROLE ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

SPONSORED BY
THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION
in cooperation with

THE COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF

YOUTH &

)4outh Begins With You.

Commonwealth of Virginia
Department of Youth and Family Services

Substance Abuse Programs

JANUARY 1993
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Expand existing substance abuse identification and intervention services to the
remaining 16 DYFS Court Service Units.

Provide designated staff with training in drug use recognition techniques.

Provide designated staff with a standardized assessment instrument in the
Substance Abuse Subtle Screening Inventory (SASSI) and appropriate training to
administer the assessment instrument.

Provide designated staff with the training and instrumentation necessary to
conduct drug screening urinalysis using the latex agglutination immunoassay
testing technology as found in the ONTRAK testing system of Roche
Laboratories.

Provide designated staff with the training necessary to: deliver substance abuse
education/prevention curriculum to youth and families, make appropriate
referrals, and provide substance abuse case management .

Target Population

The target population for this program are youth under the supervision of the Department of

Youth and Family Services in the 16 court service unit judicial districts that are not currently participating

in the DYFS Substance Abuse Program. During FY 91-92, participating Court Service Units provided

substance abuse services to 679 youth and provided 440 hours of services to family members of these

clients. The demographics of the target population will differ slightly from the population currently being

served in that most will be in rural areas. Figure 2 summarizes demographic information for clients

currently receiving services through the DYFS Substance Abuse Program. Figure 3 illustrates race and

gender distribution for the clients served. The population receiving services is divided as follows: 78.7%

male and 21.3% female. There is almost an even distribution between African-American youth and white

youth receiving services. It is anticipated that the 16 court service units added under this grant will yield

700 youth in need of substance abuse services.

4
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Figure 2: Client Profile

Overall Client Profile
Substance Abuse Programs

79% Male 21% Female

46% Black 62% White 2% Other

75% No Reported Prior Treatment

16% Not Enrolled in School (Drop Out)

81% Not in Labor Force
10% Unemployed
7% Employed Part -time
2% Employed Full-time

Average Age First Drug Use 13.0 years
Average Age Clients Receiving Services 16 years

FY 91-92

Figure 3: Race and Gender Distribution

African -
American White All Other Total

Female 7.2% 13.4% .7% 21.3%

Male 39.3% 38.4% 1.0% 78.7%

Total 46.5% 51.8% 1.8% 100%

Interventions

The types of substance abuse programs offered in the various Court Service Units are the result

of ongoing program development. This process includes assessments of services which are necessary to

5
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Barrett Juvenile
Correctional Center

Substance Abuse
Treatment Program

Update Report
October 1993 to June 1994

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF

YOUTH &
FAMILY SERVICES
`*)uth Begins With ' bu.

Commonwealth of Virginia
Department of Youth and Family Services

JULY 1, 1994
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report is to serve as a program update on the first six months of operation of the federally funded

Barrett Substance Abuse Treatment Program located at Barrett Juvenile Correctional Center in

Hanover County, Virginia. The Virginia Department of Youth and Family Services was awarded a

$1.8 million grant from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Center for Substance

Abuse Treatment. The grant award makes it possible to utilize Barrett Juvenile Correctional Center

as a single purpose substance abuse treatment facility for juvenile offenders.

Significant progress has been made since receiving the federal funds in October 1993. All 86 Barrett

staff have participated in a series of tailings ranging from introductory to intensive, dependent upon

their role in the development of the new program and therapeutic community model. Fourteen out

of 16 fiill-time treatment and administrative staff have been hired and trained. These are the Clinical

Director, two of three Clinical Supervisors, seven of eight Clinical Social Workers (substance abuse

credentialed), Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor, Recreation Therapy Supervisor, Office Services

Assistant, and a Human Service Program Consultant (Evaluation and Quality Assurance). Two part-

time Research Assistant positions have been hired to support program evaluation efforts.

Three months after the grant award the first 15-bed cottage went "on-line" . Since then, one 15-bed

cottage has come on-line every month, meeting and exceeding full capacity (90 beds) -on or about

June 1, 1994. The current population (as of June 30, 1994) of the Substance Abuse Treatment

Program is 88 males. Of that population 50% are white and 49% are black. The data indicate more

than half (51%) of the residents have never received prior treatment for their substance abusing

problem, while 40% have only had one treatment episode prior to commitment. The average age of

residents in the Barrett Substance Abuse Treatment Program is 16 years. This is also the reported

average age of first substance abuse treatment service. However, the data indicate that the average

age of initial substance use is approximately 13 years, with many clients reporting use as early as 10

years old. From this, it is evident that the majority of youth at Barrett have been using alcohol and

other drugs approximately three years prior to receiving any services.

July 1, 1994 Barrett J.CC
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The most widely reported abused substances are alcohol (85%) and marijuana (87%). This is

followed by, in rank order of reported usage, cocaine/crack, hallucinogens, inhalants, PCP, heroin,

amphetamines, and benzodiazepines. Categorically, less than 25% of the youth reported using drugs

other than alcohol or marijuana. Yet, the majority of the youth can be characterized as poly-substance

abusers, indicating the abuse of several different drugs. The average client is using substances at an

extremely high rate. For example, almost half of the population at Barrett reported using substances

before commitment on a daily basis (47.1%). The other half reported using substances to the point

of intoxication weekly (48.2%). Such high consumption levels likely impact educational attainment

and social functioning. Preliminary indications point to an average grade level deficit of three years

for each client (sixteen years old and in the seventh or eighth grade). Eighth grade is the average

reported grade level completed for residents in the Barrett Substance Abuse Treatment Program.

Services during the first six months of the transition increased 130% as treatment sessions were

phased into the program. During the same period major and moderate offenses declined. Major

offenses declined from an overall incidence rate of 19 per 100 youth in October 1993, to 8 per 100

youth in March 1994. Likewise, moderate offenses declined from 84 per 100 youth to 43 per 100

youth. While these statistics are consistent with the expectations of the grant that as structured

therapeutic programming increase, behavior problems as measured by major and moderate offenses

should decrease, it should be noted that this is a cursory examination of the program data and that

attribution of these results to program efforts has not been fully established.

This document provides a brief history of substance abuse services provided by the Department of

Youth and Family Services, the needs addressed by this grant, an overview of the comprehensive

nature of the services being provided as part of the Barrett Substance Abuse Treatment Program, a

brief description of the clients being served by the program, and an overview of the comprehensive

program evaluation plan.

July 1, 1994 Barrett J.CC ii Substance Abuse Treatment Program
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Barrett Substance Abuse Program Interim Report - November 1, 1995

Characteristics of Barrett
Program Youth

Assaultive Behavior

Educational Attainment

Page 16

ITT PROCESS EVALUATION RESULTS

In fiscal year 1995 (July 1, 1994 - June 30, 1995) 227 male
juveniles were admitted to the Barrett Program. The average age of
those admitted was 16.2 years with a range of 13.1 to 18.0. Fifty-
one percent of the youth were black, 1% Hispanic, and 48% were
white.

70.5% were on their first commitment to DYFS

Median number of offenses committed was 9

4.8% were classified as Serious Offenders under the Code

60% were 14 years old or younger at first criminal adjudication

84.1% have a Length of Stay determination of either 4-7
months, 6-9 months, or 8-11 months.

There is suffecient evidence in the literature to su est that
assaultive behavior is exacerbated when the perpetrator is under the
influence of alcohol and drugs. Assault against others is common
among this cohort of drug involved juvenile offenders.

53.7 % have a history of assault against peers

18.5% have a history of assault against authority figures

24.7% have a history of unprovoked assault

5.7% have a history of committing assault which required
medical attention

5.7% have a history of assault using a weapon

5.7% have a history of assault while in custody

These youth exhibit similar characteristics in educational
attainment as youth in other juvenile correctional centers. The
average youth is one to two grades below what normally would be
expected for their chronological age. Woodcock-Johnson
achievement test scores that academic functioning levels are well
below their grade placement. Additionally, many are in need of
special education services.

181
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45% are more than 4 years behind in reading achievement
55% are between 1.5 years and 4 years behind in reading

50% are more than 4 years behind in math achievement
50% are between 1.5 years and 4 years behind in math

80.2% are more than 4 years behind in written knowledge
achivement
19.8% are between 1.5 years and 4 years behind in written
knowledge

44.5% have been identified either at RDC or in the community
as in need of special education services

14.1% were considered to be GED candidates.

10.1% attended school regularly before being committed

70.5% were occasionally or often truant

18.9% were either expelled or not attending school at all at time
of commitment

68.7% had a history of verbal aggression in school

53.3% had a history of physical aggression in school

69.6% had history of conflict with educational authorities

94.3% had a history of discipline problems in school

99.0% were classified as having a minimally or moderately
dysfunctional school adjustment

For 33.9% of this cohort, attending regular public school after
completing the Barrett Program is not a viable option

These youth come from generally dysfunctional and often broken
families. Clinical assessments of family support and stability reveal
families lacking in ability to effectively deal with problems.

5% come from stable families

23.3% come from supportive families

71.4% come from families determined to be dysfunctional,

1 82
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Incarcerated Family
Members

Inhibitors to Pro-social
Development

Page 18

detrimental, or non-existant to the youth.

At the time of commitement, 14.1% lived with both natural
parents.

19.8% lived in a two parent home with one natural and one
step parent

44.1% lived in a single parent home

8.4% lived with grandparents

13.7% lived in either an adoptive, foster or group home

26.9% have neat lived with both natural parents

When a parent is incarcerated it places a great amount of stress on
the youth and the family. Incarceration of one or both parents is
prevelent in this cohort.

7.9% present with a history of their mother being incarcerated

21.6% present with a history of their father being incarcerated

11.0% present with a history of their siblings being incarcerated

Psychological examinations are conducted on each youth during
their stay at RDC. The results indicate that low levels of
psychological and social functioning constitute the associated
deficits which inhibit pro-social development and responsible
citizenry.

18.9% were determined to have a short attention span

22.9% exhibit poor concentration

9.7% had impaired short term memory

3.5% had impaired long term memory

17.6% exhibited hyperactivity

30.0% were clinically depressed

41.0% could be described as easily angered

IS 18.1% exhibit behaviors that are inappropriate to situations
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44.1% exhibit anxious behaviors
71.8% exhibit impulsivity

94.7% exhibit poor judgement

34.4% can be described as concrete thinkers=1
Alcohol and Drug
Use Consistent with national trends, marijuana use is on the rise. In

FY95 marijuana use surpassed alcohol use in the population of
youth receiving services at Barrett. Inhalants and use of
hallucinogens has increased as well.

184
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Recidivism Analysis
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Outcome Evaluation ResultsW
Policy Research Methods, Inc., entered into contract with the
Virginia Department of Youth and Family Services in December
1994 to provide four analyses associated with the outcome
evaluation. The four analyses are: 1) recidivism analysis; 2)
treatment effectiveness analysis; 3) cost-benefit analysis; and, 4) a
system impact analysis.

The strategy for these four analyses included the development of
three survey instruments.

Recidivism Instrument: was designed to solicit information
from parole officers concerning recidivism of youth that had
completed the Barrett Program.

Youth Followup Instrument: was designed to solicit
information from Barrett parolees on their alcohol and drug use
since discharge as well as criminal activity in which they had
been involved. The instrument is administered at 3, 6, 12 and
24 month intervals. It is self administered and the information
is not shaied with the parole officer.

Parole Officer Instrument: was designed to offer a validation
of the information received from the parolee. The parolee
officer completes the instrument and returns it. It is then
compared;to the parolee's instrument to valid atethe responses.

The recidivism instrument was sent out in May 1995 to Barrett
parolees relea$ed from the institution between 5/1/94 and 10/31/94.
A comparision; group was selected based on alcohol and drug use,
criminality, length of stay, actual time served, SASSI classification,
race, age, and committing locality. A reponse rate of 86.6% was
acheived for the Barrett Group (n = 58) and a response rate of
78.9% was acheived for the Comparison Group (n =71). This
response rate is suffecient to support a high level of confidence in
the results.

The six month cohorts were examined for each group. Of those in
the Comparison Group, 17% were reincarcerated in either the
juvenile or adult correctional system within six months after release
compared to 7% for those in the Barrett Group.

1 85
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Recidivism Graphic

Treatment Effectivness

Currently Underway

Page 22

Recidivism
Six Months Post-Release

Reincarceradon - Juvenile or Adult Correctional Center
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The treatment effectiveness analysis is a long term, ongoing
followup analysis. All you at Barrett in March 1995 were
administered the baseline version of the Treatment Effectiveness
insturment. Follow up begain in July 1995 with the first three
month follow up for those youth released before April 1, 1995. A
rolling process tracks Barrett parolees every month with 3, 6, 12,
and 24 month contacts. Parole officers also receive an instrument.
Parole officers responses are compared to those of the parolees.
descrpendes are addressedf or verification.

The cost-benefit and system impact analyses are currently
underway. These analyses seek to address the financial and
systemwide impact of the Barrett Program on the Commonwealth
and its Citizens.
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Substance Abuse Programs
Annual Report
Fiscal Year 1995

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The abuse of alcohol and other drugs is a significant problem for large numbers of the juveniles
served by the Virginia Department of Youth and Family Services (DYFS). In response, the
Department has undertaken a major initiative to address these substance abuse issues. This response,
the Substance Abuse Program, involves a multi-faceted approach, incorporating many different
activities. During the past year, these ongoing activities have included coordination of services
across a variety of juvenile justice settings, provision of training and technical assistance,
development and management of financial resources to support substance abuse programs, and
research and evaluation focusing on substance abuse, violence and related issues.

This report contains information about the current status of the Department of Youth and Family
Services' Substance Abuse Program, including an updated report on the findings of program
evaluation activities for the 1994-1995 fiscal year. Issues that will require continuing attention and
plans to be implemented in the coming year are also discussed.

The Substance Abuse Program's ongoing evaluation activities indicate the following results for the
1994-1995 fiscal year:

s 48% of the approximately 1700 juvenile offenders committed to Virginia's juvenile correctional
centers during FY95 presented with significant substance abuse problems andwere classified
as being chemically dependent (29%) or at high risk for becoming chemically dependent (19%).
Marijuana and alcohol are by far the substances most widely abused by youth identified as
needing substance abuse treatment.
Approximately 10% of committed juveniles were adjudicated for offenses involving sale and/or
distribution of illegal drugs.

e Preliminary outcomes for youth completing the intensive substance abuse treatment program at
Barrett Juvenile Correctional Center indicate substantial reductions in recidivism.

November 1995
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Donald Snow Jr., 113, was

incarcerated for trespassing,

verbal abuse and kicking in

the windows of a police car.

Now the Henrico County teen

says he's found new direction

In life and is considering Joining

the Navy SEALS.

10101 H. SIVALLY II photos/MD An/man-Pilot

Seventeen cadets marched In untscin, called cut drill formations and stood at attention at Virginia's first
juvenile boot camp Wadriesdny. This finst clean of =dabs, If they pay attention to rube, eta gredusto In Junk .

At Virginia's first juvenile boot camp for nonviolent young offenders,
street toughs are trained' in discipline and respect in Isle of Wight.
Dr LUISA fficklkarr
STAFF WRJTER

ISLE OF WIGHT Sport-
ing close-cropped hair, camou-
flaged fatigues and shiny
black boots, 17 cadets at Vir-
ginia's first juvenile boot camp
showed off Wednesday for
state and local officials, repre-
sentatives of various state
departments, mothers, fathers
and grandparents.

At the grand opening of

Camp Washington, they
marched in unison, called out
drill formations and stood at
attention. But it was a quieter
show simple communica-
tion between one cadet and
his parents that brought
tears to a mother's eyes.

Shaun Morgan, 16, was
}mown as "The Menace" in
the Henrico County Juvenile
Court System. He broke cur-
few laws, smoked pot, tried to
steal wine from a convenience

store and, he admits, had no
respect for authority. .

Even on that night in mid-
December, when Shaun was
picked up by a sheriff's
deputy after running away
from home and staying at a
friend's house for more than
two weeks, the rebellious
teenager was certain the
courts would send him home
NO&

But, this time, the court sys-
tem surprised him. Instead of

putting Shaun on home arrest,
he was sent to boot camp.

"I was sure I could do what
I wanted, when I wanted, how
I wanted," he said, as he stood
talking quietly with his par-
ents. "I was smoking pot and
drinking all the time."

When he said that, Faye
Morgan broke down and fell
into her young son's arms.

"This is the first time he's

Please see Czstclo, Page [34
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JOHN IL WOW IVnwe
At the operearg of Camp Washington Wednesday, 17 cadets marched and mingled with parents, other relatives and officials. The
facility near Windsor Is for nonviolent offendoen who may not belong In the state's juvenile correctional facilities.

detc State's juvenile boot camp holds open house
Continued from Page 81

admitted it," she said, between
sobs. "This is the first time he's
said he had a problem with
alcohol"

When he arrived at the SO-acre
site that was (mainly a work camp
of the Virginia Department of Car
sections. Shaun recalled, he thought
he was walking iota a "day camp"
atmosphere. He was wrong again.

"I thought I was going to die," he
said. "At first, they push you as far
as you can go."

That's the style of Youth Services
International, the private company
that moo the facility in Isle of
Wight County, off U.S. Route 258,
mar Windsor. The company gears
its rehabilitation efforts toward a
no-fills military environment

Camp Washington opened and
welcomed its first cadets in lam
January. The facility is a result of
combined heading from the City of
Richmond and the state Depart-
ment of Youth and Family Services.
It is an effort to carve a place in the
juvenile justice system for non-vio-
lent offenders who most sweets
agree don't belong in the state's m-
isting juvenile correctional
facilities.

Philip Nguyen of Chesterfield has
something to compote the boot
camp with At 16, he was in the
Richmond and Chesterfield deten-
tion centers for stealing can and
breaking imn homes.

"Yes, ma'am Here, they care
about you, ma'am," he said
Wednesday, in clipped, military
fashion. "They teach you more, and
you learn more self- discipline.

Youth Services International,
which runs 20 other such facilities
in several states from its headquar-
ters in Maryland, claims a 70 per, -
ant success rate.

Debbie Snow has sem some of
that succesa in her son. a 16-year-
old Ficaria° youth incarcerated for
trespassing, verbal abuse and kick-
ing in the windows of a police car.

"I was a little worried at first,"
Snow said "Ira a new program. But
be told us that 20 minutes after he
got here, he knew what he was go-
ing to do."

Donald Snow Jr. known that he's
changed. He's found direction in
life. Now, he's talking about joining
the Navy SEAL6

One drill instructor. James
Beckwith, has promised to get a re-
minter to come to the camp to talk
with him, he said

The cadets teen at 5:30 am., at-
tend madanic clasess, drill and

&1At first, they push you as far as you can go.99
Skew Mumma

participate in group counseling
nuougbout the day. Most of the
pasta agreed they have seen a
change in a short time.

"He's a different person," Phil-
ip's mother, Cuong Tram, said. "He
made a 100 on a MSC. He's never
done that in school"

To what does Beckwith credit the
change in the youth?

BEST COPY MAILABLE

"Cold drill inanactora" be said,
grinning.

"And the staff is dedicated to the
kids. We have a philosophy here
that we neat all of them Wm they
were our own. We use a little tough
love."

The camp has a capacity for
about 50. It Is designed for boys
from 13 to 17 years old. And David

189

°olds. Youth
Services Inter-
national's senior
vice president
of support ser-
vices, believes
that the camp,
or facilities like
it could be the

answer to many of today's youthful
problems. "We have a tremendous
task,", Dolch told the crowd of
about 100 gathered in from of him
on the parade field. "America
needs to wake up and recognize we
are losing our children."

The first class of cadets, if they
pay attention to rules, will graduate
in June.
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Boot camp
Giving youngsters a chance to change makes sense

The director of the military-style boot
camp in Isle of Wight County says, "We
believe.that there is no such thing as a
bad kid." Such optimism is appropriate
for John Johnson, whose job is to turn
around teen-age boys who have maybe
one last chance to do something posi-
tive with their lives.

Johnson's view is probably not wide-
ly shared by a society that is appalled by
increases in juvenile crime. The response
to that crime has included tougher pun-
ishment for juveniles, a response we sup-
port.

But distinctions must be made
between juveniles and adults. Boot camp
recognizes that distinction and recog-
nizes that some youngsters can still be
saved from lives of crime. The routine
in the camp operated by Johnson was
the subject of a story in Monday's Daily
Press by staff writer JoAnn Frohman.
The camp's mission should meet the
approval of both those who want tougher
treatment of juvenile criminals and those
who believe firmly that efforts must be
made to rehabilitate young offenders.

There is nothing easy about the rou-
tine of the boot camp. Up at 5:30 a.m.;
lights out at 9:30 p.m. In between, there

is a closely supervised regimen that
tends to mind, body and spirit. These
young men are being "punished," but
they are being punished in a way
designed to teach them discipline and
self-esteem, qualities they will need if
they are to stay out of trouble.

How successful this program will be
remains to be seen. Graduates will
receive six months of closely monitored
probation after their release and then
tracked to establish a success rate.

Certainly the transition for these
young men will be critical, when they
leave the structured environment of boot
camp and return to the bad influences
they are sure to encounter in their old
neighborhoods.

But these teen-agers are in boot camp
because they are well down the road
toward failure. Boot camp is a last exit,
a chance to get back on the right road.
There is no practical or moral justifica-
tion for not providing that chance to at
least some of the young men caught up
in the criminal justice system.

Society and the young inmates both
have something to gain and everything to
lose.
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"It's the quality of the program, not the height of the fence, that keeps kids in here."
John Johnson
Director
Camp Washington

: .

-
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While the sun rises, juvenile offenders cool down after the day's fur dnll at Camp Washington last week.
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Drill: Young offenders can change
By JoAnn Frohman
Jay Cress

ISLE OF WIGHT
The teenage boys in gray

sweats are jogging when the sun
rises. The sound of their voices
singing military-style cadence
blasts through the early morn-
ing quiet.

Already alert, they run in uni-
son. stepping to the orders of
the drill instructor, traveling the
perimeter of the yard in one syn-
chronized movement.

When the chanting stops, the
quiet is broken only by the soft
padding sound of sneakers hit-
ting dirt.

It's daybreak at Camp Wash-
ington. a boot camp for juvenile
offenders, home away from
home for teenage boys in trou-
ble with the law. As many as 45

boys can be enrolled in the
demanding, five-month program
at a time.

The morning workout ends,
but the day has just begun. The
next 15 hours are a blur of
chores, school, counseling,
group therapy and military
drills. Lots of drills. Long, gru-
eling drills.

Quiet time arrives at the end
of a rigorous day, but there's no
unwinding in front of a televi-
sion. No radio. Newspapers are
OK, but forget rapping with the
other kids. The residents write
their thoughts in a journal. It's
required.

Located off Route 258 in rural
Isle of Wight County, Camp
Washington isn't likely to be
mistaken for a summer camp.
The former adult corrections

EST COPY AVALABLE

A recruit in his first full week at camp memorizes the rules, camp pro-
cedures and military terminology in his troop manual.

facility, which closed in 1991,
looks like a prison. Coils of
razor wire are looped above a
10-foot, chain-link fence around
a cluster of small, whitewashed
buildings. Many windows are
barred.

But there aren't any guards
in the towers strategically placed
around the perimeter of the
camp. The guards who are at the

camp, identified by their black
uniforms, don't carry guns or
other weapons. So far, no one
has tried to escape.

"It's the quality of the pro-
gram, not the height of the
fence, that keeps kids in here,"
said John Johnson, who spent
22 years in the Air Force before

Please see CamprA3
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RESPONSES OF MR. SCHWAFtTZ TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR HATCH

PHILOSOPHY

Question 1. Recently the trend in state legislatures has been to change the juve-
nile delinquency declaration of purpose from rehabilitation to retribution and pun-
ishment. Indeed, in today's Washington Post, there is an article about the Virginia
Assembly's legislation that would require teenagers as young as 14 to be tried and
sentenced as adults for murder and other violent crimes. It would also open to the
public, juvenile court proceedings and records for felony cases. Do you agree with
these changes? Should the goal of the juvenile court system be closer to that of the
adult criminal system?

Answer 1. The ABA, through its Juvenile Justice Standards, has believed that
public protection can best be insured through a juvenile justice system that is not
retributive, but teaches juveniles the consequences of violating the law while taking
into account their "unique physical, psychological and social features." The Stand-
ards, which were adopted by the ABA in 1980, call for determinate sentencing (dis-
position) of juvenile offendersthey thus recognized the notion of proportionality. At
the same time, the Standards recognize that some juveniles are no longer amenable
to treatment in the juvenile justice system, and that waiver to adult court is then
appropriate in order to protect the public. The Standards are clear, however, that
waiver to adult court ought not to be automatic, but based on the facts of individual
cases after a fair hearing before a judge.

The Standards permit limited public access to the juvenile court, giving discretion
to judges to open courtrooms subject to certain restrictions, such as protecting the
identity of the juvenile.

The Standards' general policy on access to juvenile records is that, "Juvenile
records should not be public records." The Standards promote strict control over the
accessibility and use of juvenile records to prevent "misuse or misinterpretation of
the information, the unnecessary denial of opportunities and benefits of juveniles,
or an interference with the purposes of official intervention." Based on my experi-
ence, most states have provisions for sharing of juvenile records among law enforce-
ment personnel, and among courts. Increasingly, states have also permitted sharing
of records with schools. In Pennsylvania, for example, the General Assembly has
permitted the use of juvenile records to determine bail for adult offenders, and to
enhance adult sentencing "scores" under our sentencing guidelines.

The evidence to date is that efforts to be punitive, rather than rehabilitative, do
not reduce crime effectively or efficiently. Punishment of juveniles, rather than pro-
viding an informed program of intervention (that includes holding the juvenile ac-
countable, protecting the public, and developing the juvenile's competence to be a
productive adult), serves only the goal of retribution. The literature suggests that
there is no gain in deterrence, incapacitation or rehabilitation. Thus, while the juve-
nile justice system should have the same procedural safeguards as the adult system,
there is no reason to believe that the adult system is the answer to any question
posed by juvenile crime.

Question 2. It seems like each of your respective states have implemented slightly
modified versions of the Juvenile Justice Act; each state has tailored the programs
to its individual, local needs. I am generally skeptical about Washington imposing
programs on states. For example, while I believe that a balance between prevention
and incarceration of juveniles should exist, isn't this a decision that should be made
at a local level, instead of the federal level?

Answer 2. The ABA Standards recognize an important federal role in promoting
innovative programs, encouraging research, and evaluating reform strategies. These
are all important parts of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. The
Act also requires responsiveness to local needs by requiring that funds be distrib-
uted through the state advisory groups.

In addition, there is an important federal role in setting baseline standards to en-
sure the safety ..of the nation's children. This is done through JJDPA's core require-
ments.

Indeed, as the question implies, nothing in JJDPA has prohibited states from ex-
perimenting with innovation, and with developing their own balance between pre-
vention and incarceration. Pennsylvania, for example, in 1995 passed a dozen laws
designed to "get tough" with juveniles. There was never a suggestion, during the
Special Session on Crime, that JJDPA was an obstacle to Pennsylvania's efforts.

Question 3. What is your opinion of earmarks such as boot camps, mentoring, in-
tensive supervision or others? Researchat least up to this pointhas not been
kind to any of these earmarked programs. It seems that recidivism rates are statics
if not higher after attendance in a boot camp. These programs do not seem to be
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curbing the delinquency rate. Should we, the federal government, remove the ear-
marks to let states experiment with various types of programs or, at the very least,
fund only those programs that have shown through research and evaluation to be
effective in curbing youth crime?

Answer 3. The ABA has no position on earmarks. The ABA Standards do endorse
a federal role in promoting innovate programs, but earmarks are not a necessary
component of such innovation.

Although research has been unkind to boot camps, there have been more favor-
able assessments of mentoring and intensive supervision programs. My personal
view, however is that there is no reason to preserve the earmarks. States should
have the option of experimenting with various types of programs. Model programs,
subject to evaluation, can be implemented directly from the OJJDP Administrator's
office, through competitive or discretionary grants. States would then be able to
judge which programs to introduce to meet local need.

Question 4. Is the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP)
a helpful institution to state advisory groups in terms of policy? Should more money
be allocated by OJJDP to provide technical assistance to the state advisory groups?

Answer 4. The ABA has no position on OJJDP's role, and we have no first-hand
knowledge of how helpful OJJDP is to state advisory groups in terms of policy. How-
ever, discussions I've had with the Coalition for Juvenile Justice (the national coali-
tion of state juvenile justice advisory groups) reveal that the Coalition values the
presence of a federal Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention because
it provides national research, experimentation with model programs, and dissemina-
tion of useful publications and information about innovative programs. These activi-
ties allow OJJDP to provide important technical assistance to state advisory groups
and others.

MANDATES/REQUIREMENTS

Question 1. Of the four major mandates, (deinstitutionalizing status offenders;
sight and sound separation; removing juveniles from adult jails; and reduction of
minority confinement), which is the most difficult to stay in compliance with? What
are the costs involved with staying in compliance?

Answer 1. The ABA has no role in implementing the mandates. However, data
suggest that deinstitutionalization of status offenders is the easiest mandate with
which to comply.

My experience in Pennsylvania with reform of juvenile justice and other systems
is that (a) there are costs associated with getting into compliance, and that these
costs can be handled easily through formula grant funding; and (b) the costs of
maintaining compliance is minimal once practices and values have been changed at
the local level.

Question 2. Are the requirements within the Acteither the mandates them-
selves, or regulations implementing the mandatesthat need to be removed or
changed in order for the Act to accomplish its intended goal?

Answer 2. The ABA supports reauthorization of the Act in its current form. As
I noted in my testimony, while the ABA would support additional regulatory flexibil-
ity, care must be taken to ensure that flexibility doesn't swallow the mandates. As
I testified, "The question is not one of mandates, but of how they are enforced, and
with what level of elasticity. The data suggest that OJJDP in Republican and Demo-
cratic administrations has been sensitive to State needs to respond to the occasional
extraordinary case. The Act thus represents sound national policy, rather than a
straightjacket. To the extent that the mandates are too confining, consideration
should be given to addressing that issue through the regulatory process, or through
giving waiver authority to OJJDP's administrator when there is evidence of extraor-
dinary circumstances."

Question 3. Many states have incorporated the goals of the Juvenile Justice Act
into their state codes. Currently, most states are in compliance with the mandates.
It seems that the Juvenile Justice Act has served its intended purpose, which was
to ensure that juveniles were treated fairly in the criminal justice system. In your
opinion, could the mandates be removed and replaced with juvenile justice system
goals? That preserves the national directive that states can follow, but if the states
can't comply, they still have the opportunity for receiving funding.

Answer 3. JJDPA ensures continuity of federal policy that ensures that children
are safe, are not brutalized, are not exposed to suicide risks, and are not penalized
because of their race. As I testified, this federal policy provides important continuity
to a system that is highly fragmented, and in which there is enormous turnover.
This policy also insulates state and local systems from momentary political pres-
sures. Indeed, the testimony before this Committee from state administrators who
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want to retreat from the goals of JJDPA suggests that the Act is needed now as
much as ever.

I would note that the goals of the Act are more than ensuring that "juveniles were
treated fairly in the criminal justice system." The Act was aimed at persistent, ur-
gent problems that Congress uncovered after lengthy hearings. These problemsthe
mixing of children with adults, the incarceration of children who committed no
crimes, and disproportionate minority confinementhave required solutions that go
beyond ensuring fair procedures.

Question 4. Many critics of revising the mandates claim that if we abandon the
mandates, states will be inclined to house juveniles and adults together and will ba-
sically abandon the supposed advances we have made in incarcerated juveniles in
safe spaces. Is it likely that juveniles will be subject to brutality and the like if we
abandon the mandatesis that a realistic probability?

Answer 4. The evidence is that there is a reasonable probability that juveniles
will be subject to brutality and the like if we abandon the mandates. There are al-
ways budget and political pressures, as well as personnel turnover, that lead to chil-
dren being held in convenient, rather than safe, places. Again, commentary to the
ABA Standards would "flatly outlaw" placement of juveniles in adult facilities
"under any circumstances."

PROGRAMS/IMPLEMENTATION/EVALUATION

Question 1. Have the so-called challenge activities had a significant impact on de-
linquency in your state? Which activities are being conducted? Are the requirements
to participate in the challenge activities burdensome? Does the cost to the state out-
weigh the additional 10% funding that is offered?

Answer 1. The ABA has not been involved in the challenge grant activities,
though the Association in 1992 supported the version of the Act that contained the
challenge grants.

The challenge grants are a good example of rewarding states for success in meet-
ing the formula grant mandates. In Pennsylvania, our state advisory group, working
with the Governor's office, selected those challenge activities that best fit the needs
of our state. We developed sound uses for the funding, and there is no indication
that the costs to the state outweigh the benefits.

Question 2. I understand that one of these activities is to develop programs to pro-
vide access to counsel for all juveniles in the justice system and to ensure that juve-
niles consult with counsel before waiving their rights. Do you think that is a worth-
while program? What about the other activities such as increasing community-based
alternatives to incarceration, or closing traditional training activities and replacing
them with secure settings for no more than 50 violent offenders. Are these worth-
while and realistic goals?

Answer 2. All of the challenge grant activities are worthwhile goals. States have
an option of applying for funding for any one (or more) of the grants, or of applying
for none.

The ABA certainly supports a juvenile's right to effective counsel, and believes
that funding to states to implement that right is appropriate. Moreover, the ABA
Standards state plainly, "A juvenile's right to counsel may not be waived." The ABA
recently released "A Call for Justice," a national assessment of juvenile access to
counsel and quality of representation, which was funded by a grant from OJJDP;
a copy is enclosed for your review. The ABA Standards support small secure set-
tings, as opposed to large training schoolsthe evidence is that smaller settings,
with individual attention and closer supervision, produce better results than large
training schools. I note that in 1995, only seven states chose to use challenge grant
funds to increase access to counsel; and only four states chose to use challenge grant
funds to establish small secure settings.

Question 3. The Promising Programs book that the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention provides lists a number of community programs that have
been tried in other districts. However, very few of the programs have evaluation
components attached to them. Does the absence of evaluative studies of these pro-
grams make it difficult when searching for innovative programs? Is the book helpful
when looking for new programs?

Answer 3. The ABA Standards support both process and outcome evaluation of
programs. The absence of comprehensive evaluations of many juvenile justice pro-
grams is a problem in the field. Some programs have funded their own evaluations.
In Philadelphia, the Department of Human Services has arranged for Temple Uni-
versity Crime and Justice Research Institute to evaluate programs under DHS con-
tract. However, few evaluations use control groups, and few are longitudinal. "Prom-
ising Programs" is helpful, in that it (a) directs state and local government to pro-
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grams that are thought to work, (b) it suggests models for replication, and (c) it sug-
gests ways to target programs to juveniles with specific needs. However, there is
no question that evaluation of all programs should be significantly enhanced.

DRUGS AND CRIME

Question. I am deeply disturbed by the recent indications that drug abuse is once
again on the rise with our nation's youth. I think we all recognize that drugs fuel
much of the violent crime problem in America, particularly in our urban centers.
In your opinion what needs to be done to prevent children from becoming involved
with drugs in the first place?

Answer. ABA policy on drugs and youth calls for an array of strategies that in-
clude prevention, education, treatment and law enforcement.

Law enforcement officials with whom I have spoken, including members of the
ABA Juvenile Justice Committee, recognize that a comprehensive strategy is criti-
cal, and that law enforcement alone cannot have the desired impact.

RESPONSES OF MR. SCHWARTZ TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR SIMPSON

Question 1. All Witnesses: It is evident from the testimony we have heard that
"one size fits all" solutions won't solve the juvenile crime problem in every part of
the country. Would you support legislation like Senator Kassebaum's Youth Com-
munity Block Grant Act? Her bill would consolidate 19 federal youth development
and prevention programs into a block grant to the states. This would allow state
and local governments the flexibility to adapt to a changing juvenile population, and
to design programs that fit their own particular circumstances.

Answer 1. The ABA has no relevant policy with respect to Senator Kassebaum's
bill. My own experience suggests that block grants can be effective if they are tied
to improving specific outcomes for children and families, have restrictions that pre-
vent harm to children and families, and are not solely aimed at budget reduction.
JJDPA is such a block grant: it has allowed states to have enormous flexibility,
while ensuring that the money be used for delinquency prevention and for improv-
ing the juvenile justice system.

Question 2. I think we all support the concept of separating juvenile and adult
detainees. Could this interest not be accomplished by a more flexible general "sepa-
ration" requirement without the specific and detailed requirements currently being
enforced?

Answer 2. ABA policy, established by the Juvenile Justice Standards, prohibits
detention of juveniles in any facility or part of a facility that also detains adults.
The commentary to the Standards says, "These Standards require an absolute pro-
hibition on the mixing of juvenile and adult offenders."

I would add that although many states have been able to meet the current de-
tailed separation requirements, the goal of separation could indeed be accomplished
with less specific and detailed requirements. OJJDP is moving in that direction with
regulatory reform. As I noted in my testimony, however, there is a danger that ex-
ceptions and flexibility will make the requirement a nullity. As I testified, "The
question is not one of mandates, but of how they are enforced, and with what level
of elasticity. The data suggest that OJJDP in Republican and Democratic adminis-
trations has been sensitive to State needs to respond to the occasional extraordinary
case. The Act thus represents sound national policy, rather than a straightjacket.
To the extent that the mandates are too confining, consideration should be given
to addressing that issue through the regulatory process, or through giving waiver
authority to OJJDP's administrator when there is evidence of extraordinary cir-
cumstances."

Question 3. You also state that the JJDPA mandates reduce self-fulfilling proph-
ecies, since children who haven't committed crimes avoid perceiving themselves as
delinquent, and delinquents avoid seeing themselves as adult offenders. It seems to
me that having some idea of what the results might be if they continue committing
delinquent acts might encourage some of these kids to think twice about their ac-
tions. How can we change the behavior of juvenile delinquents if we don't make it
perfectly clear that this behavior is unacceptable? Shouldn't we at least make some
sort of discretionary detention an available option for local law enforcement agen-
cies?

Answer 3. The ABA agrees with your view that society must make clear to juve-
niles that delinquent behavior is unacceptable. Indeed, the ABA Standards, adopted
in 1980, call for determinate dispositions (sentences) and a program of graduated
sanctions. The Standards also call for juveniles taking responsibility for their ac-
tions, through the use of restitution, fines and community service.
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However, there is no inconsistency between the mandates and making juveniles
accountable for their actions. Tens of thousands of juveniles are incarcerated every
day in this country, many for long periods of confinement. Hundreds of thousands
of juveniles are held in pre-trial detention centers each year. Although I am not
speaking for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, I note that JJDPA was no obsta-
cle to Pennsylvania (a large rural state, which has juvenile detention centers in
fewer than a third of its 67 counties) enacting in 1995 a host of laws aimed at juve-
niles. These new laws promote transfer to adult court and ensure that the purposes
of our juvenile code include accountability and public safety as well as rehabilita-
tion. Pennsylvania is proud of its compliance with JJDPA's mandates. There is noth-
ing in JJDPA however, that barred the General Assembly during its Special Session
on Crime; nor has JJDPA impeded the huge discretion that Pennsylvania judges
have over the supervision and treatment of juvenile offenders.

Question 4. You spoke of several "areas of success"reducing juvenile jailings, the
development of a forum for debate, the availability of accurate data, the creation
of state and local partnerships, and the creation of networks of community-based
services. While most of these may be very worth-while objectives, it seems to me
that the single greatest indicator of success should be a measurable reduction in ju-
venile crime. Yet we heard every one of the speakers in our previous hearing talk
about how the number of juveniles arrested for every category of crime has virtually
exploded in the past few years. The number of violent crimes committed by juveniles
is up by 75 percent in the last decade. Have we really accomplished anything then,
with all of our "father knows best" mandates, or do we need to start giving local
agencies the flexibility to design solutions that meet their own unique needs?

Answer 4. The juvenile crime rate has fluctuated during the time that the man-
dates have been in effect. Indeed, during the time of the greatest drop in jailing of
juveniles, and in incarceration of status offenders, the juvenile crime rate also de-
creased. Those who have looked at the evidence suggest that recent increases in se-
rious juvenile crime are largely attributable to guns and drugs.

Indeed, local agencies have almost unlimited flexibility to design solutions that
meet their own unique needs. The only limits on that flexibility are the Act's core
requirements, which enjoin states from harming children. Again, although I am not
speaking for Pennsylvania, I note that twenty years ago, Pennsylvania responded
promptly to build a system that complied with the mandates, because state officials
shared the values of the Act. At the same time, the state has exercised enormous
flexibility and creativity in meeting local needs. Nothing in JJDPA impeded those
efforts.

Question 5. Would you support allowing a 24-hour exemption from sight and
sound separation requirements in an emergency situation, if physical separation
were maintained? Why or why not?

Answer 5. ABA policy, established by the Juvenile Justice Standards, prohibits
detention of juveniles in any facility or part of a facility that also detains adults.
The commentary to the Standards says,

part
Standards require an absolute pro-

hibition on the mixing of juvenile and adult offenders."
Exceptions to the rule can lead jurisdictions to avoid building a system that make

it easy to comply with the rule. Indeed, one of the goals of the Act is to require
states to develop systems that would cover "emergency" situations, obviating the
need to carve out exemptions. I saw the results of creating exceptions to the norm
in a Pennsylvania case that challenged the way discretion was used in the state in
the late '70s and early '80s; the consent decree that established detention guidelines
also allowed for detention in "exceptional circumstances," which increased over time
as every decision-maker had leeway to determine exceptionality. That is not a sound
way to run a system.

RESPONSES OF MR. SCHWARTZ TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR KOHL

TO ALL WITNESSES ON PANEL III

Question. I have introduced legislation that would extend the period during which
rural areas may keep juveniles in a separate portion of an adult facility from 24
to 72 hours, and permit shared staffing during these short periods. Is this a good
idea? Do you think it moves in the right direction in terms of reauthorization?

Answer. ABA policy, established by the Juvenile Justice Standards, prohibits de-
tention of juveniles in any facility or part of a facility that also detains adults. The
commentary to the Standards says, "These Standards require an absolute prohibi-
tion on the mixing of juvenile and adult offenders."
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Current law already excludes weekends and holidays from the 24-hour count. I
would be careful about expanding the time period beyond those exceptions. The bet-
ter practice is to encourage states to build systems that will obviate the need for
lengthy detention. Many states have developed an array of shelter care, shared de-
tention, intensive supervision (including electronic monitoring), that can address
short term detention needs, even in rural communities.

With respect to shared staffing, my personal view is that the results of the recent
Wisconsin experiment suggest that shared staff may be appropriate if they do not
work with both juveniles and adults during the same shift, and are trained and cer-
tified with respect to the special needs of juvenile offenders.

TO ALL WITNESSES ON PANELS II AND HI

Question 1. Some critics have argued that the juvenile justice mandatesparticu-
larly the deinstitutionalization of status offenders and the jail removal require-
mentshave contributed to rising juvenile crime rates.

At the last hearing, however, experts testified that significant increases in juve-
nile crime rates began around 1985when crack cocaine entered our cities, and ac-
cess to guns dramatically spread throughout our inner cities. The mandates began
in 1974.

Now, given the fact that this increase started over a decade after the mandates
went into effect, do you think it's reasonable to blame the mandates for our juvenile
crime problem?

Answer 1. Indeed, the juvenile crime rate has fluctuated during the time that the
mandates have been in effect. During the time of the greatest drop in jailing of juve-
niles, and in incarceration of status offenders, the juvenile crime rate also de-
creased. Those who have looked at the evidence suggest that recent increases in se-
rious juvenile crime are largely attributable to guns and drugs. There is no reason
to think that the mandates have contributed to juvenile crime.

Question 2. Many juvenile facilities suffer from significant overcrowding, which in
turn leads to greater violence between juveniles, more attacks on staff, and less re-
habilitation. In your experience with your local juvenile justice systems, have you
seen overcrowding problems, and what are the consequences of these problems?
Would you support more targeted efforts to fund juvenile detention facilities.

Answer 2. I have seen massive overcrowding in the course of my Juvenile Law
Center practice, with all of the consequences stated in your question. It is difficult
to have decent programming, i.e., educational and vocational classes, exercise, work,
and access to family, when staff are consumed with managing excessive populations.
Brutality abounds. Staff skills erode as they put in overtime. Sick leave increases,
reducing important continuity between staff and residents. Overcrowded institu-
tions, in the end, contribute to delinquent behavior, rather than mitigating it.

I would support more targeted efforts to fund alternatives to detention. I would
also fund studies of a jurisdiction's policies, so that localities can make individual-
ized determinations of how to change policies and practice to avoid overcrowding
while still ensuring public safety. Overcrowding is a function of (a) who is admitted
to a facility, and (b) how long that person stays. Sound policy analysis leads to tar-
geted development of alternatives and improved processing of juveniles. The ABA
Standards note that "Overcrowding is generally a symptom of an operational prob-
lem and does not [itself] imply the need for new construction."

Question 3. Some critics of the mandates argue that they have nothing to do with
prevention of crime, and are therefore not a good investment. Yet studies have con-
firmed the common-sense proposition that once a juvenile is thrown in with adults,
he hardens, making rehabilitation harder. Given your experience with the Act, do
you think that separating juveniles from adult prisoners contributes to preventing
crime?

Answer 3. My testimony addresses this point. Separating juveniles from adult
prisoners does contribute to crime prevention. As I testified, "One way to think of
the mandates is that they protect children from harm. Another way is to realize
that mandates promote public safety by eliminating factors that lead to delinquent
behavior. This last point unfolds in several ways. First, there is a strong correlation
between child abuse and delinquent behaviorchild abuse is frequent when chil-
dren are in adult institutions. Keeping children out of adult institutions, separating
them from adults, and keeping non-offenders away from offenders reduces incidents
of assault and rape. Second, criminal tendencies are mitigated by keeping non-delin-
quent children from the influence of children who have been engaged in delinquent
actsindeed, usually seriously delinquent behavior, since juveniles in detention cen-
ters are usually the jurisdiction's most serious offenders. Third, the mandates re-
duce self-fulfilling prophecies, since children who haven't committed crimes avoid
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perceiving themselves as delinquent; and delinquents avoid seeing themselves as
though they were adult offenders. Fourth, the mandates reduce the likelihood that
children will be recruited into criminal networks through their associations with
those who are."

Question 4. In my own State of Wisconsin, we have been able to work out an ex-
emption to the prohibition on shared staff, so long as staff does not work with both
juveniles and adults during the same shift, and all staff are properly trained and
certified. This exemption was worked out with, and ultimately approved by, the Of-
fice of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

Do you think that there is a way to work out something similar in your state that
could deal with your particular difficjalties with the mandates, yet maintain the
basic principles of maintaining virtually complete separation of juveniles from
adults?

Answer 4. ABA policy, although calling for separation of juveniles and adults, also
encourages "maximum opportunity for participation by the states" in developing
policies that reflect "the needs of the states."

I cannot speak for Pennsylvania. I note that Pennsylvania has done more than
most states in documenting compliance with the Act, and it has worked hard and
successfully to comply. There may be some areas in which Pennsylvania staff would
appreciate added flexibility, but this question is more appropriately addressed to
them.

Question 5. During these hearings, I have heard many complaints about the man-
dates, but in order to try to deal with these matters legislatively, it is critical that
we have specific information and specific solutions. We need to know what flexibility
you need, and what limits there should be on that flexibility to ensure that we guar-
antee the protection of young people without hampering law enforcement. Could you
list what you are doing nowas required under the mandatesthat you do not
want to do? Could you list what you are not doing nowthat the mandates are pro-
hibiting you from doingthat you would like to do?

Answer 5. Again, the ABA supports the mandates in their current form. I am not
in a position to answer on behalf of Pennsylvania.

Question 6. Several complaints regarding the disproportionate representation of
minorities mandate suggested that this mandate is onerous because it requires that
the percentage of incarcerated juveniles must equal the number of juveniles in the
general state populationsort of prison quota. Specifically, some of the witnesses
went so far as to suggest that they are "in violation of the act if there is an imbal-
ance.

In fact, the mandate (42 U.S.C. 5633(a)(23)) only requires that states submit
plans for implementing that Act that "address efforts to reduce the proportion of ju-
veniles detained or confined in secure detention facilities, secure correctional facili-
ties, jails, and lockups who are members of minority groups if such proportion ex-
ceeds the proportion such groups represent in the general population."

From my reading of this, States are only required to include provisions in their
state plans that "address efforts" to fight over representationthere is no require-
ment that they actually achieve equal representation, or anything close to it.

Do you read this differently? Can you explain specifically why this section causes
problems for you in implementing the Act? Do you think we should delete this man-
date, and not require any efforts towards rectifying over representation?

Answer 6. The ABA has long supported the elimination of racial bias in the justice
system, and this mandate presents us with no problems. Indeed, many people in the
field believe that this mandate has not been implemented strongly enough.

In Pennsylvania, our state advisory group funded a study that suggested bias at
the arrest and detention stages of the system. We have increased training on those
issues, and used formula grant dollars to target minority communities with high
crime ratesprevention is a method of addressing disproportion in the,system. To
the best of my knowledge, this mandate has not presented problems for the state,
but again, I cannot speak on behalf of Pennsylvania.

Question 7. We are always trying to learn more about what is effective at each
level of the juvenile justice process. What studies have been done in your state that
indicate the effectiveness of any prevention, intervention, or incarceration programs
in your state at either the state or local level? It would be very helpful if you would
supply a copy of each report and summarize the results.

Answer 7. I will arrange for copies of "Pennsylvania Progress" to be sent to the
Subcommittee under separate cover. "Pennsylvania Progress" is our state advisory
group effort to describe, quarterly, how we have used JJDPA dollars.
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ADDITIONAL SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GARY B. MELTON ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice, it is a privi-
lege to testify today on behalf of the 108,000 members and associates of the Amer-
ican Psychological Association (APA). Thousands of APA's members are active in the
provision of mental health services to troubled youth and families. Many others con-
duct research on the causes, prevention, and treatment of child and family prob-
lems. Whether practitioners, researchers, or both, psychologists are committed to
public service oriented toward the development and implementation of policy con-
sistent with the dignity and welfare of children and youth and the integrity of their
families.

Less than a year ago, the U.S. Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect, of
which I am a member, completed a review of the state of child protection in the
United States. What we sawthe enormity of the problem of child maltreatment
and the inadequacy of the nation's responsewas both sobering and enraging. With
no hyperbole, the Board declared a national emergency in the field of child protec-
tion. We called for a comprehensive national response to this crisis, and we articu-
lated roles for many sectors and levels of society. Recommendation 8 of the Board's
report urged "national scientific societies and professional associations to undertake
major initiatives to stimulate the development of knowledge about child abuse and
neglect and the improvement of the child protection system and to diffuse such
knowledge to their members, policymakers, and the general public."

I am pleased to report that APA has taken this recommendation seriously. APA
has adopted a high-priority initiative of unprecedented scope to identify what is
known, what needs to be known, and what can be done now to prevent and treat
child maltreatment, to generate the human resources necessary for child protection,
and to develop sound public policies on the problem.

As critical, though, as action by voluntary associations and other private-sector
groups like APA is, it is not enough. Reasonable people may disagree about the
range of duties that the government has toward its youngest citizens, but no one
can dispute that, at a minimum, government owes protection from harm to those
whose dependency it enforces. At least for the past decade, though, government
rarely has exerted leadership in either child protection or juvenile justice. When
leadership has been attempted, it often has been misdirected in the service of ideol-
ogy more than the welfare and dignity of children. The result, the Advisory Board
said, is a "moral disaster" in which maltreatment of children is epidemic and the
societal response has been appallingly inadequate and flawed.

Like all people, children are owed protection of their physical and psychological
integrity. Like all citizens, children are entitled to justice and government's respect
for their dignity. Society itself needs a new generation that shares the values of a
caring community and that has experienced a safe environment in which to learn.
Such matters are too important to be relegated to partisan politics or policy by slo-
gan.

In that regard, Mr. Chairman, we applaud your initiative to respond to the
Board's report with legislation authorizing treatment programs for abused youth in
the juvenile justice system (an authority that we hope will be followed with an ap-
propriation in this Congress). We also support your recent introduction of legislation
to authorize new programs to assist runaway youth, who often are fleeing from
abuse. Perhaps most of all, we are pleased that you are providing the leadership
for a comprehensive examination of the role of the law in the lives of our nation's
children, especially those who are most troubled and vulnerable. APA looks forward
to working with you, Senator Biden, Senator Brown, and your staffs in building a
system of justice for children that is consistent with the core values in our legal sys-
tem.

In that context, I would like to describe the current state of knowledge about the
links between status offense jurisdiction and child maltreatment. In general, the
states' use of status offense jurisdiction generally is a particularly gross example of
a lack of planning in the child and family service system. Broad status offense juris-
diction invites manipulation of the service system in a manner inconsistent with
overt policy goals, such as avoidance of unduly restrictive and intrusive services.
Unfortunately, the topic of status offenses also is an excellent example of disregard
by Federal officials of their roles in generation and diffusion of scientific knowledge
and models of policy and practice relevant to important social problems. In part of
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a result, the topic of status offenses also presents exemplars of state-inflicted harm
on children and youth. It is only slightly overstated to say that, however noble pub-
lic officials' intent may be, status offense jurisdiction often is de facto punishment
for being maltreated.

Allow me to list the facts that underlie my harsh conclusion. First, research shows
that status offenders do "look different" from juvenile delinquents. The notion that
status offense jurisdiction is a wise exercise in early intervention among antisocial
youth is simply untrue. Research shows that status offending is typically not a step-
pingstone to delinquency. Adolescent girls, many of whom have been subjected to
sexual abuse, enter the juvenile justice system much more often, proportionately,
under status offense jurisdiction than as a result of delinquency petitions. Moreover,
they tend to be subjected to harsher dispositions than male status offenders.

Second, as illustrated by the examples of girls who run away from home as a de-fense against incest and of youth who are classified legally as runaways but who
really are "throwaways," juvenile court jurisdiction in status-offense cases often
could be sought instead on the basis of child protection petitions. As one well-known
scholar on juvenile justice and child welfare as succinctly stated, "One of the most
problematic aspects of the juvenile justice system is its failure to distinguish offend-
ers from victims. Nowhere is this more true than in the case of sexual abuse and
sexual behavior." 1

Indeed, the most striking commonality of status-offense cases is serious family
dysfunction. Although the proportion varies across jurisdictions, in many commu-
nities the majority of status offense petitionsin some cities, the vast majority
are filed by parents against their children as "ungovernable" or "incorrigible." Re-
search shows that such petitions are especially likely to result in detention and re-
strictive dispositions. It is hard to imagine how a quasi-punitive response to an indi-
vidual child in the face of such serious family conflict can be either fair or effective, 2
The ineffectiveness of such an approach is confirmed by available evaluation re-
search, which shows that services based in juvenile justice often fail even in induc-
ing youth to keep their appointments.

Third, the Children in Custody survey shows that thousands of children and
youth charged with status offenses are confined each day in secure detention facili-
tiesyouth jails. Even more disturbing is the fact that hundreds are confined each
day without even the pretense of a status offense. They are acknowledged to be of-
fenders sent to training schools is caused in part by "training" in delinquency andcrime.

Fourth, just as child protective jurisdiction has become the entry point for over-
burdened child welfare agencies in some communities, status offense petitions often
are misused as a means of obtaining services for troubled youth and families. In
some communities, the court is the first rather than the last resort for families de-
siring services. For example, in one county in which I consult, the number of chil-
dren referred to the family court is double the number referred to all of the commu-
nity mental health programs combined. Families should not have to resort to a stig-
matizing determination of their child's "guilt" in a juvenile court proceeding in order
to obtain help when they are having serious problems.

Although systematic research on the point is missing, there is much anecdotal evi-dence that status offense petitions are frequently filed because the label of child in
need of services is taken literally. Status offense jurisdiction sometimes is invoked
as an indirect means of administrative review, when one agency believes that an-
other is being unresponsive. Thus, status offense petitions often are signs of failure
of, or at least dissatisfaction with, the service system more than indicators of cul-
pable behavior of the individual youth. Such agencies are clear exemplars of blam-
ing the victimsubjecting a child who already may have a traumatic history to a
quasi-punitive process because of a lack of adequate services.

It should be noted that this approach not only is unfair but also usually ineffec-
tive. Courts are not equipped to be social service agencies, and they rarely have a
broad range of services available to them. Indeed, in many jurisdictions the most

Sarri, "Gender Issues in Juvenile Justice," 29 Crime and Delinquency 381, 382-83 (1983).
2Some states have recognized this point by re-defining status offenses as families in need of

services (Iowa) or juvenile-family crises (New Jersey). In such states, family court jurisdiction
can be used only after other family services (in the New Jersey system, special Juvenile-Family
Crisis Intervention Units) have failed and the court in fact has appropriate services available.
Such statutes also bar use of detention or training schools or (in Iowa) even involuntary proba-
tion for such family problems. Unfortunately, evaluation research is lacking to determine wheth-
er such services in the shadow of the court are effective for families with problems that seem
otherwise intractable, or whether such services typically are rendered for problems that could
be alleviated as well or better without involvement of the legal system at all if other service
systems were working properly.
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common result of a status offense petition is unsupervised probation (without serv-
ices).

The issues presented in our own and others' testimony today about status offense
jurisdiction illustrate several of the general findings of the U.S. Advisory Board on
Child Abuse and Neglect about the child protection system.

First, the child and family service system too often has limited its response to
families in crisis to coercive, quasipumtive interventionin this instance coercion
that is misdirected toward youth themselves. As the Board noted in the context of
the child protection system:

"State and County child welfare programs have not been designed to get imme-
diate help to families based on voluntary requests for assistance. As a result it has
become far easier to pick up the telephone to report one's neighbor for child abuse
than it is for that neighbor to pick up the telephone to request and receive help be-
fore the abuse happens. If the nation ultimately is to reduce the dollars and person-
nel needed for investigating reports, more resources must be allocated to establish-
ing voluntary, non-punitive access to help."

Second, there is a dearth of treatment services for abused children and youth and
their families. The frequent resort to the family court for services reflects the lack
of services elsewhere more than the need for judicial intervention.

Third, the foster care system is in crisis. The misuse of detention when some form
of out-of-home care appears necessary for the child's protection illustrates (a) the
rapidly escalating ratio of foster children to foster homes and (b) the increasing com-
plexity of problems that the children and youth entering foster care bring to foster
families. Every community needs new family services to prevent out-of-home care
at all. When out-of-home care is truly necessary, supports are needed for foster par-
ents to reduce the rate at which foster parents are leaving the system.

Fourth, just as the child protection system is plagued by a lack of data and by
an inadequate, ineffective Federal commitment to research on child and family prob-
lems, there is a dearth of well-designed research on the systemic response in status
offense cases and the relation of child maltreatment to it. In fact, a search of the
PsycLit data basethe most extensive compendium of researching the social
sciencesfailed to uncover a single article on status offenses or status offenders
that was published after 1988. Simply put, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention has not been doing its job. That it has the mandate that it does
also has allowed other research agencies, such as the National Institute of Mental
Health, to ignore their own responsibilities to generate research on status offenses,
just as the existence of the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect seems to
have resulted in diminished work by NIMH and other agencies with a much strong-
er capacity for research. The Children in Custody survey (coinducted by the Census
Bureau for the Justice Department) does illustrate, though, the potential utility of
a comprehensive data system on child abuse and neglect and other instances of
multiagency involvement in complex problems of children and families.

Fifth, child protection issues branch well beyond the specialty child welfare sys-
tem. The justice system's response to child abuse through status offense jurisdiction
is but one example of the need for a Center on Child Protection and the Law in
the Department of Justice to lead in a comprehensive response of the legal system
to problems of child protection. It also reflects the need to strengthen the child men-
tal health system and other service systems that are better suited for the treatment
of troubled families and the prevention of escalation of family problems.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to present these views. The U.S. Ad-
visory Board began its recommendations in its 1990 report by proclaiming that
"America must and can begin now to establish a caring community for those of its
children who are vulnerable to abuse and neglect." I would add that such a commu-
nity must be one that protects the dignity of its youngest members and ensures that
justice is available to them. Such a goal requires both moral fervor and hard data.
APA looks forward to working with you to ensure such a commitment to protection
of children and respect for their personhood.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAVONDA TAYLOR ON BEHALF OF THE COALITION FOR
JUVENILE JUSTICE

My name is Lavonda Taylor and I am submitting this testimony on behalf of the
Coalition for Juvenile Justice. I am the past Chair of the Arkansas State Advisory
Group and currently I serve as the Chair of the Coalition for Juvenile Justice. The
Coalition, comprised of members of the State Advisory Groups (SAGs) of the 56
states and territories participating in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act, is the only national organization that focuses directly on the whole juvenile
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justice system. As citizen volunteers appointed by our governors, we are the local
link in a unique partnership made up of federal, state and local governmentsa
partnership working toward improvements in the juvenile justice system and focus-
ing on delinquency prevention efforts designed to protect public safety and keep at-
risk children from becoming involved in juvenile crime.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act became law with a focus on
both system reform and delinquency prevention. In requiring states to meet certain
system reform goals, Congress recognized that such reform, in conjunction with pre-
vention efforts, was essential. Both were needed to address the problem of juvenile
crime. These system reforms are embodied in the mandates, the four core require-
ments of the Act: Deinstitutionalization of Status Offenders, Sight and Sound Sepa-
ration, Jail Removal and Disproportionate Minority Confinement. I would like to de-
scribe each requirement, some history of why they became "supporting pillars," if
you will, of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, and why we be-
lieve they continue to be essential to the overall integrity and purpose of the Act.

DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION OF STATUS OFFENDERS

The Deinstitutionalization of Status Offenders requirement (DSO), found in Sec-
tion 223(a)(12)(A), has been a part of the Act since 1974. Simply put, status offend-
ers are youth who engage in behaviors which are not crimes if committed by adults.
Examples are curfew violation, running away from home, truancy and, in many
states, alcohol violations. These behaviors are proscribed by states simply because
of a youth's "status" as a minor. The DSO requirement provides that these young
people not be held in secure confinement.

Holding status offenders and, often, "nonoffenders" such as abused and neglected
children in secure confinement has been an expedient but inappropriate method of
dealing with juveniles who have not been involved in any criminal behavior. These
are often troubled children who are no threat to public safety. In fact, sixty percent
of runaway and homeless youth have reported physical or sexual abuse by their par-
ents. Twenty percent reported violence by other family members as indicated in the
results of a national survey conducted by the National Association of Social Workers
released in 1991. Historically, status offenders were handled by the juvenile court
in the same way as delinquents and were housed in the same secure detention or
correctional facilities. They were not infrequently placed in situations where they
suffered physical and emotional harm.

In testimony before this subcommittee in May, 1991, Dr. Gary Melton, speaking
on behalf of the American Psychological Association, described the types of children
who come into the purview of the authorities as status offendersthey are often
children who have been "maltreated" and he declared that status offense jurisdiction
is "often" a ". . . de facto punishment for being maltreated." Dr. Melton further of-
fered testimony referring to research which ". . . shows that status offending is
typically not a steppingstone to delinquency." (See full testimony in "Exhibit A")

In promoting the deinstitutionalization of status offenders, the JJDP Act does not
ignore the problems of these youth. Instead, in offering federal dollars to those
states who meet this DSO requirement, the Act encourages states to create commu-
nity-based treatment, diversion, and delinquency prevention programs as effective,
cost-effective and appropriate alternatives to secure confinement. These programs
offer a means of providing help and treatment for status offenders and their fami-
lies.

The DSO requirement continues to be important as an effective and compelling
statement of public policy, and as a continuing incentive to states to develop and
maintain programs that can, and do, deal effectively with young people who, while
they may need direction, education, counseling and support, do not need to be la-
beled, subjected to potential harm and punished by being placed in secure confine-
ment. Most states are in full compliance with this core requirement-42 with "de
minimis" exceptions indicating that they still have some status offenders and non-
offenders held in violation of the requirement over time. Maintaining this require-
ment continues to provide a strong public policy statement and the funding attached
to it creates a strong incentive to comply. The states have, for the most part, accept-
ed the premises of this policy statement and acted to meet its goalsbut the state-
ment and the incentives are still essential. The goal is not yet completely met and
it is far too important a goal to forego now. We must not let a reaction to serious,
violent juvenile crime lead us to eliminating a policy standard which provides for
appropriate responses to young people who are not offenders.
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SIGHT AND SOUND SEPARATION

The separation requirement, Section 223(a)(13), has also been a part of the Act
since 1974. It provides that juveniles be held out of the "sight and sound" of adult
prisonersan all too common practice at the time the JJDP Act was enacted. It re-
flected the fact, substantiated in the research literature of the day, that juveniles
who were placed in adult facilities where they came into contact with adult inmates
and even correctional staff were often the victims of physical, mental, sexual and
emotional abuse. It became apparent that the most immediate way to protect juve-
niles from the possibility of abuse was to require this separation. Another reason
offered by those who were involved in research and in day to day dealings with juve-
niles is that allowing juveniles to be in such contact with adult prisoners often pro-
vided the juveniles with a "training school" in criminal behavior.

While some might argue that the jail removal requirement makes this separation
requirement somewhat moot, continuation of the separation requirement is vital.
There are exceptions to the jail removal requirement such as that provided for rural
areas. It is essential that there continue to be sight and sound separation for juve-
niles held under the exceptions provided to jail removal in order to prevent any pos-
sibility of confining adults where these exceptions exist. It is also essential where
states are still working to achieve jail removal and to meet the situation where a
state is in compliance. To think otherwise is to allow opportunities for harm.

JAIL REMOVAL

The jail removal requirement, Section 223(a)(14), was added to the Act in 1980.
The requirement, specifying complete removal of juveniles from adult jails and lock-
ups, was, in part, a reaction to unintended consequences of the sight and sound sep-
aration requirement. In often overcrowded jails with limited resources juveniles
were frequently placed in situations which amounted to solitary confinement. As a
substantial consequence of this isolation, the suicide rate of juveniles held in adult
jails was found, in a mid-1980s study conducted by Community Research Associates,
to be seven to eight times greater than that for youth held in juvenile detention cen-
ters. Obviously, something more than sight and sound separation was needed to pro-
tect juveniles from the consequences of being incarcerated in adult facilities.

Juveniles should not be held in adult jails for many of the same reasons as per-
tain to the argument for sight and sound separation such as exposure to adult crimi-
nals from whom an "education" in criminal activity is often available and the poten-
tial for physical, sexual and/or mental abuse at the hands of adults. This commit-
ment to jail removal is not a position which the Coalition for Juvenile Justice holds
in a vacuum. A study developed by the Juvenile Justice Legal Advocacy Project con-
cluded the following:

"Virtually every national organization concerned with law enforcement and the ju-
dicial systemincluding the National Council on Crime and Delinquency, American
Bar Association and Institution for Judicial Administration, National Advisory Com-
mission on Law Enforcement, and National Sheriffs' Associationhas recommended
or mandated standards which prohibit the jailing of children. This near unanimous
censure of jailing children is based on the conclusion that the practice harms the
very persons the juvenile justice system is designed to protect and assist."

I believe that some people have mistaken reactions to the idea of jail removal
such as a belief that removing juveniles from adult jails means freeing juveniles
who needed to be detained. This is not the intent of jail removal. We believe that
there are those juveniles who, due to the nature of their offenses and their offending
history, must be securely detained. We are certainly committed to keeping the pub-
lic safe. We do believe, as I have indicated, that adult jails are not the place for
juvenile offendersthose that need to be securely detained can be held in secure
confinement in juvenile facilities. These facilities can contribute to the public safety
both by keeping juveniles securely confined, and by providing them with the type
of evaluation and treatment that have the best chance of deterring them from future
criminal activity.

DISPROPORTIONATE MINORITY CONFINEMENT

The newest core requirement is that dealing with disproportionate minority con-
finement (DMC), Section 223(a)(23). It provides that the States must determine
whether the proportion of minority youth held in secure confinement exceeds the
proportion of minority youth in the general population. Where overrepresentation is
found, states must establish strategies to address the problem. At this time all the
states have completed the process of gathering the data. Except for Vermont, every
state has identified overrepresentation of minorities in detention and/or correctional
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facilities. As of January of this year, 25 states have completed their assessment re-
ports and all others are in the process of finalizing their studies.

Our 1993 Annual Report to the Congress, the President and the Administrator
of the Office of Juvenile Justice focused on the issue of minority overrepresentation.
In an in depth review of the issue, it dealt with data and with theory, examined
possible causes including economic, social and cultural issues and proposed some so-
lutions. We recognized that there are at least two major points of view as to why
there is overrepresentation of minority children in the juvenile justice system. One
view sees the problem in the system itself, where, intentionally or not, a "selection
bias" existsmeaning that minority children do not commit significantly more
crimes but are more readily caught and are treated differently and more rashly at
various points in the system. A second view argues that minority youth commit
more offenses and more serious offenses, perhaps because of the social and economic
conditions in which they live. There may well be truth in both perspectives.

It isn't really necessary to decide which view of why minority youth are dispropor-
tionately represented in the juvenile justice system is the most valid one for pur-
poses of my testimony today. What matters is that the data shows that minority
youth receive progressively more severe treatment as they penetrate into this sys-
tem. This fact makes the issue essentially one of equity. The question becomes why
they are unquestionably incarcerated more often than non-minority youth for engag-
ing in the same kinds of behaviorto, put it simply, why should a minority juvenile
who commits, for example, a first time property offense be placed in secure confine-
ment, while a non-minority youth is not. I submit that this disparity should not
exist and is unquestionably one which strikes at the heart of any notion of equal
justice under the law.

Given that the studies conducted by the states do show disproportionate minority
confinement, except in Vermont, the continued existence of DMC as a core require-
ment is essential. It provides the impetus for further analyzing the problem and for
developing plans to address it. It represents a federal commitment to and support
for the policy I know we all support the policy which says there is no real justice
unless there is equal justice for all

The mandates, those core requirements of Deinstitutionalization of Status Offend-
ers, Sight and Sound Separation, Jail Removal and Disproportionate Minority Con-
finement, are not intended as obstacles to the states. They are vehicles through
which the states can provide a safer environment in which youth who violate can
receive services which may enable them to get back on track with their lives.

When the original Act was signed by President Gerald Ford, and continuing with
each reauthorization since that time, efforts were being made to strengthen the ju-
venile justice system. The removal of any mandate now would be a departure from
that goal. The stresses currently being placed on the system, and the public outcry
for Congress to do something about the serious, violent offender, would not be ad-
dressed by the removal of any of the core requirements.

The serious, violent youthful offender today is almost always waived into the
adult criminal system. In testimony heard in the February 28, 1996 hearing before
this subcommittee, Judge Carol Kelly of Chicago expressed her concern that the
adult system was not prepared to meet the developmental needs of the two young
offenders who caused the death of the young child dropped from the window. If the
adult system is unprepared, why would Congress now consider that any core re-
quirement which undergirds the juvenile justice system is anything but necessary.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARRY KRISBERG, PH.D., PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL
ON CRIME A/in DELINQUENCY

Thank you for giving the National Council on Crime and Delinquency (NCCD) the
opportunity to present written testimony concerning the federal mandates contained
in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act (JJDPA) as you consider the
pending reauthorization of the Act.

The National Council on Crime and Delinquency is a private non-profit organiza-
tion which conducts research and initiates programs and policies to reduce crime
and delinquency and improve the lives of children and their families. As the nation's
oldest criminal justice research agency, NCCD has been at the forefront of innova-
tive research and policy development in juvenile court-related services since 1907.
The agency is supported by federal and state contracts as well as private contribu-
tions and foundation grants. Agency policy is established by a Board of Directors
consisting of national leaders from government, business and academia.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has for over twenty years
provided federal policy guidance and financial support to states in an effort to com-
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bat juvenile crime and create a more effective juvenile justice system. With these
financial supports comes certain mandates placed upon states. Compliance with the
federal mandates is very high, resulting in a juvenile justice system that is now far
more efficient, effective, and accountable than in past decades. Our contacts with
juvenile justice professionals throughout the country indicate there is an extraor-
dinary high level of support for these policies. Yet, recent increases in juvenile crime
and particularly juvenile violence have led some to call into question the Act's man-
dates. My testimony is to provide strong support for these mandates and ask that
they not be weakened or eliminated.

There are four mandates which I will address:
Removal of status offenders from locked facilities;
Removal of juveniles from adult jails and lockups;
Sight and sound separation of juveniles from adults in locked facilities; and
Demonstration of efforts to reduce minority over-representation in secure facili-

ties.

REMOVAL OF STATUS OFFENDERS FROM LOCKED FACILITIES

Prior to the passage of JJDPA in 1974, there were large numbers of status offend-
ersrunaways, truants and other non-criminal youthheld in detention centers
and other secure facilities around the country. As a result, troubled youth who were
not delinquent were housed with youth who had committed crimes. The Act was
very effective in stopping this practice. However, in recent years this policy of "de-
institutionalization" has been under attack in some states. This appears to be found-
ed on the belief that runaways and truants, like juvenile criminal offenders, need
to be taught the consequences of misbehavior. There is a full and persuasive record
of testimony before the Congress and state legislatures which demonstrates the fu-
tility of incarceration as a response to family and personal behavior problems that
do not involve criminal activity. NCCD believes these troubled youth should be pro-
vided remedial services, such as family preservation, outside of the juvenile justice
system. Incarcerating status offenders will not only fail to solve the problem, but
will also place additional stress on overcrowded secure juvenile facilities which
should be reserved for more serious juvenile offenders.

REMOVAL OF JUVENILES FROM ADULT JAILS AND LOCKUPS

The hazards of incarcerating minors with adults are well documented; they in-
clude physical abuse, sexual abuse and suicide. Minors who are dangerous and need
secure confinement should be housed in separate juvenile facilities with staff ade-
quately trained in adolescent care, including specialized training in suicide preven-
tion. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act calls for the removal of
minors from jails and adult lockups, while allowing for reasonable exceptions that
permit law enforcement agencies to use defined adult facilities for short-term hold
of minors when no juvenile facility is available or when time is needed to transfer
the minor to a juvenile facility. NCCD supports this federal policy for a variety of
reasons: This mandate is essential to the protection of juvenile offenders and the
safety of our communities. Recent studies conducted by NCCD and others have
clearly documented the relationship between child abuse and future violence. It fol-
lows then, that children subjected to maltreatment become a greater risk to society.

SIGHT AND SOUND SEPARATION OF JUVENILES FROM ADULTS IN LOCKED FACILITIES

In situations where a exception is applied that allows juveniles to be confined in
an adult facility, juveniles must be separated by sight and sound from the adult in-
mates. The reasons why this requirement is important are the same as those stated
above: protection from mistreatment and suicide prevention.

DEMONSTRATION OF EFFORTS TO REDUCE MINORITY OVER-REPRESENTATION IN SECURE
FACILITIES

Minority youth incarceration rates in detention centers and training schools are
out of proportion to the share of minority youth in the general population. To ad-
dress this concern, amendments to the Act in 1992 added the requirement that par-
ticipating states address the issue of minority over-representation in their state
plans. This requirement is very broadit simply says that states must conduct a
study to determine whether there is in a disproportionate confinement of minority
youth. If disparity exists, states must make a good faith effort to respond to prob-
lems. NCCD strongly supports this mandate to create a fair juvenile justice system
which treats youthful offenders consistently regardless of race.
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Enormous progress has been made to date in implementing these mandates. Ac-
cording to 1991 statistics from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention (OJJDP), the federal agency responsible for oversight of the Act, states have
reduced the numbers of institutionalized status offenders by 98 percent (from
171,581 to 3,628); the number of separation violations have been reduced 90 percent
(from 85,002 to 8,687); and jail removal violations have decreased 91 percent (from
159,463 to 14,433). All 57 eligible states and territories are currently participating
in the voluntary formula grants program which contains these mandates. The 100
percent participation rate and high compliance rates tell us that states for the most
part support the mandates. The success of states in meeting these requirements has
allowed them to move on to other substantive policy and program issues that are
of central concern today, primarily the handling of serious and violent juvenile of-
fenders. NCCD has been working with OJJDP on developing a comprehensive strat-
egy for serious, violent and chronic juvenile offenders. National and state policy ef-
forts need to focus on the relatively small number of violent juvenile offenders who
have a major impact on crime and public perceptions of safety.

While tremendous strides have been made in implementing the mandates, weak-
ening of the mandates will likely result in a backward slide. The mandates have
been instrumental in ensuring better treatment for juveniles, whether abused, ne-
glected, status offenders or delinquent offenders. Increases in juvenile crime and vi-
olence have already put a squeeze on court systems and on state and local juvenile
justice programs. Limited federal, state and local resources need to be focused to-
ward dealing with serious juvenile criminals. Widening the net and allowing the op-
tion of once again placing youth in inappropriate facilities will only exacerbate cur-
rent problems.

The current law allows the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
to grant waivers to these mandates, and OJJDP has worked with states in a cooper-
ative effort to overcome problems in meeting the mandates. While waivers are some-
times required to deal with specific local circumstances, NCCD urges you to main-
tain these mandates. Investing in the proper care and treatment of our youth is,
to quote Allen Breed, former Director of the National Institute of Corrections and
Chairman Emeritus of the NCCD Board, "not a national luxury and not a national
chore, but a national necessity."
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